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Oxenford
— John Aiton,
— John Blackie, Calder House.
Shiells,

12a

Castle*

Castle.

130

Archerfield.

September 13. 1814.

Mr

Robert Murray, Kilkerran.

— James Aitken, Dunbarton.
— Alexander Meek, Dunbarton.

1S$

December 13. 1814.

Mr John

Stewart, Cullen House.

— Alexander Smith, Pitfour.
— James Falconer, Cambo House.
— William Ingram, Pitmilly.
— George Clark, Glenbervie.
— Alexander Murdoch, Huntly Lodge.
— William Chalmers, Vogrie.
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LIST OF MEMBERS.

Mr

John Begbie, Rossie

— William Reid, Lees,

17

Castle.

Coldstream.

— George Fraser, Coul, Ross-shire.
— James Paterson, Moredun.

145

George Pattison, Invergordon.

148

— James Henderson, Dunottar.

vol.
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OFFICE-BEARERS
For the year 1815.

His Grace the

Duke

of Buccleuch and Queensberry,
President.

Earl of Leven,

Lord Torphichen,
Dr Rutherford,
Dr Duncan senior.

Mr Thomas

Dickson,

™
™
Neill,
Mr Patrick
twt

Mr Andrew

)>

Vice-Presidents.

~)
<

Secretaries.

)

Dickson,

— Treasurer,

COUNSELLORS.
Amateur.

Professional.

Mr John Hay.
Mr Alexander Henderson.
Mr George Whittit.
Mr J. Smith, Ormiston.
Mr Charles Norval.
Mr James Macdonald.

Henry Jardine, Esq.
James Heriot, Esq.
John Thomson, Esq.
George

Bell,

Esq.

Gilbert Innes, Esq.

William Pagan, Esq.

LIST OF OFEICE-BEARERS.
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GENERAL COMMITTEE FOR PRIZES.
Amateur.

Professional.

Mr Thomas Shade.
Mr James Stewart.
Mr William Macnab.

Dr Home.
Professor Dunbar.
Sir

Geo. Mackenzie, Bart.

Superintendant of Experiments,

Mr John

Fletcher.

Painter of Fruits and Flowers.

Mr Patrick

The

Vice-President for the day,

of the Committee for Prizes.
officio

Syme.

Members of

all

Committees.

B

is

The

ex officio a

Member

Secretaries are ex

20

PRIZES
PROPOSED

FOR THE YEAR

The production of

I.

1815.

Fruits, Culinary

Ve-

and Flowers. (Prize the SoSilver Medal.)

getables,
ciety's

To

shewn at Physicians Hall, George Street, on
Tuesday 1th March.
be

1

The

best brace of Early Cucumbers.

2.

The

best six heads of Late Broccoli.

3.

The

best six stems of Brussels Sprouts.

Second Tuesday of May, (unless otherwise intimated
in the newspapers.)
1.

The

2.

The

seeds
3.

sown
4.

best early Melon.
best six seedling Polyanthuses

sown

The

;

last year.

best six seedling Auriculas

;

from seeds

last year.

The

from

best six Auriculas

;

stage- flowers.

prizes, 1815.
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Tuesday, 6th June.
1.

The

best Green-flesh Melon.

2.

The

best six forced Peaches, with

two of each
3.

The

;

sort.

best dozen Early

seed saved

names

Dutch Turnips, from

by the grower.

4.

The

best six Polyanthus-Narcissus.

5.

The

greatest variety of fine Tulips, one of

each

sort, raised

by the competitor.

6.

The

best twelve Ranunculuses,

7.

The

best twelve

Anemones.

Tuesday 8th August, (unless otherwise advertised,)
1.

The

best three seedling Pinks,

from seeds

sown Summer 1814.
2.

The

best parcel containing three sorts of Red,

three sorts of
berries

;

Green and three of Yellow Goose-

twelve of each sort to be produced, with

their names.

Tuesday, 5th September.
1.

The

the open
2.

best six Peaches, from unflued walls, in

air,

The

with their names.

best six Peaches, from flued walls, with-

out glass.
3.

The

best six Nectarines, from the open

the kinds to be

named

;

two of each kind.

B3

air,

prizes, 1815.
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4.

The

best six

5.

The

best three kinds of Plums, (Green-gages

Moorpark Apricots.

excluded,) six of each kind, with names.

The

6.

best three kinds of

Summer

best three kinds of

Summer Apples

Pears, six of

each kind.
7.

The

\

six

of each kind.
8.

The

largest Pine Apple.

9-

The

largest

and best swelled cluster of any

variety of Frontignac Grape.
10.

The

highest flavoured Grape, of any other

The

best three seedling Carnations, seeds

kind.
11.

sown 1814.
12.

The

13.

Apples of the former year in the best

best six Carnations

of preservation
at least
14.

;

\

stage-flowers.
state

three kinds to be produced, and

two of each kind.

The

best

Home-made Wine, without

use of any imported material excepting sugar
bottles to

;

the

two

be produced, together with an account

of the method of preparing

A Medal

for

it.

White Currant wine.
Red Currant ditto.
Black Currant

ditto.

Gooseberry Champaigne.

The

best from any other material,

or from a mixture.

23

prizes, 1815.
N.

5.— As

rally those to

it

has been found, that the best wines are gene-

which no addition of

as spirits are necessary only

managed, those wines which

made without

spirits will

For the best

two of each

six

sort to

spirits

has been made, and

when the fermentation has been
shall

be

certified

to

ill

have been

be preferred.

Standard Pears, with names

;

be shown at the Physicians'

Hall,&on Tuesday 31st October.

Tuesday, 5th December.
1

The

best three sorts of Apples, lately intro-

duced or not generally known in Scotland, and
which have been found to ripen well ; six of each
sort.

2.

The

best three

3.

The

best three Crasanne Pears.

4.

The

best three kinds of Pears, three of each

sort, also

Colmar Pears.

with names, &c.

5.

The

best six heads Endive.

6.

The

best twelve heads Celery.

7.

The

best twenty-five orange Carrots, (not

field carrots.)
It

is to

be understood, that the above articles

must he the pro-

duce of Scotland, and that those who gained the First Prizes

for any of them in 1814, cannot compete for
after an interval of one year.

B4

the

same

till
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II.

prizes, 1815.

The production of new or improved varieties

of Fruits, Culinary Vegetables, or

Flowers.

Production of
1.

New

Fruits.

APPLES.

In consequence of the Society's advertisements, several new
seedling Apples have been sent,
lity.

The

offer of a

some of them of excellent qua-

Society have therefore resolved to alter their former

premium

be awarded in 1822, and

to

that a competition shall take place

produced, or which

may

among

now

propose,

the seedlings already

be sent before the time appointed, on

Tuesday 5th December 1815, when a Medal and Five Guineas
will be awarded for the best ; a Medal and Three Guineas for
the second best

;

and a Medal and

Two

Guineas

for the third

Apples

have

sufficient

merit in the

best, provided that the

A

opinion of the Committee.
place every fifth year,

mium

shall

similar competition shall take

and the Apples which gain the

first

pre*

at former competitions, shall be entitled to compete.

2.

No new

sort has yet

difficulty in the case of

PEARS.

been produced ; and as there

Ten Guineas,

resolved to give a Gold Medal and

Pear which

shall

have been raised

in

greater

As soon

as a

been produced, a competition

sufficient

will

for

any new

Scotland from seed, and

found to possess such good qualities as to render
being cultivated.

is

Pears than of Apples, the Society have

it

number

worthy- of
shall

have

be announced, and a piece

of plate, value Twenty-Five Guineas, will be awarded to the
best, exclusive of

any former.

prizes, 1815.

The Society recommend strongly
Knight has obtained so many new

the

25
method by which Miby impreg-

varieties, viz.

nating the blossoms of one variety with another, and sowing

For

the seeds.

instance, the Scotch

Achan blossom by being

impregnated with the pollen of the Cressane, Bergamot, &c.

may

may

be ob-

For the best new Plum raised from

seed.

yield seeds, from which valuable varieties

tained.

3.

Gold Medal.

October 1824

For the best new Peach raised from seed.
October 1824. Gold Medal.
4.

5.

For the best new Nectarine raised from seed.

October

1

824-

Gold Medal.

For an improved variety of the Dutch White
Currant, raised from seed. September 1817. Gold
6.

Medal.
7.

For the best new Raspberry, raised from
September 1818.

seed.
8.

For the best new Gooseberry, raised from
September 1818.

seed.
Q.

Gold Medal.

Gold Medal.

For the best new Strawberry, raised from

seed.
10.

July 1816.

Gold Medal.

For the best new table Vegetable produced

to the Society in the course

several
"worthy
11.

of 1815.

There are

Cape of Good Hope vegetables which appear
and the premium will be repeated.

of' trial,

To

the person

who

shall bring the greatest

number of tender Flowers and Shrubs

to a state of

PRIZES, 1815.

%6

hardiness, such as to enable

them

to endure tht

Gold Medal and Twenty

climate of Scotland.

Guineas, or a piece of Plate.

As

this is a subject of great

to be understood, that

it

awarded ;

importance, the Society wishes

Medals

will

be from time to time

and the above premium to the person, who

shall

appear to have paid the greatest attention to the subject,

during ten or twelve years.

To

12.

the market gardener

who

shall carry to

the Edinburgh market the largest quantity of SeaCale, in the year 1815.
1 3.

For the best new Rose raised from seed

in

Scotland.

III.

Communications, &c.
the Silver Medal to

(The Gold or
be awarded ac-

cording to circumstances.)
rjt

is

expected, that

all

communications

tual experiments, which

1.

An

must be

will

be founded on ac-

detailed.]]

account of successful experiments, by

which the

sorts

of Broccoli already cultivated,

have been improved, and their Seeds saved in
climate.

Five Guineas.

this

PRIZE QUESTIONS.
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For the largest quantity of the seed of the
true Scotch (not Flag,) Leek saved in Scotland;
2.

to

be duly

certified.

For the greatest quantity of James's, Read-

3.

or

ing,

Strasburg Onion Seed, saved in Scotland,

from selected transplanted bulbs
to

be duly

The

4.

;

the quantity

certified.

Account of ascertained

best

facts,

con-

cerning the Effects of Impregnation in improving
and diversifying or improving the different species

of Fruits, Vegetables, and Flowers.

The

5.

best

Method of propagating Apple and

Pear Trees, without grafting or budding, which

answer

shall

all

the

purposes

of Paradise and

Quince Stocks.

The

6.

method of preserving Cauliflower

best

plants through

the winter, without the aid of

glass.
7.

To

the person

largest scale,

who

shall

have tried on the

before the Meeting in September

1816, the effect of Frames covered with oiled
paper, or any other substitute for glass, on

mon
and

walls, in preserving trees,

from spring

in forwarding the ripening of Fruits

of plate or

Ten

Guineas.

of the substance employed,

A

;

com-

frosts,

a piece

particular account

—the method

of ma-

king the frames, and of the expence, will be
quired.

re*?

PRIZE QUESTIONS.
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An

8.

account of experiments instituted for as-

certaining the nature of, and for preventing or

curing, the

Mildew upon

Fruit-trees

and other ve-

getables.

The

9.

best account of the progress of Garden-

ing in Scotland, giving an account of the intro-

duction of the best of our present varieties of
Fruits.
1

0.

The

method of Dwarfing

best account of the

Fruit-Trees, practised abroad.
1

]

.

The best Essay,

detailing the practice of the

author in the raising Bulbous-rooted plants from
seed, particularly the
cissus,

12.

Hyacinth, Polyanthus-Nar-

&c.

The

best

method of

restoring the vigour of

bulbs (Hyacinths, Polyanthus-Narcissus, Jonquils,
&.c.) that

have flowered one or more years in this

country.
13.

The

best account of the rotation of Crops

in Gardens, and the best sorts of manures to be

applied to the different Crops.
14.

The

best account of a series of experiments

instituted for the purpose of discovering the cause

of Canker in Fruit-trees

Guineas

The
1.5.

;

five

a piece of Plate or

years to be allowed from

second best

The most

;

— Five Guineas—or

satisfactory

Ten

1814'.

a medal.

comparison by expe-

riments, of the effect of dung, fire-heat and steam,

PRIZE QUESTIONS.
in raising

1814

;

a

Melons three years to be allowed from
Medal or Five Guineas.
;

The

lo\

29

best Essay on the keeping of Fruit of

with the management

different sorts,

of,

and plan

of an approved Fruit-room.
17.

1814

;

The

best Scots

two

bottles, to

ly Meeting in
18.

Two

March

Medals

Cyder and Perry of crop

be produced at the Quarter1815.

and

to amateurs, for the best,

next best drawing of any Apple of good quality,

growing

in Scotland,

with the flower and

when they can be conveniently
the natural size

procured,

together with a short

;

soil in

which

it

all

of

communi-

cation stating the general size of the tree,

the

leaf,

its

age,

grows, and whether kept as a

standard, espalier, or wall- tree.

The

Society re-

commend to amateurs the style of Hooker's Pomona Londinensis, which may be seen on applying
to the Secretaries.

19.

The same

20.

A Medal

for Pears.

to the

mained longest

in

gardener

who

shall

have re-

one place; certificates of the

length of service to be produced to the Society, in

December 1815.
21.

A Medal to

the gardener

mained the next longest
Note.

—As

couragement
ly repeated.

it is

who

shall

have

re-

period.

the wish of the Society to give eA^ery en-

to the profession, these

Medals

will

be occasional*

PRIZE QUESTIONS.

SO
22.

An

Extra Medal will be awarded to the

Author of the Communication or Essay, on the
subject which shall be determined by the Council
to

be of the greatest practical

the Society, in each of the
their second volume.

It is required,

have attached to
with a sealed

that
it

letter

each article brought in competition

a particular motto, and be accompanied
referring

competitor's address,
sent

utility, published by
Numbers composing

in competition,

to

and what

such motto, mentioning the

is to

be done with the articles

after the Committee have

awarded

the

premiums.

Communications, either on the above subjects, or
subjects formerly proposed by the Society, or on

any

other topic connected zvith Horticulture, will be received,

and duly attended

They may

be addres-

Mr T. Dickson, 10. St Andrew's Street, or
Mr P. Neill, 12. Old Fishmarket Close, Edin-

sed to
to

to.

burgh, the Secretaries.
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28.

Silver Medal.
1812.

Mar.

10.

Brussels Sprouts.

— To Mr James Kirk, Smear-

ton.

Early Broccoli

To Mr William

Affleck,

— To Mr James

Stewart,

Hirsel.

Best Winter Lettuce.
Pinkie.

May

12.

Best brace of Cucumbers.

—To Mr James Mac-

donald, Dalkeith.

Early Grapes.—-To

Mr

David Ford, Ty-

ningham.
Fine Polyanthuses.

— To

Mr

William Affleck,

Hirsel.

Method of destroying Pine-bug, (Extra Medal.)
To Mr Alexander Muirhead, Inver-

—

may.

June

9.

Best Melon.
Best

— To Mr James Stewart, Pinkie.

Cauliflower.

— To

Mr John

Porteous,

Drummore.
July

7.

Forced Peaches.

— To

Mr

Robert

Ingram,

Torry.

Fine Pinks.
Delvine.

—To

Mr

William Henderson,

LIST OF PRIZES
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AWARDED.

1812.
Sept. 8.

—

Two Medals awarded.
To Mr Thomas Barton, Bothwell Castle.
To Mr Joseph Archibald, Dalhousie

Excellent Peaches.
1.

2.

Castle.

Nectarines.
1.

2.

— Two Medals awarded.

To Mr David Trotter, Alva.
To Mr Thomas Barton, Bothwell Castle.

Apricots.

—Two Medals awarded.

To Mr James Kirk, Smeaton.
2 To Mr James Macdonald, Dalkeith,
1

.

:

Grapes.
1.

2.

—Two Medals awarded.

To Mr William Wright, Leith.
To Mr John Porteous, Drummore.

Green Gage Plums.
1.

2.

To Mr
To Mr

2.

2.

—Two Medals awarded.

To Mr Thomas Barton, Bothwell
To Mr James Kirk, Smeaton.

Gooseberries.
1

awarded.

William Reid, Lees.

Jargonelle Pears.
1.

—Two Medals

David Ford, Tyningham.

Castle.

— Two Medals awarded.

To Mr William Affleck, Hirsel.
To Mr Joseph Archibald, Dalhousie.

Seedling Carnations.

—Two Medals awarded.

To Mr William Henderson, Delvine.
2. To Mr John Mitchell, Moncrieffe.
Excellent Currant Wine.
To Mrs Thomson^
1.

—

Picardy Place.

10.

Dec.

8.

Beautiful

Drawing of

Mary Young, Queen

Pears, Best six sorts.
1.

2.

Miss

Miss

Far-

Street,

of Nonsuch Apple.
quharson of Flowden.

Ditto,

— To

Oslin Apple.

— To

— Two Medals awarded.

To Mr James Smith, Ormiston
To Mr Robert Ingram, Torry.

Hall.

LIST OF PRIZES AWARDED.
1812.

Dec.

8.

Apples,

Best twelve

sorts.

33

—Two

Medals

a-

warded.

To Mr James Kirk, Smeaton.
To Mr James Macdonald, Dalkeith.
To Mr James
Broccoli, Best six heads of.
1.

2.

—

Macdonald, Dalkeith
Sea-Cale.

—To

Mr

James Smith, Ormiston-

Hall.

Forced Asparagus.

— To Mr

David Ford, Ty-

ningham.
Fine Apples.

Extra Medal.

— To

Mr

Allan

Cameron, Auchincruive.
Soporific Medicine

Medals; one to
nother to

Mr

from garden Lettuce, two
Dr Duncan senior, and a-

Henderson, Brechin.

1813.

Mar.

9.

— To Mr James Smith, Or—To Mr David Ford, TyBrussels
ningham.
Best
of Cucumbers — To Mr James ArkRockville.
Fine Grapes. — To Mr James Paterson, MoreSpring Broccoli.
miston-Hall.

Sprouts.

May

11.

brace

lie,

dun.

Winter Lettuce.

— Mr

Duncan Macgregor, Ca-

nonmills.

June

8.

Best six Cauliflowers.

— To

Mr

David Ford,

Tyningham.
Best six Forced Peaches.
ro,

— To Mr George Mun-

Dunse Castle

Best Melon.

— To Mr James
— To Mr William

Arklie, Rockville.

Best six Tulips.

North Park, Glasgow.
VOL.

II.

C

Crawford,
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1813.

June

8.

Best six Ranunculuses.

—To Mr John Fletcher,

Merchiston.
Best six Anemones.

—To

Messrs Dicksons and

Company, Edinburgh.
July 13.

1.

2.

Aug.

3.

—Two Medals awarded.
Mr Thomas Blair, Warriston.
Mr Alexander Henderson, Edinburgh.
twelve sorts Gooseberries. — To Mr Wil-

Fine Pinks.

Best

liam Crawford, North Park, Glasgow.
Sept. 14.

—To Mr David Trotter, Alva.
—To Mr James Arklie Rockville,
Apricots. — To Mr William Affleck,
Plums. —To Mr William
Lees.
Pears. —To Mr James Kirk, Smeaton.
Fine Grapes. — Two Medals awarded.

Best Peaches.
Nectarines.

Hirsel.

Reid..

1.

2.

Fine

To Mr William Harper, Dunibristle.
To Mr John Forteous, Drummore.
Seedling Carnations. — To Mr John Mit-

chell, Moncreiffe.

Apples kept through
tion.

the

year in

— To Mr William

lest

preserve

Affleck, Hirsel.

Wines, 1813.
1.

While

Currant

Wine.

— To

Mrs Young,

Edinburgh.
2.

Bed

ditto.

— To Mrs Sang, Loanwells, Kirk-

caldy.

—To Mrs Paterson, Cunoquhie.

3.

Black

4.

Mixed Fruits

ditto.

ditto.

— To

the

Countess of

Leven.
B.

Gooseberry,

ditto.

—To

Mr

Montgomery,

Edinburgh.
6.

Blaeberry

ditto.

Wanlockhead.

— To Miss Agnes Bramwell,

LIST OF PRIZES AWARDED.
1813.
gept. 14.

—To

Mr
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George

Kincaid.,

Drawings of Apples, IS 3.
Medal offered to artists. To Miss

Beattie,

7.

Parsnip

ditto.

Edinburgh.
Dec. 14.

1

—

of

teacher

Edinburgh, (White

drawing,

Hawthorndean.)
Medals

offered to amateurs.

beth Berry, (Gogar

—

1.

To

Pippin;)

Miss Eliza2.

To

Miss

Mary Maitland, (Nonsuch and Leadington.)
For an

account of the Carse of Gowrie Orch-

ards,—

To

Messrs Machray and Gorrie, each

a Medal.

For preparation of Opium, from
Scotland.

Poppy

in

Onion Seed saved in Scotland.-—To

Excellent

Mr James
Apples.

the

—To Dr Howison, Douglas.
Arklie, Rockville.

— Two Medals awarded.

To Mr William Affleck, Hirsel.
To Mr James Gourlay- Chesters.
Newton Pippins. To Mr Joseph Smeall,
1.

2,

—

Mill-

burn Tower.
Pears.

To Mr Robert Ingram, Torry.
To Mr James Smith, Ormis-

Early Broccoli.—
ton Hall.

Forced Sea Cale.— To

Mr

William Affleck,

Hirsel.

Forced Asparagus.

— To

Mr

Robert Ingram,

Torry.
Fine.

Specimens of Pears and Apples.

Medal,

— To Mrs Bruce of Kennet.

Good Seedling Apple

Mr John

Extra Medal.

Yool, Cartside.

C

2

Extra

— To

LIST OF PRIZES
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AWARDED.

1814.

Feb.

Best Bunch of Grapes preserved from former

2.

year's crop.

— To Mr

David Ford, Tyning*.

ham.

March

8.

Best Lettuce.

— To Mr James Macdonald, Dal-

keith.

—To Mr John Macnaughton,
Stage
— To Mr William Henderson,
Delvine.
Seedling
—To Mr Thomas BarBothwell
Seedling
Extra Medal. — To Mr
Brussels Sprouts.

Edmonstoun.

May

10.

Auriculas.

Polyanthuses.

ton,

Castle.

Auriculas.

John Kyle, Keir.
June

14.

—To Mr John Morrison, GlasBest Ranuncluses. — To Mr George Kay, Res-

Best Tulips.

gow.

talrig.

Anemones.

— To

Mr Thomas

Shade,,

nurseryman.
Melon.

— To

Mr James

Paterson, More-

dun.

Forced Peaches.
son,

——

Moredun.
Cauliflowers.

— To

— To

Mr

Mr

James Pater-

John Porteous,

Drummore.

—

Extra Medal. To Mr John
Mathewson, Edinburgh.
Gooseberries.
To Mr Dugald Campbell, PolSeedling Tulips.

Aug.

9.

—

lock, Glasgow.

Seedling Pinks.
field,

Sept.

1

3.

— To

Mr

Alexander Porter-

St Bernard's.

Best Peaches.
ington.

—To Mr Alexander Dods, Clerk

-

LIST OF PRIZES AWARDED.
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1814.
Sept. 13.

Mr Tho^ Thomson, Wemyss

Nectarines.*— To
Castle.

Apricots.

— To Mr David Trotter, Alva.

Summer Pears.

— To

Mr

John Mitchell, Mon-

crieffe.

— Two medals awarded.
To Mr George Munro, Dunse Castle.
2. To Mr Alexander Dods, Clerkington.
Stage Carnations. — Two Medals.
1. To Mr John Mitchell, Moncrieffe.
2. To Mr William Henderson, Delvine.
Seedling Carnations. — To Mr William HenderGrapes.
1.

son, Delvine.

Wines, 1814.

White Currant Wine.

— To

Mrs Wilson,

Queen Street.
Red Currant ditto.
ton.

Gooseberry

—To Mrs Shairp
Champaigne. — To Mr

53.

of Kirk-

Montgo-

mery, Prince's Street.
Gooseberry Wine.

— To Mrs Rhind,

Livelands,

Stirling.

English Grape,

ditto.

— To

Dr

Macculloch,

Woolwich.
Dec. 13.

For

beautiful Drawing of Carlisle Codlin.
Miss Maitland, Rankeillor.

For

ditto

of Golden Rennet.

— To

— To

Miss Eliza

Boswell, Balmuto.
Excellent

seedling Apple.

Extra Medal.

—

Patrick Begbie, Esq. Castlehill, Culross.
Best Applies.

— To Mr James Macdonald,

keith.

C

3

Dal-
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Dec. 13.

American Newton Pippins.

Walker, Melville
Best Pears.

—-To

— To

Mr John

Castle.

Mr James

Smith, Ormiston-

Hall.
Quinces.

— To

Mr

Archibald

Knoxf

Leuchie.

Early Broccoli.

— To

Mr

— To

Mr

David Ford,

Tyningham.

—

—

Forced Sea Cale.

James .Mac-

donald, Dalkeith.
«

Forced Asparagus.

—To

Mr John Mac-

naughton, Edmonston.

Essay on Naturalizing tender Exotics
Medal.

Gold

—To Dr Macculloch, Woolwich.

DISCOURSE
READ AT THE

QUARTERLY MEETING
OF THE

CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
IN

THE HALL OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS
EDINBURGH,
December

13. 1814.

BY

ANDREW DUNCAN sen.
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Gentlemen,

Among

other prizes proposed

by the Caledo-

nian Horticultural Society, for the year 1814,
it

was resolved, that a Gold Medal should be

awarded

to the

Author of the communication or

essay of greatest importance, received during the

course of the season.

By

direction of your Council, I

am now

to in-

form you, of their having awarded that Medal
to

Dr John Macculloch

of Woolwich, for his

important hints and observations on the best me-

thod of Naturalizing Tender Exotics to the

mate of Great
deliver the

Britain.

Medal

transmitted to him.

In his absence, I

to his friend

Mr

cli-

now

Neill, to be

dr Duncan's discourse.
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Of

the circumstances which led your Council

to the present decision,

unnecessary, and

it is

would perhaps be improper,
any

detail.

me

to enter into

only observe, that in Bri-

I shall

tish horticulture,

for

it

it is

an object of the

first

im-

portance, not only to introduce into this island

the valuable vegetable productions indigenous to
other climates, but to rear

them here

same vigorous and healthful

state as in their na-

in

the

tive soil.

That
tion

we can

in this,

indeed true.

is

never arrive at perfec-

But

it

is

now

clearly de-

monstrated that, in defiance of climate,

much

more may be done than could have been expected.

It

not, as

now

appears, that the

human

species are

was once imagined, the only production of

nature that can be naturalized to every climate.
It is clearly

demonstrated, that this holds with

regard to some vegetables
lity

is,

gard to
fore,

that

it

many

;

and the probabi-

will be found to

others.

of exotics,

is

The naturalization,

there-

one of those subjects which

affords to the practical gardener
field for future

hold with re-

experiment.

an inexhaustible

dr duncan's discourse.

On

this subject, the

hints
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thrown out by Dr

Macculloch, well deserve the attention of every
lover of horticulture.

They may be

usefully

applied, not only to foreign vegetables, but even

own

to the native plants of our

wish
is

to

when we
This

introducethem into our gardens.

illustrated in a

communication from another of

our correspondents, who,
anonymous;.

The

from Benmore, one of

the highest of our Scottish
fictitious

plant, the

name of

a

hills,

who

well

Rubus Chamaemorus

and

his

writes under

known

British

or Cloudberry,

has, in a strain of elegant irony,

himself

chooses to be

at present,

ingenious author of a Letter

to our Secretary, dated

the

hills,

recommended

brethren on the Caledonian

mountains, to the care and attention of the Caledonian gardener.

of a

warm "climate,

be naturalized

If (he argues) the vegetables
can, by proper

to a cold one,

management,

analogy would lead

us to conclude, that the plants of a cold region

may

be made to accommodate themselves

that

is

comparatively warm.

tion, that

I

may

to

one

here men-

attempts to naturalize the alpine cloud-

berry to the gardens of the lowlands, are making
"by

two of our most meutorious members

j

by

Duncan's discourse.
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dr.

Sir

George Mackenzie

and by
at

Mr Mac nab,

of Coul, in Ross-shire,

in the Botanical

Garden

Edinburgh.

The writer above alluded
entertain hopes, that

the

tain

has even led us to

by crossing the breed with

Antwerp Strawberry,

Mr Knight

to,

way

in the

with some other

fruits,

On

an improved progeny.

practised

by

we may

ob-

this subject, the

words which he puts into the mouth of the Cloudberry of Benmore are

"

:

may

It

be objected,

that I have only one berry on each stem.

may

not

art

my flower

supply that deficiency

but you

Bring

?

in contact with the flower of the

werp Raspberry.
shall

Sow

my seeds,

But

Ant-

and ten to one,

have some plants with many-flow-

ered stems, and the fruit perhaps improved."

Whether, by
be able

more

to

this vegetable marriage,

we

shall

produce an improved Cloudberry, a

delicate Raspberry,

or a vegetable fruit-

bearing mule hitherto unknown, remains to be

am happy

determined at a future period.

But

to say, that this suggestion

already in a fair

way

of being put to the

ment.

Mr

Our worthy and

is

test

I

of actual experi-

attentive

experimenter

Fletcher, who, now enjoying the

fruits

of

DR.

his former
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horticultural

industry,

from the laborious part of
cultivates his

own garden

already engaged in

is

plants

:

And

before

many

enable us to partake of a

has

retired

profession,

and

only as an amateur,

experiments on these
years shall elapse, the

now communicated

hints

his

4,$

to

the

public,

may

new and more

delicate

we

yet pos-

variety of the Raspberry, than any
sess.

But of Dr Macculloch's paper, and of the
ter

from Rubus Chamsemorus,

thing.

in the
ciety,

let-

I

need say no-

Both of them are published

at full length

first

volume of the Memoirs of our So-

—a work which,

I trust,

is

already in the

hands of every one of you, and which, in

my

opinion, must afford to every intelligent reader,

both pleasure and instruction. Most of the papers,
indeed,

which

men who

it

contains, are the productions of

have been more accustomed to the

pruning-knife than to the pen.

communicated
important
I

facts.

to the public in plain language

For, besides the papers to

have already alluded, our

many

others

But they have

first

which are highly

which

volume contains

interesting.

br buncan's
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The remedy

discourse:.

for the curl in potatoes, a disease,-

in some situations, highly destructive to the most
nutritive vegetable yet discovered

;

the intro-

duction of can-flues into hot-houses, as a means

both of saving

fuel,

and giving more equable

heat; the attaching ice-houses to gardens, as the
easiest

mode of preserving the most

nary vegetables in perfection
the year

;

and

finally,

at

useful culi-

every season of

the most effectual mea-

sures for destroying various insects
pillar tribe, those destructive

of the cater-

enemies to the in-

dustry of the gardener, are incontestible proofs
of the truth of what I have asserted.

But without entering

into a full

of important observations,

me

for briefly alluding to

which

are

economy.

I

enumeration

hope you

will excuse

two other

particulars

intimately connected with domestic

What

I refer to, are

the papers on

the Transplanting of Onions, and on the treatment

of the Currant-bush during the ripening of the
fruit.

Some now

present have perhaps, already

had an opportunity of giving
tices

recommended

a trial to the prac-

in these papers

\

and

I will

not venture to suppose, that these practices have

succeeded on every

trial.

I

have even heard from

dr.

duncan's discourse.
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some of our number, that they have employed

them without any advantage.
least,

But

to

me,

at

the experience of another year, has afforded

from the

conviction, that the benefits resulting

recommended, have been by no means

practices

over- rated in these papers.

In company with some other amateurs of horticulture,

have visited the gardens in which

I

experiments were

these

begun

first

;

and w e
7

have there seen, with admiration, crops both of
onions and currants, in a state highly improved.

For

my own

am now

I

part,

fully persuaded,

that in the environs of Edinburgh, onions

be raised not inferior

much

weight or in

in

may

size,

and

superior in flavour, to any that were ever

imported from Spain.

member
Leeks,

the period,
practice

a

I

am

when

now

old

enough

to re-

the transplanting of

almost universal about

Edinburgh, was employed by a few only of our
gardeners

•,

and

see the period,

will be

I

do not despair of yet living to

when

the transplanting of onions

as universally,

and

as successfully

em-

ployed^

But while

I

would

lication of our first

fain hope, that

by the pub-

volume, we have obtained

dr duncan's discourse.
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some
is

credit,

and may have done some good

;

it

with no slight degree of satisfaction, that I can

congratulate our Society on the present state of

the Vegetable Market at Edinburgh.

Scotland,

indeed, has long been celebrated for

operative

gardeners.

With

these,

we have

our friends in the South.

and

skilful

from

often supplied

Intelligent Gardeners,

Medical Practitioners, have for many

years been ranked
ports

its

among the most honourable ex-

this part

Hence,

of Britain.

it is

not

wonderful, that the vegetable market at Edin-

burgh should have been well supplied.

But, al-

though much was formerly done, yet horticulture
in the vicinity of Edinburgh, has been
stationary.

I

by no means

can, with confidence venture to

say, that the exertions of our present professional

gardeners,

reputation which

fully support the

they have derived from their predecessors.

now, Gentlemen, past the 70th year of
and

I

my

am
age,

have been a steady admirer both of Flora

and Pomona from the very
youth.

my

I

During

lot to

earliest period

a pretty long

life,

it

of

my

has been

have had opportunities of visiting gar-

dens in three different quarters of the globe, in

Europe,

in Asia,

and

in Africa

:

And from what

dr Duncan's discourse.
I

have seen, I

am
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decidedly of opinion, that at

the present day, there

is

not a large city in the

world which enjoys a supply of vegetable food
in

more abundance,

in greater variety,

or

in

higher excellence, than the city of Edinburgh.

From

the Potato to the Pine -apple,

—from the

most useful to the most delicious production of
the vegetable kingdom,

my

outdone, as far as

— we

are not at present

observation goes, by any

large city on the face of the earth.

About

forty years ago, one of the most distin-

guished horticulturists in Britain, at that period, the late

Baron Stuart Moncrieffe, used

to boast, that

from

his

own

garden, within a few

miles of Edinburgh, he could,
coals,

by the

aid of glass,

and a good gardener, match any country

in Europe, in Peaches, Grapes, Pines,

other fine

With

fruit,

these,

ter supplied

and every

excepting Apples and Pears.

he allowed,

his table

could be bet-

from the north of France, or from

the south of England.

He considered

and the Apple

which would not submit

to

confinement

as fruits
;

the Pear

and which could only be made

to

yield a healthful and delicious crop, in a climate
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more steady and more

genial than that of Scot-

land.

But

it

now

appears, that these fruits are not

an exception to the excellent productions of the
Scottish garden.

For

that Apples and

Pears,

it is

clearly demonstrated,

as

well as Pines and

Grapes, may, in the neighbourhood of Edin-

burgh, produce luxuriant and rich

under

fruit,

the protection of glass, and with the aid of artificial heat,

when

these are

per exposure to pure

air.

combined with proBesides

this,

it

also

appears, that without the aid either of glass or

of

artificial

by proper

heat, the finest Apples,

culture alone,

may be produced

not only in this

part of Britain, but as far north at least as Ross-

where, at Castle Brahan,

shire,

at Redcastle,

Coul, and various other places, Peaches, Nectarines,

lent
ted.

in

many

varieties of

Plums, besides excel-

Apples and Pears, have long been cultivaI

have often,

my

of

at the tables

friends

Edinburgh, been a partaker of Newton Pip-

pins,

which had been ripened

and had been imported from
state of

the greatest

now, with confidence

in

Long

New

perfection

:

affirm, that

Island,

York

And
I

I

in

a

can

have ate

dr.

Newton
den

at

duncan's discourse.
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which have grown
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in the gar-

Dalkeith House, not inferior to the best

that I ever saw imported from America.
It is

indeed true, that those abundant crops,

which, in America,

are, as

it

were, the sponta-

neous gift of nature, cannot be obtained in Scotland, without great

But such

is

the

skill

skill

and much attention.

and attention of some of our

professional associates, that they can almost

pletely

overcome the

and attention,

I

of our

cli-

By their

skill

viscissitudes

mate, as far as respects gardening.

am not

com-

altogether without hopes

of seeing better Apples in Scotland, than any
that are yet

known

:

For, in the Apple, as well

as in the Potato, varieties

almost infinite

be obtained, by sowing the

seeds.

To

may

encourage gardeners to make discoveries

in this way, your Council have proposed prizes
for the best

In

New

Apples raised from the seed.

consequence of this proposal, several

new

apples raised from seed in Scotland have already

been produced to the Society, and interim pre-

miums have been bestowed

John Yool of

for

such, to

Cartside, near Paisley,

Patrick Begbie of

and

to

Gastlehill, near Culross.

D2

Mr
Mr
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Let us not however, imagine, Gentlemen, that
the

which our gardeners have already

skill to

tained,

tended and inexhaustible

provement

by

And among

this Society,

merely our wish to communicate
the discoveries

to

make

which our

farther discoveries

\

it

is

the
not

to the public

members have already made, but
them

ex-

farther im-

field for

before us.

still lies

great objects aimed at

at large,

An

the summit of excellence.

is

at-

professional
instigate

to

make

to

dis-

coveries on the only solid and rational foundation, careful

With

and judicious experiment.

these views, from the very beginning of

this Society,
stitution, to

it

seemed

to the founders

of the in-

be an object of the greatest impor-

tance, to obtain a

Garden

in

which they could

themselves be able to determine by experiment,
the real value of the alleged discoveries and im-

provements communicated
particular,

The

them.

and intelligent Experimenter

you appointed two years ago,

sent, in progress different interesting

both

In this

your Council have not been inactive.

industrious

whom

to

in his

own and

in

has, at pre-

experiments,

other gardens.

the result of these, he will,

I trust,

From

soon be able

dr duncan's

how

to report to you,
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far certain plausible pro-

posals are to be considered as real

improvements

in horticulture.

But from the want of

sufficient funds,

our So-

ciety have not yet been able to obtain a

Garden

which may be considered

as

own

its

property,

solely appropriated to the subject of experiment,

and which

may

not only be possessed by the

present members, but transmitted to succeeding
Till such a garden

generations in our Society.

can be procured, experiments of the greatest importance to the public, must be conducted with

much

uncertainty, and with

Of many

many

disadvantages.

horticultural experiments, particularly

those on the naturalization of the vegetable pro-

ductions of foreign climates, and on the production of

new

or hybrid fruits, a fair

factory conclusion
less

is

still

But although our ex-

deprived of

which may be wished

for,

are not without hopes, that
to his useful exertions

They even

flatter

satis-

hardly to be expected in

than half a century.

perimenter
ges

is

and

may

many

advanta-

yet your Council

some impediments
soon be removed*

themselves with the expecta-

D3
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dr.

that

tion

good,

your

may be

duncan's discourse.
efforts

to

promote the public

supported, not only

ism of the country, but by the

by the

patriot-

liberality of a

wise Government and an enlightened Sovereign.

By

the

combined influence of these

different

causes, operating for the real benefit of the nation,

the Caledonian Horticultural Society

may

soon be provided with a permanent Garden, in

which experiments

for the

improvement of the

vegetable productions of the British Empire,

may

be conducted with every possible advantage.

MEMOIRS,
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I.

Description of an Economical

By

Sir

George Steuart Mackenzie,

Hot -house.
Bart. Vice-Pre-

sident.

In a Letter to the Secretary.

(Bead

ISth December

1S14J

jjefore requesting that you would submit

to

the Society a short description of a hot-house

on a construction intended to be economical, I
felt

it

me

incumbent on

to wait patiently for

the result of experiment, and not rashly to bring

forward a plausible speculation, such
quently led to

much

as has fre-

expenditure, afterwards re-

gretted.

Having been

often

surprised at the cost of

hot-houses, the most moderate of

D4

which appear-
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ed to put the innocent luxuries afforded by them,
out of the reach of moderate fortunes

ved
bine

;

I resol-

attempt erecting one which should com-

to

the

least

with means

expence,

possible

of
more fruit in a given space, than
was done by any of the plans in common use.
This you may think a bold attempt, when you
raising

consider the great variety of plans which have

been submitted

less,

myself

it

has been

it

by such
it

success,

will

the public

to

you may suppose

and probably,

;

Neverthe-

impracticable.

and attended

accomplished,
that 1

am

inclined to flatter

be the means of enabling

many

persons to enjoy the productions of a hot-house,

who never expected to possess them, and of adding so much to the produce of market gardens,
quantity of the richer fruits

as to increase the

brought to towns, and consequently to lower
their price, as

my

plan of training

may be

ap-

plied to houses already built.

The
ject in

first

thing that occurred to

which economy might be

made of

the ends of hot-houses being

could see no necessity for
plain, that a solid

this

;

as

an ob-

and

it

glass.

was
I

appeared

end of masonry, with a porch

and double door, would be more
venting the escape of heated
in of cold, than a glass

The next

me

exercised,

effectual in pre-

air,

or the rushing

end and a glass door.

object I had in view, and for which

I desired a remedy,

was the frequent occur-
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rence of breakage, during the
sashes in giving air

j

and

I
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movement of the

conceived

it

to

be

them always fixed, and yet to
have ample means of ventilating the house. I
considered also, that much expensive workmanThese are matters
ship might thus be avoided.
possible to have

of some importance

ment

to

which
is

the

1.

is

Society,

Fig.

but the principal improve-

;

wish to

I

call the attention

method of training the
section,

a

of the

plants.

the outline of which

shows the figure of the end walls, while the

A

whole exhibits the interior arrangement.
is

the back

wall, fifteen feet

high

;

C

D

B

the

high from the surface of

front wall,

two

the ground

;EFAGH show the frame -work,

which

the house
position,

up

set

is

;

feet

at distances of six feet across

F A

and

in

is a roof covered with
comwhich there are hatches which

may be opened by
and shut by

levers,

cords

and pulleys, or by

own weight. The nummay be regulated by the size

their

ber of these hatches

of the house, and the degree of ventilation required.

made

In the front

EC

there are sash-frames

to slide past each other, as seen in fig. 2.

C D, so that, in each division, about eight square
maybe opened. When the front is opened,

feet

and the hatches

raised, a current of air instantly

passes through,

and

sure,

while

all

it

may be

regulated at plea-

motion of the great front sashes

HORTICULTURAL MEMOIRS.
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EF

1.

fig.

is

avoided, and consequently

all risk

of breakage from that cause.

A
as

trellis is

seen in

formed on the

fig.

&c. are trained,
trellises

as seen

and the vines are planted
and one

Each vine

wall.

respective
so that this

an addition

The

frame-work,

There

as represented.

on each frame,

division,

cross

on which the vines, peaches,

1.

at

w

S3,

fig. 2.

in each

every six feet on the back

at

in the divisions

trellis,

two

two

are

on the plan,

is

trained to

and on half of the front

method does not supersede, but is only
to, the common method of training.

house I built on this plan six years ago,

forty-two feet long inside, and part of
rated for peaches and nectarines.

twenty-four

would give
square

feet,

it is

The

plan

a surface for training of about

feet.

The

It allows

is

sepais

which, by the ordinary mode,
addition which I

now

J

050

propose,

by adding about 950 square

nearly doubles this,
feet.

its

sash,

of a greater variety of vines being

may be a sufficient number
when they come to bear. In

planted, so that there
to choose out of

large

houses already built,

trellisses across

be forced, for which
is

many

them,

it

no room, and many

The

flue, in

be conducted

it

longitudinal section

is
;

raising vertical

may

appears at present there

fine exotics cultivated.

such a plan
as

by

kinds of fruit

as I

have drawn,

represented.

Fig. 3.

may
is

a

S S S being spaces for pass-

ing into the divisions, which, by contracting the
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flue at different places, retard the heated air in

the higher parts, the advantage of which

The

obvious.

ed

in fig.

1.

rest

at

of the flue

K.

It

very

is

low, as mark-

is

may he managed, how-

ever, in different ways.
I can,

from experience, assure the Society,

that I have had as good fruit on the vertical

under the

cross trellisses, as

wall

and had

;

on the back

glass, or

my

not succeeded 10

I

utmost

wishes, I should never have brought the
into notice.

It

is

my

intention,

to construct a house,

instead of trellises,

But when

best.

died,

some time hence,

with partitions of brick

which

use,

last,

however, look

and not appearance

on account of the

facility

stu-

and among

;

with which the

temperature could be regulated.
a small porch, the outer door of

ways

is

should be inclined to give brick a deci-

I

ded preference, for many reasons
others,

plan

In

which

shut, before that of the house

to prevent,

external

when

air.

Q

fig. 2.

is

is

P

is

al-

opened,

necessary, the rushing in of the
is

the furnace.
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II.

On

the Cultivation of the Guernsey Lily, as prac-

tised in the Island

of Guernsey.

By Dr Macculloch, Woolwich.
(Read \Mh June 18 14

In

a short notice relating to the cultivation of

exotics in the Island of Guernsey,

the Society

last year, I

read before

took occasion to remark,

that the Amaryllis Sarniensis or Guernsey Lily,

might possibly be induced, under proper
ment,
It

is

to flower in

our

own

certain that this plant

Guernsey, since

it is

treat-

island.

not a native of

is

always in danger of perish-

ing during winters of extraordinary severity, such

was that of 1794, which destroyed nearly the
whole of the roots in the island. It is known to

as

be a native of Japan

;

and

it is

a popular tradi-

tion in Guernsey, that the roots

were there

in-

troduced by the accidental wreck of a ship from

pome part of the East Indies. I observed in the
paper to which I now refer, that many delicate
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bulbous roots were, equally with this one, suc-

A

cessfully cultivated in that island.

popular

notion, the consequence of preconceived opinions

and limited

has prevented the experiment

trials,

on the Amaryllis Sarniensis from being pursued
in Britain, on such a scale, and with such perseverance, as can alone, in cases of this kind,

probability of success.

afford a

merely

If

we

revert

the circumstances of climate under

to

which these

differences are experienced,

it

does

not appear that there are any sufficiently striking
to preclude

markable

it

in our

distinction,

own

;

since the only re-

and that which seems alone

to affect the results, severity of frost,

may, with

regard to bulbous roots, be tolerably well obviated

by

As

this island

tised

methods

the

deners.

is

the

in

common

use with gar-

mode of managing

perfectly simple, and

any where,

I shall

have done

the plant in

may
all

be prac-

that

is

re-

quisite as a preliminary to this object, if I de-

scribe

for the

it

guidance of those

who may be

inclined to appropriate a few square yards of

ground

to this

object.

the flower-garden,
tention, since the

it

is

In the department of
assuredly worthy of at-

beauty of the flower

itself, its

and the advanced
which the blossom endures, render it

durability while flowering,

season to

peculiarly

desirable,

splendour of

all

when

the

sweetness and

the productions which this ele~
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gant branch of horticulture includes are

fast

ex-

piring.

Like most other bulbous
quires a light and rich

roots, this plant reIt

soil.

produces

offsets

Once in three or four years, and
month of July, when (in this island) the

in abundance.
in the

leaves are dead, the roots are taken up, for the

purpose of removing the
roots are then separated,

offsets.

The

and planted

largest

in beds, at

a distance of nine inches from each other. These

beds are reserved for flowering, while the smaller offsets are planted in separate beds,

ed

in a similar

manner

at the

and

treat-

end of an addi-

They

tional period of three or four years.

are

most certainly and most success-

found

to flower

fully,

when they

are planted in open beds ex-

In the hands of the

posed to the sun.

mers, almost every one of

whom

little far-

has a spot ap.

propriated to this favourite object, they are both
separated with less care, and treated with
attention

;

the orchards, under the shade

Among them

less

commonly planted

since they are

in

of apple-trees.

the produce in flowers

is

conse-

quently neither so vigorous nor so abundant.
It.

is

necessary,

where the
below the
action.

frost

is

in

this

mild climate,

seldom penetrates half an inch

surface,

This

even

to protect the bulbs

from

in general easily effected,

covering of sand of the depth of an inch or
It is evident, that a greater

its

by a
less.

degree of protection

ON THE GUERNSEY
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LILY.

enemy to tender exotics, would be
our own more severe climate but as
;

the means of giving this protection are simple

and practicable, there
ing

it.

difficulty in effect-

In the milder climates of the western,

side of our island,

by means
These

as

might probably be effected

it

simple as those used in Guernsey.

are

not great

;

by which the
distinguished.
But I

the only practices

cultivation of this root

must again

is

repeat, that its tendency to flower
in technical

which appears

language

in Guersney,

flowering, even

to

other plants well
I

no

is

be

—

common

known

a

to

it

is

is

shy of

circumstance
it,

to gardeners,

with

many

and which

need not enumerate, plants, whose delicacy of

sensation appears to suffer

from

irregularities of

temperature so minute, that we are unable to
appretiate

them by any other

test.

Scarcely five

flowers are produced annually from a hundred

healthy roots.

whom

It

is

for those horticulturists to

the beauty of the flower-garden

is

an ob-

ject of attention, to calculate the relative value

of the
rate

reap.

toil

and the reward.

be assured, that he

Let them at any

who sows

not, shall not
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III.

On

Wire-Grates, as a means of preventing Wasps

J'rom entering Hot- houses.

By Mr John Machray,
(Read

Errol.

13th December 1814. J

1 here are few avocations in life which require
more attention to a diversity of objects than that
of a gardener.

After having, with the greatest care and attention,
is

brought his trees to a bearing-state, he

obliged to maintain a perpetual contest with

ignoble enemies

:

the feeble efforts of puny in-

him the source of many painful
Taken singly, they may appear conbut numbers render them formidable.

sects are often to

sensations.

temptible

;

Even the elements sometimes

On

expectations.

conspire to blast his

the one hand, he sees aphides

in numberless myriads roll up the tender foliage

of the peach

\

the coccus preys upon the bark

;

EXCLUDING WASPS FROM HOT-HOUSES.
and not unfrequently, the mildew

is

to
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be found

combined, to deprive the tender shoots of the

same

tree of vegetable life.

To

enumerate

all

the enemies from which the

gardener has to defend his charge, would be to
give a

and

of

list

reptiles,

all

the quadrupeds, birds, insects

that subsist en the root, the bark,

the foliage, or the fruit of plants.

The summer

of this year (1814,) will be long

remembered by the gardener and the bee-master, for the immense swarms of wasps, which so
long a tract of dry weather tended to produce.

much

After

labour ar.d ex pence bestowed on

dressing cherry-trees,

it

was painful

to the gar-

dener to see the fruit of his labour destroyed,
almost instantly, by numbers of voracious wasps.
In

No

common

with others,

I felt the evil severely.

sooner were the cherries devoured, than the

strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries and

plums

became, each in their turn, the object of their

Even

attacks.

the

industrious

severe effect of their

much

so,

bees

the

felt

uncommon numbers

;

so

that one of the hives in the garden here

was completely subdued.
on a remedy.

I

For

this last evil I hit

contracted the entry of the re-

maining hives, and lengthened the passage by a
piece of clay, in the form of an arched
so that the bees

vol.

ir.

met

their enemies in a

E

way

narrow
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and were thus better able

pass,

selves,

and their

to

defend them-

treasure.

had long ago concerted a plan for preventing wasps from entering grape-houses, and I now
I

found

it

absolutely necessary to put something

of the kind in practice.
I

had observed an excellent paper on that
by my friend Mr Dick, which

subject, written

Number of the Society's Me#
moirs ; but not having proper cloth by me, I did
appeared in the 4th

Mr

much expense
would have required. The glass

not choose to put
as that article

Allan to

so

in the vinery being cross puttied

made
:

I

had frames

three feet square for the top and bottom

of every third sash
able

;

these frames

tween the

rafters,

;

the sashes being

were made exactly

and were placed,

all

to

movefit

be-

so as the sash

move up and down over them and that
there might not be so much vacuity between the
could

;

frame and the sash

admit a wasp, a groove

as

was cut on the under

side of the

upper bar of

the sash, to admit the rope by which the sash

When

hung.

it

comes

in

contact

is

with the

under part of the wire-frame next to the wall
plate, there
this

end

is

an aperture to admit the pully

inclines

downward from

give room for the rope and pully

sash,

to

^ivprk

with freedom in opening or shutting.
* Vol.

i.

p.

356.

;

the run of the
to.
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The frame

is

made of fir-wood,
and

to prevent its warping,

thick

;

is
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well seasoned,

inch and quarter

the sides and lower end are

two

inches,

and the upper end, where the pully is inserted,
six inches in breadth.
The open space is co-

is

vered with wire of No.

17.,

worked about one-

eighth of an inch asunder, and inserted into the

wood
No.

at both

5.,

There

ends.

are cross

wires of

placed at six inches distance from each

other, to

which the longitudinal wires are warp-

ed, to keep

them

In each of the frames I

firm.

have made holes with small wire turned down,
similar to the entrance into a wire mouse-trap.

At

those, I place large phials half filled with sour

beer.

The wasps

grapes

by every

eager to get into the

are

means of entry, and

possible

are next enticed by the beer to enter the phial,

where they perish

in great

numbers.

All fruits raised within the limits of a hothouse, require a large portion of5 air to render

them sweet and high

flavoured, particularly at

the time of ripening

This will appear obvious,

if

:

we compare peaches

raised in a hot-house,

with peaches ripened on an open wall.
leave

it

the air

to chemists to determine,
is

rendered

without a hot-house

less
;

I shall

by what means

salubrious within than

and

shall only mention,

that as I judged a free course of air necessary for

improving the flavour of the grapes

at the

time

of ripening, I constructed the frames as above

E2
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described, to admit a sufficient proportion of that
essential element.

The
pence

;

months

frames

and

may

be made at a very

as they are in use only

in a season, the

trifling

ex-

about two

expence of .making new

ones will not frequently recur.
I

may

mention, that I divested the bee-

also

which the wasps had overcome, of the remaining wax and honey, and placed in them
three mugs, half full of sour beer, leaving them
in the same place where they were before. By
Jiive

this stratagem, I killed about three choppins of

wasps daily

by the

;

so

that,

with what was destroyed

phials in the wire-frames, I soon succeed-

ed in clearing the ground of them

;

and preser-

ved the bees from their lawless enemies, and the
late wall fruit

from threatened destruction.
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IV,

On

the Cultivation of Figs in Scotland.

By Mr James

Smith, Gardener, Ormiston-HalL

(Bead

I4tk June

JO jcus, the Fig-Tree,
'

was

1814J

at first

arranged

by

Linnaeus in the Class Cryptogamia, but after-

wards transferred

to

twenty-third

the

and third Order, Polygamla
duces

fruit

Tricecia.

Class,
It

pro-

of a very peculiar nature, proceed-

ing immediately from the shoots, without any
visible flower,

forming a singular contrast with

most of the other cultivated

fruits,

which are

generally pericarpiums, enclosing the seeds of

the plants, the rudiments of which, accompany

and form part of the flower
of the

fig

is

common

a

and concealing

all

;

whereas the

receptacle,

fruit

enclosing

the other parts of fructifica-

tion.

Although the

fig-tree

of Europe, and other
care

and

is

a native of the south

warm

attention, the fruit

Eg

latitudes,

yet, by-

may be brought

to
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considerable perfection even in this northern

cli-

mate, and instances are not wanting in this coun-

where the

try,

trees attain a considerable

magni-

tude, and produce fruit in abundance.

Various and contradictory are the methods

which have been pointed out for the management of fig-trees, some of which are more apt
to mislead than instruct those unacquainted

Ever

their cultivation.

since the writer

acquainted with the cultivation of
tree has

fruit, the fig-

been an object of his particular atten-

After various methods and

tion.

with

became

trials,

he has

followed a plan for some years past, which has

answered his most sanguine expectations, and

produced

fruit

He,

fection.

on the walls
therefore,

communicating the

in

the greatest per-

has

no hesitation in

result of his practice to the

Society.

The

sorts

of

Scotland, are those

the

Brown

adapted to the climate of

figs best

which ripen

early,

such as

or Chesnut Ischia, the Black Ischia,

the Black Genoa, and the Small Early White.

The figs cultivated at Ormiston-Hall, are the
Brown and Black Ischia, with some raised from
seed,

which

are not yet

come

to a state of bear-

ing.

Fig-trees
cuttings,

may

be raised by suckers, layers,

and from

preferable to

Layers are certainly

seed.

cuttings

j

as

in one season,

the
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be fully rooted, and attain a consider-
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able size.
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objections to suckers, are, that

plants raised in this manner, are

more

liable to

produce large quantities of suckers than those
raised

from layers or cuttings.

To
of

those

plants

who

are curious in the cultivation

the following account of raising the

figs,

from

may

seed,

be

not

unacceptable.

Four years ago^ two or three of the preserved imported
the

flat

were broken open, put into

figs,

of a flower-pot amongst water, and then

placed in a hot-bed
hours,

the

seeds

from the pu?ps

;

:

After standing twenty- four

were considerably separated
they were then

middle-sized flower- pot,

sown
in a

in a

melon

In a short time, a large quantity of

hot-bed.

young

and plunged

plants

time, they

appeared.

After standing some

were planted singly

in pots,

and for

the two succeeding winters, placed under glass
after which, they were planted against walls.
Although the young plants have made but little
progress, yet they appear healthy, and there is

every probability of their growing to considerable trees.
It

is

presumed, that the cultivation of

will not be undertaken in this country with

figs

any

prospect of success, without the aid of a wall.

The
east,

best aspects are south,

south-west, south-

or any intermediate one.

been tried on various

soils

at

Fig-trees have

Ormiston-Hall

;
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some have been planted on

light gravelly

soil,,

others introduced on the top of a rock, three
feet

above the level of the ground, and trained

on the top of the rock. The
plants take root amongst lime- rubbish, betwixt the
rock and wall, and are nourished by soil on the
back, which rises to within two feet of the top
to a wall built

of the wall

in neither of these situations,

;

much

the trees thriven, or carried

But the

years.

thriven best,

is

soil in

have

fig-trees

a friable loam, pretty rich, and

of considerable depth
trees

which the

have

of late

fruit,

:

in

the

situation,

this

have extended to a large

and produced

size,

excellent fruit.

Thus,

it

appears, that fig-trees arrive at the

greatest maturity in

a rich

Any

friable loam.

latent water in the borders, should be particularly

guarded against,

nicious

young
is

to

as its effects are

trees, the

most proper time

towards the end of April,

least

danger of spring

In pruning young

very per-

Having provided good

the trees.

to plant

when

there

the

frost.

fig-trees,

the shoots

may

shortened for a supply of vigorous wood
after the trees

them,
is

;

be

but

advance in growth, the pruning-

knife should be used as sparingly as possible, and

none of the young shoots shortened, except for
a supply of

wood

to

fill

up any vacancy

;

as

by

shortening the shoots, an unnecessary quantity

of young wood

is

produced, and

is

the means of
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lessening the quantity of fruit.
ject in training the trees,

as it

tent,

foliage

is

and

have a regu-

to

is

wood over
from the young

supply of young

lar

their

whole ex-

shoots that the

The

produced.

fruit are
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wood

old

should therefore be regularly thinned out as the

young

shoots advance, that no part of the trees

may

appear naked or unsightly.

per

method of

form

much

training,

is

The most

pro-

certainly the

fan

but the lower branches should be laid as

;

horizontal as possible, and the trees en-

couraged to extend on the lower part of the

from being too
an upright manner in the

wall, to prevent the branches

much crowded

in

The young

centre of the trees.

be from ten
to the size

As

to fourteen inches distant, according

of the foliage of the different

to the

most proper time

nailing fig -trees, after several

part of

for

sorts.

pruning and

trials,

the early

autumn has been found most

beneficial

to the trees, and, of course,
season.

they

branches should

As soon

may be

as

to the fruit

next

the leaves begin to drop,

assisted

by

a

broom, which should

but the leaves should by no

be used gently

;

means be forced

off in

a violent

manner, other-

wise the trees will be apt to bleed at the place

where the

foot-stalks of the leaves

to the shoots.
is

easily

were joined

As the foliage of the fig-trees
by early autumn frosts, the

affected

operation of pruning and nailing

may

be got
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over in the end of October, or the beginning of

At

November.

this

time,

young shoots

the

should be cleared of all untimely half ripened

and

laid as close to the wall as possible

young

fruit of the size of small

must not be touched,

As

next season.

fruit,

but

all

beans or pease,

for if they survive the se-

verity of winter, they will be the
fruit

;

first

the weather

is

ripened

frequently

mild after the above mentioned period, the young
shoots ripen considerably after they are nailed
close to the wall,

and are better enabled

to stand

the inclemency of the winter.

Having thus pruned and trained
next object of attention,

them through the winter
be applied

On

the

as long as the

first

is
;

to cover

and preserve

but no covering should

weather remains open.

appearance of severe

tity of spruce fir

the trees, the

frost,

a quan-

branches should be procured,

preferring those that are from three to six feet
long, and the trees covered all over with them,

They should be

fastened to the wall

rib of the branches, at

two

by the middle

different places.

To

prevent any friction by the wind, the branches
should be
ing

made

may be

to

fit

each other, that the cover-

of a regular thickness, over every

part of the trees.

The superiority

of spruce

fir

branches, to every

other species of covering, will soon appear obvious to those

covering

is

who

will

make

a trial of it.

As the

generally put on the trees in the

i
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month of December, the branches remain green
all the winter ; and in the month of March, when
the days get long, the leaves begin to drop from

the branches, and continue falling through April;

and by the beginning of May, when the covering
is

entirely removed, only the ribs of the branches

Thus, the progress of the

are found remaining.

season reduces the covering in a gradual manner,
so as not to expose the trees to

any sudden check,

which might otherwise be the

case, if they

all at

were

once laid open to the weather.

In the course of the summer, the trees should

be examined from time

to

time, displacing any

irregular or unnecessary shoots, and training those

that remain to the wall as they advance in growth.

When

the fruit begins to ripen, which

rally in

September, they should be as

For

possible exposed to the sun.

is

gene-

much

this end,

as

the

leaves that cover the fruit should be braced to
the wall

by

their foot-stalks,

rods of any kind,

—

with very small

a practice well

known

to

every professional gardener.

The

fig-trees at this place,

after the

above method

for

have been treated
several years past,

and have produced good crops of large-sized
fruit of excellent

quality.

The

figs

have been

considerably forwarded in their ripening
protection afforded

them

by the

in the spring, and, every

circumstance considered, their culture has been
attended with success far beyond expectation.
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Although

this place is elevated

ably above the level of the

be said

to

sea,

very consider-

the climate

may

be moderately good, though certainly

none of the
perly, there

earliest.
is little

Yet, as the figs ripen pro-

doubt, but that their culti-

vation might be carried to a considerable extent
in Scotland, if they

here recommended.

Ormiston-Hall,

Uh March 1814:}

were treated in the manner
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V.

On

the cause of Blotches on the Shoots of the

Peach- Tree.

By Mr John Kinment, Gardener
In a Letter to

Mr

at

Murie.

Neill, Secretary.

(Read lUh June 1814 .)
Sir,

I take the liberty
respecting blotches
trees',

To
to

on the shoots

and on the proper

ten subjected

few hints
of

peach-

those trees.

;

in this northern climate so of-

to preserve

attacks of insects,

is,

it

against the various

mildews and

employed the most

There

soil for

a

protect this exotic from the severe storms

which we are

ten

you

to send

blights,

skilful

have of-

horticulturists.

however, a malady, to which these

tender trees are very subject

nothing within the reach of

been written

:

I

;

concerning which,

my

information has

mean certain black lifeless

spots,
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which

are very apt to appear on the

during the summer months.
sorry to

see.

I

young

shoots

have often been

the shoots, not only of old trees,

which we might suppose worn out, but also of
young trees, whose shoots at first sight, would be
thought fair and luxuriant, with their young
bark infected with that malady.

It.

often gains

ground, and proves fatal to the tree
rate,

it

:

at

any

produces a very disagreeable appear-

ance.
I

have heard various reasons assigned

cause of this disease, such as

exhausted

on old

borders, these

but

it is

no

If this

soils.

trees, or

on young

as the

bottoms, and

malady only appeared
trees

planted on old

conjectures might be adopted

uncommon

spots appear

damp

on

thing to see these black

trees in

new

gardens, the

first,

And from

second, or third year after planting.

what I have experienced in the course of the
last two years, I think I may venture to suggest,
that

it

making

proceeds chiefly from over dunging, or
the border too rich.

In support of
state to

doctrine, I

this

you what

I

shall

briefly

have experienced on this

subject at Murie.

In the cold wet season of 1811, the peachtrees,

which had formerly looked

well,

and borne

very profuse crops, gave evident signs of approaching decay

;

and

I

found

it

necessary, in
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the spring following, to supply their places with

young

The

trees.

bottom, I had
1

it

border being very

then dug pits for the young

feet diameter,

damp

at

properly trenched and drained.

— wheeled away

about six

trees,

all

the old mould,

and, at the time of planting, filled up the pits

As

with new mould.
that

it

had occurred

it

to

me,

might be the richness of the soil that
spots, I was then determined

produced the black
to satisfy

myself on that particular, by experi-

ment.

Some time

in

the beginning of winter 1811,

I collected together a rich

compost heap, (No.

consisting of one- third

light

strong clay

one-twelfth lime

;

;

loam

;

1.),

one-sixth

one-sixth hot-bed

dung; one-sixth vegetable mould, and one-twelfth
pigeon-dung

:

At the same

ther heap, (No. 2.),

time, I collected ano-

much

of one-half light loam

;

one-eighth earth from

less

rich,

consisting

one-fourth strong clay;
scourings

of ditches

;

one-sixteenth lime, and one-sixteenth hot-bed

dung.

These heaps

I

turned over occasionally,

might be well meliorated by
About the middle of March 1812,

in order that they

the frosts.

I planted the trees,

and applied

to the roots

of a

few of them the rich compost of No. 1 ; but
the greatest number of them was planted, with
the compost No. 2. About the latter end of
The
June, I examined the young trees alt over
.

:

shoots they

had made, were nearly

all

of the same
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size

;

but I was no

found those

I

way

sadly infested with black spots

ed with No.

when

disappointed,

I

had planted with the rich mould,
;

while those plant-

whole and sound.
There being only the few which were planted

with No.

my

1.

knife

2.

remained

With

infested with the black spots.

cut the blemishes

I

and about the

latter

entirely

end of September,

I

out

found

the wounds completely whole.

Early in the

spring 1813, I cleared off the rich

mould

ly from

their roots,

entire-

and supplied the vacancy

with No. 2. ; and at the end of last season, I
had the happiness to see them succeed to the ut-

most of

my

wishes, free of black spots.

If you think that these simple facts merit the
attention of the Caledonian Horticultural Society,

your communicating them, will oblige,

&c.
MURIE,
2d March 1814.

")
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VI.
Account of the Orchards

Neighbourhood

in the

of' Newburgh.

By Mr Dayid Booth, Newburgh.
(Read 13th September 181 4 J

Newburgh

and

its

surrounding gardens are

tuated at the north bottom of a
pretty steep acclivity.

hill,

si-

and have a

They occupy

a plot of

ground nearly rectangular, of about twenty-five
acres.

The town

is

a single street, cutting this

area in two nearly equal parts lengthwise.

This

direction of the river,

which

street lies in the

runs about a gunshot below the town, from west
to east

;

and hence the gardens, of which each

house has one,

lie

the street, and

may

to eleven acres

to the north

and the south of

collectively measure from ten

on each

side.

Those on the north

are almost wholly covered with fruit-trees.
soil is a

The

deep black mould, with a substratum in

the higher ground of red, and in the lower of
blue, clay.

VOL.

II.

The

latter subsoil

F

is

obviously more
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more favourable
wherever

it is

to apple

and pear

found here, the land

trees

is

and

;

apparently

diluvial.

The

gardens to the south have only about a

third of their extent planted with fruit-trees,

and these are much

soil

is

productive than those in

As we ascend

the north gardens.
the

less

the

hill,

though

good, and generally two to three feet

deep of black mould, yet there
stratum of red

which

till clay,

is

is

under

it

a

destructive to

the trees, as soon as they have acquired size sufficient to shoot their roots so far

downward

they then become stunted and barren.

for

;

This

is

the general opinion here, but I suspect that there
is

another cause which at least co-operates

The

gardens have a considerable declivity, and

them

the ground above
soil,

and rocky bottom.

is

steep,

with a light

Hence the rains and un-

drained springs of winter

filter

through the gar-

dens, and spread along the surface of the

where they meet with the extreme
roots (that

six

months of the year

unfavourable to their nature.
require a depth of

may

till

fibres

soil

not possess

\

The

in a fluid

pear-trees

which these south garbut

I

cannot otherwise

account for the failure of the apple-trees,
I

have seen very

The

street

clay,

of the

can pierce no lower), and immerse

them, during

dens

:

which

fruitful in a

much

which

thinner

soil.

crosses the whole, cuts off the
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north gardens from this subterraneous inundation.

Newburgh owes
dens to the Abbey

its

origin, as well as its gar-

The

of Lindores.

ruins of

abbey are about a quarter of a mile from the
and there are still decided remains both
;

this

town

of apple and of pear trees planted by the Monks.
Indeed, there

is

pretty thickly planted orch-

a

ard, covering seven

or eight acres,

which has

existed unaltered since before the Reformation.

The

of the old pear-trees at the abbey,

fruits

are in general, of the worst possible quality

;

perhaps they have

The

greatly degenerated.

or

Drummonds, Swantons,
and the Green Pear of' Hill. There were formerly Crawfords, Lodge Pears, and Scotch Per-

few that are

gamots

;

original

known

;

tolerable are

these all died several years ago.

names of the other

Abbey

The

pears are un-

but the people here, have, from time

immemorial, given them names corresponding
with their nature

such as Choak Pear, Pear

:

Pear Wash, Pear Deil, and other appelstill more expressive of disgust
There is one pear-tree of extraordinary size,

Soot,

lations

!

though a part (perhaps a fourth) appears to
have been cut off at some distant period. The
fruit

we

is

small, round

and grey, resembling what

here call Gold-knaps, but very inferior in

flavour.

Fruit at

heaped barley

firlot,

Newburgh

is

sold

by the

and twenty-four such

yo

firlots
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have been taken from

this tree in

Indeed,

in different yeers.

one season,

seldom

it

fails

of a

heavy crop.

The

culture of the pear-tree must have been

very defective when
planted.

It

the

probable,

is

Abbey orchard was
that che Monks would

have selected the best kinds then known, and of
this,

the apple-trees are a proof: for they are

famous throughout the country
their

,The

flavour.

for the fineness of

greater

part are

French

The

Rennets, and Black or Grey Courpendues.

Newton Pippin
streaks

is

a large green apple, with red

and protuberances.

These apples were

formerly called Macleans, and are nowhere
in the neighbourhood
flavour.

Another large apple of

lity, is called

several

be

j

Wine

There

were a number of very

Honey Plum.

are

but they do not appear to

;

so old as the others.

New burgh,

a coarser qua-

the Tower of Glammis.
apples

else

they have an excellent

There

are

Some

years ago there

fine trees
still

of the Early

some of these

but they are in the

last stage

at

of de-

cay.

The
pears.

but

less

gardens

Some of

of

Newburgh

:

famous for

the trees seem to be very old

so than those of the

neral kinds are

are

Abbey.

The

;

ge-
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Crarr/brds.

A charts,

Black

Boncretiens.

Drummonds.
Longuevilles.

Benvies.
Christies.

Pandies.
Jargonelles.

Gold-knaps.

Swantons, and

Lodge Pears.

The

many of them very

four last are,

old

and the Lodge Pears particularly, cannot have

They

Jived less than three centuries.

most productive trees

in

are the

Newburgh, and by

But, notwithstanding of their

the largest.

far

size,

they are obviously the children of a more ancient race, for they have been engrafted on an

The

older kind.

thickness

below the

same

as

;

stock below has an additional

and when sprouts are allowed to grow
graft, the fruit

on such branches

is

the

on some of the worst trees of the Abbey.

This shows, that the gardens of Newburgh had

improved
in

its

their kinds,

7

hile the

The
when found

original state

the qualities
here.

w

A tree, perhaps

It sets out shoots,

Abbey continued

practice of changing

bad,

is

100 years old

very general
is

cut down.

on which another kind

F3

is

en-

80
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grafted

:

and the pears of which we here speak,

appear to have been engrafted on very old

The

many

cay with the parent stock, has

They

here.

trees.

theory that grafts have a tendency to de^

notice particularly the

As the old

gamots.

supporters

Dutch Berdecaying,

are fast

trees

every attempt has been made to rear

Whether

but without success.

from the old

ones,

or procured from nurseries,

trees,

they invariably

new

engrafted here

The same

fail.

has been ob-

served of the Nezvton Pippin, and Black Cour-

pendues of the Abbey.

though

kers and decays,
the

from these can

it

upon

too, can-

commonly

is

neighbouring nurseries.

remarked here, that
graft

graft

The Lodge Pear

be made to prosper.

in

No

It

is

sold

farther

a second graft, that

is,

a

though of the same kind, con-

a graft,

siderably improves the flavour of the fruit, and
also materially alters its appearance.

For the

last four years,

the fruit at

Newburgh

by

a species of

has been almost totally destroyed

the phalana, which attacks the tree, in a manner
similar

to

what

Memoirs, by

Mr

ber of people

is

in the Society's

described

Sang of Kirkcaldy.

who have

tion very severely

;

else

little

small orchards to live by, have

and almost

felt

all

A num-

than their

the depreda-^

despair of ever

getting rid of these destructive insects.

The

following

is

an account of the produce of

the largest orchard in the place for thirteen years
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about two acres, and will serve
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vermin

to
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occasioned by these

loss

which the deficiency

solely to

is

be

attributed.

Apples

Pears

s.

d„

1801.

9s. to 10s.

14s. to 15s. per Firlot,

71 15

3

1802.

12s— 14s.

17s.

34

1803.

7s.— 8s.

9s.

1S04.

10s.

16s.

-

-

1805.

10.S

12s.

-

-

1806.

9s.

1807.

13s.

1

1808.

10s.

13s.

1809.

10s.

15s.

-

1810.

15s.

18s.

-

—

10s.

—

L.

-

-

12s.

-

3s.

-

-

-

10s.

this

It is

may

be reckoned a

fair

-

-

-

-

6

56 15

8

22 18

S

26

5

52

8

9

21 19

-

26

-

23

9

1

6 17

-

1S11, 1812 and 1813, have not yielded 5

and

-

2

per annum,

firlots

average of Newburgh.

very remarkable, that the

Abbey

orchard,

though within a gunshot of these gardens, has
hitherto escaped the depredation.

It does not,

however, appear, that the age of the tree
security against the attack.

observation

is,

that the

The

worms

and invariably prefer the tree

The

superior flavour.

are

is

any

only general

good judges,

whose

fruit

is

of

old people remark, that

where the elder-berry grows, there are few or no
worms.

This shrub

Newbdrgh,
22d Nov.

181;

"J

}

is

plentiful at the

Y4

Abbey.
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VII.

On

destroying Insects on Peach, Nectarine, and

Cherry Trees

and on

;

the Treatment

of Goose-

berry Bushes.

By Mr John

Naismith, Gardener, Culloden-House.

In a Letter to

(Read

Mr

Neill, Secretary.

13th September 1814. J

Sir,

you an account of my mode
of treatment of peach and nectarine trees that
were once almost destroyed by insects ; and though
x er mit

it

me

to give

does not exhibit any thing new, or of experi-

mental value, yet
to

try

it,

as

it

it

is

may

possibly encourage others

attended with

little

or no ex-

my

peach and

pence.

For

several years prior to 1803,

nectarine trees on the open

year more or

less

walls,

were every

destroyed by the aphides, even

in spite of tobacco fumigations,

terings with the engine.

and frequent wa-

PEACH AND NECTARINE TREES.

May

In the latter end of

80

1803, (owing to a se-

vere family distress,) they were quite neglected

and were so comby these insects, that it was conjectured they would never recover, and must be
turned out. Willing, however, to give them another trial, in the month of March 1804 I had
them all unnailed from the walls ; then I cleaned
for the space of three weeks,

pletely cut up

the bricks, by rubbing the wall strongly with a

hard brush, such

and

I

as

used for scouring rooms

is

next white- washed

it

with

new

slaked lime

and water.

The
as

trees

being carefully pruned,

carefully cleaned,

;

had them

by rubbing them

with a small dry brush, such
ing plate

I

as is

over

all

used for clean-

taking particular care that none, even

of the smallest shoots, should be neglected

;

and

by introducing the brush into every hole, joint,
and angle, where any eggs or filth could possibly
lodge, I collected the old shreds and burnt them,
to prevent any'of

them being

used.

I

then nailed

the trees to the wall again.

The whole

of this operation I have repeated

annually on the peach and nectarine trees since the

above period, except the white-washing, which
did not find necessary

;

as I

have not been

I

distres-

any degree, with either the green-fly or the
woodlouse since I began to follow this plan ; and

sed, to

our trees are

still

in a

healthy

state,

though most part
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them

are thirty years of age, being planted in

1783 and 1784.

Our cherry

both in the open

trees,

and on

air,

the natural walls, particularly the tops of the

young

are

shoots,

much

attacked with a small

black insect, provincially called the Black Beetle.

The remedy
destruction,

I

have found most effectual

is,

for their

a mixture of pitch, with one-six-

teenth part of powdered orpiment, one-sixteenth
part of sulphur, dissolved over a slow

fire in

an

earthen pipkin, until they be well incorporated

when

of a hen's egg, and burn

damp
sible

;

cold, divide into small pieces, about the size

straw, directing the

where the

insects are

hour afterwards,

under the

it

smoke

as

with

trees

much

pos-

as

most numerous.

In an

of the fruit will ad-

(if the state

mit,) give the trees a good washing with the gar-

den engine, which generally clears off the halfdead beetles, and prevents the spreading of the
red-spider.

Treatment of Gooseberry Bushes.

As soon as the leaves are all fallen,
pruning, and dunging, if need require.

I

begin
I

then

dig the ground between the bushes, leaving the

ground

as

rough

as possible

are proceeding, that

is,

as

;

and

as the diggers

soon as they are clear of

fcOOSEBERRY BUSHES.
the

first
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plant in the row, I give the bush, from

the rose of a watering-pot,

at least an

English

gallon of the following mixture, of equal parts,

lime-water, chamber-ley, and soap-suds, in

viz

which

much

I introduce as

as to give

soot,

the

composition the colour and consistence of rich

dunghil drainings
this

;

proceeding over the whole in

manner, without treading or poaching the

ground

:

in

which

state

they remain until the

winter frosts are fairly past,

when

up the ground between with the

I level

and dress

rake.

This practice I have invariably performed, and
have always had healthy fruitful bushes, and never in the least annoyed with any insects on th$

bushes so dressed.

CULLODEN-HOUSK,

~>

10th February 1814,

J
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VIII.

On

Straw Ropes

the use of

in protecting Fruit-

tree Blossom, Sfc.from late Frosts.

By Mr James Laird, Gardener

at

Portmore.

In a Letter to the Secretaries.

(Bead

8th

March 1815.

Gentlemen,

Having

observed that the Caledonian Horticul-

tural Society are desirous of being informed of

the best
trees

mode of

on walls,

I

protecting the blossom of fruit

have taken the liberty of submit-

ting the following method for your consideration,

which I have practised with much success for a
number of years and if you think it of sufficient
;

importance
it

I

request

you

will be so

good

as lay

before the Society.

As

soon as the buds of the trees become turgid,

I place poles against the wall, in front

of the

trees,

ON THE USE OF STRAW ROPES.
at

from four

asunder

to six feet

i)3

thrusting their

;

lower ends into the earth, about a foot from the
wall,

and fastening them

at the top

nail, either to the wall or coping.

with a
I

strong-

then procure

a quantity of straw or hay ropes, and begin at the

top of one of the outer poles, making fast the end,

and pass the rope from pole
turn upon each, until
ter securing the

inches below7

,

I

end well,

and return

I

;

when,

af-

begin about eighteen

in the

the other end, and so on,

round

to pole, taking a

reach the end

till

I

same manner

to

have reached to

within eighteen inches or two feet of the ground.

The above method
I jfhave

both cheap, and, so far as

experienced, very efficacious

does not

may

is

much

;

and

as

interrupt the rays of the sun,

be applied early, and allowed to remain

the middle or end of

May, according

it

it
till

to the state

of the weather.

The

first

in 1802.

I

season I tried the above

method was

had covered a peach-tree, on a wall

where were many

others.

On

the £th of

there was a heavy fall of snow, and on the

May

morn-

ing of the £th the thermometer stood at two degrees and a half below the freezing point.

consequence was the

loss

The

of the whole crop, ex-

cept a few that were protected by the foliage.

But the tree that was covered and protected, pro-

duced a
I

fine crop.

have also found straw- ropes

in protecting other early crops

to

be very useful

from the

effects

of
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frost, as peas,

potatoes, or kidney-beans,

by

fix-

ing them along the rows with pins driven into the
ground.
I

have also sometimes used old herring-nets, and

at other times branches of evergreens, for the pro-

tecting of blossom

them

;

but

I

have not found any of

so efficacious as the above.

ropes are

much

every situation.

cheaper, and
I

am, &c.

Portmore Garden,

\

$th January 1813.

J

Besides, straw-

may be

obtained

in,
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IX.

An
By

account of a new Seedling Apple.
Sir

George

S.

Mackenzie, Baronet,

In a Letter to the Secretary.

(Read

1th

March 181 5. J

Sir,

tV hile examining the prize

fruit at the last

meet-

ing of the Society, I was particularly struck with
the appearance and good qualities of an apple,

marked "

a Seedling," which I found had been
by Mr Macdonald, gardener to our noble and
worthy President.
You may remember that I

sent

mentioned

this

apple to the meeting as one, in

opinion, remarkably good.

Mr

I

have since requested

Macdonald to communicate
which he has done ; and he has

its

history to

also sent

a

young

lady,

whose pictures of

fruits

me,

me some

specimens, from which I have got drawings

by

my

made

you have
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had

ving examined

this

new apple

at

have no hesitation in pronouncing
excellent

one

;

and though

ably in regard to

am

After ha-

several opportunities of admiring.

fruit,

among

to

leisure, 1

be a most

differ consider-

tastes

as well as other things, I

persuaded that, when known,

place

my
it

it

will

have a

the finest apples, in every collection.

Mr

Macdonald informs me, that, in 1808, he
some blossoms of the Nonpareil, which he
impregnated with the pollen of the Golden Pippin
When the apples
and of the Newton Pippin.
were fully ripe, he selected some of the best, from
w hich he took the seeds, and sowed them in pots,
which he placed in a frame. He had eight or
nine seedlings, which he transplanted into the

selected

T

open ground,

In 1811, he picked

in spring 1809.

out a few of the strongest plants, and put them
singly into pots.

In spring 1812, he observed one

He

of the plants showing fruit-buds.

took a few

of the twigs, and grafted them on a healthy stock
on a wall; and in 1813 he had a few apples. This
year his seedling yielded several dozens, and also
his grafts

;

and, he mentions, that the apples from

the grafts are the largest.
in giving

names

I

am

of opinion, that

to seedlings raised in Scotland,

the word " Scotch" should be mentioned.
this apple has

pareil than of
it

As
more of the character of the Nonits

male parent,

I

propose to name

" Macdonald's Scotch Nonpareil"

ACCOUNT OF A NEW SEEDLING APPLE.

The

pleasant apple

but

;

many

superior in

Mr Begbie sent
Mr Macdonald's is

which

seedling

plump and

ripens in Scotland

to

and of

be an

smooth,

it is

a fine sharp

The Nonpareil seldom
and as this new apple is the
it that has yet been made, we

;

Mr

indebted to

Macdonald.

I take this opportunity of

observation,

time

flavour.

nearest approach to

much

this

firm, full of juice,

and agreeable

are

At

a very

decidedly-

and promises

respects,

excellent keeping apple.

is

Q?

communicating an

which may, perhaps,

sing of seedlings.

I

facilitate

the rai-

have remarked, that the un-

der side of the leaves of every edible apple

more

is

downy, while crabs are smooth.
Therefore, those seedlings which have downy
leaves may be selected for nursing, and others
thrown away ; and thus ground and trouble may
or

less

But

be saved.

own

as this

true, only so far as

is

observation goes, I wish gardeners to

the leaves themselves, before they set
a general fact.

I

am,

&-c.

Fouth Street,
23d December 1814.
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On

the

Management of

By Mr Thomas Barton,
(Read

8th

Sea-Cale.

Gardener, Bothwell Castle,

March 181 5 J

he Crambe maritima, or Sea-Cale, appears now
be a vegetable in general cultivation, and
brought to tolerable perfection on various soils,
and by various modes of treatment ; but, in general, it is found in the greatest perfection on a
i.

to

light sandy

soil,

of from eighteen to twenty inches

in depth, being the nearest to that of

which

Therefore, where such a

indigenous.

it

soil is

to be

met with, every means should be used

bring

it

as

near to that quality as possible.

is

not
to

In

submitting a few practical remarks to the Cale-

donian Horticultural Society, respecting the cultivation

and early production of

hope they

this vegetable, I

will not altogether prove undeserving

their attention,

however short they may

dicating the most perfect

fall

mode of practice.

of in-

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SEA-CALE.

The

soil in

which

<#

I cultivate this vegetable, is

a pretty strong loam, on a loose till-bottom,

which

was previously prepared by trenching, from eighteen to twenty inches deep

mixing

at the same time
;
good portion of vegetable mould, from

a

which had

decayed leaves,

which

years, to

The ground

is

I

lain

at

least

two

added a quantity of river sand.

then laid out into beds, four feet

wide, with two feet of an interspace, sowing two
drills

on each bed, about the latter end of March,

or early in April

any other

;

and with which may be sown

light crop, leaving the interspaces for

carrots, cauliflower, or turnips

;

the ground being

well prepared for such cropping, which does not
in the least injure the

young

sea-cale plants, pro-

In summer,

vided they are kept clear of weeds.

the plants should be thinned, leaving

nine inches to a foot apart in the

autumn,
as

I

them from
In the

drills.

cover the whole of the beds with leaves,

they are raked up from the pleasure-grounds

covering each bed in thickness according to the
strength and age of the roots, giving the greatest

covering to the oldest, upon an average from five
inches to a foot

when

first

laid

on

:

over

this, I

place a slight covering of long dung, just sufficient
to

the whole
ter

The

keep the leaves from being blown about.

covering

is
is

suffered to remain on the beds until

cut for use the following spring

which the dung and

leaves

G2

may

;

af-

be removed,
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and the ground dug regularly

over.

By

this

treatment, the heads will be found free and well

blanched, and, from the sweetness of the leaves,
free from any unpleasant flavour.
As the heads
become ready for use, they will raise the covering, by which means they will be easily perceived, without removing any more of the covering
than the part where those heads are that are in-

tended to be cut.

Those beds which
I do not cover in the

general stock

;

I intend for early produce,

autumn,

for a part will

as specified for

be

lifted

the

by that

time, and the other before the approach of severe
I

froit.

always leave the oldest roots for this

purpose, (which are about five years standing,)

keeping up a succession by sowing an equal quan-

About the last week in OctoNovember, I commence taking up
the roots for forcing, which is done in the following manner
Open a trench at one end of the bed,
and proceed in a regular manner, trenching the

tity every spring.

ber or

in

first

:

ground

to the

depth before specified (eighteen or

twenty inches)
roots,

in the operation

which prepares

the roots are

lifted, I

it

of taking up the

for another sowing.

place

them

As

in a frame, pre-

viously prepared with a slight hot-bed for their
reception,

beginning at the back with the

row; putting some
roots,

and

so

fine

first

earth firmly about the

proceed until the frame

is full,

lea-

ving the heads just above the surface; after which

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SEA-CALE.
I

put on the

lights,

and

let it

remain for a week or

ten days, until all danger of over-heating

Then

I
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past.

is

take off the lights, and cover the surface of

the bed with leaves, to the depth of four or rive

inches

adding more

;

find

heat

the

filled to

de-

the glass.

has gone well, the sea-cale will be blanched

all

and

I

frame be nearly

crease, until the

If

as

fit

for use in three weeks, or a

frame.

month

at

the

from the time the roots are put into the

furthest,

The

retaining as

much

earth to the roots

timeof lifting, I at first consibut from experience I find it is
consequence, provided the mould is made

as possible at the

dered an object

of

little

;

firm about the roots, at the time they are placed
in the frame*

The

certainty of having this vegetable

use at any particular time

it

may be

an important object with many.

fit

required,

The

it

by any time

saving of

labour

that

is

Therefore to

way of

such I would recommend this as a certain

procuring

for

may be

and dung by

wished.

this

mode

of treatment, must appear obvious to every practical gardener,

when he

considers the difficulty at-

tending the keeping up a proper and regular degree of heat,

by covering with dung over

and other similar methods,

pots,

(as generally practi-

sed,) at so inclement a season of the year; requi-

ring three times the quantity of

dung

to

produce

an equal number of heads, to what will be necessary

when

the roots are placed in a frame

G3

;

for

a
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common melon frame

will contain as

as are capable of being

many heads

produced in two

drills

of

twenty yards each, by covering with hot dung.

To

keep up a regular succession,

I find

two

frames, of three lights each, quite sufficient for a
large family

the

;

first

prepared about the begin-

ning of November, and the second about the

week
in

December

in

frame

is

and by the time the second

;

exhausted, sea-cale will be ready for use

the open ground, where

covering of leaves

in,

The

applied to them.

old plants

;

but

am

I

given them,

before.

is

induced to think they are not

it,

for the slight covering that

only a requisite protection to

them during the winter
later

cutting will be from

object to blanching the one year

the least injured by

much

in

spring

;

and

as

they come in

than the old established

roots, the season for this vegetable

fortnight or more, and thus

of what

more covering

less or

last

what was sown the spring

Some may

had the thickest

it

autumn,, and so on in rota-

beds have had

tion, as the

is

last

it is

is

prolonged a

only making use

would otherwise be requisite to throw
young plants are suffered to remain with their flower-stems upon them, (which

away

^

it

for if the

they seldom

weaken,

fail

to produce,)

if not entirely

it

tends

destroy them.

If,

much

to

therefore,

they are not blanched, they should be divested of
the flower-stem, and this causes

good

stool for future produce.

them

to

form a

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SEA-CALE.
Although the
plant, I find

ground by a

and

it

sca-cale
is

(1813,

during severe

the

during which,

al-

1814);
I

difficulty in affording a regular

by the method

I

had not the

least

supply of this ve-

have here endeavoured

to describe.

Bothwell Castle,
'E>
3d March 1814,

frosts,

we have experienced

though uncommonly severe,
getable,

a delicate

benefited in the open

slight protection

particularly such as

last winters,

by no means

is

much

103
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XI.
Remarks on French Pears.

By

Colonel Spens of Craigsanquhar.

In a Letter to Sir G.

(Read

Dear
(Sensible

1 Sth

S.

Mackenzie, Bart

September 1814.>

Sir,

how

attempts which

desirous

you are

may be made

to

to encourage

any

forward the views

of our Society, I venture to submit to you some
ideas

and hints respecting

fruit-trees,

which, should

you think meriting any notice, I request that you
will

have the goodness to lay before the Council

for their consideration.

In

the finer and later kinds of pears, parti-

cularly the French,

northern region,

commonly

cultivated

in this

that it may admit of
we have been guided by a

I think,

a doubt, whether

thorough knowledge of the habits of the different sorts, or whether we have not rather been
more influenced in our choice, by the goodness

of the fruit

itself,

than by the sure bearing of
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being well adapted

Aware

and variable climate.

that

these kinds of trees often dissappoint the hopes of

the horticulturist, the Society have very properly
offered a prize "

For the

to a bearing-state, full

ly

some of the

best

grown

in-

fruit trees, (especial-

of French pears,) which,

finer sorts

though apparently

means of bringing

and luxu-

in a very healthy

riant condition, are yet in a state of almost total

barrenness."

good

paper

This,

from

Hall, page 74. No.

think, has produced a very

I

Mr
I.

James Smith,

Ormiston,

of our Memoirs.

Yet

I

am

inclined to believe, that to the several causes to

which he has assigned our frequent want of success, a very strong one might be added, namely,
the shy bearing of several of those

found in general

in our gardens.

sorts

Now,

to

if I

be

am

correct in this idea, I apprehend, that no attempts

which may be made,

may

— no

pains or attention which,

be bestowed, can, at least with respect to

them, remedy the

evil

complained

of.

Bad ma-

nagement of many kinds, may render and keep a
tree unproductive,

which yet may again be made

by proper skill and better treatment.
But what remedy can be applied to a tree naturally a shy- bearer? In my humble opinion none.
fruitful,

This leads

me

to suggest to the Society the ex-

pediency of calling for communications on the
history and habits of the finer sorts of

French

pear-trees usually cultivated in this country, found-
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ed on long experience gained in Scotland, in order
to ascertain whether or not they be shy-bearers,
and whether many of them may not require more
sun to ripen their fruit than our seasons in most
Inquiry

years will afford.

other kinds

more

to be

offering prizes for

any good

late pears

may have

ly cultivated in

;

after

and besides

be raised from

to bring into no-

not generally known,

either for the table or the kitchen,

such kinds as

be made

also

vartieties to

might be made

seed, attempts
tice

new

may

depended on

and

fit

to recover

formerly been successful-

any of the

fruit districts in Scot-

which are now apparently lost to us.
Accompanying this, is a list of some winter
pears favourably mentioned by various authors,
about which the Society may, if they think
proper, inquire ; some of them are French, others
said to be Scotch.
As far as I know, our number
land, but

of Scotch winter pears
three

is

scanty indeed

cannot be recovered,

mended by Dr
included in

;

and

if

particularly recom-

Gibson, in his Fruit Gardener, and

my list,

I believe

we have

not above five

more to depend on which are the Swan Egg, Achan
Brier-bush, and John Monteath ; and to them 1 am
inclined to add the Muirfowl Egg, which, at least
:

much

Swan Egg,
must be reckoned a winter
pear, though, wherever I have seen it mentioned,

with me, keeps

and
it

is

longer than the

at Craigsanquhar

set

down

as

an autumn

fruit.

The Swan
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has never kept good here beyond the end of

November, whereas the Muirfowl Egg has sometimes remained in good preservation till towards
This last season (1813) they
the end of April.
were taken from the tree sooner than usual ; therefore, were earlier ripe or fit to eat, and consequent-

They
ly have decayed sooner than ordinary.
were perfectly good till towards the end of January 1814, after which they spoiled very sudI may also, with great safety, allow the

denly.

Muirfowl Egg

to

remain on the tree ten or twelve

days longer than the

of the

latter fall

much

Swan Egg

;

the leaves also

sooner than those of the for-

mer.
In a walled garden,

know what

at a loss to

kinds of trees to plant on the different

aspects, so as to secure
fair crop, in tolerably

plication be

who

many must be

made

in their

the probable chance of a

favourable seasons.

to the catalogues of

descriptions,

very concise, or

if

sulted, (the authors

must of

If ap-

nurserymen,
necessity

be

books on gardening be conof which, I

am

afraid, often,

without inquiry, copy from their predecessors),
they

may

be misled, or at

least

not get

formation necessary to enable them to
dicious and prudent selection.
will

find

it

all

the in-

make

a ju-

For instance, they

mentioned, that the Cressanne, the

Colmar, the Boncretien d'Hyver, the Chaumontelle,

&c.

are excellent pears,

ly very true

;

which

is

but they may not also be

certain-

told, that

108
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some of them are shy bearers, and that others of
them, except in most favourable situations and
seasons,

do not ripen in

this climate,

—

intelligence,

which very probably would have led them

to

choose, or to inquire after other sorts, better suit-

ed to our northern region.
In a garden possessing very great advantages

with respect both to soil and
and later sorts of French pears

situation, the finer

may

reasonably be

much exmay indulge

attempted, or in one very extensive,

ceeding the usual

size,

the proprietor

in them, because, the great

number of trees which

he can command, may make up

for the

scanty

produce, which each may yield to him. But in
one of the common extent, and with no extraordinary advantages of soil and situation, it is of
particular consequence to know, and to be contented with those kinds, which are ascertained tobe generally productive.
If people are exposed to err from want of the
necessary information to guide them in a selection of trees suited to the different aspects, and
adapted to the climate, and, reasoning from my
own experience, I must conclude many are misled, our Society might do an essential service, by
calling for papers on this important subject, founded on the actual experience of years ; and I think
that it would be requisite that these communications should be requested from different districts,

from regions high and low, that

in general every
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one might obtain the information adapted

to his

particular situation.
I

know

that the Society

is

very sensible of the

confusion and disappointment arising from different

names being often given to the same fruit by
and though the beautiful work

different gardeners,

which you inform me
the

don,

Pomona

measure remedy
supersede

is

now

this evil,

it

lish a

may,

might be advisable

Pomona

Scotica,

in a

great

and therefore perhaps

necessity of our

the

thing to the same extent, yet
that

carrying on in Lon-

Londinensis,

I

attempting anv

humbly conceive

in our Society to

with coloured

plates,

pub-

and

that either separately, or periodically, in the dif-

Memoirs as they come out.
I cannot of course know what steps the composers of the London work may have taken to get a
ferent

Numbers

of our

correct history of the Scotch fruits, yet I think
that some of

them

will elude their search or escape

their notice.
I

P. S.

am, &c.

The following Winter Pears are favourably
mentioned by various authors.

No.
1.

Recommended as a great and
by Switzer and Dr Gibson
Bessi de Quessoi, or Cassoi, or Little Winter Beurre.
French. Mentioned by Mr Miller and others, as a

Ambrette.

French.

sure bearer,

2.

prodigious bearer.
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3. St Germain's.

Very favourably spoken of
but it must be noticed, that there

French.

by many authors
See a paper in the
are at least two varieties of it
Transactions of the London Horticultural Society,
;

p. 226.

Part 5th, Vol.

See also

i.

Mr

Forsyth's

List of Pears commonly propagated in England,

No. 68

p.

89 of

book

his

*.

6.

Scotch. \
Round Conical Pear.
>
do.
Round Winter Pear.
Round
Winter
Pear.
do.
}
Oblong

7.

Pow Megg.

4.
5.

Scotch,

I

particularly

by

~r>r

mentioned

Gibson, in his

Fruit-Gardener, p. 334.

suppose. No.

19.

in the *ist

of standard pears in Messrs Machray and Gorrie's

Account of the Orchards

in

the

Carse of

Gowrie, but whether for the table or the kitchen
not mentioned, nor is it described.
8.

is

Scotch, I presume.
John Monteath
A very fine
Winter Pear, either for a standard, or a wall, which
it

*

deserves.

The

true St

Germain

is

figured in the

Pomona Londinensw.

UTILITY OF HOT- WALLS.

Ill

XII.

On

the Utility of Hot-Walls.

By Mr David Trotter,

Gardener, Alva,

(Read \Mh June 1814

The

purport of this paper,

to turn the atten-

is

tion of the Society to the usefulness of hot-walls,

Every

for bringing the choicest fruits to maturity.

one conversant in gardening knows, that in our
northern climate, good crops on
precarious.

Our springs

common

walls are

are so unfavourable to the

tender flowers as they expand, that they are in
great danger of being destroyed

various are the

from the chilling
vas, mats, nets,

;

to prevent

modes adopted
blast,

such

as coverings

and branches of

which,

to shelter

trees.

Yet

them

of canit

hath

often been found, that these covers have not had

the desired effect,

and wet.

The

when

reason

is

the weather proved cold

obvious

;

the tender parts

of fructification are destroyed by the wet lodging

among them, and by

the coldness and density of

the atmosphere, keeping them inactive

;

and some
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of the covers thus used, are the means of retaining
the wet longer on the tree, which of course must

But supposing we have been fortu-

be hurtful.

nate enough to escape the perils of the spring, and
a fair crop of peaches, nectarines or apricots, are
set

and swelling, then our hopes are elated

we

;

look forward with assurance for perfect fruit in
their season

however, a wet September

if,

:

sets in,

cold and long nights are increasing, our peaches

and nectarines are ripening, but how insipid

Moorpark

apricots,

which, by

are accounted the best of

on one side

soft

and

•,

if

many

!

Our

connoisseurs,

stone fruit, are only

all

you

let

them hang

until

they approach to mbuldiness, the other side will
be hard, and the juices not properly refined.

still

What

a mortification

blasted

!

What

is

a poor

here

!

How

recompence

are our hopes
for all the ex-

pence, care and anxiety they have cost us
this is not only the case in

but

also,

in

some

seasons,

some bleak
in the

!

And

situations,

most sheltered

spots.

Now,

to obviate these disappointments,

and

to

insure to every proprietor of a garden, an annual

crop of well matured peaches, nectarines or Moor-

park

apricots,

I

bring forward to your notice a

flued-wall, which, in

my

opinion,

acquisition to a fruit- garden,

inasmuch

as the fruit

in

is

the greatest

such a climate,

are generally found to be

superior in flavour, to those on any other situation.

When we

likewise consider, that no danger
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be apprehended from the severity of the

to

when exposed

spring months, even

weather

by
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;

to all sorts

of

every kind of covering being superseded,

the genial heat of the wall *, and this I have

long experienced, even in England, but especially
in Scotland,

be the best preservative of the

to

blossom and young

But

fruits.

I

my

shall relate

practice in this branch of horticulture, since I

came

to this place.

May

In the end of

1808,

I

came

to Alva,

and

found the peach and nectarine trees on the hot
walls in a bad state

:

made

they had

and had been allowed

to

luxuriant

were not ripened,

shoots in the former year, but these

ramble to the top of the

wall without any regard to the filling up of the

The

tree.

aphis

had devoured every leaf of

them, a few curled ones excepted.

week of June.j

cut

I

In the

them well down,

first

so as to

fill

the heart of the tree with young wood, and as they

grew luxuriant,

applied gentle

I

fires

through the

night early in August, and continued strength-

VOL.

* This,

who
Wall!,

H

II.

it

may be

observed,

treats the idea of

as

'

ridiculous.'

is

in opposition to a late writer,

making a climate

for a tree

All I shall say at present

on a

is this,

fluecf

that

he

seems to have written upon what he did not practically under*
/stand,
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ening them as the nights lengthened, until

As

pletely ripened the wood.

som began
on the

to

fires,

open

I

com-

soon as the blos-

in the following spring, I

and kept the wall

put

in a state for repel-

ling frost, and evaporating the

wet that might fail
by
upon it ; and this is
making the wall agreeable to the feel, when you place your hand upon it.
done,

The

first

or lower course of flue, especially near

the fire-place,

fore,

not carefully worked, will some-

if

times get too hot

:

to prevent

from burning, place a
I

flue.

continued the

and the danger of

any accident, there-

trellis

fires until

frost over.

along the

the fruit were
I

commenced

again in the end of August, to bring

wood

to maturity,

my

fruit

first

set,

fires

and

and had an excellent crop of

high-flavoured fruit in September and October,

and even some very good Teton de Venus peaches
The fires were conto the middle of November.
tinued until the leaves parted easily from the trees.
In good seasons,

little fire is

required to ripen the

wood.
I

have thus given you

hot wall.

I

never

high flavoured

The

as I

fail

my mode

of using the

of abundant crops, and as

have seen them in England.

trees enjoy the treatment,

and have clothed

the wall so well, that I can hardly put

on a naked

spot.

my hand

UTILITY OF HOT WALLS.
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superiority of heated air in the walls, to

of covering for the preservation of blos-

all sorts

som and young

fruit,

appears to be, that the heat

being uniform and continued, keeps vegetation in
a regularly progressive state, whereas, without this

uniformity,

it

checked, chilled, and often de-

is

stroyed.

In the year 1810,

we never had

My

garden.

I

a good

had great complaints that

Moorpark

apricot in the

opinion was, that in our situation,

(being an elevated one, on the side of the Ochil
Hills,)

we never

could have a good one, unless

by a flued wall. I therefore recommended
In March 1811,
; and my advice was taken.
I took my apricot trees off the wall, and put them
carefully in by the heels in a secure place of the

assisted

one

garden

the

;

workmen then

pulled the face of the

wall down, and the heart too, which was easily

done, as
left

it

The wall is twelve feet high
down about forty feet of a stretch at

bottom.
taken
to

They

had not been well put together.

the back outside course standing from top to
it

:

have gone farther, was thought dangerous,

might have brought down the back
flued for four

fires,

we made

fire y

first

three feet deep, and led

above the border

\

course.

as

:

it

We

allowing 500 square feet for

one

-

was

a time

four flues
it

in

the wall, the

along two bricks

the second divided from the

first
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by two course of bricks

the third and fourth by
;
one only, and proportionally decreasing in depth

two course of brick of

as they ascended, leaving
solid

work

together.

is

may

It

which

error
it

at top, for

this,

I

binding the wall more firmly

here be proper to advert

an

to

have often observed in hot walls

the furnaces are placed too close upon

the wall, and the flues lead directly forward to the
front

;

w hereas, the furnaces should be kept back,

and the

flues

should sweep along five or six

they reach the front brick

before

:

feet,

would

this

prevent burning.

The

usual

work of the garden prevented me

from having the border prepared for the reception
of the trees until the middle of July: I then planted them, and gave them a hearty watering

;

and

as

them every day
gave
them
and
more or less at
engine,
the
with
bottom as I saw needful. In the course of a month,
I observed them establishing themselves, and had
the satisfaction in autumn, to see them all in a
the weather was dry, I watered

growing

state.

They

stretched in general from

As the season was
wood could not be ex-

ten to twelve feet on the wall.
far

advanced,

pected

;

much

ripe

however, the

fires

night to harden them as
far succeeded, that

and short

shoots,

In spring 1812,
|

put on the

were applied

much

many

as possible

in the
:

it

so

of the studs or spurs,

were ripened.

when the

fires

to

flowers began to open ?

preserve

them from

the;
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make good

year was a few well

on most of them, and good wood on

fruit

of them.

all

in spring 1813,

pand, the

when

the blossoms began to ex-

were applied

fires

as

and con-

usual,

tinued until the dangerous season was over.

produce of

this

The

year was a plentiful crop, of well

swelled and high flavoured
at

ri-

an early season

fruit,

which came

in

the best of them being over

;

before the September meeting of the Horticultural

Society took place.

A

person unacquainted with a flued wall un-

may

covered,
sees the

feel

alarmed for

snow beating against

but he has nothing to

warmth
tuation

in the wall,
is

much

wind"

here.

which

exposed.

gale" on the plain,

is

;

he keeps a steady

easily done.

What is termed

My

si-

a "strong

often a " tempestuous whirl-

is

Last spring, the finest show of cur-

rants that I ever saw,

with every leaf on them, were

destroyed by a storm and

frost,

on an espalier

not more than ten yards from the hot wall

rail

yet

if

fear,

when he

his crop,

his trees in flower

all

was

safe

The expence
four

fires, I

sifted

on

it.

For
is trifling.
more than the cinders

of fuel to a hot wall

have used

little

from the ashes made

at

the house, and the

small coal, the refuse of the coal cellar.
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Thus, every admirer of

fine fruit,

certainly and easily he can have
as well as in

I

have

see

how

in Scotland,

England.

also planted figs against a

hot wall, where

them better than
have had them so in England.

I expect to have
for I

may

them

Alva Gardens,
ZStk February 1814.

in the houses,
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XIII.

On protecting Trees and Shrubs from
Hares

the attacks of

*.

By Mr Robert

Elliot, Gardener, Castlecraig.

In a Letter to the Secretary.

(Read IS/A December 1814.)
Sir,

I have for some time past had it in contemplamembers of the Caledonian

tion to submit to the

Horticultural Society,

and

fruit

forest-trees,

my method
and

of protecting

also shrubs,

from the

attacks of hares in the winter season.

Take
of tar
fire.

three pints of melted tallow to one pint

mix them well together, over a gentle
In the month of November, take a small
;

brush, and go over the rind or bark of the trees

with the mixture,
as

it

in a

milk-warm

can be laid on with the brush.

state, as
I

thin

have found

that such a coating does not hinder the juices or
* See Vol.

i.

p.

361.
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sap to expand in the smallest degree

proved the

and

;

I

have

efficacy of this plan, in preventing the

attacks of hares,

by applying the

liquid to one

tree, and missing another ; when I found the latter
was attacked, and the former left. Five years ex-

perience have convinced

me

of

The

its efficacy.

went over the first two years, I have
not touched since ; and not one of them has been
trees that I

by the

injured

hares.

I think,

if all the

bark

is

properly gone over with the mixture, they would
not need any more for some years.

The

neatness that attends this method, in the

appearance of an orchard, instead of having the
trees all
stakes,

is

covered round with stra»w-ropes, or small
another recommendation of

it.

tioned, a

making the applicamanner above menman might go over five hundred trees in

a day,

they are of small

As

to the time required for

tion of the mixture, in the

if

size.

This mode is particularly adapted for nurseries,
where the ground is not well secured with a fence r
to protect the young fruit-trees and tender shrubs

from hares.
For whatever extent of

trees the

mixture

made, three parts of tallow, and one of
proper proportions.

Castlecraig,
Jsi

August 1814. 1

I

am,

&c

is

to

tar, are

be

the
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XIV.

An Essay on

the

Management of Bees, with an

ac-

count of some curious facts in their History*

By Dr James Howison
(Read

of Hillend.

13th December 1814 .)

It being my intention to describe to the Society
the management of a single hive of bees, from,
their

swarming

forth their

first

until they themselves have sent

colony, I shall remark on the dif-

ferent operations, as they naturally succeed each
other, according to the

use

method now

in general

leaving that followed by me, of taking the

;

honey without

killing the bees, to

be explained

under a distinct head.
Variety of Bees.

working bees,
ly the

same

;

—To the common

as to external

but to those

observer, all

appearance, are near-

who examine them with

attention, the difference in size

is

very distinguish-

and they are in their vicious and gentle,
dolent and active natures, essentially different.
VOL. II.
I

able

;

in-
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Of the stock which I had in 1810, it required
250 to weigh an ounce ; but they were so vicious
and lazy, that I changed it for a smaller variety,
which possesses much better dispositions, and of
which it requires 296, on an average, to weigh an
ounce. Whether size and disposition are invariably connected, I have not yet had sufficient experience to determine.

—

Materials and Size of Hives. Hives made of
straw, as now in use, have a great advantage over

made of wood

those

or other materials, from the

effectual defence they afford against the extremes

of heat in summer, and cold in winter.

That the

hives in size should correspond as nearly as possible

with that of the swarms, has not had that

which the subject demands, as
much of the success in the management of bees
depends on that circumstance.
attention paid to

From

it

blind instinct, bees endeavour to

combs whatever hive they
they begin to gather honey.
the hive

is

too large for

its

fill

are put into,

Owing

with

before

to this,

when

inhabitants, the time

for collecting their winter store

and starvation

is

spent in unpro-

the consequence.

fitable labour

;

This

extends to occasioning late swarming

evil also

the next

comes

summer ;

so filled

it

is

being long before the hive be-

with young bees as to produce a

necessity for emigration,

from which cause the

ON THE MANAGEMENT OF
season

is

too far advanced for the
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young

colonies

to procure a winter stock.
I should consider it as a

good rule

in all cases,

swarm should fill two-thirds of the hive.
The hives used by me for my largest swarms, weighing from five to six pounds, will contain two pecks
that the

measure of corn, and will

yield, in a

good season,

eight Scots pints of honey, and for smaller
in

proportion.

swarms

Hives with empty combs

are

highly valuable for second swarms, as the bees
are thereby enabled

much

sooner to begin collect-

ing honey.

Situation for Hives.

—That the hives should be

so placed as to receive the rays of the rising as well
as

meridian sun,

is

of considerable importance

heat and light appearing the principal stimulants

A hive

to the action of bees.

so situated as not to

be touched by the sun until some hours later than
the other hives in the same garden, would in the
course of the season lose a proportional

days labour.

number of

Hives should stand at some distance

from walls and hedges.

When

lately building a

garden-wall, with a good exposure for bees, I or-

dered a number of niches to be made, into which
I afterwards

much

put hives.

These were, however,

infested with snails in

so

summer, and mice in

winter, that I was under the necessity of removing

them

to a

more open

situation.

12
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Feeding of Bees.— Near the

sea, little

honey

is

first week in August ; but in
where the flowers are [later, and

collected after the

high

situations,

heath abounds, the bees labour with advantage
These are the
until the middle of September.
proper periods, according to situation, for ascertaining if the hives intended to be kept contain a
sufficient

The

winter stock.

killing of the drones,

(a very singular fact in the history of the bee,

which
this

will

and

be noticed hereafter), perhaps marks

time with more precision.

If a large hive does not weigh thirty pounds,

it

be necessary to allow

it half a pound of honey,
same quantity of soft sugar, made into a
syrup, for every pound that is deficient of that
weight ; and, in like proportion, to smaller hives.
This work must not be delayed, that time may be

will

or the

given for the bees to make their deposit in their

empty

cells

before they are rendered torpid

by the

cold.
I

must here

notice, that sugar simply dissolved

in water, (which

is

a

common

and sugar
compounds

practice,)

boiled with water into a syrup, form

very differently suited for the winter store of bees.

When

the former

is

wanted

nourishment, as in spring,
as a

syrup

;

but

if to

it

for their

immediate

will answer equally

be laid up

as store,

the

heat of the hive quickly evaporating the water,
leaves the sugar in dry crystals, not to be acted

upon by the trunks of the

bees.

I

have known
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by hunger, while

some pounds weight of sugar in this state remained in their

cells.

The

boiling of sugar into syrup

forms a closer combination with the water, by

which

it is

sistence

prevented from flying

and a con-

off,

resembling that of honey retained.

I

have had frequent experience of hives not containing a pound of honey,

preserved in perfect

health through the winter, with sugar so prepared,

when given

in proper time,

and in

sufficient

quantity.

Covering the Hives.—Bees are evidently natives
of a

warm

climate, a high temperature being ab-

solutely necessary to their existence

;

and their

continuing to live in hollow trees during the severe winters of Russia and America, must depend

on the heat produced from the great size of the
swarms which inhabit these abodes.
From my
own observation, the hives which are best covered
during winter, always prosper most the following
summer. In consequence, about the end of harvest, I add to the thin covering of straw put on the
hives at the time of swarming, a thick coat, and
shut up the aperture through which the bees entered, so that only one can pass at a time.

deed

as a

very small portion of air

bees in their torpid state,

it

were

is

better, during

severe frosts, to be entirely shut up, as

13

In-

necessary for

numbers of
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them

are often lost from being enticed to quit the

hive by the sunshine of a winter day.

It will,

however, be proper at times to remove, by a
crooked wire or similar instrument, the dead bees

and other

which the

filth,

living at this season are

unable to perform of themselves.

To

hives whose stock of honey was sufficient

for their maintenance, or those to

which a proper

quantity of sugar had been given for that purpose,
no further attention will be necessary, until the

breeding season arrives. This, in

warm

situations,

generally takes place about the beginning of

and

in cold,

about a month

Owners of hives
this

May,

after.

are often astonished, that, at

advanced season, when their bees had, for

weeks

come

put on the most promising

preceding,

few days of rain, they beweak and sickly as to be unable to leave

appearance,
so

after a

the hive, and continue declining until they at

last

die.

From paying

am conThe young

attention to this subject, I

vinced, that the cause

is

as follows

:

bees, for a short time previous to their leaving
their cells,

and some time

after, require

being fed

with the same regularity that young birds are by
their parents

;

and

if

the store in the hive be ex-

hausted, and the weather such as not to admit of

the working bees going abroad to collect food in
sufficient quantity for

themselves and their brood,

the powerful principle of affection for their young
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compels them to part with what
their support, at the

To
that

is

not enough for

expence of their own

prevent such accidents,

if,
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I

make

during the breeding season,

it

lives.

it

a rule,

rain for

two

successive days, to feed all the bees indiscriminately, as it

who

would be

require

difficult to ascertain

those only

it.

Of Swarming.

—For

several years past,

my hives

swarms during
the second week in July, from which it appears,
that early or late swarming in the same situations
is not so much regulated by good or bad seasons,
Near the sea, this
as might have been expected.
have uniformly sent forth their

will,

first

of course, take place some weeks earlier.

The

swarming is so long preceded by the
appearance of drones, and hanging out of working
first

bees, that if the time of their leaving the hive

not observed,

The

it

must be owing

to

is

want of care.
more equi-

signs of the second are, however,

vocal, the

a day or

most certain being, that of the queen,

two before swarming,

at intervals of a

few minutes, giving out a sound a good deal
sembling that of a cricket.
that the

swarm

It frequently

will leave the old hive,

re-

happens,

and return

again several times, which

is always owing to the
queen not having accompanied them, or from ha-

ving dropt on the ground, being too young to
to a distance.

In such

near to the old hive

;

cases, I

fly

have seen her found

and on being taken up and

14
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placed in the

new

swarm

one, the

instantly set-

tled.

Gooseberry or currant bushes should be planted

at a short distance

from the

hives, for the bees

swarm upon, as, by attending to this, I have
not lost a swarm by straying for several years.
to

This, I

am however

convinced, depends

much on

the nature of the bees which form the stock.

When

a hive yields

more than two swarms, these

should uniformly be joined to others that are

weak,

as,

from the lateness of the season, and de-

ficiency in

number, they

This junction

is

will otherwise

easily formed,

perish.

by inverting

at

night the hive in which they are, and placing over
it

the one you intend

them

They

to enter.

soon

ascend, and apparently, with no opposition from

the former possessors, as I have never observed
fighting to be a consequence.
It

being very universally believed, that two

queens cannot live together in the same hive,

I

have

for several days after this forced junction, search-

ed for the murdered queen, but never with success.

Should the weather, for some days after

swarming, be unfavourable

for the bees

they must be fed with care until

it

going out,
clears up,

otherwise the young swarm will run a great risk

of dying.

Method of
the Bees.

obtaining the honey without killing

—The Society

will see,

from the peculiar
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structure of the hive *, with
this object, that I

king

it
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which

I

accomplish

was under the necessity of ma-

of wood, in place of straw, which, for the

reasons before given, I should have preferred.
It consists

of two distinct hexagons, one placed

above the other.
of half inch

The under

is

formed of

six

panes

each measuring ten inches in

deal,

width, and eight in depth, and covered with a thin

board

at top.
This forms a box that will contain
two pecks measure of corn, and which, I consider,
as sufficient for the largest swarm.
This is intended for the breeding, as well as winter habitation
of the bees. The upper is of the same dimensions
and form as the under at bottom, but in order to

give

it

a conical shape, for the

more conveniently

fixing thereon a coat of straw, the panes at top are

only five inches wide, which
piece of board.

ed to

its

The upper box

is

also covered

by a

has a moulding fix-

under part, which projects about a quarter

of an inch, and so exactly embraces the upper part

of the lower box, as to join these two firmly together.

In. the deal

which forms the top of the

lower box, are cut four oval holes, each one inch
wide, and two inches long, through which the
bees pass into the upper.

when
on

not wanted,

is

shut

a nail in its centre.

This communication,

by

a board,

The

which moves

small pane of glass

in the top of the upper box, admits of seeing
* Plate II.
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made

the progress the bees have
parating

it

When

the

swarm

the communication

is first

when

filled

se-

is

the lower with

then to be opened,

bees will ascend, and if the season

vourable, and the
it also,

without

put into the lower box,

The communication

the.

it,

shut with the upper, until

is

the bees have completely

combs.

in

from the lower one.

swarm numerous, they

is

fa-

will

fill

but not until they have completely stocked

the lower.

By removing

the straw covering, and

looking through the glass in the upper box,

be seen what honey has been collected.
part or the whole of

it

be wanted,

it

it

may

Should a

will only

be

necessary carefully to separate the upper from the

lower box, and shut the board of communication.

The upper box

is then to be removed to some disand the bees contained in it, driven off, on
which they will immediately join their companions
So soon as the honey is taken from
in the lower.
the box, it can be replaced, and if early in the season, the communication opened for making more
honey, but if late, it must be kept shut until the
hive has swarmed next summer. If honeycomb
early next season is preferred to a swarm, then
the communication must be opened about the be-

tance,

ginning of June.
All the honey procured in this
able for its purity,

ever polluted

none of the

way

cells

is

remark-

having been

by the hatching of young bees.
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greatest advantages, however,

method, are the early and large swarms,

1S1

from

this

—the con-

sequence of not killing the bees.

Conclusion.

some curious

—

shall

I

conclude this essay with

facts in the history of the bee,

presented themselves to

my

nagement of this singular

which
ma-

notice during the

insect.

have frequently observed, that, during

1st, I

swarming, the twig or branch which supported the
swarm, weighing from five to six lb., or 30,000
bees, had its surface completely covered with the
first 300 or 400 that alighted upon it, the remainder
of the swarm having their whole weight supported

by

that small number, which, in any other situa-

must have torn them to atoms.
2dly, That light is not necessary to the labour
of bees, or if it is, it must be in a degree incomtion,

prehensible to us.

The

the humble bee,

is

length, through

which

any

passage to the abode of

often a zigzag several yards in
it

appears impossible for

light to pass.

Sdly, Bees are entirely directed to their food

by

smell, as appears

ment.

which
the

I placed
I

from the following experi-

in a tea-kettle a cloth,

through

had strained some honey, and after fixing
put it on the ground about 200 yards

lid, I

windward of some hives. I was soon after much
amused in seeing a number of bees following the

to

different

windings of the scented breeze, until
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they reached the spout of the

kettle,

which they

Immediately entered.
4>thly,

when

Killing the drones

the breeding

is

singular way, and done

almost uniformly fixes
tion of the left wing,

by the working bees y

an end,

is performed in a
by one bee in general. It
on the drone, at the inser-

at

when

it

tears

with

its

fangs

the muscle which moves the wing, so that when
thrown from the stand of the hive, it cannot again
rise, and is usually killed by the cold of the fol-

lowing night.

No

the size
tion

is

stinging or other violence

is

and although the drone is four times
;
of his executioner, no attempt at retalia-

ever used

ever offered.

CeU* /!,»/. Sao.

Mem

.

JFiff.1.
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Explanation of the Plate.
Fig.

1.

A A The upper and lower boxes joined,

forming the com-

plete hive.

a The moulding of the upper box, which

fixes it to the

lower.

b The

small pane of glass in the upper box.

c Its wooden shutter, which moves on a

Fig.

A
aa

nail.

%

The lower box inverted,
The two rows of cross horizontal

sticks, for

supporting

the combs.

b The perpendicular
c c c c

The

stick for the ascent

of the bees.

holes of communication.

Fig.

3.

A The upper box inverted.
a a a The
combs.

single

row of

cross sticks,

for supporting the
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XV.
Hints on the Processes of Wine-making.

By Dr MacCulloch,
In a Letter to

In compliance with

Mr

Neill, Secretary.

the wishes of some of the

members of the Caledonian
I

Woolwich.

Horticultural Society,

have attempted to sketch the general principles

and practices used in the manufacture of wine,
with a view of assisting the
the Society,

ged

by

its

of those

whom

annual premiums, has encoura-

to cultivate the art of

fruits

efforts

making this liquor from

of domestic growth.

In laying

down

these rules, and in describing

these usages, I have been chiefly careful in selecting,

and

solicitous in enforcing those

most readily be brought
manufacture

;

to bear

which could

on our domestic

being desirous rather to point out

such analogies as were applicable to the practices

which the Society has

so laudably patronized,

than to enter either into the chemical history of
this

most interesting process, or to give a detailed
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account of the

art, as it is
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practised in those

favoured climates, where the grape

is

more

the sole

The magnitude of
me into

fruit in use for this purpose.

the subject, would have otherwise led

with the

discussions, of a length incompatible

li-

In condensing

mits of the Society's publications.

and abridging the materials originally collected
purpose, I have perhaps reason to fear,

for this

that I have omitted matters essential to the perfect understanding

of the subject.

Yet

that I have not neglected any thing

hope

I

which

will

prove a material want, in reducing to practice the
views which

however

I

have held out, and that some

feeble, will

be afforded

to those,

light,

who

have hitherto been guided by rules of a dogmatical

and

positive nature.

It is evident, that, in

the complicated process of

fermentation, some rules should be laid

down

as

the foundation of our proceedings, and the test to

which we must have recourse
accuracy of our

in

manipulations.

examining the
I

cannot too

strongly enforce the necessity of familiarizing ourselves

with general principles, which alone can

assist us

through the obscure paths, which

this, as

well as every art connected with chemistry,

obliged to pursue.

ed by the

artist in

ciples to his

And

it is

is

the address display-

converting these general prin-

changing processes, that will give him

a certain pre-eminence over those

ed by invariable

rules.

In

fact,

who

are govern-

however these
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rules

may

appear fixed, they cannot be generally

applied, because, under the mutable circumstances
in

which the application

quently be rendered

made, they must

is

futile,

fre-

and sometimes even

injurious.

The

constituent parts of the fruits used in the

experiments

now under

consideration, are malic

acid, either in a state of purity, or

one of combina-

tion with potash, (a circumstance not yet perfectly
ascertained) ; vegetable mucilage, or extractive

matter; super-tartrite of potash

sweet principle

;

;

;

the

tannin

much

in different

entirely absent. In the white currant, for in-

stance, the colouring substance
it

is

often deficient

abounds in the elder-berry and red grape.

So the super-oxalate of potash is rarely found

on the contrary, those
wise, the sugar

is

much

sweet principle, which

is

less

indeed the general cause

vegetable mucilage

principle

whose presence

principle

is

is

is,

number of our
if any, the

only

and

this

invariable,

one of the most essential in the fabrica-

tion of a vinous liquor, as

The main

and,

abundant than the

of the sweetness of the greater

The

;

which the tartarous,
more frequent. So like-

salts to

or malic acid appertain, are

fruits.

;

and it sometimes happens that one or more of

them is
whilst

water

and the principle of flavour.

proportions of these vary

fruits,

;

the colouring principle

super-oxalate of potash

The

sugar

;

diversities

of the various

we

shall see hereafter.

of character, in the products

fruits, is

owing to the varying pro-
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portions of the several ingredients
It

tain.

is
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which they conmanagement

true, that difference of

may produce

different effects

but no contrivance

;

can give to the gooseberry the constituent elements

mode of procedure

of the grape, nor can any

ex-

champaigne from the juice of
many, who have not been

tract the flavour of

gooseberries, although

much accustomed
humble

flavour of the foreign

to the

wine, have been deceived

by

made from our

that

fruit.

Among the principles enumerated, tartar, water,
and the vegetable exmost essential in the
wine. Colour and flavour

sugar, the sweet principle,

tract or mucilage, are the

conversion of fruits into

may

be considered

ciples

as adventitious

which yield them, are

The

the process of wine-making.

by the

;

and the prin-

in nowise essential to

super-oxalate of potash

is

produced
unknown, as it

effect

has not been the subject of experiment.

Tartar, however, seems essential to the for-

mation of a
of

addition
is

where

vinous
it

is

liquor

;

naturally

and

an

wanting,

not only to ameliorate the produce,

found,

but

genuine
it

even to increase the quantity of alcohol,

which a given proportion of sugar
vegetable extract

is

and

capable of producing.

the

Fer-

more easily induced wire re this salt
is present ; and the experiments of some of the
French Chemists, seem to shew that it is decom-

mentation

is

posed during this process.

vol.

II.

Their opinion, that

K

it
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is
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converted into the malic acid

The

presence of tartar

is

is

questionable,

the circumstance which

most strongly distinguishes the grape from all the
fruits which have been applied to the making of
wine.

In this

fruit, it exists in

tity beibre ripening,

the greatest quan-

and a portion of

From

during this process.

it

disappears

this peculiarity

of the

grape, the practice has been introduced of mixing

which makers of sweets
intend for the basis of their wines ; and from it I
have also derived the practice of mixing tartar
with those native fruits which are deficient in this
tartar with those washes,

substance

;

with the best
will

which has been attended

a practice

The

results.

details of this practice

be treated of hereafter in their proper place.

The

effect

of the malic acid, another of the

enumerated ingredients

from that of

tartar,

in fruits,

inasmuch

is

as it has

injurious to the fabrication of wine.
ed, that all wines

are of a

bad

very different

which abound

quality, although in

been found

It

is

remark-

in malic acid

many

cases

it

has

not been determined, whether this acid was an original ingredient in the fruit, or whether

it

was not

generated during the process of fermentation.

In either case, since

its

to

be injurious,

as

our native fruits seem

it is

an excess of malic

existence in wine

is

found

important to attend to this

acid.

all

to

fact,

be characterized by

This

is

perhaps one of

the most fundamental and least corrigible defects in

our domestic wines.

To

render the nature of this
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defect

more obvious,

it

must be remarked, that the

between cider and wine, con-

essential distinction

in the quantity of malic acid

sists
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to the composition of the former.

which enters

From

in-

this cause

our native wines are more apt to partake of the
nature of cider than wine, although these are often
rather disguised than changed by the predominance

of undecomposed sugar, of brandy, and other

fo-

reign matters which enter into their composition.
It is a question worthy of consideration, whether
some chemical means might not be adopted for de-

stroying a portion of this acid, either before or
after the process of fermentation.

facture of sherry wine, lime

before this process

is

pirical this practice
turers, it

is

added to the grapes

commenced.

may

In the manu-

However em-

be among the manufac-

probably acts by neutralizing this acid,

as well as a portion of the tartarous acid,
this

is

A

hint

this practice

domestic wines

;

may

probably be borrowed

towards the amelioration of our

and

may

I

here venture to point

out as a practice worthy of imitation,
least

to

probably owing the peculiarly dry quality

of that wine.

from

and

of a careful

trial.

It is

—worthy

it

at

only from the results

of such, and similar experiments, that

we can hope

ever to place our domestic manufacture on a sound

and

rational basis.

Of all
tion,

the substances which are called into ac-

during the process of wine-making, Sugar

must be considered the most

K2

essential,

being

that.
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on which the strength of the wine depends. Those
fruits which contain the greatest proportion of sugar, furnish the strongest wine ; the alcohol generated in the act of fermentation, being always

found to bear a proportion to the pre-existing su-

The

gar.
is

principal defect in our domestic fruits

the small proportion of sugar which they con-

tain

;

but

it is

at the

same time that which we are
; and it is on this basis in-

most easily able to remedy

deed that the whole system of our domestic wine
manufacture is founded. But even in this part of the
process difficulties occur, and lead to the imperfect

fermentation of these wines, and the consequent
sweetness by which they are too often character-

The

ized.

saccharine matter has indeed been con-

sidered as existing in
tables, that of

principle

;

but

sider sugar as

two

distinct states in vege-

pure sugar and that of the sweet
it is

an

perhaps more correct to con-

artificial

substance formed

by

chemistry from the sweet principle, the only state
in

which sugar truly

sweet principle

dency

to

is

exists in vegetables.

characterized

crystallize,

by

its

and by the

which, on the addition of water,

it

The

want of tenwith

facility

runs into fer-

mentation.
able,

Sugar, on the contrary, is crystallizand has no tendency to ferment, except in as

far as it contains a portion of the sweet principle,

or of that peculiar substance
ciple

is

by which

distinguished from sugar.

this prin-

If a solution

of pure sugar in water be allowed to repose,

it
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crystallizes

without fermenting

;

nor does even the

residuary syrup, or mother water as

undergo

this process.

But

if it
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it

may be called,

has been imperfect-

ly refined, the remaining syrup, will, after the deposition of the crystals, contain so large a proportion of the sweet principle, that

into fermentation

The

fectioners.

;

it

run

will readily

an accident well

known to con-

juice of the sugar-cane readily

allows of the separation of the sugar

from the

sweet principle, and has hence become the almost
exclusive subject of this manufacture.

The

resi-

duary matter, known by the name of Molasses,

is

the sweet principle of the French Chemists, and
is

a peculiar

compound of

sugar, with vegetable

extractive matter, similar to that

the generality of sweet
substance, therefore,

it

fruits.

will

which

exists in

In considering this

be most consistent with

the accuracy of chemical language^ to speak of
as a peculiar
ter,

and not

and Seguin,

compound of sugar and vegetable matto consider
as a

it,

with Deyeux, Proust,

simple substance.

should not say with these chemists,
fruits,

it

and in some

varieties

Hence we
that in some

of the grape, sugar

predominates, and in others, the sweet principle

but that the sugar of the

fruit is in some cases
combined with more, and in others with less of the
vegetable extract.
These varying proportions of
the two substances under consideration, are the

cause of the various

effects,

which

are observed in

the results of fermentation in different

K3

fruits.

If
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,

the sugar predominates, the wine will be sweet,
unless expedients are used to complete the fermen-

and convert the whole

tation of the sugar,

wine.
or, to

If the sweet principle

speak more correctly,

if

there

combined with the

table extract

into

most abundant,

is

is

much

vege-

sugar, the fer-

mentation will be complete, and the wine dry, unmeans, hereafter to be described, are

less artificial

used to prevent this

The

effect.

distinction

which

I have here drawn, though appearing to partake

of unnecessary refinement, will be found to lead to
practical utility.

Among the enumerated

ingredients of fruits, the

vegetable extract naturally

Although

sideration.

falls

next under con-

this substance has not

been

we know that it differs from mere vegemucilage, by containing azote, or a sub-

analyzed,
table

which on decomposition produces it, since
been detected in the produce of fermentation, both in an uncombined state, and in
stance

azotic gas has

one of

its

ammonia.

most frequent combinations, forming
These substances are known to exist

which

in yeast,

a modification of the vegetable

many

In

extract.

is

vegetables,

ly in the gluten of wheat,

portion.
as rye,

It

is

it

and conspicuous-

exists in great pro-

for this reason that

wheat

act powerfully as ferments.

found in
example,

many

—in

as well

It

is

also

flowers, in that of the elder for

the

leaves

of the

vine,

—

in

the
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grape,

—

and

the gooseberry,

in

It is

in those vegetable juices

which

This substance, then,

many

in

other

observed to abound

fruits as well as leaves.

ing.

14>3

is

gelatinise

on

boil-

true natural

the

leaven of fruits, or that by which the sugar which

rendered capable of undergoing

they contain,

is

fermentation:

And in the

fication,

which

is

artificial process

the subject of this paper,

to this substance that

we must

to

compound.

—But

enlarge on this subject,

it is

look for the con-

version into wine of that sugar which
ter into the

of vini-

I shall

when

may

en-

have occasion

I consider the

process of fermentation.

among the

Water, enumerated
fruits,

simple as

it

may

appear,

is

principles

of

a substance re-

If the proportion of water

quiring consideration.

be too small in the liquor subjected to fermentation, that process

or maintained.

is

This

difficultly either established
is

a matter of constant occur-

when

rence in those countries,

grape

is

the juice of the

boiled to a certain consistence, or

the fruit before pressing,
partial desiccation.

is

From

when

allowed to undergo a
these practices, result

sweet and half- fermented wines, those of Cyprus

and other

known

places, as well as that class of

in Italy

by the name of Vino

cotto.

wines

The

vina cocta of the ancients, appear to have been of
a similar quality from the same cause.

of

Tokay and San Lucar,

are

K4

known

The wines

to derive ad-
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ditional richness

and strength, from a moderate

use of this practice.

This process can be of no

use in the manufacture of our domestic wines,

nor does the nature of our

fruits

excessive addition of sugar
effect

;

but I

know

admit of

may produce

An

it.

a similar

not that any of the receipts in

That sweetness
which is the prevalent fault of our wines, arises
from other causes, which I shall consider hereuse, approximate to that excess.

after.

The

fruits

of this country possess so

little

of the

three remaining substances which were enumer-

ated as constituents, that

it is

unnecessary to dwell

much on them.
Scarcely any colour

we

is

contained in our

fruits, if

except the black cherry and the elder-berry,

and

as colour

may be

an ornament, and
ingredients,

its

is

considered in the light of

easily procured

by colouring

want is not to be regretted the
wine-making in nowise depend
:

essential parts of

on

it.

The

tanning principle, which

astringency,

is

is

the cause of

contained in the husks and stems

of some grapes, and communicates, at the pleasure

of the operator, that roughness
wines.

The

can readily

and

is

sloe

known

and damson possess

be communicated by kino

not a very desirable quality,

to have noticed

it,

considering, as

in Port

but

it,

as it

or catechu,

it is

sufficient

we may,

the imi-
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circuitous means, as a

fruitless attempt.

The
tain

of flavour,

last principle, that

and fugacious, that

any general
as those

it is difficult

rules respecting

In

it.

so uncer-

is

to establish

many

grapes,

of Frontignan, the flavour of the fruit

is

which they
the wine is sweet and

absolutely identified with the wine
yield

but in

;

all

such cases

The

half fermented.

finer flavours of the supe-

rior wines, those of claret, hermitage and burgun-

dy, bear no resemblance to that of the fruit, but
are the

of the vinous process.

result

manufacture of many wines, recourse

In the
is

had

to

flavouring ingredients, such as orris-root, grapeflowers, almonds, mignonette,

—

a process

which

is

imitated in this country in the making of elder

and cowslip wines.

If the flavour of fruits could

be transmitted with certainty to the wines,

might expect similar
and raspberry

;

results

but the

we

from the strawberry

effect

of fermentation

is

generally such as to volatilize or destroy this delicate principle.

—Hereafter

I shall point out a pro-

bable method of attaining this object.

If a knowledge of the circumstances which at-

tend and modify the intricate process of fermentation,

be necessary in the making of wine from the

grape,

it

is

still

more

requisite to investigate the

various accidents and causes

when

which may

the substances exposed to

its

affect

it,

action, are, like
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those used in our domestic manufacture, artificially

compounded.

It is

thus only that

to establish such general rules, as

we can hope
may be appli-

cable to those ever- varying cases, where particular

would be unattainable. A general notion has already been given of the substances,
to whose mixture the process of fermentation is
owing, and the essential ones will be found to consist of sugar, vegetable extract, tartarous and malic
rules of practice

acid,

and water.

These are indispensable, and to

their varieties in proportion,

markable differences in the
will

most

be found owing.

some of the most

results

Among

these, sugar

essential, since the alcohol

particularly

re-

of fermentation

of wine

is

is

the

more

derived from the decomposition of

this substance.

The

strength of the wine

is

pro-

portioned to the quantity of sugar fermented, and
the most saccharine juices, therefore, afford the
strongest wine, or in the artificial process, if so

it

may be termed, that compound to which the greatest proportion of sugar has

been added, will be

capable of giving the strongest,

But we have already

if

duly managed.

seen, that sugar

and water

alone do not ferment, if the sugar be pure, and

that this process only takes place in clayed sugars,

which contain a portion of that vegetable extract which characterizes the sweet principle.
In the juices of fruits, the sugar and extract
or in those

exist in a state of combination, to which, as I be-

fore remarked, the term of Sweet Principle has
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If the juice of the grape, for ex-

been applied.

ample, be exposed to heat and
substance

The

separated.

is

14>1

ferment with the same

rest, a

coagulable

juice then ceases to

facility,

may

but

again be

induced to undergo that change, by a re-addition
of a matter similar to that which was separated

from

This matter

it.

is

found in

in some, as in wheat, conspicuously

all vegetables,
;

and

it

appears

to constitute the greater proportion of yeast, as

well as of the lees of wine and beer, or other fer-

mented
pounds.

we have

Here, then,

fluids.-

this process,

as

it

is

It consists

the theory of

com-

applied to artificial

of mixing with a solution of

pure sugar in water, a certain proportion of this

unknown

common

substance, which, to distinguish
yeast, I shall hereafter call

of leaven.

It

is

from

on the proportion, quality and

management of the

leaven, that the most import-

ant consequences in vindication depend.
therefore

it

by the name

describe

modes under which

at
it

I

must

more length, the various
appears.

The natural leaven of fruit is coagulable, and partially separable

ed inert.

by heat, but it is not entirely render-

From this cause, as

dissipation of the water

well as from the partial

and concentration of the

sugar, boiled juices produce a sweet wine, the process of fermentation being

by a

rendered incomplete

partial separation of the leaven.

process of fermentation

is

When

the

suffered to proceed in

any of the natural compounds formed in the
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grape or other

fruits,

a portion of the leaven

separated from the wine, and

forms of yeast and

is

exhibited in two

part rising to the surface

and the remainder subsiding to the bot-

in froth,

tom of

lee,

is

the vessel.

It

is

essential to attend to this

and to understand the true nature of

distinction,

practices in

some of the most important
wine-making depend on it. I must

add, that

still

these substances, as

it

remains uncertain, whether any

portion of the leaven enters into combination with

the vinous produce, or whether

it

acts solely

by

exciting the requisite changes in the sugar, and

then

and

and entirely separated.

finally

lee

form the

artificial leaven,

important particulars,

differs

But

it is

is

yeast

which, in some

from the natural.

whereas the natural

It is soluble in hot water,

not.

The

insoluble in cold,

and

parated by the act of fermentation.

it is

I

is

thus se-

may

add,

numerous experiments
which yeast has been subjected, its composition,

that, notwithstanding the

to

like that of

obscure.

that
ples

it

many

other vegetable matters, remains

It is important,

however, to recollect,

contains ammonia, or at least the princi-

of this

substance,

as

Proust

has

shown.

Those who have been engaged in the manufacture
of domestic wines, must know, that one of the
most frequent defects of these wines, is an ammoniacal taste ; and there is little reason to doubt,
that it arises from some mismanagement in the
process of fermentation, or an improper introduc-
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lion of artificial leaven.

out a precise remedy for this

may

1VJ

cannot point

I

these remarks

evil,

perhaps turn the attention of wine-makers to

search for one.
It will

from these considerations be evident,

that if certain proportions of sugar and of leaven,

whether natural or

artificial,

cess of fermentation

be taken, and the pro-

be suffered to proceed to

its

natural termination, the result will be a fluid perfectly vinous, containing neither sugar nor acid,

and analogous either

to beer or to wine, according

to other circumstances hereafter to be considered.

If the proportion of leaven be deficient, the pro-

duce will contain unchanged sugar

5

and the same

effect will take place, if the fermentation

maturely stopped by
contrary, the leaven

artificial

means.

If,

means, a

on the

in excess, or the fermenta-

is

been designedly protracted by

tion has

be pre-

new product

will

artificial

be formed, and the

whole, or a portion of the alcohol, will disappear,

and

acetic acid will be found in

wine, therefore,

which the leaven has borne
to the sugar, as to

its

so small a proportion

have been incapable of convert-

ing the whole into a vinous liquor.
case

of

This

with our domestic wines, when

quantity of sugar
fruit,

that the

is

added

enough

wine.

evil

to

a

is

the

large

to so small a proportion

compound

tural leaven

This

Sweet

place.

an imperfect wine, or one in

is

does not contain na-

convert the whole into

may be

corrected

by the use of
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the
is

artificial

leaven yeast, but the quantity added

generally inadequate to this object.

this cause, that the

It

is

result

from

makers of domestic wines

often attempt in vain to produce dry ones.
this

is

so

When

attempted by diminishing the sugar, the
is

a liquor both feeble as a wine, and at the

same time, tending strongly to the acetous fermenIf, on the contrary, recourse is had to an

tation.

increase of the yeast, the consequence

is

an increase

of the bad flavour, which this substance almost in
variably communicates.

The true remedy,

is

-

so to

balance the vegetable juice and the sugar, as to

produce a fluid analogous to the juice of the grape,
or one in which there shall be a proportion of natural leaven, sufficient to convert the

sugar into wine.

Where

whole of the

a sweet wine

this caution is not necessary.

I

is

desired,

hereafter

shall

shew how wines even of this quality can be procured from such a fluid, by an artificial suspension of the fermentation.

I

cannot too strongly

caution the artist against the use of the

common

and pernicious practice of exciting the fermentation,
it

by the

yeast of beer.

appear, that

when

tween the leaven and sugar,
artificial fluid, a

I

have already made

a due proportion exists beeither in a natural or

regular fermentation takes place,

and a perfect conversion of the whole
It

is

into wine.

therefore unnecessary to add yeast to a fluid

properly compounded

;

and

it is

further injurious,

since the use of this substance not only

communi-
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Gates the bitter flavour

ly derived

known

from

which

ammoniacal

its

it

derives from the

and nauseous

hop, but a peculiar

taste,

apparent-

quality.

It is well

to brewers, that a single spoonful of pu-

trid yeast, will spread its contagion

If an artificial yeast

tuns of beer.
it
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may be found

mixed with

ever wanted,

in the lees of wine, in

tartar, or else

it

many

through

is

which

may be

it is

reserved

from the fermentation of former parcels of domes-

But a proper management of the fermay be made to supply the want

tic wines.

mentation

itself

I have already shown,

of natural leaven.
this leaven

mentation, and that

and partly
fluid.

process

that

rendered insoluble by the act of fer-

is

partly rises to the surface,

it

the bottom of the fermenting

falls to

By restoring this separated matter,
may be protracted at pleasure, till

desired.

It

only necessary for this purpose

is

to break the head,

menting
way,

mix

desired effect

and disperse

it

through the

the lee and
is

produced.

scum with

The

it,

until the

apparently ob-

scure process of rolling wine, or of returning

the lees to feed, as it

ed on

and
tion.

this principle

better,

The

fer-

or to agitate the whole in such a

fluid,

as to

the

may

wine has acquired the degree of dryness that
be

the

by

is

;

technically called,

it

is

it

on

found-

renders the wine stronger

re-exciting the languid fermenta-

of this

converse

equally intelligible.

practice

If a sweet wine

the fermenting process

may be

at

is

will

be

desired,

any time

artifi
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cially suspended,

by separating the wine already
it is mix-

produced from the ferment with which
ed.

The

operations in use for this end, consist in

decanting, in clarifying

by means of glue

or al-

bumen, or in the use of certain chemical substances which decompose the leaven ; processes which
I must consider more at length hereafter.
From
be easily deduced, that sweet

this view, it will

wines cannot turn sour because their leaven has

Another remark of equal im-

been expended.
portance

have

may

also

be deduced, that

this tendency, if the

all

wines will

whole of the sugar of

the fluid has been converted, and if at the same

time care has not been taken to separate completely the leaven

Hence the

which may remain

in

them.

necessity of fining wines for their pre-

servation, as well as their beauty.

It will also

apparent, that if any fluid to be fermented,

is

be
of

such quality, that the leaven predominates over
the sugar,

it

will

be necessary to stop the process

by chemical means, to prevent the occurrence of
the acetous stage, which would otherwise take
place.

I have already stated, that both the malic

and

the tartarous acids take a share in the process of

Where

fermentation.

the former naturally pre-

dominates, as in apples and pears, the produce
cider or perry

the grape,
the wine.

it is

where

;

it

is

abounds in the juice of

supposed to lead to bad qualities in

The

practice of liming wine vats, and
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seem

to
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have been

founded on some views of this nature.
appears from the experiments of the

It

Mar-

quis de Bouillon, that tartar contributes to the

formation of

and that

alcohol,

decomposed during

being converted into malic acid.
gar and tartar require the

it

is

partially

a portion of

this process,

But even

presence

of

it

su-

vege-

table extract, before they can be induced to fer-

ment, although the addition of tartar materially
increases the facility with

sugar and extract only

Hence we

tion.

why

is

which a compound of
brought into fermenta-

are enabled to explain the reason

moderately acid grapes run

much more

rea-

dily into fermentation than sweet ones.

From

view of the presence of tartar in
the grape, and its utility, we may now deduce
rules applicable to the art of domestic wine-mathis

king.

The juices of our fruits

are

known to be

deficient

and experience has long
established the well known remedy,
that mixture

in

saccharine matter,

—

of common sugar on which the whole art depends.

But

it

has not generally entered into the views of

makers of wine,

to

supply this other impor-

tant defect, although the

The makers of sweets
it,

means are equally

easy.

are indeed acquainted with

although, from the defective nature of their pro-

cess in general,

VOL.

II.

it

has not produced in their hands

L
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the

effects

which might have

Their principal error

t>een

expected.

consists in the use of yeast

—

and molasses, articles whose vicious nature is incorrigible ; but in the experiments which I have
directed to be made on this subject, ample reason
has appeared to consider the addition of tartar to
the juices of our

fruits, as a

valuable improvement

in the art of making domestic wines.

In the use of

this ingredient,

no very accurate limit seems neces-

sary, since the

wine of the grape may generally be

considered as a saturated solution of tartar

may

add, that

purified

salt,

by using crude

we

-From the preceding remarks, we
loss in

be

at

understanding the true theory of this
is

the

no

art.
first

and the adventitious circumstances of colour

and flavour will be considered hereafter.
most superfluous to
is

I

it.

shall

formation of a liquor truly vinous,

object,

and

derive other advantages from the

leaven contained in the lees attached to

The

;

tartar instead of the

say, that the

It

is al-

wine of the grape

superior to every other vinous liquor, and

we

have, in the foregoing remarks, a detail of the cir-

cumstances on which the formation of wine from
that fruit depends.
tive matter,

and

These are sugar, the extrac-

tartar.

now we compare our
grape, we shall find, that,
If

common fruits with the
common with it, they possess the

in

extractive mat-

ter or natural leaven, but that they are deficient

both in sugar and in
fore,

should be to

Our first object, thereassimilate them as nearly as
tartar.
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by the addition of the requisite proportions of those two substances.
The
whole process is, therefore, from its commencement,
possible to the grape,

and capable of considerable precision.

artificial,

It is

only required so to proportion the adventitious

ingredients to the natural juice, as to form a fluid

To

the pecu-

of the several fruits employed,

we must

resembling the juice of the grape.
liarities

afterwards look for the flavour or other accidental

which they may be capable of giving.

properties
It

is

necessary also to consider, that as the several

fruits

may

differ in their

quantity of leaven, as

well as in their proportions of sugar and acid, some
attention

to

various compositions will be

their

required, before any accurate rules of practice can

We can

be established.

ed

also see, that

we cannot

we

are limit-

fruits,

avail ourselves of all the use

might derive from their
cases

own

and that
which we
natural sugar, nor in some

in the application of our

from their leaven,

lest

we should

too large a portion of their malic acid

introduce

;

in which they are too apt to abound, and

have already stated to be
tion of genuine wine.
to

make wine from

ill

that acid

which I

adapted to the forma-

They who

shall

attempt

the juice of the currant or

gooseberry alone, will feel practically the force of
this statement.

We also may see from these general

principles, that

we

the use of fruits

;

are not necessarily limited to

since,

being indebted to the fresh

L2
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vegetable for very

little more than the extractive'
and fermenting matter, we are permitted to seek
it, even among leaves and roots.
But to return to the agents engaged in fermenta-

tion

water

;

is

one of these, and

a certain degree of fluidity
If a

cess.

mixed

is

we have

seen, that

essential to this pro-

solution of sugar

concentrated to a certain degree,

it

and leaven

refuses to un-

dergo the act of fermentation, or enters into

with
is

For the same

difficulty.

is

it

reasons, its progress

so slow, that the result is generally a sweet

wine

;

since the operator, accustomed to regulate his pro-

by time,

cesses

rather than

the liquor experiences,

ed before

pend

it,

it

is

is

by the changes which

apt to conceive

it

finish-

well established, and thus to sus-

by the operations of decanting and clarify-

ing, before the liquor has suffered all the changes

of which, in due time,

it is

capable.

When the juice to be fermented contains,

on the

contrary, too large a proportion of water, the fer-

mentation

produce
stage.

is

is

equally slow and

difficult,

but the

weak, and runs readily into the acetous

Thus, weak currant juice exposed to

mentation,

is

fer-

converted into vinegar, by a gradation

so regular, that

it

can scarcely be said to form

wine, during any part of

its

progress.

In wine

countries these opposite evils are remedied, either

by

dilution or concentration.

The

commanu-

artificial

position of the fluid used in the domestic
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facture, admits of

more ready remedies, already

sufficiently obvious

from the preceding remarks.

Having examined the nature and re-actions of
the ingredients to which the process of fermentation

is

owing,

it

is

now

proper to attend to the

external circumstances which affect and regulate
before any rational processes can be adopted

it,

for its conduct.

Temperature
ces

is

one of the external circumstan-

which has the

greatest share in influencing the

act of fermentation, and that of 54 p has been con-

Some

sidered the most favourable.

however to be allowed

;

latitude

is

but in a temperature either

very high or very low, this process does not go on
at

Attending to

all.

we

this circumstance,

enabled to regulate the process

when

it

are

does not

proceed regularly, either by cooling the fluid to
it when
By this we
common occur-

check its too rapid progress, or by warming
it

proceeds in too languid a manner.

can

also explain a

phenomenon of

rence in wine-making, a renewal of the fermentation

which takes place

in spring, after

partially or entirely suspended

This

ter.

is

it

has been

by the cold of win-

a subject worthy of attention,

some important practices in the art depend on
Thus,
tate

if

we

are desirous of

Champagne,

period

when

it

is

making

By

a wine to imi-

necessary to watch for the

the fermentation

arrival of spring.

as
it.

is

re-excited

by the

bottling in this stage,

L3

we
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insure a brisk wine, which, if bottled, either in

the cold of winter, or after the second fermenta-

by the

tion has been exhausted

would be dead or

tation, or fretting, as

so a favourable

summer,

heats of

This renewal of fermen-

still.

it

is

sometimes

called,

is al-

time for the addition of flavour-

ing matters, as they then give out their flavours

and combine with the wine. It
so, that spirits should be added
is

make

ever allowable to

is

at this

time

al-

to the wine, if it

this addition.

It is

the

only time at which alcohol can safely be added

without destroying

vinosity, as

its

into a kind of chemical

it

then enters

combination with the

wine.
It

is

necessary likewise to consider the effects

which the air produces
its

presence

may

rather be considered as favour-

able than essential.
close vessels,
it

still

it

in fermentation, although

If the liquor

is

shut up in

does not readily ferment, although

slowly undergoes this process, and

length converted into perfect wine.
tained, that

no

air

is

It

is

at

is

ascer-

absorbed during the vinous

fermentation, although this happens in the acetous,

but that the free and ready disengagement

of the carbonic acid,
in

that in close ones.
is

is

which fermentation
established,

the principal circumstance
in

open

vessels differs

One important

—that the wine

fermentation has been

is

fact,

stronger

from

however,

when

the

either partially or totally

carried on in close vessels, and that the flavour

is

I
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also better preserved

;

and

appears that a great

it

part of the alcohol produced

carbonic

which holds

acid,
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is

it

by the
and
both on the

dissipated
in

solution,

which produces a well known effect,
organ of smell, and on the nervous system

when

ral,

stomach.

this

disengagement

in gene-

made

the

in

how the
when produced in

It is not yet well explained,

carbonic acid

is

close vessels.

Many

making

is

disposed of

of the practices followed in

particular wines, depend on a consideration

of these two modes of conducting the fermentation

;

but

it

rarely happens that an exclusive fer-

mentation in close vessels
rally reserved for

the

A consideration of
different

last

This

is

gene-

and most tranquil

stage.

used.

is

by these
methods, and of the product which we
the effects produced

wish to obtain, will be necessary to guide us in
our choice of either of these two processes, or of a
certain admixture of both.
to

be

still,

and

if it is

If the wine

is

meant

not desirable to husband the

strength and flavour, the whole fermentation

be carried on openly.

This will be the case with

strong and sweet wines.

If,

on the contrary, a

wine of the character of Champagne

which must
strength,

retain

its

briskness,

we must be guided

is

intended,

flavour,

and

in our practices

rules similar to those in use in that,
districts

may

by

and other

of France, and adopt a partially close

mode of fermenting.

In

L4

all

cases, it appears to
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be a useful practice, even
is

fermentation

if the first

carried on in an open vat, to exclude the free

by covering the vessel with boards
and blankets. If the first fermentation is carried
on in the vessel in which the liquor is meant to con-

access of air,

tinue,

—

matter

a case

is

which can only occur when no

fermented with the

been

may

adopted in the
after a

fluid,

—

a slight cover-

Whatever

ing will be sufficient.

first

spill- hole

the

bung
ulti-

being added, to give

an opportunity of relieving the
to time, of the elastic fluid

has

process

instance,

time be lightly put down, and

mately tightened, a

solid

from time

vessel

which might endanger

safety.

its

The volume

or quantity of the fluid,

is

the last

circumstance which requires notice, as influencing

This process is more rapid

the act of fermentation.

and more perfect in
is

large,

than in small

vessels,

days in a large vat, while, in smaller

may

require weeks or months for

This question,

interesting

sweets on a large

scale, is

tic

at

and

often entirely completed in the course of a few

to

of little

vessels, it

perfection.

its

manufacturers of

moment to domes-

makers of wine, among whom the quantity made

any one operation

is

But

generally small.

not quite uninteresting even to them, as

it

it is

explains

some of the difficulties with which they have to
contend, and serves to direct and guide their operations.

The same

materials, for example, will not
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experience the same changes in equal times, if

they are exposed to fermentation in the quantity
of two or ten gallons

;

and time will therefore be

allowed by the operator, in a ratio the inverse of
the bulk of the fluid on which he

may

also

serve,

remark, that
will

it

fermentation

more
is

if there

is

operating.

be a flavour

readily be secured

I

to pre-

when the

slow, and the mass of fluid small

and that the sweeter and thicker juices, require to
be treated on a larger scale than the thinner ones.
It is easy to make lemon wines in a cask of two
gallons

;

but

it is

a very difficult task to operate on

so small a quantity of thick

This

is

and sweet

raisin wine.

one of those general principles, which, to-

gether with the quality of the liquid, the temperature, the proportion of leaven,

and the other

cir-

cumstances which I have inculcated, ought always
to be present to the

maker of wines,

since

it is

only by conforming to the complicated actions of
these various causes, that he can hope to secure
certainty or uniformity of result.
I

may

pass lightly over the

phenomena which

occur during the process of fermentation, which,

however important to a general view of this subject, are, from their minor share of practical interest, more easily dispensed with, than those details which are necessary to the unphilosophical
practitioner.

The

marked by the exand by the agitation and

act of fermentation

trication of air-bubbles,

is
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turbid appearance of the liquor.
ter

is

two

shortly separated into

The

turbid mat-

portions, which,

in part, rise to the surface in scum, and, in part,

subside in the form of lees.

Both of

these, as I

have before shewn, have the power of continuing
the act of fermentation

;

and

has also been

it

shewn, that their separation, by decanting and

check

clarifying, serves to

same purpose, the cask

is

this process.

kept always

For the
filled

to

the bung-hole, so as to admit of the disengagement

of the scum or yeast as

bulk of the liquor

The

formed.

fast as it is

increased during fermenta-

is

consequence of the heat excited,

tion, partly in

and partly from the extrication of the carbonic
It will be obacid gas which is separated.
vious,

how

the practices required in regulating

the qualities of
this

all

wines, must be deduced from

management of
ma-

general fact respecting the

the yeast during
nipulations

its

production, and that the

must be

or brisk, or a

still

different

when

and dry wine

either a sweet

is

desired.

In

the former two, the fermentation will be checked,

by

filling to

the bung-hole

;

in the latter, the

yeast will be allowed to subside.

The

carbonic acid

is

not necessarily separated

and disengaged from the wine,

since the brisk

wines of Champagne owe their sparkling quality
to a portion of

it

which

is

retained

by them,

either

in consequence of the period of bottling being

duly chosen, or to a portion of leaven allowed to
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remain in the bottled wine, and which has a tendency to renew the fermentation under confinement.

This quality

and

is

it

often, in the worst class of

wines, the
It

sess.

many wines,

sought after in

is

owing

is

Champagne

only valuable one which they posto the necessity of having a su-

perfluous quantity of leaven for producing this effect,

that a brisk wine

less a

is

with

difficulty

made, un-

portion of unripe fruit enter into the com-

This

position.

is

the

case with

Champagne, and equally

so

the wines of

with the produce of

our gooseberry, which has been conceived to re-

semble them.
I have

already mentioned, that the carbonic

acid of fermentation

is

supposed to contain alcohol,

and thus, by fermenting in closed
part of the spirit of the wine

vessels, a great

which would be

sipated,

is

retained and preserved.

Heat

is

also

dis-

generated during fermentation, and

to such a degree, as often to require tempering

but

as this

large scale, I need not dwell on

The

;

can only occur in manufactories on a
it.

colouring matter of the fruit

is

extracted

during this process, since the darkest grapes yield

but a white wine,
in the liquor

;

if their skins are

not fermented

and, by attending to this fact,

can regulate the colouring of our wines

we

at plea-

sure, if the fruit possesses this principle.

The

last

and most important

tion, is the formation

effect

of fermenta-

of alcohol or spirit, and this
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depends collectively on the proportion of sugar in
the entire fluid, on the due proportion of the leaven

and on the perfection of the fermenThe whole of the sugar is seldom decom-

to that sugar,
tation.

posed during the

first

but a proportion

is

process of fermentation

;

generally attached even to

the wines considered dry, long after they are

tunned or bottled.
tion of the

It is

only by a slow continua-

same actions in casks and

process often requiring

many

years for

bottles,
its

—

comple-

tion,—that the sugar entirely vanishes, and the
liquor is found to consist of alcohol, combined
with the other matters which join
It is

important to consider the

it

form wine.
produced on

to

effects

wine by a portion of undecomposed sugar remaining in

it.

As long

as this exists, the acetic fer-

mentation cannot take place, and

it

therefore of-

fers a test of security against this result, in

made domestic

our

ill

In the natural wines, the

wines.

balance of principles appears to prevent this occurrence, even

ed

;

when

all

the sugar has disappear-

and thus Hock, Claret and Madeira seem to

be possessed of the power of endless duration.
All care will be unavailing,
fermentation, and

its

not thoroughly understood

deduce from the

if

the process of

application to practice, be
;

general

and I

shall therefore

doctrines laid

down

above, some further rules which have been cursorily passed over.

If

all

the favourable circum-

stances already described are present, the act of
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fermentation goes on without any assistance,

The

the action of natural causes.

which are capable of impeding

by

circumstances
these

natural

actions, exist either in the quality of the liquor,

or in the temperature to

When

the liquor

of the grape,

it

is

which

it

is

exposed.

a natural must, like the juice

rarely labours under

any other

—

want of saccharine matter, a dewhich the experience of wine countries has
found the means of correcting by the addition of
sugar of honey, or of must evaporated by boiling,
until it has become a thick saccharine fluid. The
same, defect is also sometimes remedied, by partially drying the grapes, or by adding burnt gypsum,

defect than the
fect

or plaster of Paris, to the must, so as to absorb

the superfluous water.

It is evident,

that as the

maker of domestic wines has always an artificial
fluid on which to operate, he need never be subject to any inconvenience

in his
as to

power
render

at all times so to
it

this cause, as it

compound

is

his must,

answerable to the requisite condi-

The management

tions.

when

from

of the

fermentation,

has actually commenced, must also be reby the views of the artist, respecting the
wine which he wishes to obtain.
If sweet, the
it

gulated

proportion of the water as well as that of the

leaven to the sugar, must be reduced in compounding the must, or his working receipt must be
dified to this

mo-

end; and the management of the

fermentation will then be such, as to discharge
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by keeping
the cask full to the bung-hole, and by a careIf, on
ful repetition of decanting and clarifying.
the contrary, the wine is to be dry and strong, the
proportion of the leaven will be increased, and
the yeast will be agitated with the liquor, by
the yeast as fast as

rolling

and

tation.

it

is

generated,

fermen-

stirring, so as to protract the

If the wine

is

to be brisk, the proportion

both of leaven and water will be increased, and
the fermentation will not only be conducted in
vessels partially closed, but the liquor will

tled
ed.

and secured, before the fermentation

The management

is

of the temperature

ly deduced from the general doctrines.

be botfinish-

easi-

is

When

the fermentation languishes from defect of heat,
it is

necessary to introduce a stove into the apart-

ment where

the process

is

carried on, or,

ing a portion of the liquor, and mixing
mass, the temperature
favourable point.

may be elevated

it

warded

off,

These

pear, are

with the

to the

most

Injurious changes, arising from

variations of the external temperature,

ets.

by heat-

by a covering of straw

by no means unimportant,

be

or blank-

attentions, trifling as they

sufficient to cause the

may
may

ap-

since they are

whole difference between

good and bad wine. It is owing more to varieties
in management, than to radical differences in the
qualities of the grape, that the wines of different

countries differ so widely from each other, and
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that the wines of France, for example, possess a
superiority so decided over all others.

The limited nature of this little essay, prevents
me from entering on the chemical theory of Fermentation, a subject
shall therefore

still

very obscure

ment of wines after fermentation, a
more practical interest.

Many

;

and

I

proceed to consider the managesubject of

popular practices in the after-treatment,

and in the suspension of fermentation, are founded
on positive precepts respecting the time which the
process has occupied.

the

many

calculation
is

But time

but one out of

is

elements which should enter into this
;

since

it

has already been seen, that

it

modified by the varying quality of the fluid

by the temperature, by
by many circumstances which it
would be superfluous to repeat. Other rules, which

subjected to that process,

the mass, and

are apparently better founded, since they are de-

duced from the appearances

may

after fermentation,

yet deceive us, if they are too implicitly fol-

lowed, without a due regard to the ultimate intentions of the operator, respecting the quality of his

wine.
fluid,

Neither the smell,

tation, are positive guides.
is

taste, or

colour of the

nor the activity or cessation of the fermen-

As

the prime object

to convert the sugar into spirit,

it

is

evident

that the fermentation must continue longer, if the
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produce

is

to

sweet one.

be a dry wine, and the reverse if a
on the contrary, it is the wish of

If,

the operator to preserve the flavour or bouquet of

The

the wine, the period must be shortened.
case will be the

same

as the carbonic acid

if a brisk

on which

wine

is

wanted,

this property de-

pends, would be irrecoverably dissipated, by an

undue protraction of the fermenting
all

As

process.

wines are reducible to the four general divi-

sions,

of dry and strong, sweet, light and flavour-

ed, or brisk

;

it is

plain, that a regard to this ulti-

must determine the
it is intended, for exammode of proceeding.
ple, to make that kind of dry wine which is made
in this country from raisins and sugar, the same
practices will be necessary which are followed in
the countries where wines are made from the
mate

object, their quality,

If

grape for

In this case, the wine

distillation.

is

suffered to remain in the vat for three, four or

more

days, until

taste,

and

into spirit.

till

If

it

ceases to have a saccharine

the whole of the sugar
it is

intended to

make

is

converted

a strong

and

sweet wine, the fermentation must be discouraged,

by

speedily removing

it

from the vat

to the cask,

and by the further use of processes hereafter
described,

to

be

which suspend and ultimately destroy

the fermenting process.

If

it

duce a light and flavoured wine,

is

desired to pro-

like those of

Bur-

gundy, for example, the practices should resemble
those followed in that country.

There, the must-
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allowed to remain but a few hours in the vat,

the time varying according to the quality of the
must, the temperature, and other accompanying

The period is,
always shortened, when flavour

cateris paribus,

circumstances.

pected from the wine

or

perfume

is

ex-

precaution, however,

a

;

which the maker of domestic wines may dispense
with, as the

little

the fruits of his

must remain

indeed

when

make wines

but a few hours

in the vat

;

and

small quantities only are operated on,

often prudent to conduct the whole process

in the cask, even
I

generally better

is

proposed to

it is

and resembling those of Champagne, the

brisk,

it is

own growth,

Further, if

avoided.

juice

flavour he has to expect from

cannot

from the commencement.

conclude

these

general

directions,

without inculcating the necessity of cleanliness in
the use, and care in the selection of the casks,
since results otherwise promising, are often de-

stroyed

by

this

minor

of negligence.

sort

In removing the wine from the vat to the cask,
it is

necessary to get rid of

all

the insoluble and

may

superfluous matter which

it

removal,

stage of decanting,

is

in fact the

first

contain.

operation of which the careful conduct

importance

in this

By

manufacture.

vat at a due distance above the

lee,

is

This

—an

of prime

tapping the

and by

stop-

ping the flowing liquor before the scum has de-

scended too low, this separation
VOL.

ii„

M

is

in

general

2
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easily effected.

required

;

but in

In some cases, straining
all,

may be

the scum should be carefully

removed,

as it is from exposure apt to acquire
musty taste, or acid property, easily communicated to the liquor. In the wine countries,
the solid matter is exposed to the wine press.
Here it would not be an object worthy of the

either a

labour required.

The wine

thus far advanced,

still

undergoes a

fermentation in the casks, more languid, yet necessary to
to go

its

completion.

on indefinitely

If this process be suffered

in those wines of

which the

saccharine matter has been entirely decomposed,
it

will proceed to the acetous stage,

instead of wine will be the result

;

and vinegar
the natural

tendency of fermentation being a progress from
the vinous to the

acetous stage,

which,

counteracted by circumstances in the wine

must be prevented by

artificial

expedients.

if

not

itself,

The

natural circumstances which prevent this change,
consist in that state of proportion

between theleaven

and sugar, which allows part of this last to remain
undecomposed after the process is completed, or a
balance of principles so nice, as to terminate in a

two elements which
This accuracy is per-

perfect neutralization of the

conspired to produce

it.

haps seldom obtained, since the palate

is

unable

to detect the last portion of sugar, marked as it is
by the predominant taste of the wine, on the
qualities of which it nevertheless produces an
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that the acetous

process cannot take place while sugar remains un-

changed

in the fluid,

we can

regulate our con-

means of checking
fermentation above alluded to, since any anxiety
on this head is unnecessary while the wine continues sweet.
We can also see from the same
consideration, how the addition of sugar to a wine
whose durability is suspected, may prevent the
acetous process from taking place, although, when
this process is once established, it would be, acduct in the use of the

artificial

cording to circumstances, either unavailing, or the
cause of a speedier conversion into vinegar.
I must now describe the artificial means by
which fermentation may be checked or stopped,
in those cases where a natural termination would
not occur. Those most generally used, are racking and fining, of which the object and effects
must already be intelligible to those who have
read the preceding remarks.
Turbid wine is in
an unfinished state, as well as in a precarious one,
and its brightness and purity is not merely an ornament, but a property necessary to its permanence.
It is from being left in this state, that wine
frequently becomes pricked, this disease being the
first

stage of the acetous fermentation, but one

which may

also originate in other causes already

But although racking and fining may
disengage the wine from all precipitated leaven, it
explained.

Ms
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will not separate that which is held in solution,
and of which the tendency is equally to destroy
the wine at some distant period. For this purpose, chemical means are required, and the process in common use, is known by the name of
sulphuring.
Many unnecessary and complicated
methods are resorted to for this end ; the most
simple is equally effectual, and consists in filling
the empty cask with the vapour of sulphur, from

burning matches placed in the bung hole.
wine is then introduced into the cask, and
first

operation

is

peated as often
so

is

found

insufficient, it

as is necessary.

The
if this

may be

When

re-

the leaven

abundant, that a very large quantity of sul-

phureous acid

is

required, as in

many

of the wines

of Bourdeaux, a portion of wine, impregnated with
the gas,

by

bleachers,,

cask.

is

The

a process similar to that of the silk-

used for mixing with the wine in the
sulphite

of potash,

offers itself as a

convenient substitute for this operation; and in the
quantity of a drachm or two,

it

general for a large cask of liquor.
cal agents, capable

is

sufficient in

Other chemi-

of accomplishing this end,

might be enumerated <; but the operation of the
whole is similar, and consists in precipitating, and
rendering insoluble the leaven, which was contained

in the wine.

It is obvious, that this process

must be followed by that of racking and fining.

The

substances used for fining, are most

commonmode of

ly isinglass, or the white of eggs, and the
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sum, starch,

is

known.

Sand, gypmilk, blood, and the shavings

universally

rice,
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of beechwood, have been found to answer the

same purpose.
In the general practice of making wine from

many

grapes,

expedients are in use, to remedy

defects of colour,

particular

sweetness,

flavour,

As few of these are ap-

sharpness or dulness.

plicable to wines of domestic manufacture, I shall

pass

them over

The

slightly.

causes and remedies

of excessive sweetness, must already be obvious

from what has been

The

said.

causes of offensive

sharpness, are either the excessive fermentation of

a weak and watery must, or an undue portion of
malic acid.

In the former case, the wine

ing to vinegar, and although the evil
liated,

it

is

may

can scarcely be remedied, nor

is

tend-

be palit

per-

haps, in the case of our domestic wines, worth the

remedy.

The

pedients,

must be

mode
tion,

use of lead, chalk, and other ex-

and

it is

to manufacturers.

left

of prevention,

is

The

more worthy of our atten-

obviously that of using a better must,

or attending more carefully to the fermentation.

That sharpness which
acid,

a

fit

is

arises

from excess of malic

well exemplified in hard cider.

object of remedy, but

It is

not

may be

better choice of materials, or

prevented by a
by the expedients al-

luded to in the beginning of this paper.

A

disagreeable quality opposed to the former,

is flatness,

or a

mawkish

flat taste,

M3

which, though
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sensible to the acuter palates of those

bituated to good wine,
those
so

who

is

who

are ha-

scarcely perceived

by

are accustomed to the strong dull wines,

The

generally used in England.

quick flavour, so perceptible

and

light

the wines of

in

France, disappears under the treatment by which
the more fiery wines of Spain and Portugal, are

made marketable in this country. At times, flatness
may arise from age, or from the complete annihilation of the fermenting process

mon

cause

but the most com-

;

the admixture of brandy or

is

This addition, when used in excess,

is

spirit.

not only in-

jurious to the liquor, but to the constitution, as

introduces an additional quantity of ardent

into a beverage already perhaps too strong.

use

is

try,

among

Its

some measure founded on a mistaken

also in

principle, as

it

spirits,

it is

resorted to, at least in this coun-

the makers of domestic wines, for the

imaginary purpose of checking fermentation, and
preventing the occurrence of the acetous

state.

It

has been shown by recent trials, that alcohol does
not check the acetous process, unless added in a
much greater quantity, than it is ever used for

wines

;

and

I

principles on

be prevented.

have already pointed out the true

which the tendency

An

idle notion

is

to vinegar

prevalent

may

among

makers of domestic wines, that they are deficient
in durability.

The unfounded

nature of this be-

must appear from every thing which has been
stated respecting the true theory of wine ; and I

lief,
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here add, that the durability of these wines,

in fact shortened

by

the admixture of brandy,

ultimately decomposes them, driving off

since

it

their

carbonic acid, destroying their brisk and

sprightly taste, and rendering

them vapid and

the same time, their salubrity

while

at

ished,

and their price increased.

If,

are

is

dimin-

notwithstanding this view, makers of wine

still

determined to have recourse to the practice

of adding
jurious

spirit, I will

now point out the least init may be effected. It may

manner in which

be added

to the liquor before fermentation,

—a me-

thod in use in the manufacture of sherry.
also

flat,

It

may

be added, during the subsequent renewals of

the fermentation, which have a sort of periodical

recurrence in the cask

;

the operation being found-

ed on the practice known to wine -coopers, by the
term fretting -in. When for any purpose it is found
convenient to mix two varieties of wine, that time
of spring
is

is

selected,

when

renewed, or this process

ing or heating.

mixed

A

a slight fermentation
is

brought on by

roll-

perfect union of the wines

at this period then takes place, a slight fer-

mentation being induced, which serves to unite
the whole into one homogeneous fluid.

It

der similar circumstances, that brandy

may be

added, and

it

is

un-

then enters into a combination with

the wine, more nearly resembling that natural

union in which alcohol exists in this

M4

fluid

;

while
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same time

at the

it

produces

less injury, either to

the flavour of the liquor, or to the health of the

consumer.

The sketch which I have now
of wine- making,

ral principles
fice for

given of the gene-

may

possibly suf-

the purpose of practice, and enable the

practitioner to guide himself by rules, both

more
more generally applicable, than the
ones on which he has hitherto proceeded.

correct and
positive

now proceed

I shall

to a cursory

examination of

the several practices in use in our domestic

The

facture.

receipt books

abound with

manudetails,

which it is unnecessary for me to examine, as it
would be a waste of time to comment on manipulations, which have been guided by no principles, of which a great number is manifestly absurd, and of which many others appear incapable
of giving results at

resembling wine.

all

I shall

content myself with noticing the most prominent
errors,

and with pointing out those general prac-

tices in

made

which the most

rational receipts can be

to agree.

When we

read in

many

of those books of

receipts, directions for sulphuring the casks be-

fore

fermentation,

we must be

convinced, that

such directions have arisen from an utter confusion of ideas on the

subject.

mark may be made on another
the object

ing

of

is

The same

equally misapprehended

white

of

egg

with

the

re-

of which

rule,
;

the mix-

fluid

about
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proportions

of sugar seem to have been allotted with equal
want of consideration ; and it seldom appears to
have entered into the minds of the inventors, that
the strength of the wine was to depend on this ingredient.
tal

The

proportions of the fruits to the to-

compound, seem

milar caprices

;

to

have been dictated by

si-

whether

their natural properties,

of sugar, acid or flavour, not having been consider-

ed in the views of the

artist.

Those ingredients which are added for the
avowed purposes of flavour, have been managed
with similar want of judgment, and they have indeed often been supposed capable of communicating the strength, or vinous quality, to the liquor.
Instead of being introduced at the decline of the
fermentation, they have been exposed to
effects

;

in consequence of which, their

all its

flavour

has often been volatilized or destroyed.

This

is

the case with cowslip wine, where an enormous

quantity of flowers is used, to obtain an efFect
which might be procured with a much smaller
Such also is the practice with raspallowance.
berries,

—a practice worth noticing, since

it

affords

an opportunity of stating the more correct and
useful

mode of proceeding.

If an attempt

is

made

form wine from raspberries and sugar, a liquor
no flavour of the
fruit ; but a small quantity of syrup or juice of

to

will be produced with little or

raspberries added at the decline of the fermentation,
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or a

little

fresh fruit suspended in the cask at the

same period,
taste,

more

will

be

communicate a

sufficient to

likely to prove excessive than defec-

tive.

But the most

striking defects of the

common

proceedings are visible in the vacillation and un-

which both the fermentation and

certainty, with

By

the subsequent processes are conducted.

using

—a practice founded on ignorance
of the nature and causes of fermentation, —
the yeast of bear,

a false

and bad flavour

is

introduced, which

cient to render the produce tainted

By want

seous.

artist is

it is

unable to advance or retard

it

;

often

of attention to the process

and the circumstances by which

amend

is

while, guided solely

by

suffi-

and even nauitself,

affected, the

it,

to alter or

rules

founded

on fixed periods, inattentive to its subject or its
concomitancy, and undecided respecting the future character of his wine,

it

is

not surprising if

he meets with perpetual disappointment, producing still wine when he wished for brisk, or sweet

when he intended

to

form dry. The same want
him from taking advan-

principles prevents

of

tage of the practices of sulphuring, racking and
bottling, as will

be obvious

to those

who shall com-

pare the practices in daily use, with the more cor-

which have been

rect ones
I

must now proceed

thods in
ces

common

worthy of

laid

down.

to give a

use, as far as

view of the me-

they offer differen-

notice, confining

myself to those
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domestic wines, which are either in

themselves good, or capable, under proper manage-

no nofrom
make wines
esculent

ment, of being rendered
tice of the projects to
roots, as I believe that

mit myself to

fruits,

I shall take

so.

they are misplaced

from

;

but

the several wines take their names.

I shall also

omit the grape at present, because, considering
as almost exclusively

to treat of

The

it

li-

different kinds of which,

worthy of attention,

I

it

wish

in a separate paragraph.

fruits chiefly in use are the quince, cherry,

strawberry,

sloe, elder-berry,

:

damson, mulberry,

black or bramble berry, raspberry, orange, lemon,
gooseberry,

Dried

and the three

raisins,

fruits, are

varieties

of currant.

although not ranking among our

extensively used, and require also to be

noticed.

A wantonness of

experiment seems

some measure, led

to this

number of articles

as the

to have, in

great and superfluous

nominal bases of wines,

although the practices have also been in a great
degree, founded on false views of the real nature

and objects of this manufacture.

It

is

evident,

the principles already laid down, that

on

when no

peculiar and agreeable flavour follows the adoption of any individual fruit,

it can have no legitimate claim for use, beyond that which is founded
on its several proportions of sugar, leaven, acid,

colour or astringency.

As the two last of these
can be communicated with the greatest certainty
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by

adventitious ingredients,

recourse to
ticularly,

we must

if,

bad policy to have

for the same,

minor

for the sake of these

and parobjects,

sacrifice others of greater importance.

Since also the sugar
cases,

it is

weak expedients

confessedly,

is,

and

in all

an adventitious ingredient, capable of being

proportioned with the greatest nicety, completely
in our power,

and of a moderate

price, it

is

unneces-

sary to consider that ingredient in fruits as the one

which

is

to guide our choice.

It is to the

due ad-

mixture of acid, and of leaven (the fermenting
principle), that

we

are chiefly to look for the caus-

es which are to determine us in our selection. If a
good flavour can be obtained from any fruit of our

own

growth,

we have then

the whole data which

The

should rule our determinations.

which
more important ones.

a consideration

price,

is

added

to these

The Quince
the foregoing

object of

will naturally

be

appears to have usurped a place in

list,

to

which

it

properly has no

title.

and pear, is
that its produce can only be

Its similarity in principles to the apple

sufficient to assure us,

a species of cider, characterised, according to cir-

cumstances, by the astringency and flavour which
distinguish

it

from these two

fruits.

rarity also increase the objections to

use.

liquors, of

but the operator should
the

its

and

no very particular character,
be made from the several varieties of Cherry ;

Vinous

may

Its price

common

be cautioned against

practice of pressing the kernels in
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the bitter
is

however agreeable a slight flavour of
may be, a taste amounting to bitterness,

as,

always unassimilating and injurious to the wine.

From
lity,

the Strawberry, wines of agreeable qua-

both dry and sweet,

may be produced

the peculiar flavour of the fruit
sipated in the process.

The

is

cautions

given respecting flavour, will
in
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but

;

generally dis-

which

I

have

suffice to point

out

what way that is most likely to be obtained.
make the same remark on the Raspberry, with

I

this additional hint, that as very little in point of

flavour or produce
fruits,
it

which

are in

is

gained by the use of these

most places of a high

price,

behoves the operator to balance the advantages

against the disadvantages, before he enters on the

A

undertaking.

simple infusion of this

fruit, as

before noticed, in any flavourless currant wine,
will,

with greater cheapness and certainty, pro-

duce the desired

taste.

Having no experience
Mulberry,

I

am

in the

Brambleberry or

unable to say, whether any flavour

The

can be communicated by their use.
of the former

is

a

recommendation

;

cheapness

and there

is

doubt that they both contain the substances,

ven and

no

lea-

most essential for this purpose.
They also afford what so few fruits do to the same
degree, the colouring principle.
In managing
them, so as to derive the greatest advantages from
acid,

their colour,

it is

necessary, that the fermentation

be allowed to go on with the

skins, until the co~
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lour

extracted,

is

by the

which

will also

be accompanied

slight degree of astringency,

which, at a

certain period of ripeness, accompanies both these
fruits.

The
lities,

Sloe and

Damson

that nearly the

from both,

—a

are so associated in qua-

same

and astringent

bitterish

produced

results are

liquor, ca-

pable of being converted into rough wine of a

good character, care being taken duly to proportion the quantity of fruit to the sugar, or to

dify that liquor
less

This

decided properties.

it is

to

by the addition of other

mo-

fruits

of

a case, in which

is

necessary to protract the fermentation, so as

make

of these
tion

a dry wine, as the peculiar astringency
fruits,

forms a very discordant associa-

with sweet wines.

By

due admixture

a

of currants or elder-berries, with
sons,

and with proper

sloes

care, wines not

or

dam-

much

un-

like the inferior kinds of Port are often produced.

Since receipts are in the hands of every one, I

need not detail the proportions, which ought, in
fact, to vary,

both according to the ripeness of the

different fruits,

and the particular views of the

ar-

tist.

In naming the Elder-berry,

I

have mentioned a

whose cheapness and abundance have long
recommended it to notice ; and from which, with

fruit

attention, excellent red
It

wine can really be made.

seems to possess in great perfection, that por-

tion of the extractive principle,

which

is

requir-
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ed to produce a free and
its

can be desired.

deficient in acid

and

;

its

much improved, hy

produce

is

consequent-

the addition of tartar as an

so small in quantity, that it

Its

natural sugar

requires an

addition of this fundamental ingredient.

no good

—

;

appears to be

It

ingredient in the artificial ?nust.
is

and
the wine a

fermentation

admirable colour, communicates to

tint as rich as

ly

full
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ample

If it has

it is at least free of any bad one,
which does not appertain to many of

flavour,

a virtue

the fruits of current application in wine-making.

In apportioning the two several ingredients of
tartar

and sugar, the following

rules

may

be of

use.

Considerable differences in the dose of tartar

may

be allowed without producing any correspon-

ding changes in the
this

result,

and the proportion of

ingredient has consequently been

vary from one to

four,

and even

made

six per cent.

causes of this admissible laxity will appear,
it is
is

to

The
when

considered that the greater part of the tartar

deposited in the

from two

to four

cient dose,

lees.

per

and that

I

cent.

may also remark, that
w ill be found a suffiT

in proportion to the greater

or less sweetness of the fruit, the sweetest requir-

ing the largest quantity of tartar, and vice versa.

The
tion

dose of tartar ought also to vary in proporto

the added sugar, increasing as this

in-

Although pure tartar, or cream of tartar,
may answer the intended purpose, the crude salt

creases.
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is

to be preferred, because

it

already contains a por-

tion of yeast conducive to the

mentation of the

artificial

more perfect

fer-

must.

In proportioning the sugar, the following general
rule

may

sugar,
all

also be taken as a guide. Two pounds of
added to a gallon of a compound, containing

the other ingredients requisite to a perfect fer-

mentation, produce a liquor equal in strength to the
lightest class of

Bourdeaux white -wines.

pounds produce one equal in strength

known by the name
four, if

fermented

of White Hermitage
dry, a

till

Three
wine
and from

to the
:

wine resembling in

strength the stronger Sicilian wines, that of Marsala,

for example, or the

Cape Madeira,

is

produced,

supposing these wines to be free of brandy.
a fruit already contains sugar,

it

is

Where

obvious that

the quantity of added sugar must be diminished in

proportion to that which the natural juice

estimated to contain, if
results.
is

we

may be

are desirous of accurate

If in any case wine

is

to

be

left sweet, it

clear that this general rule cannot be applied,

since sweetness

and strength

are, in the

same wine,

and from the same quantities of sugar, incompatiThe rules thus laid down, render any for-

ble.

mal

detail of proportions unnecessary, since they

are readily deduced from the general view

;

and

the circumstances which ought to regulate the

fermentation and after-management, have already

been

so fully investigated in the first part of this

essay, that

it

would be superfluous

to repeat

them.
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But, while on the subject of the juicy fruits, I

may

as

well notice a part of the current practice

which appears ill founded, and often attended
with bad consequences. This is the large proportion of water, and consequently small proportion of fruit, which is generally used, an usage
apparently originating in a misplaced economy.

we

If

common

attend to the

practice,

wine from grapes, that which ought

model

for all our imitative operations,

that no water

is

to

be the

we

shall see

used, but that the whole fluid

composed of the juice of the

now

of making

If

fruit itself.

is

we

attend to the current practice, as recom-

own

we

shall

find that the juice of the fruit rarely forms

more

mended

in our

domestic receipts,

than one-fourth of the whole liquor, and often

much

less,

the proportion of fruit being seldom

more than four pounds, including the

may

it

three or four pounds of sugar
tion

;

and

propor-

circumstance of considerable importance.

consequences resulting from this sparing use

of the fruit are highly injurious.
the

this

fixed with no regard to the ripeness of the

is

fruit, a

The

matter

solid

contain, to eight pounds of water, and

artificial

?ni(st,

It

is

thus compounded of water,

sugar and juice, must contain a

much

tity of the vegetable extractive matter,

native acid, than

shewn
VOL.

to

that

be absolutely

II.

plain, that

which

essential

N

I

less

quan-

and of the

have formerly

to a perfect

and
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efficient fermentation.

put this case in a

stronger light, let this proportion of juice be

still

further gradually diminished, and the must will

soon consist of

little else

than sugar and water, a

compound incapable of forming wine.

Let it,
on the contrary, be increased, and a vigorous and
perfect fermentation, with a produce perfectly
vinous, will be the result.

If green fruit

used, in which

is

little

or no-

thing exists but acid and extract, of which the

former

is

in this case always in

much

greater pro-

portion, bulk for bulk, than in ripe fruits, the acid

would be

too predominant were the juice of the

fruit used in

There

undue quantity.

dilution

is

absolutely necessary, and of this practice I shall

take occasion to point out examples hereafter.

But

if

the fruit be ripe, the acid

is

diminished in

quantity, and cannot therefore bear to be

ther diminished

by

excessive

dilution.

still

fur-

It

will

accordingly be found, as I shall again have cause

much more perfect wine is produced by diminishing the water, or increasing the

to shew, that a

proportion of

As
fruits,

fruit.

the orange and lemon, although not native
are familiar to us, and scarcely differ in

may

their chemical composition, I

them

in one view.

tween the
fruits,

citric

So
acid

little

safely consider

difference exists be-

which

is

found in these

and the tartarous which characterizes the

grape, that

it is

natural to expect their produce to
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however,

are,

cient in extractive matter or leaven,

and

defi-

for this

reason are incapable of being converted into wine,

even with the aid of sugar, unless yeast or some

As

other leaven be added.

it is

impossible to add

the yeast of beer in sufficient quantity for the perfect fermentation of the fluid, without spoiling the
flavour, these

wines are generally imperfect and

They

are likewise almost always corrupt-

sweet.

ed in their flavour by the infusion of the peel,
ving a
ly,

taste,

does

gi-

which, however grateful abstracted-

by no means

coalesce with the taste of

would tend to the improvement of these
wines, if the peel were to be omitted, and if any
vegetable matter could be added capable of induwine.

It

cing the complete fermentation, without communicating a bad flavour.

I

have attempted

means of gum, and with

partial

success.

it

by

The

principles I have already pointed out, will lead ex-

perimentalists to the search of proper substitutes
for the

natural leaven.

It

is

not unlikely that

they would be found in wheat

;

either in the

flour or gluten.

The gooseberry
monly

and

used,

is

is

one of the fruits most com-

known as an
made to rethe wines of Cham-

in particular well

ingredient in brisk wines, which are

semble, in appearance at least,

pagne.
state.

For
It is

this purpose, it is

well

known

in the

used in an unripe

wine countries that,

independently of those causes of briskness in wines

N2
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which

consist in the

management formerly

descri-

bed, this property always results from the use of

unripe

and

fruit,

readily produced

is

The

unripe grapes with the ripe ones*

The

same with the gooseberry.
however,

be considered

if it

by mixing
case

is

the

fault of this wine,

an imitation of

as

Champagne, is a bad flavour, which is almost invariably communicated by the fruit, and that in proportion to

To

ripeness.

its

avoid this

evil, so

ge-

nerally injurious to the brisk gooseberry wines, the
fruit

can scarcely be taken in a

state too crude, as

at this period the flavouring substance has not

developed.

At

been

the same time the expressed juice

alone should be used, care being taken to exclude

the skins from the fermentation, as being the part
in

which the flavour principally

these precautions, the noxious flavour
rally
is

be prevented.

It is

much

may

true, that the

then without flavour, or nearly

With

resides.

so,

gene-

produce

but this

is

by

the most tolerable fault in domestic wines,

whose leading defect

common

by

different persons

consist of three

fruit, to eight

tion of fruit

almost invariably a dis-

Various proportions of fruit and

agreeable taste.

sugar are used

is

;

but the most

pounds sugar and four of

Here the proportoo small compared to that of the

pounds of water.

is

sugar, and the fermentation

is

consequently in ge-

neral so imperfect, as to leave the wine disagree-

ably sweet.
sugar

is

At

the same time, the proportion of

such, as to render the wine stronger than
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ther

by reducing the

to

Champagne.

If,

therefore,

be amended in composition,

this

is
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sugar, if

we

are contented

with a weaker wine, or by increasing the

we

it is ei-

fruit, if

are desirous of retaining the greater strength.

In managing the fermentation to a constant and
successful result, the rules laid

Champagne wine

for

present case
tices

down

as practised

are strictly applicable in the

and with these precautions and prac-

;

carefully attended to,

the produce of the

gooseberry will be invariably successful.
also add, that

it is

perfectly durable

;

as

Champagne wines of corresponding

as

I may
much so

quality,

provided equal care be taken in the bottling, the

and other management ; all of them,
circumstances in which our domestic fabricators
are too apt to fail, thinking that when they have
mixed together a portion of sugar and fruit, their
labour is finished, and that the rest may be trustcellarage,

ed

to chance.

trary, that

From
also

it

They

should consider, on the con-

has but then commenced.

the gooseberry in a ripe state, wines

may

be made, for which no rules are required,

as

they are precisely conformable to those before laid

down.
monly

But the produce of the ripe fruit is comflavoured, and, whether sweet or dry, is

ill

scarcely to be rendered palatable, unless, perhaps,

by

a most careful exclusion of the husks.

The

three varieties of the currant, are perhaps

even better known, and more in use as ingredients

N3
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in

wine-making than the gooseberry

produce of each
I

them

shall notice

white and red

\

and

as

sort,

separately.

Both from the

wines are made, which

differ

principally in colour, but also vary slightly in

vour, though the flavour of neither
teristic.

is

that a principal detect in these wines, as
fabricated, arises

which the

fla-

very charac-

have ascertained by repeated

I

the

attended with some difference,

is

trials,

commonly

from the sparing proportion in

which otherwise contains

fruit is used,

a sufficient quantity of natural acid, as well as extractive matter, to ensure a perfect fermentation,
if

properly managed.

Partly from this cause, as

management of the fermentation, these wines are usually made sweet.
They are also, not uncommonly, nauseous, as well
from the combination of a natural bad flavour
with this mawkish sweetness, as from the other
improprieties of management before noticed.
By
well as from the imperfect

increasing the quantity of fruit, (which

is

gene-

rally proportioned like that for gooseberry wine,)

and by avoiding the use of the husks, the flavour
materially improved, and the quality of the wine

is

further ameliorated, the fabricator at the same

time acquiring the power of making his wine
sweet or dry

mode, he
variety.

to

is

;

whereas, according to the present

generally unable to produce the latter

The

natural tendency of this fruit

form a wine analogous

wines of the grape, and

it

to the lighter
is

is

white

a rational object to
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which

nature of the fruit.
that

much

have

I

pointed out by the

also reason to think

advantage would result from the use of

tartar in this case,

by which, among other
so

seems to be prevented.

need not be

defects,

common in this wine
The proportion of tartar

the ammoniacal taste

fore,

is
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specified, as it has

and that of sugar

is

to

principles already laid down.

been mentioned bebe regulated by the

With

ma-

careful

nagement, wines are thus produced from currants
not easily to be distinguished from the Colares of
Portugal, which, although not in the
wines,

is

may

A

considerable improvement

be made in the fabric of

duced from

fruits

all

those wines pro-

of which the flavour

bad, or which possess no flavour at
is

by

—

of

certainly superior to most of our domes-

manufactures.

tic

first class

all

;

is

either

and

this

boiling the fruit previously to fermentation,

a practice

which

I

have caused to be adopted in

From this
many tasteless fruits acquire a flavour, as
known, and many bad flavours are convert-

currant wines with decided success.
treatment,
is

well

ed into agreeable ones.

In no case, perhaps,

is

more remarkable, than in the black currant,
which, harsh and comparatively insipid in its natural state, acquires by boiling a powerful, and to
most persons a highly agreeable flavour.
In making wine from this variety of currant,
this

the effects of this process are very remarkable

N4
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produce of the raw

fruit

being scarcely distinguish-

ed by any particular property from the herd of
domestic wines, while that of the boiled fruit

may

with careful management be brought to resemble

some of the best of the sweet Cape wines. In the
white and red currant, the same precaution has
been attended with results equally successful,
though not marked by a contrast so decided. The
same

varieties of proportion are admissible in this

mentioned

case, as in the others lately

;

and I need

not therefore detail receipts which are to be found

To what

in the hands of every one.
practice of boiling
I

do not

as

know

;

but

extent the

may be tried with advantage,
I may venture to point it out

an improvement worthy of further investiga-

tion.

Although the dried
ed

as a

lemon,

domestic
it

is

fruit,

raisin cannot be consider-

yet

as,

like the

orange and

largely used in the manufacture of

may here

domestic wines, I

take notice of it.

The

history of the art of wine-making, in the countries

where the vine
tion, has already

is

an object of

common

shewn, that the grape

is

cultiva-

in

many

places used for this purpose in a state, if not actually that of raisins, yet approaching towards

it.

Thus, the wines of Cyprus and Tokay, among

many

others,

are produced

from grapes which

have undergone a partial desiccation.
therefore,

would lead us

good quality, might,

Analogy,

to expect, that wines of

in this country, also

be pro-
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duced, by using the dried grapes for that purpose,

imported in the

as they are

state

of

Yet

raisins.

the success which has followed the innumerable

make

attempts to

justified that expectation,

although the expensive

on which the manufacture has been, and

scale

carried on

still

by no means

raisin wine, has

by the makers of sweets, should

long ere this have brought

it

to perfection.

not apparent to what causes this failure

nor

is it

is

possible,

is

It is

owing,

without repeated and expensive

experiments, to investigate the process in such a

more successBut an examination of the processes in common use, may perhaps suggest some
hints conducive to a more rational and improved
way,

as to lay the foundation of a

ful practice.

mode of proceeding.
In manufacturing this wine on the large scale,

whether

for the

purpose of open sale as sweets, or

and adulteration of
foreign wines, a quantity of raisins varying from
two as far as seven pounds to the gallon of water
for the fraudulent imitation

is

used, together with a proportion of

common

clayed sugar or molasses, reaching from half a

pound

to three or four pounds.

from four
is

added.

assist

to six

Yeast

In

many

cases

pounds of crude tartar per cwt.
is

not in general employed to

the fermentation, nor should

for the reasons already assigned.

that the product of this process

it

ever be used,

It is asserted,
is

a pure and

flavourless vinous fluid, capable of receiving

any
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flavour

which may be required, and thus of imi-

tating

many wines of foreign growth.
may be when such fluids

ever the case

Whatare used

for the fraudulent purposes above mentioned, the

common

in the

mar-

and which are confessedly made

in this

way,

wines themselves, which are
ket,

are almost always nauseous, whether sweet or dry

\

and however they may be called by the various
names of Lunel, Teneriffe, Sherry, or Canary,
they have all the same disagreeable and overpowering flavour.
It is probable, that a great
part of this peculiarity

the sugar employed

is

but

;

owing

it is

to the quality of

also to

be suspected,

that the complete drying of the grape developes in

that fruit, some obnoxious taste which

cated to the produce.

is

communithrow

I cannot pretend to

any more particular light on the subject

recommend

should

make

trial

to those

who

of raisins, a nice attention to

circumstances in the

fail to

in the wine,

produce the desired

we

shall

but

all

the

mode of fermentation and

management, which have already been
If these

;

are inclined to

detailed.

effect of purity

then be entitled to consider

the manufacture of raisin wine as incapable of
further improvement.

I

have thus given such a brief general view of

the several varieties of wines which
in this country,

more

as will

be

may be made

sufficient to

intelligible, the principles

render

and practices on
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which they are founded, without which, all attempts must either be futile, or must at least be
regulated by chance, giving results, which will
seldom obey the previous intentions of the manuof comparing what has

who shall be at the pains
now been said on our do-

mestic fruits, with the

more

detailed theoretical

and

down

in the first part of

facturer.

The

reader,

practical views laid

this essay, will easily

form

of rules of practice.

set

correct rules c^n be laid

for himself a correct

It is in

down

vain to say, that

in an abstract form,

and capable of easy application, or that the prac-

may be

tice

rendered perfect, independently of

Circumstances of a most evanescent

the theory.

nature, and, although important, often unheeded,
necessarily interfere with all positive rules,

new

cases are continually occurring, for

He who

previous rules can be given.

ed with the theory of the
sion of that

light

art,

which

theory, he has

With

difficulty,

it

in his

is

acquaint-

always in posses-

will alone guide

through the intricacy of new
pected results*

is

and
which no

cases,

him

and of unex-

the small apparatus of a

power

to do that without

and without labour, which he, who

destitute of theory, can seldom execute, even

is

with

the cumbrous and generally unintelligible apparatus of a set of fixed canons.

In making wines, as

it is

to

be supposed that

the fabricator has previously adopted some general

views regarding the species of wine he proposes
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make, and does not intend to

to

trust the result to

chance, he should consider of what kind he wishes

which of the several modifications of foreign wines he means it to resemble.
By these considerations, he must be guided in his
practice ; and to assist his views, I will briefly
enumerate the several varieties which it is in his
power to imitate, in their general and fundamenhis

wine

to be, or

tal qualities.

The

first

and simple

class, are

the sweet wines,

of which the fermentation
incompleteness

may

arise

is incomplete.
This
from two sources, either

the disproportion of sugar in the must, or the artificial

tion,
is

means adopted for suspending the fermentaand which have been already described. It

to this class that our native wines bear the great-

est

resemblance

;

a resemblance indeed so general,

that few makers of this article appear to possess
sufficient

knowledge of the

art, to

enable them-

which may be

fairly

called the radical defect of domestic wines.

But

selves to steer clear of that

a consideration of the causes of sweetness in wines,

already amply laid down,

which

it

may be

and of the modes in

avoided, will, I trust, enable the

manufacturer to choose, whether his wine shall be
sweet or not,

—a choice which, in the present mode

of management,

The next

is

rarely left to him.

leading description of wines,

is

to which, either in a state of sweetness, or

parative dryness,

is

that

com-

super-added the effervescence
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on uncorking, which produces briskness or spark-

The

phenomenon, and the
mode of ensuring, preserving and regulating it,
have been also fully detailed ; and it has been seen
ling.

how

it is

causes of this

compatible, either with a very consider-

able sweetness, or with a limited degree of the

As this modification is also esteemed among the made wines, it is desirable that an
accurate knowledge of the method of producing it
same property.

should be attained, since

it is

frequently missed, in

consequence of negligence or ignorance in the conduct of the process.

most

been made
fruit,

It

is

from gooseberries

but

;

it is

by no means limited

be equally well made from any other
not,

to that

with due attention to the period of

since,

maturity, and with careful management,

must

al-

that this variety has in this country

solely,

it

may
I

fruit.

however, quit this subject, without cau-

tioning the operator against a bad expedient, to

which recourse has been had
effect

of sparkling.

It

is

for

producing the

the introduction of a

small portion of carbonate of potash or soda, into

the bottle immediately before corking

consequence of this
speedily

flies

drunk, since

is,

doubtless, a disengagement

moment of pouring

of gas at the

off,
it

The

it.

out.

But the gas

almost before the wine can be

exists

but in a loose state of com-

Nor

bination, and
communicate

to the palate, that agreeable

ly sensation,

which follows from the disengage

in

but small quantity.

does

and

it

live-
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ment of that carbonic

which

gas,

of combination with the wine.
neutral salt formed
acid of the wine,

by the

in a real state

is

Moreover, the

with the natural

alkali,

always sensible

is

to the taste

%

while at the same time the native acid of the
wine, so essential to the composition of this
is

destroyed

\

fluid,

not to mention the danger of this

acid taste being replaced

by an

alkaline one,

from

an over-dose of that ingredient.

The third variety of wine, is that, of which Hock,
Grave and Rhenish, may be taken as examples.
In these, the saccharine principle

is

entirely over-

come by a complete fermentation, while their afterchange

is

prevented by a careful application of

down

those processes laid

the wines of this

class.

for the preservation of

Makers of domestic wines

have rarely succeeded in imitating these wines.

The

reasons are obviously two-fold,

—the great

dis-

proportion of the sugar to the subsequent fermentation in the first instance,

and that want of the

after-management, the neglect of which soon consigns these wines to the vinegar cask, if chance

should even at

may

first

have produced success.

I

venture to point out the imitation of these

wines, from

my own

ly attainable, but as

experience, not only as readi-

among

the very best of those

which can be made from domestic

fruits.

It

is

evident from what has been already said, that the
relative proportions of the fruit

common

use,

and sugar in most

must be materially

altered,

and that
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much

the fermentation must be conducted in a

more perfect manner, before we can hope
duce wines of this character.

It

is

to pro-

equally evi-

and
must be practised with great assiduity, to
preserve these wines after we have succeeded in
dent, that the processes of racking, sulphuring

fining,

making them.

The

last class

of wines, are those which are both

dry in their quality, and strong in their nature.

Such

The
is

are Madeira, Sherry,

theory of these

certain, that

is

and the stronger wines.

equally apparent

made without the
it

addition of brandy.

in his

power by means of

Yet the
this in-

gredient, under the restrictions already laid
to produce wines of

strength
I

;

and

it

and quality may be

tation, wines of this strength

operator has

and

;

with due attention to the fermen-

any required

I trust, that

of

with the light which

have thus endeavoured to derive from the

mate processes of wine-making,
a beacon to guide

down,

degree

I

have established

him through the

of his hitherto conjectural art.

legiti-

trackless route
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British Grape Wine.

I

have chosen to throw into a separate section

of this essay, the remarks which I had to offer on
the art of

making wine from Grapes of

British

growth, on account of the greater importance of
this part of the subject,

and

also

on account of the

neglect which seems to have attended that branch

of domestic

wine- making,

hope

I

to

make

it

appear that wines, not to be distinguished from
those of foreign growth, can, in this country, be

made from Grapes, and
and that the success of
affected

at a

moderate expence

this process

is

by the uncertainty which

not at

;

all

attends the

ripening of the grape in our climate.

It

is

not

too strong an expression to say, that the use of
this fruit

others,
cies

is

calculated to

and that

it is,

supersede that of

all

in fact, almost the only spe-

of domestic wine which

is

worthy of serious

attention.

The

essays of

Mr

Pegge

in the

Archasologia,

with the subsequent controversies which
nated in the opposition of

Mr

origi-

Daines Barrington,

have established beyond doubt the

fact, that vine-
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yards were cultivated in the monasteries of Britain, for

the purpose of making wine.

It appears,

however, by the records of Ely, that the grapes
did not ripen every year, but that the vineyards,
as

might be expected

in this climate,

to occasional failures.

We

were subject

have therefore no rea-

son to conclude, from the establishment of this

fact,

that our climate has undergone any material and

steady alteration,

—a

supposition

which

is

often

hazarded by discontented horticulturists without
sufficient grounds,

and apparently from no other

cause, than that

humour which

has

at all

ill

delights,

as it

times delighted, in praising the past at

the expence of the present.

The
that

physical history of Europe, indeed, shows,

many centuries, been
Whether this ameliomay not now have attained its maximum

its

climate has,

for

in a state of amelioration.

ration
is

another consideration.

certainly
recent.

within

As

far as

a

we

If

it

has so done,

period comparatively

it is

very

are capable of judging, no

material variation in the success of our horticultural speculations

vided

we

has occurred for the w orse, pro7

choose periods of sufficient length to ad-

mit of an average

result.

Occasional seasons of

peculiar severity, or unusual irregularity, can afford

no ground for judgment.

The

suppression of the

monasteries, the great and splendid changes which

whole system of agriculture has undergone
VOL. II.
O

'our
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since those days, the increase of trade, the

more

economical division and application of capital to

and to those of domestic ma-

objects of commerce,

nufacture, the multiplied demands which wealth

and prosperity have made on the consumption of
wine, and the increased discrimination and taste

which

have combined together

this has produced,

change materially both the objects of commerce and cultivation, and have jointly operated
in producing the decay of this art, if (as is by no
means proved) it was ever actually practised to
any great extent. But this question does not conto

cern our present purpose.

what

in fact there

is

that the grape, as

England,

is

It is sufficient to prove,

no reason whatever to doubt

it

is

or

may be

?

cultivated in

capable of making wine

with advantage, considered in an

;

whether

agricultural

view, and with what advantage, must depend on
other considerations into which I need not

However diminished this
modern times, it is by no means

enter.

practice
extinct.

cottagers in Sussex are in the habit of

now
is

in

The

making

wine almost annually from the produce of vines
trained on the walls of their houses.
Many individuals

through various parts of the southern

counties,

and even

as

practise the

same with

ment

known

is

well

to

far north
success.

as

Derbyshire,

But the experi-

have been made for

many

years on a large scale, and with complete results,
at Pain's Hill,

by the Honourable Charles Hamil-
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posure, of

which

with respect to

soil

parallel instances are to
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almost every where throughout the country, and

produced from land of no value whatever

for the

ordinary purposes of agriculture.
It

is

true, that the uncertainty of this climate

will sometimes prevent the grapes

But

this case

Of

is

from ripening

the numerous varieties of grapes,

known

:

not without remedy.

to gardeners, that

it is

some are much more

well
for-

ward than others, and ripen their fruit at least a
month earlier. It is obviously necessary to select
for our purposes those which are the most early,
if it is

our desire to produce in every season a

ripe crop.

Of

these,

the Auvernat, the Miller,

the white Muscadine, the
selas,

White and Black Chas-

the Black Sweet-water, and the Black

burgh, are among those which ripen

with the greatest certainty.

on

But

this part of the subject, since

I

Ham-

earliest,

and

need not enter

it is

fully

known

to gardeners.

more important to consider, what improvements may yet be made in the naturalization of
this foreign plant, and whether care and attention
may not, in time, produce new varieties, still more
hardy, and capable of ripening with the same cerIt is

tainty as the currant or gooseberry.

In a paper

read before the Caledonian Horticultural Society,
I slightly

alluded to this subject, and pointed out

O

2
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the methods to be followed in naturalizing exo-^
tic plants

The

in general *.

observations of all

gardeners have long since shown, that a tender exotic,

becomes habituated to a

rarely, if ever,

mate,
tings

if it
;

be propagated by

since the

new plant

tical in all its habits

is

cli-

layers, grafts, or cut-

always perfectly iden-

and properties with the pa-

rent,

of which indeed

terial

change in the constitution of plants is proseeds, and the seedlings are

it

forms a part.

But a ma-

duced by sowing the

invariably more hardy than the plant from which

they were derived.

I

quoted in that paper some

made by

observations

Banks, on the

Sir Joseph

naturalization of Zizania aquatica, and related an
instance

more remarkable of a

still

similar effect

produced on Carina indica, a native of the West
India islands,

Guernsey.

by

successive sowing of the seeds in

From

two remarkable facts, and
-as well as from innu-

these

perfect examples of success,

merable more imperfect
tablished, that

seems clearly

es-

any plant may be naturalized

to

can be made

to

this climate, provided

grow

in succession.

true,

is

trials, it

its

seeds

This, however theoretically

obviously attended with

much

practical

trouble, in consequence of the difficulty of descend-

ing equally,

and for a given length of time,

through a given range of temperature ; a difficulty
which would, in fact, in most cases, be insuperable.

But no such obstacle prevents the further
* Published in vol,

i.

p. 384. of the

naturali-

Memoirs of the

Society.
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zation of those which produce seeds already in

our summer temperature, and which are not de-

by our winter

stroyed

Among

frosts.

To

these, the

vine

may be enumerated.

may

indeed be considered as already naturalized,

since

flowers every

it

do not destroy

it.

summer, and the winter frosts
may the common laurel be
yet a severe winter

\

summer

will kill this shrub, as a cold

the vine from bringing

by

that

it

So

looked upon as naturalized

is

a certain extent

its

will prevent

fruit to maturity.

It

a sedulous culture of seedling vines alone,

we can hope

shall ripen in all

and
sum-

not sufficient to

make

of one or two successions of seedlings.

Ex-

to

to produce varieties

For

mers.
trial

this

overcome

which

pupose

it is

this obstacle,

perience has shown, that numerous generations in

a direct descent from the parent are required for

the production of this
is,

effect.

What

that

number

has scarcely yet been ascertained, except in the

cases of the

but

Zizaniaand the Canna above quoted;

probably varies according to the previous

it

tenderness of the parent.

In the vine, already

considerably hardy, the object would probably be
attained in a few generations.

As

I consider this

object as one of prime importance, I venture to

point

it

turists,

out to the serious attention of horticul-

and

as

The

one which

is

likely to

reward their

new

varieties will

naturally follow these attempts, and

by combining

labours.

production of

with them, the process of impregnating the flower?

03
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new and valube produced. By the

\vith the pollen of different grapes,

may

able ones

ultimately

choice, therefore, originally, of proper varieties of

the vine, and

by such

we may be

ciples as

naturalization on these prin-

capable of producing,

have gained one great step in the

we

shall

making

art of

wine from grapes of British growth.

The next

step

is

the choice of that

and method of treatment, which

soil,

is

exposure,

adapted, not

only to the habits of the vine, but to that particular climate in

which the

cultivation

Our guide here must be

is

attempted.

the practice of those

whose climate most resembles our own

countries,

;

An

of certain parts of Germany and Hungary.

elevated situation, a southern exposure, shelter to

the north and north-west, rocky and southern precipices, are peculiarly

a vineyard

:

adapted to the situation of

so are gravelly

and rocky

soils

;

a cir-

cumstance in another view advantageous, since
these soils are of very little value for
ricultural purposes.
details,

which are

to

But

common

ag-

I forbear to enter into

be found

in

many

essays

on

gardening, and in others which have been written
expressly on this subject.
It

is

the more direct object of this essay to show,

making of good wine from grapes of
growth, does by no means depend on their

that the
British

maturation, and that this
stance.
will

The

process of

be reduced to a

is

not a necessary circum-

making wine from grapes

much

narrower question,

if
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at all times,

uncheck-

ed by seasons or accidents.

A vineyard

may

be conducted with almost as

little

it

thus

care as a goose-

berry garden, with the certainty of a constant pro-

duce applicable to the purposes in view
will be in every one's power, in almost

However

tion.

grape

may

be,

and

;

any

it

situa-

precarious the ripening of the

its

produce

is

not

We are

so.

sure

of an annual crop of grapes, but not of an annual
crop of ripe ones.
It has

been fully proved, by the

ciples laid

down

facts

and prin-

in the first part of this essay, that

a compound and

artificial

must can be fabricated

from due mixtures of sugar, with the extractive
matter and saline substances of

fruits,

capable of

undergoing a regular fermentation, and of form-

The

ing good and perfect wine.

case

is

as appli-

cable to the grape as to the gooseberry.
ago, experiments were

made

in France,

by

Long
several

chemists, with green grapes and sugar, and with

have repeated these experi-

complete success.

I

ments, and varied

them with the

The

best

effects.

produce has varied with the management,

and the

results of the trials

have been wines resem-

bling Champagne, Grave, Rhenish, and Moselle,
and of qualities so perfect, that the best judges
and wine-tasters have not been able to distinguish
them from foreign wines. The grapes may be
used in any state, however immature. When even

but half grown, and perfectly hard, they succeed

04
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completely.

It

is

this principle, will

made from

evident, that wines

made on

be more expensive than when

ripe grapes, as a sufficient quantity of

sugar must be used, to compensate for the deficiency of the natural sugar of the grape.

But,

even then, they are no more costly than currant
or gooseberry wines, while, at the same time, their
superiority
est

is

beyond

all

comparison.

The

hard-

grapes will produce a wine of the strength of

white Hermitage, with a proportion of three pounds
of sugar to the gallon

;

and the expence

will

be

compared to the value of the produce.
might be supposed that these wines would

trifling
It

necessarily be devoid of flavour.

no means the

case, since all the

were made under
ed by flavours,

my

as

direction,

But

this is

by

specimens which

were characteriz-

genuine and decided, as those

of the foreign wines to which they approximated.
I have little doubt, that, under due management,
on a large scale, and with sufficient age, wines of
the Hock quality, could equally well be produced

here in the same way.

Many

trials

must yet be made before we can

hope to appretiate the extent of our resources in
this

manufacture.

different

grapes,

more than probable, that
even in this immature state,
It

is

would produce different wines ; but these trials
must be left to the efforts of individuals, and to
the necessarily slow progress of experiment.
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must be

it

founded on the operations followed in the wine
countries,

and of which a

account

sufficiently full

been

for all the purposes of practice has already

given.

It is in

the

first

place obvious, that the

grapes should be suffered, (from motives of econo-

my,)

to

remain on the vines, while there

is

any

hope of gaining an accession either of strength

They

or sweetness.

should then be carefully

parated from the stems

those

;

which are mouldy

Some

or rotten, being at the same time rejected.

judgment

be required in proportioning the

will

fruit to the

water in the

sugar in the second.
grape,

when

se-

ripe,

I

first

instance,

have before

consists

and

to the

said, that

the

of sugar, combined

with vegetable extractive matter, or the fermenting principle, and certain

salts,

besides the as-

As the

tringent and flavouring matter.

colour

is

not developed in the immature grape,
noticed here.

it need not be
But the proportions of these ingre-

dients vary materially, according to the state of

maturity of the

fruit.

As

a great part of the saline

and other constituents of the grape, appear

to

be

converted into sugar, during the process of maturation,

will

it is

plain, that,

weight for weight, there

be more of the principles contained in the

immature, than in the mature

fruit.

To

form,

therefore, a must of such a quality as shall resem-

ble the natural must of ripe fruit,

that water should be added to the

it is

necessary

immature

juice,
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for the purpose of diluting,

and thus diminishing

the proportions

of those saline matters, which
would otherwise confer on the wine a degree of
harshness, difficult to overcome.

As

it is

impossible to give positive rules to meet

the infinitely varying and undefinable degree of
maturity, in which the grape must often be used,

and

as

such rules would in fact but tend to miscontent myself with laying

lead, I shall

some general

principles, as I

down

have done on former

occasions, leaving the application to the ingenuity

and observation of the operator.
If the object be to produce a wine which shall

resemble Champagne, or the white wines of Bourdeux, a small proportion of crude grape, will be
required,

Grapes barely half grown, require, for

the production of wines of this class, to be used in
the proportion of equality to water.

If they are

more grown, the proportion may be increased ;
less, it

make

may be

diminished.

if

If the intention be to

a wine resembling Hock, the .proportion of

grapes must be materially increased, and the wine
at first harsh, austere,

and not drinkable when

by a few years residence in the cask,
undergo that amelioration which time alone can
give. To the proportions which I have described,
varying quantities of sugar may be applied. A
new,

will,

proportion of two pounds in the gallon of mixture,
will yield a very light wine, of no great durability,

resembling (under the proper treatment) the
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Champagne wines, and under a
mode, a wine resembling Barsac, and the

inferior classes of

different

An

Bourdeaux wines.

lighter of the

increase of

the sugar to three pounds, will yield a wine equal
in strength to the best sorts of

Champagne,

or, if

fermented to dryness, to the strongest of the white
wines of Bourdeaux.

Larger doses of sugar, will

doubtless yield wines of different qualities

such proportions
I

may

only caution the operator

take these

trials,

but of

who

shall

under-

that larger quantities of sugar

require larger proportions of fruit, if
tention to

;

cannot speak from experience.

I

work the wine

it

be his in-

to dryness, as the

tity of fruit above mentioned,

quan-

is

but barely suf-

ficient to convert the proportion

of three pounds

above named.
these wines, I

With regard to the durability of
may add, that I have kept them for

seven years, and during

improvement.
little liable to

all

that time with evident

I should consider

them

to

be as

destruction, as foreign wines of the

very best fab rique.

While, on the subject of sugar,

I

may

also say,

that the general cause of failure in those wines

which

are

made

in this country

from ripe grapes,

the deficiency of sugar, and that even these
would be much improved by an addition of it.
It is owing to this deficiency that these wines are

is

perishable,

and

easily converted into vinegar, the

natural must being too aqueous to produce a durable wine.

The

proportion of sugar need not
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be larger in these cases

;

but, as before remarked,

no positive rules can be given for

since

it,

it

must

vary with the maturity and saccharine quality of
the fruit,

—circumstances

which

almost

differ in

every season.

Two modes

of management

with regard to the

may

either

fruit,

subjecting the

skins to the fermentation, or not.
case, a greater

sequence
in

In the

its qualities.

will consequently

facture be conducted on a large

second pressing

a distinct wine.

either be

If,

mixed with the

manu-

the re-

reserved to

on a small one,
first,

wine

separa-

If this
scale,

may be

vary

a

may be

ted previously to the fermentation.

make

make

If the object be to

resembling Champagne, the skins

sult of the

first

degree of austerity will be the con-

and the wine

;

be adopted

it

may

or rejected alto-

gether.

The methods
as well as all the

of conducting the fermentation,

after-management, need not be

repeated here, as they are to be found in the be-

ginning of this essay.

From

these, the operator

wine he

will be directed to the several sorts of

may

wish to make.

It

is

equally unnecessary to

repeat, that wines produced in this

way,

may be

modified either in flavour or colour, by the several expedients already detailed.

inculcate, that the

wine

is

not

But

let

me

made when

again

the in-

gredients have been introduced into the vessel.
is

It

then that the labour begins, and nothing but
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care and attention to every part and every minute

circumstance of the subsequent processes, can ensure satisfaction, and produce valuable results.

To

such uses

may

vine be converted

the immature fruit of the

but the capacities of that plant

;

are not even yet exhausted.

found in

this

duce even immature
rected to the

fruit

;

may be
may not pro-

Situations

country where the vine
yet

still it

end of wine-making.

can be di-

Chemical

examination has proved, that the young shoots,
the tendrils, and the leaves of the vine, possess
properties,

and contain substances, exactly similar

to the crude fruit.
sion, that

poses of

It

was no unnatural conclu-

they might equally be used for the pur-

making wine.

Experiments were accord-

ingly instituted in France

with this view, and

they have been repeated here with success.

From

and sugar, wines have thus
been produced in no respect differing from the
produce of the immature fruit, and consequent!}
vine-leaves, water,

resembling wines of foreign growth.

The few

experiments which I have tried have been eminently successful.
respecting the

No

further rules can be given

management of the
down

dition to those I have laid

leaves, in ad-

for the treat-

ment of the unripe fruit. Similar proportions and
similar management will, in both cases, produce
similar effects.

The

leaves,

however, scarcely

yielding any thing to the press, require, to be in-
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fused in the water for some days before they are
subjected to fermentation, and they seem to yield
their soluble parts most readily to boiling water,

without any material alteration in the

result.

The

produce
wine of a delicate red colour. Tartar appears
also to be a useful addition in this case ; and it
may be added in the proportion of half a pound,

leaves of the Claret vine thus treated,

or even one pound, to ten gallons of the must.

advantage results from the use of the leaves.
is

One
This

the facility with which they are reproduced

during the growth of the vine

;

and thus, the pro-

duce of a small vineyard in leaves alone will be

abundant

;

as great as

and that even of
is

should they

all

is

make
it

this

wine

for their sole con-

always be remembered, that in

these cases, the price of the sugar

of the wine.

The expence

comparatively

facture

is

be

required for the use of most families,

Let

sumption.

a single vine will

trifling,

upon a small

is

the price

of utensils and labour
and,

when

scale, scarcely

the

manu-

worthy of

regard.

I

have thus brought to a conclusion the remarks

which

I

purposed to make on the art of fabrica-

ting wines in Britain.
little

from

my own

That

I

have offered so

experience, will be pardoned
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by those who consider that each experiment must
extend to a period of one or two years, and that
the labour of a

life

would be

insufficient to

reduce

every one of these suggestions to practice.

It

will be enough, that they are all readily deducible

from the labours of others, or from fair analogies
taken from established rules of practice in the
wine countries. The co-operation of many, to

which

I

may hope

that this essay will afford adin time

ditional facilities, will

improve

this prac-

tice to that degree of perfection of

pable, and establish

Woolwich,

May

it

which it is caon a sure and solid basis.

)
j

1815.

NOTE,
The

Council of the Caledonian Horticultural Society

recommend the foregoing essay to the attention of
who wish to promote improvement in the manufacture
of domestic wines.
They suspect, that to many, who are

strongly
all

in the habit of

making such wines, the general principles

on which the process depends are nearly unknown, and
that others, though in some measure acquainted with these
principles,

As
ment

still

trust too

much

to chance.

the Society will continue to give every encouragein their

power

to the

improvement of the manufac-

ture of domestic wines, they have

every one

dum

who may be engaged

in

it,

earnestly to request
to

keep a memoran-

of the whole process which was followed, even the
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most minute manipulations.
superior wine

It

produced in competition,

is

when a very

intended,

is

tinguished honorary reward, provided

it

to bestow a disshall

appear that

the maker has fully understood, and carefully acted upon,
the scientific principles, the only certain guides to success.

The

Council

may remark, that some individuals in this
made considerable progress in natura-

place have already
lizing the vine
air

;

will vegetate

ing

from the seeds of plants kept

and, as there

when

is

no

difficulty in

in the

open

sowing seeds, (which

though the grape be unripe,) and

in watch-

the plants thus produced yield a few grapes in

the open air, the seeds of which are again to be sown, pro-

ceeding in this

way

to several generations

entertained of some

which

will

ripe fruit

;

never

and

fail

abundant crops of tolerably

that in

no long time,

In the mean time,
by Dr MacCulloch) may be tried

some

may be

to give

or four years.

that

hopes

of the grape being obtained,

management, the vine may be expected

served,

;

varieties

shoots,

under proper

since,

to

show fruit in three

the leaves (as suggested
;

but

from which

it

ought

fruit

to

be ob-

may be

ex-

pected, should not be stript of a single leaf.

Indeed, for

the purpose of making wine from the leaves,

it

better to plant vines of

any

sort,

lings with the greatest care.

to wines, the Claret grape

and

To

would be

to preserve the seed-

give a pleasant colour

may be cultivated for its leaves.

Premiums will be given for Scottish grape wine, and a
Gold Medal for the first good Scottish grape raised from
seeds produced in the open air in Scotland.
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XVI.
Description of a Melon-Pit, employed at Alderstone,

East Lothian.

Mr William Sanderson, Gardener
Alexander Keith, Esq. of Ravelstone.

In Letters from
there, to

(Read

Vdlh December 18 14

J

SIR,

VThen you

were at Alderstone some time ago,

you were pleased to take notice of a melon-pit
which I had recently constructed for Mr Steuart
and you then did me the honour to desire, that I
would send you a drawing of it, with such remarks

as

my own

experience might afford.

compliance with your
enclose to

you a

plan,

desire,

I

now beg

In

leave to

which, though perhaps

less

perfect than I could have wished, I trust will

convey

my

meaning.

Of its exterior appearance in a garden, I think
may venture to say, that it is rather ornamental
than otherwise, and it may be approached in the
P
VOL, II.
I
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•wettest weather,

to the sight. I

me

am

satisfied,

to say that he also

dung
pit,

without inconvenience or offence

is

and

Mr Stewart allows

is satisfied,

that

much

less

necessary in forming his present melon-

than was made use of in making one upon

the old plan

;

and

to this advantage,

may be added

the very considerable one of being able to keep

up the necessary degree of heat much longer than
was formerly done ; and that, by the simple operation of adding the dung on either side some
days after the bed is made up, which communiIt
cates and continues the heat for some time.
is also to be done afterwards, by lifting the covers
represented in the drawing, and by turning over
or adding more dung to what is already there*
which renews the heat again.
Another advantage in this melon-pit, is its
durability

,

those frames

only expensive in the

first

made of wood,
instance*

are not

but they

re-

quire to be renewed every fifth or sixth year,

may be

while this of brick

expected to

last for

at least twenty years.

Of

the

number of melons

raised

by me

this

year, I cannot give an accurate account

may

venture to say

I

,
but I
had a very good crop, both

with respect to quantity and quality

;

and

it

is

my

intention next season to keep an account of

the

number and weight of melons produced

this pit,

which

exceed what

is

I

am

in

convinced will be found to

raised in the ordinary way.
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have had the satisfaction to

I

has been generally approved

men who have

both by gentle-

taken the trouble to examine

and likewise by

practical

own

their

gardens.

Alderstone,

I

Many

gardeners.

former are proposing to adopt

the

my plan

find, that

of,

it,

of

plan in

this

am, &c.

)

25th October 1813. j

Sir,

With

reference

the letter

to

dressed to you upon the
I

have

now

the

mise then made, by

which

I

26th October

pleasure
stating,

to

fulfil

that the

ad-

1813,

my

pro-

number of

melons raised by me, and brought to perfection,

amounted
248 lb.
I have

have

this

season

to

167, weighing

also sent to the Secretary of the

Horticultural Society, a drawing of the melonpit,

which, being drawn correctly to a

be constructed by any

scale,

common mason

may

or car-

penter.
I

am

likewise able to

state

with confidence,

much more
common melon-

that this melon-pit does not require

than half the dung used in the
bed.

?2
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have

I

in thus troubling

man who
pit, I

you

•,

but being the

first

gentle-

my

melon-

took any particular notice of

have presumed to hope you would not be

offended with
I

it.

have taken

to apologise for the liberty I

my

further observations respecting

am, &c.

Alderstone,
26th November 1814. }

Mr

a

Sanderson's plan having been remitted to
Committee of the Society, the following report

was received from one of the Members who had
inspected the melon-pit at Alderstone.

" According to instructions from the Council of
the Caledonian Horticultural Society, I went to

Alderstone, and examined a hotbed-frame, erected
for

Robert Steuart, Esq., by

Mr W.

Sanderson

consider

it

;

superior

his present gardener

and from every appearance, I
to the crommon hotbed-frames

generally used, for the following reasons

"

1st,

heat

is

From

the construction of the frame, the

maintained with a

dung than
beds, and

is

for

less

commonly used
late

crops,

quantity of horsefor ordinary hot-

with leaves and short
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and

The body

without the aid of any dung.

grass,

linings of the

bed being

in a

from the action of the external
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manner excluded
air,

the vicissi-

tudes of the weather have less effect on
in the

common method, which

is

found

to

than

it

be very

perplexing and laborious to the person that has
the charge of them in the spring and early part

of summer in this variable climate.
" 2dly The neat and cleanly appearance of the
t

frame

;

the boards that cover the space allotted

for the linings,

excluding that appearance of

and dung which

is

so

litter

offensive in ordinary hot-

beds.
Sdly,

The expence of wood

in ordinary frames

is

saved,

wh'ch

very considerable,

as,

al-

though frequently painted, they give way

in a

few

is

years.

"

Upon

the whole, this hotbed- frame

may be

of

no hesitation in

considerable utility

I have

saying, I

plan, at least for three-

and
;
would adopt the

fourths of the framing at any place.

James Smith."
Obmistox-Hall,
6th

March

1815.

)

f

May 1815,) the Council awarded the Silver
Mr Sanderson, and appointed the plan and

Afterwards, (9th

Medal

to

description to be published in their Memoirs.
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It
in

may be remarked,

that there

is

new

nothing

constructing hotbed-frames with brick, and

with cast-iron rafters for the glasses to slide on.
The hot-bed of Mr Sanderson is made up as usual
with dung and his improvement consists in cover•

ing up the space allotted for the linings,
great advantage

is

by which

gained in the saving of dung

and of heat, and in keeping the ground perfectly
from litter. This is effected by raising the

free

brick- work of the frame on pillars, leaving the
spaces between (6 feet) open

and by building an

;

outer wall 9\ feet from the

pillars, allotting

space between for lining the dung-bed.

the

This

space is covered by means of boards, which are
removed only when it is necessary to stir the dung,
The method of building
or to add fresh litter.
the frame-wall,

is

seen in

below the surface from

work above being 3

feet

the pit being sunk

fig. 1.,

A to

B

high

;

the solid brick-

at the

back and 2

where

feet in front, as seen in the section, fig. 2.,

A and

B shew

ings.

Fig. 3.

the spaces for containing the lin-

is

an end view

;

and

fig. 4.

a bird's

eye view of the upper part of the whole.
brick- work should be supported
lars

by bars of

iron,

between the

by which means,

a

The
pil-

greater

f

.

Vof.IL/tf222*
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surface of the dung-bed will be exposed to the

heat of the linings, than if the spaces were arched.
It

is

worth while noticing, that when

saw the

pit,

he found, that

Mr

Mr

Smith

Sanderson had

used for his melon-mould two-thirds of strong
tilly subsoil,

dug from ditches three

feet

and a

half deep, without any mixture of the surfaceto which is added, one-third of rotten dung.
;
This mixture he turned over frequently before ussoil

ing

it.
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XVII.
Observations on the Cultivatioji of Fruit- Trees.

By Mr James Smith,
In a Letter

to-

(Read

Gardener, Ormiston-Halh

Sir G. S.

Mackenzie,

Bart.

5tk September 1815.)

Sir,

1 o the discerning eye the old trite proverb still
holds good, " That all the trees in the wood do
This is clearly evinced, by
not grow alike."
viewing a bed of seedling

trees,

wherein the vi-

gorous vegetating power of some of the plants

is

In the nursery
more observable than others.
lines, the same power is obvious ; and ultimately,
in the forest, such plants, when favoured by soil
and situation, become the monarchs of the sylvan
shades.

But

this diversity in the

confined to the forest alone

growth of
;

for

trees, is

among the

not

various

species of fruit cultivated in this country, there

is
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growth of the trees,
which cannot be attributed
This conthe nature of the soil or situation.

a manifest difference in the

even of the same
to

trast

is

sort,

most frequently observed

in

new gardens

where the horticulturist is often surgrowing to a considerable mag-

or orchards,

prised to find trees

nitude, without any

of the same
cing
lar,

hardly half the

sort,

fair crops.

symptoms of fruit, while others

This, at

size, are

first sight,

produ-

appears singu-

method of raising fruitby grafting and budding, for preserving

since the most general

trees,

is

the most esteemed sorts

;

and considering, with

Mr

Knight, the celebrated horticulturist, that propagating fruit-trees in this way,

and such

tion of the old plant,

is

but a continua-

trees must, in

some

measure, partake of the nature and habit of the
original parent.

But, besides this diversity of the growth of individuals of the same kind, there are some particular sorts that are

more apt

to

grow luxuriantly

than others, especially those that bear the finer

number of these are shy bearcomplaint we frequently hear. Amongst

late fruit.
ers, is a

this

That

a

number, the Colmar, Cresanne, and other

late pears are placed.

fine

If the situation be too high,

and cold, for ripening them properly, then there
is good reason that they ought not to be cultivated.

But,

it is

almost unpardonable, in this en-

lightened age of horticulture, to hear the very
best fruit

condemned

as

improper to be planted,
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want of

either from

climate, or shyness of bear-

The Colmar

ing in Scotland.

certainly does at-

tain a high degree of perfection in favourable
tuations,
tion,

si-

and the Cresanne will arrive at perfec-

wherever the Noblesse peach ripens without

the aid of

As

artificial heat.

for the fruit, the

Prize Committee of the Caledonian Horticultural
Society, can bear

ample testimony of

its

excellent

com-

quality and size, as produced at the different
petitions.

It

is

will,

pears.

an uncontrovertible

fact, that this

and does ripen a number of the
It is

fine fruit

climate

finer late

then evident, that a supply of these

can be obtained for the table, in the

winter and spring months.

The

Gansel's Berga-

mot, Cresanne, St Germains, and Colmar, in ordinary seasons,

may be found on

the table from

October until March, and even April, besides

se-

But, as these are most objected to

veral others.
as shy bearers,

it

may be

proper to inquire into

the cause.

As most of

the esteemed sorts of fruit at pre-

sent cultivated, are accidental varieties, raised from

seed at some period or other,

—

these varieties are

longer or shorter lived in the different
early propensity to bear fruit,

tom that the

sort will

is

An

sorts.

an evident symp-

be of shorter duration than

those that continue luxuriant and unfruitful for a

number of

years.

ly encouraged

This unfruitfulness

by taking

is

great-

scions for grafting,

from
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an improper part of the parent plant, and placing

them on luxuriant

may be

This, at

stocks.

first

sight,

considered too minute a distinction to be

of any essential service to the practical horticul; but it is certainly of the utmost importance
in preparing plants of the finer sorts of late fruit.
turist

Besides,

in this northern

where

climate,

it

re-

quires the best situations to ripen the finer late

the trees are most properly placed on walls.

fruit,

If the sort planted be not debilitated

by

age, but

naturally of a luxuriant growth, the utmost attention

necessary in training the trees, that they

is

may produce
walls

is

an

For, as training trees on

fair crops.
artificial

scheme, to supply the want

of climate, the more that nature
the

less

is

deviated from,

success will attend their cultivation in

more especially some of the
young luxuriant trees of the
Cresanne, Gansel's Bergamot, Colmar, or Chau-

producing crops,
finer late pears.

If

montelle pear-trees, are planted in a deep rich
soil,

and

used too

and training, the knife be

in pruning,
freely, in

removing breast- wood, or ccr-

recting any irregularities that
in a very

few years the

may strike

trees will be so completely

overrun with luxuriant shoots, that

they can produce any

fruit,

rest

here,
for

for

when young

grafting

are

it is

impossible

but a few at the ex-

But the

tremity of the branches.

scions

the fancy,

evil does not

trees are wanted, the

from

frequently taken

strong shoots near the centre of the trees

;

and
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these,

undergoing the same round of management,

are equally as unproductive as the former

:

and

yet these sorts are complained of as shy bearers,

when,

most

in reality, the

effectual

thus unconsciously taken to prevent

bearing

!

method had been projected

If a

method is
them from

to

keep some

of the most esteemed late pear-trees unfruitful,
that they might be reserved for some future generation,

it

could hardly have been done in a more

complete manner, than by the treatment which
some of them have undergone. For, being thwart-

ed in their disposition to
ture,

in

fulfil

producing blossom and

the dictates of nafruit,

their vigor-

ous vegetating power has been exerted in produ-

cing luxuriant shoots.
If,

then, as can hardly

of young

trees'

by

be disputed, the raising

grafting or budding, be but a

continuation of the old plant, and the young trees

some measure partaking of the nature and ha-

in
bit

must be evident, that
taken from the luxuriant

of the parent plant,

scions

for

breast- wood,

grafting,

it

near the centre of unfruitful trees,

must encourage a propensity
in the young plants.

to shyness of bearing

Therefore, in raising young fruit-trees, the nature and habit of the different sorts should be
particularly attended to

;

and

if

they are examin-

ed, it will be found that some of them are in a
very healthy and luxuriant condition, but with a
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natural propensity to barrenness

healthy

state,

rally inclined
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some are in a
and natu-

:

of a moderate growth,
to

bear good crops

bilitated

by

istence.

Among the

others are de-

:

old age, and in the last stage of exfirst

number, are the Colmar,

Chaumontelle, Cresanne, Gansel's Bergamot, and
other fine late pears.

In raising young trees of

these sorts, the scions for grafting should be taken

from young shoots

extremity of the bear-

at the

ing branches, and placed on stocks of a moderate

growth.
soil,

If the

young

trees

in proper situations,

are planted in

and attended

good

to in the

operation of pruning and training, there

is

little

doubt but that they will answer the most sanguine expectation in producing

Among

fair crops.

those that are of a moderate growth in the middle

Egg, Jargonelle, and other good pears
pareil,

Even

Muirfowl

are the Sucre vert, Swan's Egg,

stage,

:

The Non-

Ribston Pippin, and other valuable apples.

the famous Golden Pippin, of the true Bal-

gone variety,

is

found in a healthy condition

some places *, bearing large
* In a garden belonging to

Mr

(although

crops,

at

it is

Ainslie at Peaston, in the

two

parish of Ormiston, East Lothian, there are

Golden Pippin apple, of the true Balgone

variety,

Each

a wall, in a most healthy condition.

trees of the

growing on

tree covers about

eighteen feet of the wall in length, and nine feet in height

:

they

annually produce from a hundred to a hundred and twenty

dozen of large handsome high-flavoured
miration of the whole neighbourhood.

with very

little

shelter

fresh friable loam,

fruit,

The

from the north or

on a subsoil of dry

clay.

and are the ad-

situation

east.

The

is

high,

soil is

a
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completely debilitated by age in the

dom.)

scions for grafting should

trees that

Among

have the

least

king-

sorts,

the

be taken from strong

but carefully rejecting

shoots,

on

sister

In raising young trees of these

all those

produced

appearance of canker.

those of the last stage, and debilitated

by

Nonsuch, Grey Leadington, Oslin
Pippin, Hawthorndean, and a number of old apare the

age,

ples

;

the Longueville, and other pears, found in

the neighbourhood of old monasteries and abbeys
in Scotland.

Although these are frequently cul-

tivated, they are seldom long-lived

when placed

on walls. They frequently produce good crops,
and make good temporary trees for filling up
empty spaces, when the principal trees are young
and in training. In raising young trees of these
sorts, the scions should be taken from young shoots
near the centre of the trees,

where some old

branches have been amputated on purpose to pro-

duce young wood for grafting.

From

the foregoing reasons,

it

is

therefore of

the utmost importance, that the habit and disposition

of the different sorts of fruit-trees should

be understood.

For

it is

a great mortification, at

the end of ten or fifteen years, to find the most

sanguine expectation blasted,

when

the trees, in

place of remunerating the planter for his trouble

and expence, are grubbed up to give place to
others, or are cut down to be grafted with others
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of a better habit, or that are more congenial to
the situation and climate.

But although a proper selection of trees is made,
according to the habit and dispositions of the different sorts, yet, if the soil be not congenial to

good can be expected from

their natures, little

them.

In cultivating the finer

fruit,

the quality

and depth of the soil should be particularly attended to. For although trees derive most nou-

when

rishment,

the roots are near the surface,

the sun and air operate with more effect
upon them, and become a powerful stimulus to
fruitfulness, yet, from the circumstance of the
as

fruit-tree borders

being frequently occupied with

dug over from time
must be kept down almost a

vegetables, and

to time, the

roots

foot

beneath

the surface.

Hence, they must either penetrate

deep into the

soil,

nourishment,

which

with

or else run far out in search of
in

very considerable

most cases

disadvantages.

the bottom of the borders
clay, or

artificially

which the

attended

is

is

For

if

naturally of a dry

formed of a hard substance,

roots cannot penetrate, they

must soon

run to the extremity of the borders, and penetrate
the walks, which are frequently
rials

made of mateOr if

not very congenial to vegetation.

the subsoil

is

soft substance

gravel, sand, spongy-clay, or

any

that the roots can penetrate, the

nourishment derived by the trees must have a
very vitiating tendency on the quality of the
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Besides,

fruit.

when

it

considered that the

is

borders act in a double capacity, supporting both

and the

upon a wall
it must be
evident, that the borders ought not only to be of
good quality, but likewise of considerable depth.
Besides procuring trees of a good habit, suitable
to the climate, and placing them on 'congenial
kitchen vegetables

trees

perhaps twelve or fifteen feet high,

soils,

it

is

necessary that they should be particu-

larly attended to in

pruning and training.

After

mewhich

a practice of nineteen years in trying various

thods in cultivating the finer late pears, that
has been attended with the best success,

from

is,

the original formation of the trees, to exclude

breast-wood as much as possible.
attended to in the

This should be

summer months, when no more

shoots should be allowed to remain on the trees

than what are wanted to prevent

all

amputation in the winter pruning.
part of

summer,

this

is

unnecessary
In the early

easily performed,

by go-

ing over the trees from time to time, and pinching off the shoots as they appear.
in

some

cases,

when

And, although

the trees are spurred,

it

may

be necessary to rub the young shoots close off;
yet,

be

on the
left

spurs,

last year's

about an inch long, which will form

fruit-

and prevent nakedness.

Among the
a

wood, these shoots should

Gansel's

various trees under

Bergamot

seventeen years ago.

pear
It

is

my management,

was planted about

a sort well

known

for
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luxuriant growth.
In a short time it began
grow vigorously, almost every eye of the last
year's wood put forth a shoot. After singling out
its

to

as

many

as

were necessary

The

about an inch long.
high, the tree

now

its

height,

;

tree,

leaving spurs

in the half fan

form

;

pair of branches an-

soon

it

extends forty feet

off,

wall being sixteen feet

was trained

and by adding three or four
nually to

forming the

for

the remainder were pinched

the wall.

filled

and from

this

It

method of

pinching off the unnecessary shoots as they appear,

it

is

completely covered with fruit-spurs,

from the one extremity of the
Samples of the

fruit,

among

tree to the other.

other sorts, have se-

Committee of the
met with their ap-

veral times been laid before the

Society, and have frequently

After the tree had

probation.

filled

the wall, the

most of the pruning being
regulated by the hand in the summer.
A large proportion of Crasanne pears are cultiknife was

little

used,

From

vated at this place.

most of the scions

the circumstance of

for grafting

having been taken

from the extremity of bearing branches, and the
trees trained in the half fan
fail

in

producing

when most
weather
*

the

A

fair

in the spring,

number of the

VOL.

II.

Even

in seasons

of the other fruit are destroyed by bad

description of this

first

form * they seldom

crops.

and early part of summer,

method of training,

Society's

is

to

Memoirs, pages

Q

be found in

84.

&

85.
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they have a considerable proportion of fruit on
them. Most of the trees are of a moderate growth,

seldom produce
fruit to the

much

breast-wood,

very centre of the

trees.

and bear
In some of

them, the young shoots at the extremity of the
branches, are frequently shortened in the winter
or spring pruning to produce wood, the great object being to extend the trees
ed,

there

is

:

When this

seldom a want of

gain-

is

They

fruit.

are

perfectly healthy, and the canker has never once

made

its

appearance

among them.

In order to ascertain the difference between the

Colmar and Poire d'Auch, a

rider tree

was

plant-

ed five years ago, grafted with a scion taken from
the extremity of a bearing branch of a Colmar
pear.

It has

only extended about eight

feet,

but

was completely covered with blossom this season,
has a few fruit, and is in a fine bearing state. Two
scions of the Poire d'Auch are grafted on this
tree, which are equally promising, and of a moderate growth.

Thus,

Sir, I

have endeavoured

to point out the

cause of shyness in bearing in the finer late pears^

come under my knowledge and experience; and I hope my humble efforts may, in
some measure, answer the suggestions of that
so far as

it

has

worthy Member of the Society, Colonel Spens of
Craigsanquhar, besides raising an emulation in
our countrymen to exert their endeavours to
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procure a supply of that

beyond

much esteemed
which it is now placed

fruit, so

and spring,

in the winter
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and does produce a remarkable example of which may be seen
a

doubt that our climate

will,

;

Pinkie-House, the seat of Sir John

this season at

my

Hope, Bart, under the superintendence of

worthy friend

A

Mr

James Stewart.

great deal more might be added on the cul-

tivation of the finer late fruits in Scotland
this

;

but as

paper has already been carried to an unrea-

must conclude, by begging your
indulgence in recommending to your notice a
pear that is not generally known, and very little
sonable length,

I

cultivated in this country, the Sucre vert,

well adapted to the climate of Scotland.

is

quires a wall, but

is

a great bearer, and

the table in the end of

December.

And am,

'}

Ormiston-Hall,

)

September 1815.

j

1st

It refit

for

November and most of

&c.

Note by Sir G.

The

which

S.

Mackenzie.

above communication from

Mr Smith,

and

the one he refers to from Colonel Spens, are ex~

Q2
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ceedingly interesting, inasmuch as they relate to
the cultivation of one of the most valuable

fruits.

These gentlemen having done me the honour to
communicate to the Society, through me, what
has occurred to them, I cannot refrain from making a few observations, which may assist in
clearing up the mystery which seems hitherto
to

have hung over the cultivation of the finer
and to have greatly retarded its ex-

sorts of pears,

tension.

That these

and that

this climate,

crops,

come to perfection in
good trees bear abundant

varieties will

ample testimony has been afforded

to the

Society from Ormiston-Hall, Dalkeith Park, Tor-

&c.

ry, Pinkie,

Colonel

Nevertheless,

Spens's

complaint, that several of the varieties are shy
bearers, in situations

ment

are good,

is

where the

soil

well founded.

circumstances independent of

soil

and manageBut there are
and manage-

may probably account for
pear-trees.
The condition of the

ment, which
of

which the

may

render good

tree

which they have been put,
unavailing, and the

management

qualities of the soil altogether useless.

bable that some such circumstances
in the case

trees

taken

of Colonel Spens's

may have been

condition,

trees.

unhealthy,

It

is

pro-

may obtain,
The parent-

— the stocks

in

ill

— and the grafts or buds may have been

from

branches.

from

have been taken, and

grafts or buds

that of the stock on

the failure

breast-wood,

After seeing

instead

how

bearing

of

business

is

carried

CULTIVATION OF FRUIT-TREES.
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met

the disappointments I have

in nurseries,

with, and which have occurred to every person

who has a garden, need scarcely excite surprise.
Many very respectable nurserymen belong to our
Society; and

I trust

observations

make,

I

that they will not take the
as if intended to

do them any

But the confusion which reigns in public
and the carelessness which is there notorious in the management of fruit-trees, and of which
the effects have cost so much, require animadversion and reform
and I consider that, instead of
injur}', I do a service to nurserymen, by giving
them warning, before they lose their characters
injury.

nurseries,

;

altogether.

I

for grafting,

have observed, that the stocks used

are in general far

from being of

vi-

gorous growth;

no pains is taken to procure
trees which are in full bearing on the contrary, grafts are often taken from
nursery-plants which have never borne fruit and
grafts

from healthy

;

;

there
ease

is

even reason

may

When young
those

to fear that, in

some cases,

be considered as a source of
trees are

who have

dis-

profit.

taken up to be sent to

ordered

them,

they are fre-

quently pulled up almost by main force, and the
roots

greatly injured.

The

of fruit-trees

lists

which are printed by nurserymen, prove
most part deceiving for the sorts ordered
;

dom
I

obtained

have myself

when

the trees

lost little short

come

Nothing

is

are sel-

to bear fruit.

of twenty years en-

joyment, by depending on trees
nurseries.

for the

I

procured from

so cruel as disappointments
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of

tills

sort

years to

for a pear-tree requires ten or twelve

;

come

into bearing, and lost time cannot

be recovered.
as I

have heard nurserymen

sive concerns,

it is difficult

and negligence.
cuse; since

who

to be perfectly true,

I believe it

I

am

But

assert, that in

exten-

to prevent confusion

cannot allow any ex-

I

persuaded, that every gentleman

about to stock his garden, would willingly

is

pay a guinea for a tree on which he could rely,
rather than purchase trash at a shilling or half a
crown.

and

it

No one

would grudge the increased price,
would enable nurserymen to have distinct

establishments for fruit-trees.

I despair,

however,

of a complete reform, until the Society shall have
established

an Experimental Garden, in which

stock-plants of a select
different

grafts
as

fruits

may

number of

be kept,

they

may

of

and from which

and buds may be supplied,

garden.

varieties

till

such time

be procured from every well kept

Nurserymen

will,

I

doubt

not, easily

perceive the great importance of such an esta-

power to promote
no other means likely to enable

blishment, and do
it; for.there

is

all

in their

them to recover from the effects of the disappointments which are now every where loudly comand which have dniven the proprietors
of gardens to raise stocks for themselves, and to
procure grafts and buds from trees on which they
plained

of,

can depend.
garden,

Till

we

(and the time,

possess an experimental
I

would

fain hope,

is

CULTIVATION OF FRUIT-TREES.

when we

not far distant

shall possess it),

2,39

we

can-

not expect speculations on the failure of fruit*
trees to cease;
shift

and amateurs

and change

will

continue to

without a prospect

their trees,

being afforded of their ever reaping any enjoy-

ment.

In the mean time,

stow pains
soil,

and

it is

our business to be-

in attending to the preparation of the

to every plan of

undergone the

test

the evidence of

Mr

management which has

of experiment.
Smith's

And

since

method of managing

pears being effectual, has been repeatedly before

the Society, in the shape of most delicious
there can be no hesitation in

recommending

the attention of horticulturists.

fruit,
it

to

Let every one,

however, be assiduous in endeavouring to procure

new
this

varieties

from seed, and

in contributing in

manner, to render Scotland proud of her na-

tive fruits.
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On

using a solution of Quicklime

for destroying

Mosses, Lichens, and Insects on Fruit -Trees, and
otherwise promoting their Health and Growth.

By Mr Thomas

Bishop, Gardener, Methven

In a Letter to

(Read

Mr

Castle.

Dickson, Secretary.

11th January 1816.

Sir,

I take the opportunity

to lay before the Society, a

simple but efficacious remedy for destroying the
various mosses and lichens, which are generally

found

to infest fruit-bearing-trees

damp and

and shrubs, in

confined situations, whilst the applica-

tion thereof

is

succeeded by an extraordinary

novation of health and vigour in the

The

pernicious effect that

have on
juices,

and

in

—

fruit-trees,

in

—

re-

trees.

all parasitical

plants

in robbing them of their

impeding the

free circulation of air,

harbouring a numerous progeny of insects^

ON DESTROYING LICHENS, &C.
&c.,
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hath been duly estimated by not a few of the

most able enquirers

The

into nature.

Humphry Davy

celebrated

most
formidable of the enemies of the superior and culSir

tivated vegetable species."
his Treatise

them,

styles

the

*'

And Mr

Knight, in

on the Culture of the Apple and Pear,

equally well aware of their injurious effects, ranks

them

as a disease concurrent

with the age of the

variety of fruit, hastening to decay.
to

what

I

have

now

to advance,

But, contrary

he

says, " that

it

can only be destroyed, by removing the cause to

—

which it owes its existence " which, indeed,
would be a very hopeless attempt in many situations, where the evil is most predominant.
But
the remedy which I have to recommend, will ef;

fect a complete cure, without regard to the causes

from which they originate, or those which tend
to their support;

king

will

trial,

four hours after

At any
leaves,

and of which, any person ma-

have
its

sufficient

evidence in twenty-

application.

convenient time between the

and re-opening of the buds

fall

of the

in spring,

when

the trees are perfectly dry, take a quantity of quicklime, either in shells, or recently slaked,

of

make

and

there-

a strong solution or mixture with water.

Immediately apply the same

as a

washing

to the

by means of a watering-pot
on the lower trees and bushes,

trees infected, either

with a wide
or with a

rose,

common

greater height.

garden-engine to those of

If there are

many

trees

to

be
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washed

at a time,

it is

to

make up the
may be necessary

better not to

quantity of liquor at once, that

wash the whole, but

to

add occasionally more

lime and water into the vessel, stirring

it

frequent-

when used. The effects

of this remedy will first
by changing the colour of the lichens to a
darker green, and whenever the rays of the sun
alight upon them, they will assume a brown colour, and shrivel up as if scorched with fire from
which time, they cease to draw any more nourishment from the trees, but will, in a few months begin to drop off, and will wholly disappear before

ly

appear,

;

the ensuing winter,
will regain a

when

the bark of the trees

smooth glossy appearance

and the

;

vigorous shoots of next summer, will clearly exhibit the deliverance afforded them.

My

first

experiment as

to the efficacy of the

above remedy, was made in winter 1811, upon a
plot of gooseberries fifteen years old, which were
literally

white with lichens,

make young wood.
with lime

as could

and had ceased to

The water was made

as thick

be applied through the rose of

a watering-pot, which had

enlarged for that purpose.

its

holes considerably

Their appearance in

a few days, removed every doubt as to the result

of the experiment, in perceiving the difference be-

tween those lichens which had been fully saturated
with the liquor, and others which had escaped
the application.

Afterwards, I gave them a se-

cond washing on account of such

as

had been

ON DESTROYING LICHENS, &C.
missed at

made

They

first.

their burden,

and have

as luxuriant shoots

from bushes

now

are

for these
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quite clear of

two years

as could

past,

be wished

for,

in a full bearing state.

In the spring 1812,

I

washed on one side

number of apple and pear

only,

a

which were
with
very much overgrown
mosses and lichens;
even the larch-poles to which they were trained,
were covered with tufts several inches long. The
espaliers,

consequence has been, that all the lichens on that
side,

and

as far as the solution

other, either

on the

had access

trees or poles, are

to the

completely

destroyed, whilst those on the opposite side, that

escaped

its

influence,

continue unaltered

;

not-

withstanding which, these trees have greatly im-

growth and fruitfulness.
Last spring, I washed several full grown
standard-trees, with the same solution, by means
of a force-engine, and have found its effects uniproved

in

formly the same as above stated.

buds on some of these
yet

it

least

trees,

The

flower-

were about to open,

did not appear that they were hurt in the

degree by the causticity of the lime, but

rather benefited

;

for I

am

inclined to agree in

Mr

Sinclair at

insects

lay their

opinion with your correspondent,

Woburn Abbey,

that

several

eggs in the scales of the flower-buds, which in
time find their

way

to the interior of the flower,

and by destroying those parts destined
cation., are,

amongst other

to fructifi-

causes, the occasion of
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the frequent blights

that

take

place

among

fruit-trees.

As the application of lime

dered

has been found by him, (as stated in

his

state,

communication

of March

in a

to the Society, read the

26th

be an excellent preventive of
must be evident, that its applica-

last), to

such blights,

it

tion in a liquid state, will have a greater

destroy the insects that occasion them.
causticity of lime
fect,

pow-

is

only brought into

when connected with

moisture.

power

to

For the
its full ef-

This mode

will also render that tedious process unnecessary,

which he hath recommended, of displacing the
lichens from the trees previous to liming them.
I

have

observed

obliged to give

way

none which have not been
to the remedy proposed, when

applied of sufficient strength.

Methven Castle

u

12th November 1815

I

am, &c.

PROPAGATING THE DOUBLE ROCKET.
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the Double Rocket by Cuttings.

By Mr Duncan Robertson,
In a Letter to

(Read

Mr

Gardener, Megginch Castle.

Neill, Secretary.

11th January 1816.

Sir,

The

Double Rocket

a beautiful plant,

is

scarce in this part of the country,

rather

owing

chiefly,

I suppose, to florists not being acquainted

successful

way of encreasing

plants of rocket under
all justice, as I

lost

them

all.

thought

my
;

care,

but

I

it.

all

with a
had a few

and I did them
would not do; I

I tried to part their roots,

ing small and weak, the slugs cut them

but be-

all

up in

a short time, as slugs are very fond of them, especially

of their leaves

I

tried to encrease

cuttings in the common way, with as

This led

me

recommend

to try another method,
to

little

which

them by
success.
I

would

your Society, as a never-failing
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way of propagating

this beautiful flower.

son has but one plant of rocket, and
its

flowers, the first thing

ginning to fade, to cut

is,

down

If a per-

anxious for

is

after the flower

is

be-

the stalks and divide

them into ordinary lengths of cuttings next to cut
off the leaves and smooth the ends then to make
;

;

three

slits

with a knife

in the

bark or rind, long-

ways, so as to separate or raise the bark for half an

When

inch in length.

the cutting

is

inserted in

the ground, the loose bark naturally curls up

and

it is

ceed.

from

The

bark that the young roots pro-

this

partial separation,

and the turning up

of the bark, seems to promote a tendency to throw
out roots.

The cuttings may beput

may
ease

into flower-pots, as they

thus be sheltered during winter with
;

or they

may

provided the

them with

and

soil is light

fresh.

;

or with the aid of a hot-bed, they

will succeed excellently.

way

for six years past,

cess,

—not one

in

This method,

I

have used

I

it

may

am, &c.

Megginch Castle,
5.

1815.

this simple

and never without suctwenty having failed.
be remarked, will hold

in cuttings of Stock- Gillyflowers,

Wallflowers.

July

Covering

a hand-glass, will forward the rooting

of the cuttings

good

more

be placed in the natural earth,

)
j

and Double

CULTIVATION OF ASPARAGUS.
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XX.

A

method of Cultivating Asparagus practised

in

France.

Communicated by Dr MacCulloch.

(Head Wih January 18 16.

That

part of the garden which

is

longest ex-

posed to the sun, and least shaded by shrubs and
trees, is to be chosen for the situation of the asparagus quarter.

A pit

must be

taking care to reject

then to be dug five feet
in depth, and the mould which is taken from it

even
parts

as

sifted,

low in

is

size as

a filberd nut.

all

stones

The

best

of the mould must then be laid aside for

making up the beds.
The materials of the

bed, are then to be laid in

the following proportions and order

:
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6 inches of common dunghil manure/
8 inches

of

6 inches of

turf.

dung

as before.

6 inches of sifted earth.
8 inches of turf.

6 inches of very rotten dung.
8 inches of the best earth.

The

last layer

of earth must then be well mix-

ed with the last of dung.

The

quarter must

five feet wide,

now

be divided into beds

by paths constructed of turf, two
and one foot in thickness. The

feet in dread th,

asparagus must be planted about the end of March

In planting them, the

eighteen inches asunder.

bud,

or top of the shoot,

is

depth of an inch and a half

to be placed at the

ground, while

in the

the roots must be spread out as wide as possible,
in the form of an umbrella.

laid in the
settled

A

small bit of stick

mark at each plant, as it
ground.
As soon as the earth

must be placed

as a

and dry, a spadeful of

thrown on each

plant, in the

fine

should be cut

off,

is

is

to be

form of a molehill.

If the asparagus plants should have

before their transplantation,

sand

is

the

and the planting

begun

to shoot

young shoots
will,

with these

precautions, be equally successful, though

it

should

be performed in this country even as late as July.

Should any of the plants originally inserted have
died,

they also

may be

replaced at this season.

CULTIVATION OF ASPARAGUS.

The

two years old when they

plants ought to be

are transplanted

they will even take at three

;

but at four they are apt to
If

;

fail.

be necessary to buy asparagus plants for

it

these beds,

many

as

249

it

will

be proper to procure twice

The

as are required.

best

must then be

selected for planting, and the remainder placed in

some remote portion of the prepared bed, or

into

a similar situation, but without separating the

Here they must

plants.

first

be covered with

four inches of sand during the summer, and as

soon as the frost sets

in,

with six inches of dung-

over that.

The stems of the planted asparagus must be
down as soon as the frost commences, and
close to the ground.
The beds are then to be
cut

covered with six inches of dung, and four of
sand.

In March, rhe bed must be stirred with a

fork, taking care not to

approach so near to the

Towards the end of
which have died, may be re-

plants as to derange them.
April, the

placed

plants

with the reserved ones lately describ-

ed.

In three years, the largest plants will be

fit

to

If the beds be sufficiently large to
furnish a supply in this manner, the asparagus

cut for use.

shoots should becut asfastas they appear, otherwise

they must be

pushed
vol.

forth,
ir.

left

in

till

the quantity required has

which

case,
II

the variety in co-
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lour and

size

prevents them

An

agreeable an appearance.

theshape here represented,

is

from having

so

iron knife, of

used for this

purpose.
In cutting, this knife

the stem,
shoot,

till it

is

to be slipped along

reaches the bottom of the

where the cut

to

is

be made.

At

the

end of four years, the great and small ones
may be taken indiscriminately. The cutting should cease about the end of June.

At

the beginning of winter, the stems are

all

and the beds covered with duns:
the manner above described.
If

to be cut awav,

and sand,

muddy

in

sand from the sea- shore can be procured

for the several purposes

best

3

above described,

may

otherwise, river sand

be used

that cannot be procured, fine earth

it is
;

the

and

if

must be sub-

stituted.

The asparagus bed now
rally last thirty years

such abundance, as
in

two

;

described, will gene-

but

if

they be planted in

to require cutting

years, half the

bed being always

of reservation,

it

The

turf used in

making the

free

from stones.

only once
in a state

will last a century or

more.

beds, should be very

Care must be taken not to tread on the beds, so
as to

and

condense the earth in planting the asparagus;
to prevent

such an accident happening on any

other occasion, a plank should be used to tread
on.

It

must be remembered,

that the division of

CULTIVATION
the beds

which

is

AMM ItAf;

Ol

I

^5

f£.

formed by thick

turf,

is

in-

tended to prevent the condensation of the earth below, in consequenceof thenecessary walkingamong

thq beds.

As

tion will

gradually take place, the turf ought to

in the course of time, this condensa-

be renewed every three years, for the purpose of
stirring the

ground below

winter coat of manure,

it

and in applying the
must be remembered,

;

that even these walks are to be covered.

circumstances are not attended

to,

If these

or if the earth

below the walks has not originally been construct-

way

ted in the
plants

less fine

iV.

described above, the asparagus

which grow near the walks,

B.

will be

much

than those in the middle of the beds.

—

I

understand that this plan has been

put in practice by

Mr

Allan of Tweedside, with

success.

R2
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XXI.
Horticultural Gleanings.

Communicated by

To

Sir

G.

S.

Mackenzie.

the Secretary.

Sir,

It has occurred

to

many

who

gardeners

me, that

it

would be of use

to possess abstracts of useful hints
other, but

more expensive works

Transactions of the
in

to

purchase our cheap volumes,

London

thrown out in
;

such as the

Horticultural Society,

which much valuable information

is

contained.

now send to you some Gleanings from the work just mentioned, and from
other sources; and if the Council shall deem
them of sufficient importance, I shall he glad to
see them occupy a portion of the Memoirs.
I
With- such a view,

I

am, &c.

G.

S.

Mackenzie.

HORTICULTURAL GLEANINGS.

New and Early

No department
a

field,

fir,

as
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Fruits.

of horticulture presents so wide

nor one so fraught with pleasure and pro-

new and

the production of

" Nature (says

Mr

early fruits.

Knight) has given

to

man

the

means of acquiring those things which constitute
the comforts and luxuries of civilised life, though
not the things themselves; it has placed the raw
material within his reach

;

but has

left the pre-

paration and improvement of it tohisownskill and

As every

industry.

species of fruit acquires

its

some peculiar

soil

greatest degree of perfection in

and under some peculiar mode of
management, these are the first objects of the
improver's pursuit
and nothing should be neglected which can add to the size, or improve the
or situation,

;

flavour of the fruit

from

wliich

it

is

intended to

propagate.

" The seedling offspring of plants, have a constant tendency to adapt their habits to any cli-

mate

in which art or accident places them.
" But the influence of climate on the habits of

plants, will

depend

less

on the aggregate quantity

of heat in the year, than on
the different seasons.

its

distribution in

The aggregate

or average
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temperature of Britain, and of that portion of
Russia between the same parallels of latitude, probably does not differ much.

But, in Russia, the

winters are intensely cold, and the summers are

extremely hot, and the change from the one to
sudden.

In Britain, the winter

is

seldom severe, and spring advances slowly and

ir-

the other

is

In Russia, vegetation begins suddenly,

regularly.

and proceeds rapidly; in Britain, its commencement is scarcely perceptible, and its progress is
slow.
The Crab is a native of both countries,
and has adapted its habits to each. The Siberian
variety, introduced into our country,
habits,
first

and expands

its

leaves

retains its

and blossoms on the

approach of spring, and vegetates strongly,

when our own Crab

scarcely

shews signs of

life.

"Similar causes produce similar effects on

vated annual plants
quired maturity in a

;

culti-

and seeds which have ac-

warm

climate, produce plants

which come to greater perfection in a colder one,
than those which spring from seeds produced by
successive generations on the same spot.
Hence,
the practice of changing seed, so common among
farmers, and which has been found so useful.
" The value of early crops, has attracted the attention of the gardener to early varieties of

esculent plants;
these,

he

is

often

but in the

more indebted

to systematic culture."

many

improvement of
to accident

than
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The

first

attempts to obtain early varieties of

Mr

appear to have been made by

fruit,

Knight.

ment.

T. A.

He first subjected the Apple to experiHe found that the plants produced from

seeds taken from fruit

which grew on a

wall,

yielded ripe fruit earlier than plants from seeds of

The

the same fruit produced in an orchard.

blossoms of one kind were fecundated by those
of another
this,

;

but

Mr

Knight does not attribute

the earlier maturity of the

producing

new

new

In

fruit,

Mr

Knight
by crossing some

apples for the press,

has been eminently successful,

to

of our richest apples with the Siberian Crab.

He next made experiments on
though not so successful
ties,

in

he has been fully confirmed

on which he proceeded.
fires are

made

Grape

the

;

and

producing good varie-

A

in the principles

vinery in which no

in the winter, affords to the vine a

climate similar to that which the southern parts

of Siberia afford to the apple or crab tree: in
a

similarly extensive

variation

of

it,

temperature

takes place; and the sudden transition from great

comparative cold to excessive heat,

is

productive

of the same rapid progress in the growth of plants,

and the advancement of the

By impregnating

fruit to maturity.

the blossom of one variety with

Mr

Knight has obtained some
hardy and early varieties, which, though not fit
for the dessert, are nevertheless good for the press;
and some also which are fit for the tabje.
those of another,
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He

made experiments on the Peach, in
which there is every promise of success. He has
a great number of seedling Pears, respecting the
has also

which,

of

fruit

we

shall

be informed in due

time.

Mr

Knight concludes
which was read

subject,

paper on this

first

London

with the following remarks

in 1806,

"

his

to the

New

Society

:

varieties of fruit will generally be better

obtained by introducing the farina of one variety
into the blossom of another, than

from any single kind.

When

by propagating

an experiment of

made, between varieties of different

this

kind

size

and character, the farina of the smaller kind

is

should be introduced into the blossoms of the
larger;

under these circumstances,

for

I

have

generally (but with some exceptions) observed a

prevalence, in

fruit,

of the character of the female

parent; probably owing to the following causes.

The

seed- coats are generated wholly

by the female

parent, and these regulate the bulk of the lobes

and plantula

;

and

I

have observed

varieties of the peach, that

tained two seeds,
inferior to

from the

others.

finest fruit,

It

is

when one

new

stone con-

the plants these afforded were

The

largest seeds, obtained

and from that which ripens

most perfectly and most
selected.

in raising

early, should

always be

scarcely necessary to inform the

experienced gardener, that

it

will be necessary to

extract the stamina of the blossoms from which

II
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he proposes to propagate, some days before the
farina begins to shed,
rate

new

when he

varieties in the

When young

mended.

proposes to gene-

manner
trees

I

have recom-

have sprung from

the seed, a certain period must elapse before they

become capable of bearing

fruit

;

and

this period,

cannot be shortened by any means.

I believe,

Pruning and transplanting are both injurious
and no change in the character or merits of the
future fruit can be effected, during this period,

by manure or

either

culture.

should be suffered to extend

The young

plants

their branches in

every direction, in which they do not injuriously
interfere

with each other; and the

soil

should

just be sufficiently rich to promote a moderate de-

gree of growth, without stimulating the plant to
preternatural exertion,

The

ease.

soil

which always induces

of an old garden

is

dis-

peculiarly de-

structive."

In a memoir on the peach,

mends

Mr Knight

that those fruits, from the seeds of

new and

recom-

which

early varieties are to be derived, should

be brought to maturity within as short a period
as possible,
full size

consistent with their attaining their

and perfect

flavour.

The peach does not, like many other species of
fruit, much exercise the patience of the gardener

who

raises it

made

to bear

something in

from seed; for

when
its

it

maybe

three years old

habits,

;

which induces

always

and there

is

Mr Knight
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to believe, that

years old.

might be made to bear

it

He recommends,

at

two

that the seedlings

should be retained

in pots, and buds from them
put on other trees ; for their rapid growth on walls
is

very troublesome,

and pruning

is

death to

them.

from Mr Knight the following general outline of the hypothesis he has
advanced, and it may be said, proved, respecting
I

have

lately received

the growth of such plants as have

leaves

and

bark

"A
from

seed

its

blood,

bud which has been detached

a

is

parent,

with so

as will feed

absorb and digest

much

it till it

its

sap,

or vegetable

has formed organs to

proper food

;

and the coty-

ledons form the reservoir in which this sap

Of

posited.

formed

;

and

as

soon as these are

plant can live without the
leaves.

But

is

de-

this material, the first true leaves are

if

full

grown, the

cotyledons or seed

the seed-leaves be taken off besufficiently grown, the
and Duhamel proved
Bonnet
as
have added the last proof, that if

fore the true leaves are

plant perishes,
before me*.
"

A

I

very slight injury done to the seed-leaves, produces the

same effect.

I lately

bruised slightly the seed-leaves of an apple,

and observed disease gradually advance till, in about a fortnight,
The true leaves had made no
the leaves were entirely gone.
progress, though the stem appeared still fresh.
plant, I

On taking up the

found that the root had also been destroyed by disease.
G. S. M.
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formed true leaves be destroyed

first

as they have entered

on their

office,

soon

as

the young-

growing leaves above, immediately languish
and perish. Whence I have inferred, that as the
cotyledons fed the
leaves,
I

so these

first leaves,

when mature, prepared

contend, and

think

I

I

true

first

food for others.

have proved, that the

sap ascends in the mature part of the

here

tree, (I

exclude the succulent shoot), through the sap-

wood, and that

it

descends

positing the matter of the
scent, but without being

down the bark,
new wood in its

changed into

de-

de-

I

also

contend, that the matter absorbed from the

soil

and

air, is

it.

converted into the sap or blood of the

plant wholly in the leaves, from which

charged into the bark
it

as are

;

it is

not expended in the generation of

wood and

dis-

and that such portions of

new

bark, join, during the spring and sum-

mer, the ascending current in the wood, into

which

it

passes

by the medullary processes,

as

they have been very improperly called. As the
autumn approaches, however, and the ascending
sap is no longer expended in generating new
leaves and blossoms, or'young shoots, that fluid ac-

cumulates in a concentrated state in the sap-wood
of the

tree,

as in the tuber of the potato-plant,

and the bulb of the

tulip

;

whence

out in the spring to form a

and

leaves,

and

new

it is

washed

layer of bark

to feed the blossoms

and

fruit.
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I

have recently obtained decisive evidence of the

return of the sap fron) the

leaf,

and of

its

powers

new wood and bark and
autumn (1815), to send an
account of this experiment, with some others, to
Whether my hypothetical
the Royal Society.
on

its

return to generate

;

I propose in the present

opinions be true or
I

false, 1

can safely

assert, that

have been, during several years, able to foresee

in every case, the result of every experiment

I

have made, and these have been very numerous
and, therefore, I feel confident, that
if

my opinions,

A

not quite correct, are nearly so

German

writer, Kieser,

who

very able

has recently publish-

ed an examination of the opinions of different
writers

on Vegetable Physiology, very confident-

ly adopts

my

opinion relative to the ascent and

descent of the sap, and

and

its

its

preparation in the

leaf,

mode of generating wood."

Wine.

Mr

Knight has succeeded in producing a very
White Burgundy, by using the

close imitation of

unripe grapes thinned from his vinery,

Two

the size of large peas.

of loaf-sugar for each gallon of

put into the cask, and as
each quart of

when about

and a half pounds
its

contents, are

much water

bruised grapes, as will

is

added

make

to

a gal-
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No

Ion of liquor.

the wine will fine

particular care

is

2i)l

necessary, as

itself.

Recipe Jo?' Stopping the Bleeding of Vines.

To

four parts of scraped cheese, add one part

of calcined oyster shells, or chalk: burnt to lime.
If this

mixture be pressed into the pores of the

wood, the sap will instantly cease to
the longest branch

course,

any season with

may

flow.

Of

be taken off at

safety.

Cultivation of the Melon.

There

scarcely a fruit

is

which so seldom arand of which the

rives at perfection as the melon,

management,

in general, is so contrary to the na-

tural habits of the plant.

account of

Mr

We

have seen in the

Knight's hypothesis, of

how

great

importance the leaves are to the health and vigour

Those of the melon,

of every plant.
plants,

greatest possible quantity of light.

disturbed from that position,

jury will follow
der,

as of other

arrange themselves so as to receive the

and the

;

it is

If they be

evident that in-

because the branches are slen-

leaf-stalk long, while the leaves

selves are heavy.

Mr Knight

them-

was so convinced
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that the usual treatment of melons was improper,

that he paid particular attention to the

sued by his
bours.

own

To remedy

he placed

method pur-

gardener, and those of his neighthe defects which he observed,

his plants at greater distances, putting a

single plant under each light, the glass of

was

six feet long

as usual covered

by four wide.

with

brick-tiles,

which

The mould was
over which the

branches were conducted in every direction, so as
to present the largest possible

width of foliage to

the light.
The branches were secured by means
of small pegs passed into the mould between the
tiles,

an d the leaves were also held erect, and at

an equal distance fron the

glass.

sustain great injury from the

A

s

the leaves

common method

of

watering, which removes them from their proper
position, the

water was poured upon the tiles from

a vessel of a proper construction, so that the water

never touched the leaves.

management, the
rapidity,

— ripened

fruit
in

By such

simple

grew with extraordinary

an unusually short time,—-

and acquired a degree of perfection, which

Knight had never before
sufficient quantity

seen.

of fruit has

set,

If,

Mr

however, a

the further pro-

duction of foliage should be prevented, by pinching off the lateral shoots as soon as formed, whereever more foliage cannot be exposed to the light.

No

part of the full-grown leaves should ever be

destroyed, however distant fron the fruit.
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The

variety of melons cultivated,

many of them being very

great,

Unless

cularly the large ones.
in flavour

and

in a large

melon.

richness, there

it

is

is
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by

far too

inferior,

parti-

be very superior

nothing desirable

Indeed, whoever

is

acquainted

with the Green-fleshed and the Salonica or Whitefleshed Melons, will cultivate

present known*.

a

It is

no other

common

varieties at

practice to

plant different sorts under the same frame, while

only one sort should be present.

Application of Fresh Vegetable
It
all

is

Matter

as

Manure.

usual with gardeners and farmers to throw

vegetables on the dunghil.

Mr

Knight has

found that green- turf, and other fresh vegetable
matter, acts powerfully as manure,

garden and in the

It appears

field.

advantage may be gained by digging
leaves,

with

turnips,

success,,

This

and potatoes

keeps during two or three
is

in stalks

and

The experiment has been
young fruit-trees,
;

and green fern seems

last variety, is said to

the Valentia Melon; which,

lieved,

much

in raising

have had a remarkably beneficial
•

in the

that

wherever manure may be wanted, instead

of removing them.
tried

both

to

effect.

be the same with what

is

called

when cut some time before it ripens,
months. The same variety, it is be-

common along the whole shores

of the Mediterranean.
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set

-

hope

at a future time to

of gleanings.

meet with

my
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facts

I trust

communicate another

that others,

when they

not generally known, will follow

example, in disseminating them, through the

medium of our Memoirs.
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XXII.
On

the Cultivation

By Mr William Wood,

of'

Gardener

Broccoli.

at

New

Gardens, near

Queensferry.
In a Letter to

Mr

Neill, Secretary.

( Read 28th December 18 15

J

Sir,

The

improvement of the
and

cultivated,

sorts of broccoli already-

if possible,

the acquisition of

occupied a considerable degree of

and

I

made

new

has for about these forty years past,

varieties,

am happy

my

attention

to inform you, that in both I

very considerable progress.

I

have

shall state

the plans I have pursued.
1st,

In preparing the ground for the plants from

which the seed was to be saved, I
from the public roads but found
;

this

made

the plants

grow very

duced but small heads.
vol.

ir.

S

tried

manure

that,

though

strong, they pro-
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next made a compound of the road-rakings, sea- weed, and horse dung; this answered
2d, I

much

and my broccoli
was considerably improved.
3d, In November, I gave the quarter on which
I intended to plant broccoli, a good manuring of
sea-weed, and dug it up rough. In spring, I again
better than the former,

repeated the same. Previous to planting,

over the ground. This

and

finest

heads

fifty-four years

I

;

tensive practice
clared

them

to

mode produced

pointed

had seen during a practice of

many

indeed

came

be the

gardeners of ex-

Wood, Esq. of

and

to see them,

had ever

finest they

was at that period gardener
der

I

the largest

Seafield

de-

all

seen.

I

Alexanand one of your

to the late
;

worthy Vice-Presidents, (a visitor of my Master),
said that it exceeded any of the kind he had ever
seen.

—

4tth,

I allude to

tree leaves,
all

senior.

and dung,

I

have found preferable to

From

other manures for maturing broccoli.

this stock I

of

Dr Duncan

A compound of the cleanings of old ditches,

my

saved the seeds that

particular friends,

I

gave

who have

to

some

supplied the

market.

The

process in saving the seed,

is

as follows

I carefully select the largest, best formed,

finest heads,

taking particular care, that no foliage

appears on the surface of the heads; those

I

mark

and lay them in by the heels, with
good watering. Lifting prevents them from pro-

in April I lift

a

:

and
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ducing proud

When

degenerating.

expand,

1

as it

seed,

is

called,

—
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mean from

I

the head begins to open or

cut out the centre, leaving only four

or five of the outside shoots to come to seed. This
method produces seed the most genuine of all

the others that

have

I

dently recommend

it

tried

;

and

1

can confi-

to every saver of seeds of

broccoli.
I

have always found the Sulphur Broccoli the

most
laid

difficult to

down two

procure seed from.

In 1810, I

heads of Purple, and two heads of

Green Broccoli together, to save seed from. They
produced two kinds, the first a large pyramidal
head, dark-green
and the second a dwarf flat
head, very handsome pale-green.
I have now
;

five

new

ready known.

New

Gardens,

April

produced by crossing those

varieties,

4.

1815.

am, &c.

I

)

J

S2

al-
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On promoting

^j-jLjLJL«

the Fruitfulness of Fruit-Trees, by

Cutting their Roots.

By Mr William Beattie,
In a Letter to

(Read

Mr

Gardener at Scone.

Dickson, Secretary.

11th January 1816.^

Sir,

In my

last

communication to the Horticultural

Society in 1811,1 gave some account of an experi-

ment

I

had made on some

their early bearing,
after

mid-summer

cate the

first

I

promote

by cutting their roots soon
and I promised to communi-

result of further

same kind, which
principle;

;

pear-trees, to

experiments of the

intended to

make on

the same

experiments of any kind being

seldom considered satisfactory, and certainly with

more propriety

relied

on when they have been

repeated, and the results found to correspond.
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In furtherance of this plan, in the beginning of

July 1811,

400

1

had a border on the south wall of

feet long,

trenched to the depth of from 2\
this, I had the opportunity of

In doing

to 3 feet.

work went
which I did so completely, that they in a
manner hung by the nails and shreds, with a ball
of earth of about two feet from the stem of the
tree.
As the trenching went on, the earth was
replaced, and a good watering given to each, as
the weather at the time was extremely dry; but
cutting the roots of all the trees, as the
on,

a fall of rain happening,

that part of the opera-

was afterwards thought unnecessary, and

tion

discontinued.

The

trees consisted of Nonpareil,

and Golden Pippin Apples; Cressane, Colmar,
Spanish Bergamot, Poire d'Auch, Winter Boncretien,

and Jargonelle Pears; an Autumn BerThose on which the

gamot, and Golden Beurre.

experiment was

and aspect

first tried,

as those

were on the same wall

now mentioned.

The

of those formerly subjected to cutting,

I

roots

examin-

ed (out of curiosity,) and was a good deal surprised at the length they had

rum

I

even sus-

pected they had been missed in the cutting, until
I

convinced myself, by examining nearer the stem

of the

tree,

and found the place where the old

root had been cut, with a
fibres

It

care

from

may
is

number of

fine

young

it.

not be improper to mention here, that

necessary in cutting the roots of trees.
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They ought

with a sharp instrument,

to be cut

(not chopped off with the spade, as

is

perhaps too

generally the case,^ and smoothed over with the
knife afterwards; and according to an old observation, sloping the cut a little

upwards.

For

have

I

observed, that where any had been cut or bruised

with the spade, there was a sort of burr or knot

on the end of the
from

it

and the

root,

fibres that

came

were a good way back and weak; while

those that had been cut smooth and inclining up-

wards, were strong and vigorous for the most
part on the upper side, and close to the cut, of

course fully nearer the surface than before. Therefore,

by cutting the roots of

portant point

is

gained,

an im-

pear-trees,

when

it

destroys their

tendency to go downwards, especially where the
soil is

wet

case this

or of bad quality

at bottom,

is

;

in

any

of great benefit to their future suc-

cess.

Having given

the

method (perhaps

rather too

minutely) that I pursued in cutting the roots, I
shall give

an account of

the trees more fruitful.

my

success in rendering

In spring 1812, they

were full of blossom, and a fair crop followed for
the age and size of the trees, they being only
planted in 1806.

In 1818 there was an extraor-

dinary show of blossom, but very

little fruit fol-

lowed, owing probably to the wet spring.

1814 there was a very

fine crop

of

fruit.

In
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The Colmar and

Poir d'Auch, are

best of the winter pears

we
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among

the

have, but I believe

the longest of any, before they

come

to a bearing

by the foregoing treatment, however, they

state;

were rendered equally forward with any of the
other kinds.
try the

I

have only to

regret, that I did

not

experiment on some other trees of the same

kind, and on the same aspect, with a view to ascertain

what

been

cutting theirroots, either in winter, spring,

in

difference, if any, there

or at midsummer,

— as

I

have supposed the

be the best time; but this year

experiment at
necessary for

I

am

last to

trying the

the above seasons.

all

me

would have

It

may

be

to add, that all the trees here are

trained in the fan manner, excepting the Jargonelle Pear;

this plan, in

my

for procuring fruit, near the

there

wood

is

opinion,

is

the best

stem of the

tree, as

an opportunity of always laying in young

as shoots for that purpose.

In a paper presented to the Society by the

Honourable Baron Hepburn, there
graph, which

What

I

I

is

one para-

think merits particular attention.

allude to

is

the question or conjecture,

whether pear-trees may not have some roots peculiarly directed

by nature,

to search for the food,

to nourish fruit or blossom-buds,

to collect food for wood-shoots.

Baron's idea or conjecture

is

and other roots

The Honourable
perhaps new, but

nevertheless well worthy of attention, and experi-

ments ought

to be

made,

if possible, to ascertain

272
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May not the small lateral roots that
from the large ones, be those that supply the

*ne fact.
arise

fruit-buds

May

?

not also the large and luxu-

and convey a kind of sap of a
only fit for the production of wood?

riant roots extract

course quality,

As
to

cutting the roots of fruit-trees has a tendency

make them

fruitful, that

may

possibly proceed

from the quantity of small fibrous roots produced
by the operation. I acted on the principle of depriving the tree of the means of conveying such
a great quantity of sap, thereby preventing

it

from

growing so much to wood, and of course inclining
become more fruitful but I may possibly be
attributing the effect to a wrong cause, and it may
be from the great quantity of small fibres pro-

it to

;

duced, as before stated.

when young, have fewer

All trees in general,
fibrous roots than

when

old; pear-trees, in particular, are very destitute of

them, until they are transplanted from the nursery,

and even afterwards,

of age. Perhaps hence

till

of eight or ten years

arises their barrenness

till

are merely hints that have struck

me

near that time.

The above

since reading the Honourable Baron's conjecture,

which

I

think well worthy of being investigated,

if possible,

much

by those whose habits and science

better quality

Scone,
15th

March

1815.

}

them

for the task.

I

am, &c.
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XXIV.
On

Forcing- Houses y and on the practicability of

employing Radiant Heat.

By

Sir

G.

(Read

S.

Mackenzie,

12th

March

Bart.

1816.

I have already submitted to the Society the form
of a forcing house, which on

trial

me
which much

appeared to

to be well adapted to those cases in

expence could not conveniently be incurred, and

which seemed to offer to market gardeners the
means of increasing, in a given space, the quantity of surface on which plants might be trained.
Since doing so, I have re- perused the memoirs of
Mr Knight and Mr Wilkinson, in the first volume
of the Transactions of the London Horticultural
Society, on the best form for the glass roof, so as
to

admit the greatest possible quantity of the sun's

rays; and

I

sent a

memoir

to that Society,

the

object of which, was to point out a portion of a
sphere,

as

that form

which would receive the
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greatest quantity of light at every season of the

and

year,

at all hours

when

the sun shone

The

fourth part of a sphere, or a semi-dome, while

has a most elegant appearance,

is

in its construction for a forcing-house,
first it

may seem

By forming

it

also practicable

though at

to present insuperable difficulties.

the ribs of the dome, which are also

the astragals for receiving the glass, of cast iron;

and setting them
on

rollers;

in a frame, divided in the middle,

the whole

may be opened up

and the plants within exposed
tage of the sun and

ed advisable.

air,

when

This form

is

at once,

to the full

that

advan-

may be deemhowever, well

not,

adapted for training any other plants except vines;
but

it

admits those growing

in pots

;

nor does

it

allow conveniently of a greater extent than a radius of fifteen feet.

Thirty feet of back wall

however, as large perhaps, as

is,

is

necessary ror a

single house of a spherical form,

the surface for

much

training on being

greater than that of a

house of the same length, with sashes of the com-

mon

shape.

But

this

form

will be

attended with

considerable expence; and, therefore,
to call

I

proceed

the attention of the Society to some cir-

cumstances, which appear to
tance, in the construction

me

of some impor-

and management of or-

dinary hot- houses.

Mr

Knight, in his memoir on the

first

of these

subjects attaches great importance to the admis;
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sion of the sun's rays without the intervention of

when

the glass, at the period
ripen.

ral

about to

is

The experience of every person converteaches him, that the

sant with horticulture,

vour of

the fruit

growing

fruit

in the

open

fla-

gene-

air, is in

greatly superior to that ripened in a forcing-

But gardeners are not agreed

house.

cause of the inferiority of hot-house

as to the

In the

fruit.

memoir I have referred to, as having been sent to
the London Society, I ventured to assert, though
without having made any direct experiments, that
the superior flavour of fruit growing in the open
air,

was

to

not so

be ascribed,

much

to the in-

fluence of the direct rays of the sun, as to the

process of ripening being more tardy in the open
air

and on that account being more perfectly ac-

complished; while the rapidity with which
arrives at maturity in a forcing-house,
air

fruit

where the

does not circulate freely, causes an imperfect

But with-

completion of the process of ripening.
out stating any theory on the subject,

which

fer to a fact

is

I

may

experience, and which had not occurred to

communicated

the time

I

Society.

We

have

all

re-

embraced by every body's

my opinion

to

our

me

at

sister

observed, that though fruit

arrives to a greater size

on a wall,

its

flavour

is

not

nearly so fine as that of fruit which grows on
standards.

I

the Muirfowl

may
Egg

refer particularly to the case of

pear.

on a wall, the leaves and

Now,
fruit

it is

have

evident that
full

and

free
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exposure to the uninterrupted rays of the sun,
while in standards, this advantage

by no means
so great, on account of the shade occasioned by
the irregular growth of the branches and leaves.

But on a standard, the

fruit has

of a circulation of the

air.

is

every advantage

Hence

it

appears to

be reasonable to conclude that in a forcing-house,
a free and copious circulation of

air, is

an object

of greater importance than the admission of the
rays of the sun, without the intervention of the
glass.

I

may

here allude to a fact, which

often heard stated by persons
pine- apples in

who have

their native climate,

I

have
eaten

that those

own country under glsss, are greatly
and there can be little doubt of Mr

raised in our

preferable

;

Knight's observation being correct, that by judicious

other

management, we may

delicate fruit, in

raise

peaches and

a degree of perfection, sur-

passing that which they usually attain in theirnative countries*.

Whether

the direct rays of the sun, or a free

circulation of

•

The

air,

be of the greatest importance in

great importance of sun-shine, the effects of which

are so visibly impressed on fruits

summer

and

flowers,

whenever a

fine

takes place, renders our climate, which is blessed with

only a scanty proportion of it, a reasonable subject of lamentation to the gardener.

doubt, caused

The

inferiority of our climate

by want of sun-shine, owing

is,

without

to the frequent in-

tervention of clouds and mists, which, in the temperate regions,
so often characterise insular situations.
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the cultivation of fruit in forcing-houses, remains,

however, a

fair

theless, I feel

wrong

subject for experiment.

almost confident, that

Never-

am not far

I

in considering fresh air as of the first

portance.

I

do not mean

to assert, that

it

im-

would

be of no advantage that glass should transmit
every ray that strikes
circulation of

it;

the intervention of glass,

importance,

but that, with a proper

the loss of light occasioned

air,

is

by

not of that degree of

to render the exercise of ingenuity

necessary in contriving means of removing the
glass

without risk at pleasure

not to interfere

;

with the great saving of expence, both
struction of the sashes,

and

in the

con-

which

in breakage,

obtains by having the glass immoveable.
I agree

with

Mr Knight in

regard to the degree

of inclination which should be given to the lights;

but

I

am

doubtful

poses, arises

if

any disadvantage,

as

he sup-

from having a certain extent of up-

To have none, is certainly
saving of expence but when we consider, that

right glass in front.

a

;

small front sashes do not diminish the quantity of
light,

though they do not add much; that they

greatly facilitate ventilation; and that they give a
finished look to the exterior of the houses,

must

allow, that

mere economy

is

we

not a sufficient

reason for banishing front lights.
I
is

have already stated

that,

a portion of the sphere, the

in the form

which

whole interior may

be exposed by the removal of the frame in

a safe
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and simple manner

;

but in no other form can

complete exposure be given, without removing the
frame in a way which is exceedingly hazardous

As

and troublesome.
plane

is

the form of an inclined

the least expensive, and as

create as great a circulation of air as

it is

easy to

may

be re-

quired, to a house of the usual construction, 1

am

inclined to think, that most people will be dis-

posed to run the risk of losing a
their fruit, (a risk, in

my opinion,

in preference to incurring

much

flavour in

little

not very great),

original

expence

in constructing sashes with complicated

ments, and continual

loss,

move-

arising from the un-

avoidable breakage occasioned by moving, taking
off,

and replacing them.

I

remain, therefore,

of the opinion I formerly expressed, that the
inclined sashes

may

be fixed, and remain both

during summer and winter.
properly done, very

from

frost

little

If the glazing be

damage need be

cracking the glass. It

inequalities in the putty,

is

feared

probable that

by obstructing the equal

contraction and expansion of the glass, do the

The putty ought,

principal mischief.
to be carefully

mixed

up,

therefore,

and well wrought.

It

little additional expence in
might prevent damage from
Let each astragal consist of two

appears to me, that a

making

the astragals,

frost altogether.
pieces,

between which the glass

resting on a slip

lead paint, a similar
let

is

to be laid,

of flannel soaked with thin white
slip

being laid over

it;

and

the whole be made firm by screwing on the
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By

upper pieces of the astragals.

these means,

the glass would have more freedom in expanding

and contracting, than when made
This, however,

may

pears to be on the

The
to

by putty.

not be so practicable, as

first

ap-

it

occurrence of the idea.

which

inclination

fast

Mr Knight

be best suited to latitude 52°,

is

has found

34°.

Hence,

the elevation for every higher degree of latitude

may

be found by adding 39' for every degree

above 52 o

;

rejecting seconds, for latitude

thus,

53°, the inclination of the sashes should be 34* °
for 54°, 35°

18',

and

so on.

It will also

3y';

be ob-

served, that if the width of the house remain the

same, the height of the back wall will increase a
little as

we go

north.

With regard
alter

ing

my
it,

to ventilation, I

have no cause

to

opinion as to the best manner of effect-

which

I

consider to be by opening the

front sashes below, and corresponding apertures

above.
I

I believe,

however, that the method which

put in practice for opening the house above, by

having a short sloping

roof,

is

not so good as that

of sliding shutters placed in the back wall, to be
opened and shut by means of a counterpoise in the

manner of a common window.

may be

Sliding sashes

placed likewise in the ends of the house.

Supposing that the sliding front, and end sashes,
be two feet high, a house 40 feet long will admitof

50 square

feet

being open below, besides the doors.

The same extent

is

not necessarv above.
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Nothing seems

have been more attentively

to

considered without advancing

much

towards per-

method of heating forcing-houses.
In this department, there is still ample room for
improvement and much time may yet elapse befection, than the

;

fore

we

reach the ne plus ultra.

that in the

heat

is

common

wasted

It

obvious

much

in other words, that

;

is

methods, a vast quantity of

expended, which contributes but

little

fuel

is

of its heat

Wherever the furnace is
which pro-

to the proper object.

placed, the whole of the radiant heat

ceeds from
a vinery,

tum.

But

An

it is lost.

occurred to
I

me

open

fire-place within

long ago as a desidera-

could not think of any construction

which would not be accompanied with a want of
1 have recently, howcleanliness and neatness.
ever, seen a contrivance for a chamber fire-place,
which puts it, I think, in our power to have the
lire within a forcing-house for vines at least, and
to derive advantage from the whole radiant heat,
from the passage of heated

as well as that obtained
air

through the

From

flues.

a great saving of fuel

may

this it is plain, that

be made

probably appear, that the heat
pletely under

The

and

which

it

will

command.

nary grate, below which

coals,

;

be more com-

fire-place alluded to, consists of
is

The box and

able bottom.

are

may

a box, with a

a supply

is

move-

grate are filled with

are lighted at the top

consumed,

an ordi-

;

and

as they

brought from below, by

281
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turning a winch, which raises the bottom of the

In this way, the

box.

box

fuel in the

If

face.

ed by a

be lowered. This kind of grate, invent-

London

patent, by
in

continue while the

present a uniform red sur-

be desired to diminish the heat, the

it

may

fuel

fire will

lasts, to

manufactured under

artist, is

Mr Robertson, High Street,

whose shop

may

it

of the chimney

is

ing from side to

be seen in use.

his

Edinburgh,

The

orifice

about three inches wide, exten^

side, close to

the top of the grate

by which means the draft of

air acts

;

powerfully

on the surface of the fuel, and causes the smoke
to be consumed an advantage of great value in a
;

hot-house, where so

much

trouble

is

usually occa-

sioned by the necessity of frequently cleaning the

The consumption of

chimneys.

keeping the inside of the
able

more heat

to pass

that

will, I

am

whoever

to

first

fully persuaded,

on horticulture.

It

by

flues clear, will also en-

through them

many advantages seem
grate,

the smoke,

;

and thus so

be combined in
tries

it

this

in a vinery,

bestow a lasting benefit

need scarcely be mentioned,

that this grate appears also well suited for flued
walls,

from

and that

its

it is

whether the

property of consuming the smoke;

preferable for hot-houses in general,
fire

be on the outside, as must be the

case in peach-houses, or within, as in the case of

a vinery.

VOL.

II.
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Doubts have been expressed whether the
rect application of radiant heat to plants,

To

not be likely to be injurious.

di-

may

these doubts,

have to answer, that all heat which comes
from the sun is radiant heat.
That the rays

I

of the sun, whether that portion of them which
is

luminous, or that which

calorific,

is

are es-

and existence of vegetables.
Those plants which are natives of warmer climates
than our own, are exposed to more sunshine, both
in regard to its duration and its intensity, than
sential to the health

they can possibly be
mate.

In

warm

when

climates,

transferred to our

medium

diant heat of the sun directly, and the
in

which they grow

is

raised

in

by radiant heat from the

ture

Now,

in

our

cli-

plants receive the ra-

tempera-

its

same

ordinary hot-houses,

source.

we have

more southern
by
heating the
climate, only in one respect
air; and the plants have no more sunshine than
Therefore, it
what our climate can afford.
been

accustomed

imitate a

to

;

has

appeared

to

me

reasonable

to

suppose,

that there can be no disadvantage in attempting
still

further to imitate a

warmer

plying radiant heat, and using
a hot-house, as

it

it

climate,

by sup-

warm the air in
a warm climate.

to

does the air in

If plants be exposed to the direct influence of radiant heat in a

not see howit is

warm

climate, as

to injure

them

is

the fact, I can-

in a hot-house, pro-
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vided

The more

be judiciously applied.

it

I

con-

more sanguine do my expecwhich are likely to

sider this subject, the

tations become, of the benefits
arise

from the use of the patent grate alluded

a sketch, the

from

to.

conclude by describing, with the help of

I shall

method of applying the radiant heat
which is likely to be the best. I

this grate,

propose to place the grate A, in the middle of the
house, the distance from the back wall being one-

The

third of the breadth.

the opening behind itB,

is

grate

is

to be entire,

but

tobe divided, sothatone-

half of the current of heated air shall proceed to the
right and the other to the

The

left.

flues are to

be conducted diagonally towards the outer corners
of the house, in the direction

CD

and EF, and

then to be carried to the back wall, tothechimneys,
at

G

this direction for the

and the radiant heat proceeding from the

flues,

open

By means of

and H.
fire at

A,

I

am

of opinion that the house

will be heated

more equally and

any other

it is

flues is

and

;

common

and that

easily than

in the

less fuel,

common method

than

is

of

necessary for

furnaces, will be used.
I

by

evident, that a less extent of

employed, than

heating
.&

;

a_
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Since the above description of the patent grate

was

I have seen an invention of Messrs
Dickson
of Edinburgh, by which the
and
Begbie

printed,

regulation of the heat

rendered equally,

is

if

not

and every other advantage acquired
more
by the patent grate, gained in a more simple and
certain,

perhaps superior manner.

Instead of a moveable

box below, the grate has a close bottom, and the
opening of the chimney is made to move up and
consumed, the opendown, till a draft of the power
obtained and when the current of air

down. Thus,
ing

may be

wanted
is

is

;

too strong,

which

is

a

as the coals are

let

checked by raising the opening

it is

much more

simple operation, than mov-

ing the whole body of

One

fuel.

quarter of a

hundred weight of English coal, value 3d., made
a powerful fire, and was not completely consumed

The smoke

in sixteen hours.

entirely

is

consum-

ed; and the quantity of ashes surprisingly small.

The
its

great superiority of this invention, consists in
capability

of being applied

to

any grate

whereas the patent apparatus cannot be affixed to

an old grate

—

.It is

very simple form

obvious, that for a hot house, a

may be given

to the fire-place,

so as to obviate the expence of the front usually

put upon a chamber grate.
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XXV.
On

the Increase

and Application of Manure.

By Mr Archibald Gorrie,

In a Letter to

Mr

Gardener at Rait,

Neill, Secretary.

(Read \Uh December 181 4

SrR,

1 he importance of dung

as a restorative for de-

cayed land, and for promoting vegetation,

The high

nerally allowed.
at great towns,

ten

and the distance

which
to

driven by farmers, are proofs

scarcity

and

A

utility.

farmer

part with any straw which
his farm, as he considers

rom

price

his

stock of

dunghil

;

and

dung over

its

for

is

which

is

ge-

brings

it

it is

both of

ofits

unwilling to

may have grown on
loss as so much taken

what he can add

to his

the produce of his farm, he

anticipates a return from his future crops.
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The gardener works a deeper soil than that
wrought by the farmer, and consequently requires
a greater quantity of dung to the same extent

Many

of surface.

likewise require a

of the crops which he

much

richer soil than

is

raises,

neces-

sary for the production of farm crops.

Every method which ingenuity could

devise,

has been resorted to for augmenting the stock of

manure, and

many

useful directions

have been

written on the subject, particularly in agricultural
publications.

But

as

the

means

to

which the

farmer and the gardener can have recourse for increasing manure are often different, and the crops

which they

raise require different

methods of ap-

I

take the liberty of offering

a few remarks on the

means which almost every
less, in his power for

plying that manure,

gardener

may

have, more or

increasing an article, without which, very limited
success would often attend his labours.
It

seems to be an invariable law in nature, that

decayed vegetables restored

to the soil in

some

shape or other, (according to the process of decay,) those nutritive qualities so essential to the

growth of other vegetables: by the process of
fermentation and decomposition, they are ultimately resolved into a black earth-like substance,
which is generally termed Vegetable Mould and
;

blackish colour,

the soil is more or less of
.according to the quantity of this mould which
this

contains.

it
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soluble matter,

which constitutes the food of plants, and which is
This mould, so
readily absorbed by their roots.
much esteemed by the florist, will not of itself

The

form a manure.

vegetables, while in a state

many

of fermentation, had lost
qualities,

solution.

of their enriching

which escaped either by evaporation or
It will, however, form an excellent in-

gredient in a compost, where an increase of
is

dung

wanted but before I attempt to describe how
mould of decayed vegetables maybe converted
;

the

into manure,

much

it

may

be proper to

state,

that a

dung may be obtained

larger quantity of

from those weeds and vegetables which are the
refuse of the garden, by digging them into the

ground when
getables

soon as the heap of ve-

fresh, or as

may have undergone

a very slight fer-

mentation.
It

may

not indeed be at

all

the gardener to dig ground

times convenient for

when he may happen

to have vegetables in that state:

cumulation of dung

is

wanted,

And where
it

an ac-

will be advis-

able to have a pit sunk in the compost yard, about

four feet deep, and of proper dimensions, to contain the refuse

vegetables that

the garden at one time.

may be found

About

six

in

inches of

vegetable mould, or the earth that has been formerly used for raising melons or cucumbers, or a

mixture of

all

bottom of the

these,
pit.

should be laid

The

all

over the

refuse vegetables, weeds,

'
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should then be laid on with a prong in the

same manner

as a hot-bed

ing the vegetables,

made

is

and mixing

up,

by shak-

the

different

sorts loosely, so as all the parts of the bed

ferment or heat at one time.
should be laid from three to

may

These vegetables
four feet deep, and

covered over with another six inches of the same

mould

was

Then allow
the mass to ferment until it falls down to within
eighteen inches of the bottom of the pit, when it

may

as

laid in

the bottom.

be taken out and used, or another fresh

layer of weeds

may belaid

over

it,

and covered

as

above.

The gaseous matter which

escapes during the

fermentation of dung, or vegetables,

is

conducive to the growth of plants, as

may

appear from the rank verdure near the

highly
easily

site

of

dunghils, though entirely without the reach of

receiving any nourishment from the juices of the

dung. During the fermentation and putrefaction
of vegetables, a stronger fetid gas escapes, than

from farm-yard dung; and from the abundance
of sap in the vessels of green plants, a great proportion of rich juice escapes by solution.

This

fall down and be absorbed by the mould
bottom of the pit, which mould should be

juice will
in the

laid in as

dry as possible.

The gaseous matter

which would otherwise escape in vapour, will be
imbibedby theincumbentstratum of mould, which
ought to be clapped smooth with the back of a
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This forms an excellent dung for apricot,

spade.

raspberry, currant, and gooseberry borders.

Water is the only vehicle whereby nourishment is conveyed to the roots of plants and the
containing most animal or vegetable matter,

soils

soluble in water, are always the

most

fertile.

The sediment deposited by water in ponds,
dams, &c,
tentive.

The

alluvial soils

luxuriant crops which

lities.

grow on the
rivers,

and

its fertile

qua-

by the banks of winding

on carse lands

less

mill-

generally highly absorbent and re-

is

in general, point

out

This sediment, however, will be more or

retentive or fertile, according to the sandy

nature of the richness of the

soil

through which

the stream passes that supplies the pond with
water.

Should the sediment consist of two- thirds of
its

volume of

fine

earthy master, and one third of

would render the mass

siliceous sand, as this sand
less

retentive,

ferior

may

and

as it

contains but a very in-

proportion of vegetative nourishment,

be necessary to

the sediment which

divide
is

to be

it

it

from that part of

converted into ma-

nure.

Supposing the sediment

to

and containing one-third of

be about a foot deep,
its

volume of sand,

mixed with the finer parts in different strata,
by the water occasioned by rains
and successive overflowings of the stream this

as deposited

;

sand

may be

divided from the finer parts of the
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by

pond about three feet
above the sediment, with water, and then agitating
the whole, either by riding some horses abreast
through the pond, or passing a harrow through
the sediment, until the whole is fairly afloat. The

sediment,

filling

sand will soon sink
earth will

the

to the

bottom, and the finer

gradually over

fall

It will

it.

be ne-

cessary to allow the whole to subside entirely before

running

off the water,

when

it

will

be more

and will be found about eight inches deep

firm,

over four inches of siliceous sand.

The

earthy matter should be carefully taken
laid

up

The

sand,

in

fine

and

off,

heaps by the side of the pond to dry.

which probably may contain some

careous matter,

may be

spread on a

cal-

and

stiff soil,

the pond cleared out for the reception of more

sediment.
Catties urine, and the water

dunghils, holds

much

which exudes from

vegetable nutriment in a

state of solution; but, is too strong to be applied

singly to the roots of plants, if

we except some

sorts of fruit-trees, gooseberries and currants, but

even to these, it should be applied in winter only;
if used in summer, in a liquid state, it should be
diluted with twice
this

is

nerally imagined,

have the
and

its

site

a drain

it

As

quantity of soft water.

an article of more importance than

would be

is

ge-

economical

to

of the dunghil hollow in the middle,

running from the lowest part of

it

to
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a pond, the surface of which, should be no higher

than the mouth of the drain.

The sediment found
divested of
dried,

in the

bottom of ponds,

siliceous parts,

its

and thoroughly

and mixed with any proportion of vegetable

mould, by being immersed

and allowed

in the dunghil- pond,

to continue there for a

month

or six

weeks, during which time, the compost will absorb the rich juices of the dunghil- water

;

will,

upon being taken out of the pond, and dried
be found to have increased both in

in the sun,

plied with safety

and

crop,

may

be ap-

sort of

garden

This manure

volume and weight.

to almost

any

any period of the season.

at

I

have found

a compost of this sort, saturated with the water
which came from a dunghil, which was composed
of cattle and sheep dung, form an excellent

dressing for a vine border.

animal dungs,

All

simples,

them

to

be avoided

any

;

nor do

sort should

for increasing

peat

*,

I

would prefer using

which

is

I

think that animal

dung of

enter into a compost with earth

manure, excepting with moss or
chiefly

composed of decayed vege-

tables in a state of partial decomposition,

taining in a latent state,
stances

*

as

and for the most part without allowing
undergo any fermentation, where it can

which

are to be

con-

those fertilizing sub-

found in dung, and

As recommended by Lord Meadowbank,

re-
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dung and lime
promote a certain degree of fermentation to

quiring only a small proportion of
to

bring those substances into action.

found an excellent manure

This will be

for strong soils,

and

well adapted to raise crops of celery, carrots, tur-

and many other kitchen crops
and potatoes, it will be best

nips, potatoes,

for turnips,

to lay

celery,

in the drills, but if used for cauliflowers,

it

&c,

carrots,

it

may

be as well to work

it

into

the ground the preceding autumn or winter.

I shall

here take the liberty of mentioning a

method of applying dung to onion ground, where
the soil was a light sandy loam, and where the
maggot usually destroyed the best half of the
crop.
In the end of October, I dug over the
ground, leaving as
sible,

by what

is

much

surface exposed as pos-

called winter digging.

It lay in

that state until the end of December, by which

time

it

generally happened to be exposed to a

storm of

frost.

On

a frosty day about the be-

ginning of January, I wheeled on a top-dressing
of cow-dung, and spread

it

all

over the surface.

washed into the
at which time, I
raked off all the dung that would come with the
rake, which operation smoothed the surface of
the ground. Then, without digging, I lined off
the alleys, sowed the seed, trode them in, covered
with earth from the alleys, and raked the beds.
I let this lie to

soil

have

its

juices

before the time of sowing

;

INCREASE AND APPLICATION OF MANURE.

From

crops

cellent

ed

it

mode of

this

treatment,

of onions.

I

many who work

to

have found

it

I

always had ex-

have

recommendand they
This method

similar soils,

attended with success.

gives a sort of consistence to old soft
as are often to be

met with

gravelly or sandy bottoms
rally
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;

in

soils,

such

old gardens

on

and the onions gene-

form their bulbs above the surface, which I

take to be their natural position, and where they
are less liable to the attacks of the maggot, than

when

they form their bulbs under the surface,

which

is

principally occasioned by

digging light

soils for

dunging and

onions in the spring.

As I am doubtful that the length of this paper
much exceeds its merit, I shall only add, that, in
the application of manures, the nature of the

manure, and the

soil to

which

should be well attended
If the

soil

it

is

to

be applied,

to.

be porous and not retentive, this

should be counteracted as

much as

possible by the

application of the most tenacious and retentive
sorts of

manures, such as the sediment of ponds,

treated as above

recommended, marl where

it

can be had, cow-dung, &c.
Where the soil is of an opposite nature, and
retains moisture to excess, such

to

open and pulverise

it

manures

as tend

should be applied; such

as lime, horse-dung, (but

dung and lime should

never enter into a compost, unless for the purpose
of fermenting a mass,) scourings of roads, fer-
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merited moss, powdered bones, &c., and above
the

soil

that,

should be well exposed to the winter

when

the water contained in the soil

is

all,

frost,

con-

gealed, by occupying a larger space than before,
it

may

break asunder the

soil,

and make

it

in-

corporate more fully with the manure.

Your laying
Sir,

this before the Society, will oblige,

yours, &c.

Rait Garden,
81^ August 1814.

)

J
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XXVI.
An

account of a method of growing Celery, prac-

tised by

John JValker, Gardener

ker, Esq.

to

Thomas Wal-

Langford.

In a Letter to

Mr

Neill, Secretary,

From George Henry Walker,
(Read

Esq.

March 1816.J

12th

Sir,

According

to promise,

I

now

send you a short

account of the method of growing celery, pracManchester.

tised at Langford, near

The

seed employed,

which the

sort raised

Manchester,

is

is

that of the red celery, of

in the

neighbourhood of

excellent.

The seed bed is formed of fresh dark loamy soil,
mixed with old hot-bed dung, half and half. A
quantity of fresh soil is generally placed in a box
in a hot-bed. The seed is sown for the early crop
about the 1st of March, and for the late crop,
about the 1st of April
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The transplanting bed is formed with old hot-*
bed dung, very well broken, laid six or seven
inches thick, on a piece of ground which has lain
some time undisturbed, or has been made hard by
compression. The situation should be sunny. The
plants are set six inches apart in the dung, with-

out

and covered with hand

soil,

when

are watered

well

afterwards.

By hardening the

in

which the plants

to a brush of fibres

They

glasses.

planted, and frequently
soil

under the dung

is formed inand by thus preventing the

are set, the root
;

pushing of a tap-root, the plant never runs to
seed before the following spring.

The

trenches are

made

at four feet distance,

eighteen inches wide, twelve deep, and

filled

nine

inches with a compost of fresh strong

soil,

and

dung three-fourths dung, and oneOld hot-bed dung is the best. The
should be taken up with as much dung as

well rotted
fourth
plants
will

;

soil.

conveniently adhere to the roots and the

side shoots are

removed from the stems

are then set with the

hand

apart in the centre of each trench
to water

well until

;

they

at nine or ten inches
;

it is

necessary

they are ready to be earthed

up, but not afterwards.

The

earthing up

is

thus performed.

Having

again removed the lateral shoots, the leaves of

each plant being held together with one hand,—
the soil, well pulverized, is drawn round with the
other, taking care not. to earth

up too high

at once,

METHOD OF GROWING CELERY.
nor too close.

The

This

quite free.
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heart should always be left

may

be repeated about once a

fortnight, until the plants are ready for use.

In preparing plants for seed,

it is

to be observed,

that the best are the most solid, of the reddest co-

and the smallest

lour,

size.

When

taken out of

the transplanting bed, the lateral shoots being re-

moved, they should be
tion,

where the seed

By

this

set in a dry

warm

situa-

will ripen well.

method, celery may be grown

to

10

lb.

lb. each.
A head of
was dug up last year on the 4th of October,
Longford, which weighed 9 lb., when washed,

weight, and averaging 6
celery
at

with the roots and leaves

measured 4

still

fectly solid, crisp

and

firm,

it, and
was per-

attached to

feet 6 inches in height.

It

and remarkably well

flavoured.

If you will

communicate

this to the

Caledonian

Horticultural Society, should you consider

serving enough,

it

Edinburgh,
\5th February \^Q.

VOL.

II.

will oblige, Sir, &c.

)

J

U

it

de-
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On forming Hot-Beds
thrown

with the Refuse Matter

off in dressing Flax.

By Mr Peter Barnet, Gardener

In a Letter to

(Read

Mr

12th

at Kennet.

Neill, Secretary.

March 1816

Sir,

The

heat produced during the process of the fer-

mentation of vegetables, or vegetable matter, has
hitherto been the chief means employed for raising

a bottom heatrequisite to

and early cucumbers,

grow pine-apples, melons,

in this climate.

If vegetables be fermented in a green state, the
is violent and transient; but the
and dry the texture of the substances
submitted to that process, the less violent and
Hence,
longer continued is the heat produced.

heat produced

more

firm
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oak-bark, after the tanning principle has been ex-

and dried leaves of

tracted,

trees,

have been found

the most proper articles for pine-stoves and melon-

where linings could not be applied.
Horse-dung and litter, are for the most part
employed in forming hot-beds for melons and

pits,

cucumbers. The dung

is

seldom obtained without

a grudge from the overseer of the farm,

dung could be

lieves that his

laid out

who beto much

better account on his fallow or potato-ground.

The

gardener, too, although he says

scious of the loss

which the dung

little, is

con-

by eva-

sustains,

poration and solution, during the protracted fer-

mentation which must be necessarily kept up by
linings to ensure a crop of melons.

As, therefore,
that

dung

is

it

be allowed on

will

price, in

commodity

too valuable a

wasted, and as tanners bark

consequence of

its

all

hands,
to

be

now much risen in
being in many places
is

applied in compost for the increase of manure, if

an

article,

less,

will

which has hitherto been reckoned use-

may be employed

successfully in forcing,

be a matter of some importance, at

those whose local situation

may

it

least to

enable them to

avail themselves of its use.

The
rolling

article I allude

shows,

to,

which escapes when the
scutching.

is

provincially called

and consists of the pith of
flax

This substance,

maintain a regular heat for

U£

I

is

rolled,

flax,

before

have found, will

many months

succes-

•
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sively,

with

little

or no trouble.

self in this particular,

I

satisfied

my-

by frequent inspection, at

a neighbouring lint-mill, of heaps of rolling shows,

which had been
left

remaining

During that

carelessly
in

thrown together, and

one place for fourteen months.

time, the heat

would have

raised

Fahrenheit's thermometer to 64° near the bottom.

Potatoes were growing on the top early in the
spring without earth; but the miller lost his crop

by attempting to heap the shows round the stems
in the manner of earthing up: this raised so violent a heat, as to destroy his crop in a night's

time.

I

have given the shows a

The fermentation commenced
ly,

trial

under

glass.

almost immediate-

and a regular heat was maintained

for a long

time: and from the length of time which
shows have been observed by
fermentation,

before

posed, I think I

may

me

they were

lint-

in a state of

totally

safely conclude,

decom-

that their

heating effect will be more lasting than that of

most other substances, which have hitherto been
applied to purposes of forcing.
the shows,

I

when decomposed by

have been found

to prove excellent

LOGIEALMOND,

\Uh November

|
1815. }

may

add, that

fermentation^

manure.
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XXVIII.
Of the

Scale on Fruit-Trees.

By Mr Thomas Thomson,

In a Letter to

Mr

at

Smyllum Park.

Dickson, Secretary.

(Read 11th June 8116.J
Sir,

After

the

many

excellent communications

to

the Caledonian Horticultural Society, on the na-

and method of destroying insects, that infest
fruit-trees, it may appear presumptuous in me to
say any think further on the subject.
But not
having seen any one that takes notice of a scale,
ture

that

is

very baneful to fruit-trees,

I

trust

that

the few following observations will not be thought
altogether

unworthy of your

notice.

302
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In order to prevent doubt as to the nature of
this scale, I

send you two specimens taken from

the apple and apricot, which are marked accord-

in

My attention has been principally directed

ly.

to the scale

upon the

But

apricot.

nion, that the insects

much

different kinds of fruit-trees, are

although they often

am

I

of opi-

that are produced on the

differ

in colour.

the same,
I

am

in-

is more owing
which they partake, than from any

clined to think that their colour
to the food of

specific difference in the animal.

The

first

month of August.

in the

drop from a
a

appearance of the

little

wax

scale,

generally

It appears like a small

candle, being quite

transparent.

is

It does

smooth and

not assume the in-

dented appearance, as in the specimens, for some

seems to cover and protect the
It
eggs of an insect during the winter months.

little

time.

It

gradually increases in

size, till

within a few weeks

and from its
animated,
become
the eggs
(which is generally two or three weeks before
the tree comes into flower), it is full of a greenish matter.
No sooner are the eggs come to life,
of the tree coming into blossom
first

appearance,

;

till

begins to have a dry appearance, and is
easily separated from the bark.
By now ex-

than

it

amining the inside of the drop,

it

appears full of

small white specks like grains of meal, in motion
these in a few days assume the natural form of
caterpillars,

being so far matured, as to be able to

OF THE SCALE ON FRUIT-TREES.
raise the scale

from the bark

;
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in a fine day, these

By

can be seen looking out

all

the time that the tree

in full blossom, they are

is

around the

capable of leaving the scale

;

this

scale.

they do gene-

a fine mild day, and they immediately

rally in

take posession of the flowers, preying upon the

stamina and

stile

them

bers of

numBy the

of the flowers, and causing

to fall oif

without setting.

time the flowers naturally decay, they are so far
strengthened, as to live upon coarser food; for they

then attack the leaves, and often the points of the

young

This checks the elongation of the

shoots.

shoots, causing

of
ly,

throw out a great number

greatly against

is

wood

for the

ted so

much injury,

in leaves,

to

and not only renders the

laterals,

but

them

next season.

its

tree unsight-

making

bearing-

After having commit-

they at last involve themselves

where they soon become chrysalids.
in that state for a short time, and

They remain

are then transformed into butterflies or moths.

That the

produced by moths, I have
not the smallest doubt; but in what manner, and
at

what

scale

period, I

is

am

sorry to say that I have not

When

been able to discover.

them

I

was inclined

incisions in the bark

eggs in these

from the

;

tree,

I first

observed

to think, that the flies
;

made

that they deposited their

and that a

gummy

matter exuded

which formed the

scale.

But

I

found, by carefully removing the scale, that there

was not the smallest puncture

to be seen in the
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bark,

lam strongly impressed

when

the

eggs,

fly lays its

with an opinion, that

it

emits a viscid sub-

which protects, and becomes the means of
maturing them for, as I have already observed,
stance,

;

a desiccation takes place in the scale, as soon as
the eggs

come

into

life.

Those that have

would advise

their apricot-trees, I

carefully

trees

;

doubt that they

by

suffered

for

on

caterpillars

to

examine the

have not the smallest

I

will find a

number of the

scales

both on the bark, and likewise on the walls, (for
I have found

many

stone walls)

and by destroying the

;

the

scales,

be greatly improved in a short time,

will

trees

of them on both brick and

both in regard to foliage and bearing wood
that they will be better prepared

to

so

;

produce

a good crop of fruit the following season, and the
fruit will

It

be

may

much

fairer.

be expected that I should say some-

thing on the method of destroying the
destroy them upon the apricot-tree,

I

scale.

To

have always

found the month of February the best time, and
especially

wet;

bark at that time appears darker than

and the

usual,

more

the bark remained

after rain, while

as the

scale being of a pale colour,

easily discernible.

employed to

nail the

If the person that
to

trees

is
is

the wall in the

spring be careful to examine them as he goes
along,

he

them

and nothing more

;

will

be

able

to
is

discover most

of

required, than to re-
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move

the scale from the spot where

with the point of his
If

what

I

have
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it

is

fixed

nail.

said above, should be the

means

of inducing others to investigate the subject, so as

throw more light on

to

py
1

in being of

it,

I shall

some small

think ir^self hap-

benefit to the Society.

am, &c.

Smyllum Park,

)

April 20. 1816.

j

P.

S.

I find,

—In looking over my notes on gardening,
that as early as the year 1788, I scraped

off the old bark of apple-trees

in the

garden at

Tynningham, belonging to the Earl of Haddington, and that I had the first hint from a gentleman, who informed me, that scraping off the bark
was a practice in America, in order completely to
rid the trees of moss and other parasitical plants
that annoyed them.
If you think a few remarks
upon the subject will be acceptable to the Society,
I shall

send them.
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XXIX,
Account of the Eve Apple, a variety much

cultivat-

ed in Clydesdale.

By Mr Adam Smith

In a Letter to

Mr

at Paisley.

Neill, Secretary.

(Read Uth December

1813.)

Sir,

I send you a drawing of the Eve Apple, with the
The Eve Apple is a native of
leaf and blossom.
The tree was first introduced into this
Ireland.
country about twenty- two years ago, by one John
Sinclair, who went to Ireland from this place, and
sent a young tree to his old employer Mr Wilson,
which stands in full health and beauty to this day.
The drawing was taken from an apple taken from
one of Mr Love's trees, which are principally grafts

ACCOUNT OF THE EVE APPLE.

Mr

from

Wilson's,

twenty years, are

and,

all in

after
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standing

about

perfect health.

The late Provost Ballantine in Ayr, received two
of the Eve Apple, the same season, from a
gentleman in Ireland. From these two sources,
have sprung the great influx of the Eve Apple in
trees

Almost no other apple

the west of Scotland.

sought for from the nurseries here.

is

I believe the

except by
more esteemed than the
Codling; it is of a better colour, and more agreeand the Eve Apple will keep
able to the taste
four months if properly stored after it is pulled,
whereas the Codling keeps only two months.
The Eve Apple is ripe in the middle of Septree

is

not equalled for a

the Keswick Codling;

prolific bearer,

it is

;

bears the second

year

tember;

it

grafted,

and there are instances of

even the

first

The

tree

is

after
its

being

bearing

year.

acknowledged by connoisseurs

of a very beautiful growth

;

it is

close

to be

and com-

pact, the spurs are all regularly distributed along

the branches, from the stock to the extremities

;

it

bears from the heart nearly to the top, and forms

sometimes buds upon the young shoots.
very erect,

head

;

the

young shoots

are of a darkish colour,

but the old wood approaches near
lour;

the bark

appears

slightly

flowers rather later than the

flower

is

It stands

and forms a very handsome round

of a pink colour,

to the ash co-

shivered.

It

Hawthorndean the
and when it is half
;
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open,

it is

dark as ruby.

as

I

have not seen

in

when

in

this country a tree so rich and beautiful

blossom

;

indeed, the flowers are so regular along

the branches, that the tree has

all

the appearance

of a garland.

The
weight,

The

sometimes attains seven ounces

fruit

when

in

in perfection.

quality of this apple

is

very good

:

it

may

either be used at table for eating, or in the kitchen
for baking.

The

tree

may be very

ed either by cuttings or

easily propagat-

layers, as well as

by graft-

ing.

For

this short

communication,

debted to Archibald Duncan,
at Paisley.

I

am, &c.

Paisley,

)

10th December 1813.

f

Mr

I

am

chiefly in-

Love's gardener
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XXX.
Communication
the

to

Dr

Duncan

respecting

senior,

Brown Apple of Burntisland.

Dated Oc-

tober 6. 1815.

(Read 28th December 1815.)

Dr

Duncan

of the

is

requested to accept of a sample

Brown Apple of

selected, not

in general, they

have

little to

boast

the different appearances of the

sometimes

They

Burntisland.

are

on account of their beauty, of which,

very various.

Mr

;

but to shew

fruit,

which are

Porterfield,

gardener

at St Bernard's, in his account of this apple sent
last

year to the Society, was in a mistake, in say-

was originally brought into this country from the south of France, by the late Sir William George Fairfax for, it is certain, that it was
ing, that

it

;

a favourite apple with Sir William's father-in-law,

the late
Sir

Mr

Charters at Burntisland, long before

William was acquainted with that place, or

with the family of

Mr

Charters.

It.

is

very uncer-
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whence

was brought originally, but probably the first place where it was cultivated in
this country, was in the garden at Newbigging,
tain

it

near Burntisland, or in the garden at Burntisland

which belonged

to the late

Mr Charters, afterwards

to his son-in-law Sir William

which now belongs

Mr

George

Leven.

Fairfax,

At

and

least, it is

that the fruit has been cultivated there

certain,

for

to

upwards of

fifty years,

and probably much

longer.

This

does not come to perfection, unless

fruit

the tree be trained to a wall, and then

bears

it

good crops. As to flavour, it is thought superior
to any other Scotch apple, and may therefore deIt does
serve to be more generally cultivated.
not, however,

answer to be long kept, and

ripe, is in greatest perfection

few days

or only a

after

if quite

when newly plucked,

being taken from the

tree.

The

apple

and has

is

in

general of a brownish colour,

varying in length, but ge-

a small stalk,

On

young tree this season, in
Mr Leven's garden, some of the fruit was as fair
as the White Codling, and, though smaller, not

nerally long.

unlike

it

a

in shape or

outward appearance, except-

ing about the stalk.

In Burntisland and
the apple

is

well

Brown

Apple.''

traced

to

its

known,
For

its

neighbourhood, where
it is

called merely " the

origin, this apple

can be

Burntisland or Newbigging, and no

BROWN APPLE OF BURNTISLAND.
that part

farther

;

claims

it

as its

right to give

it

of
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the country, therefore,

own, and seems to have the best
In short, Pomona seems
a name.

to have dropt this apple at Burntisland

and

;

as

it

has been so long kindly fostered in that neigh-

bourhood, there seems no necessity for giving

name

from the south side of the Forth.

it

a

May

she expect some assistance and protection in this
case from zealous Horticulturists, anxious for en-

creasing the varieties of our most useful fruits

?

Dr Duncan's Answer.
Edinburgh, 7 th October 1815.

Dr Duncan

senior

acknowledges

having

his

re-

ceived an anonymous paper dated the 6th instant,
accompanied with a sample of apples from Burntisland,

and takes

this

method of returning thanks
him by name.

to the donor, as he cannot address

He

agrees perfectly with the writer of the paper,

that the appellation of the
island, is

Brown Apple of Burnt-

the most appropriate.

He

shall trans-

mit the communication to the Secretary of the
Caledonian Horticultural Society
sent,

he

;

and

shall only farther observe, that

in opinion

at pre-

he agrees

with some other gentlemen, that the

Brown Apple

has been originally produced from

the seed at Burntisland.
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Further Communications respecting Lactucarium.

By Dr Duncan

senior.

{Read 3d December 1816.)

To the Secretary of the Caledonian Horticultural
Society.

Sir,

I have already published

in

the

Memoirs of our

Society, several short notices respecting the

of preparing from
substance

I

and which

common Garden

mode

Lettuce r a

consider as a very valuable medicine,
I

have

denominated

Lactucarium

As the preparation of this
article, may, in my opinion, become a profitable
pursuit for some attentive and intelligent proor Lettuce Opium.

fessional

gardeners,

permit

me

the following letters respecting
tain

am,

it,

may

that

also ob-

Memoirs of our Society. I
(Signed)
And. Duncan sen.

a place in the
ike.

to request

ON LACTUCARIUM.
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senior.

Edinburgh, 5th October 1816.

Dear

Sir,

Your zeal in promoting the interests of science,
and of that branch of knowledge, in particular,
which belongs

to our profession, induces

me

to lay

before you the annexed observations, on a

new

method of collecting the milky juice of the Lactuca sativa, and also of the Papaver somniferum,

both in Britain and other countries.

I

am

induced

know, that if you think
method of collection of any use, it cannot be
recommended to the public through a better
channel than you ; and because I know that you
have, for some time past, been engaged in a series
of trials, for ascertaining more fully the medicinal

to take this step, because I

my

effects

of Lactucarium.

In the

mean

time, I shall

be glad to know your opinion with regard
servations I

now

send you

honour of communicating

:

may

occur to

me on

And

I shall

to you,

this subject.

to the ob-

have the

whatever
I

else

am, &.c

John Young.
vol. n.

X
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Observations on the method of obtaining Lactu*

from the Lactuca
of Linnceus, the common Garden LetBy Mr John Young, Surgeon in Edinor Lettuce-Opium,

carium,
sativa
tuce.

burgh.

October 1816.

In collecting Lactucarium

last year,

according

recommended by Dr Duncan
the Memoirs of the Caledonian Hor-

the method

to

senior in

ticultural Society, I found, that

it

not only occu-

much time, but that I was often disappointed of the substance which I expected to obtain,

pied

from

It occurred to
its being washed off by rain.
me, that the milky juice of the lettuce might be
immediately collected from the plant in great

abundance, by absorbing

it

on cotton soon

exudes from the plant, and while
in a liquid state

by moderate

it

;

it

after it

yet continues

and by afterwards inspissating

heat,

communicated from a water

or vapour bath.
I accordingly
I

had the

adopted that method this year.

ice-lettuce planted in rows

;

and when

the top of the stem was about a foot above the

then cut off about an inch from the
top of each plant. The milky juice immediateground,

I

ly began to rise above the

cut off the tops of
to

collect.

But

all

after

wounded

surface.

I

the plants before I began

the portion which had
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exuded was removed by the cotton, I found that
the milky juice ceased to exude, until I had made
another wound. I began to collect at the end of
the border, where I

made

then cut off a thin cross

the

slice

first incision, and
from the stem of

each plant, leaving fresh wounds
I

when

I returned to

where

way mentioned, they

more milky
cess

went along.

I set out.

going round the plants about
the

as I

found covered with milky juice each time

These

may

after

five or six times, in

ceased to give out any

But

at that time.

juice,

But

this pro-

be repeated two or three times in a

day.

In the manner above described,
lected

more of the milky

I

have col-

juice in one day, than

when it was not rehad acquired a dry state and black
Having mentioned to a friend my mode

I did last year in five days,

moved

till

colour.

it

of collecting the milky juice in

its

recent state,

by means of cotton, he suggested the use of a
wet sponge for that purpose. This, I find, answers better than the cotton

;

the juice being

both more completely removed from the plant,
and more easily expressed than from the cotton.

The milky juice

collected in this way, into a tea-

cup, or any similar vessel, soon acquires a dark-

brown

colour, like

Opium

obtained from the Pa-

paver somniferum, and has
qualities.

Hence

it

may

X2

all

its

other sensible

justly be distinguished
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by the

of Lettuce -Opium, although, perhaps,

title

confusion will arise, from employing the name
which Dr Duncan has adopted, that of Lactuca-

less

rium.

From what
method of
Lactuca

I

have observed respecting

this

collecting the milky juice from the

sativa, it is

my

opinion, that in the

manner Opium might be procured

same

in this coun-

try from the Papaver somniferum, equal, if not
superior,

any foreign

to

Howison, who was

for

opium.

Dr James

some time employed by

the Honourable East India

Company

super-

to

intend the preparation of opium in Bengal, has
r

published an essay on that subject in the First

Volume of
ticultural

many

the

Memoirs of the Caledonian Horpage 368 *, which contains

Society,

important observations respecting the pre-

paration of

opium

in Britain.

But the method

of collecting the milky juice from the plant

by

means of cotton or a sponge, possesses many advantages which cannot be obtained by the flask
which he proposes, or by the knife and cup of
the Hindoos
For, by their method of collec:

tion,

a

considerable quantity of the milky juice,

exuding from the head of the poppy, must be

But by preparing opium
"

A

in Britain, a

Prize Medal was awarded to

ciety, for this

communication.

still

lost.

greater

Dr Howison by

the So-
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would be obtained in
is by no means the
case with the opium which is brought to us from
advantage would accrue.

It

a perfectly pure state, which

abroad.

By Mr Young's process, I have no doubt that
Lactucarium may be obtained, with much more
and to a greater extent, than by the method
which I formerly communicated to the public.
But in whatever way the Lactucarium or Letease,

may be prepared, I am convinced,
both from my own experience, and from the
tuce-opium

observations of several of

the

common
we may

dens,

constitutions with
all

friends, that

own

from
gar-

obtain an useful sedative medicine

for allaying pain,

of

my

lettuce cultivated in our

and procuring

sleep, in those

which opium, the most useful

medicines yet discovered, cannot be em-

ployed without producing very disagreeable consequences.

In proof of

Dr James Anderson,

I

shall only subjoin

my

intelligent friend

this,

the following letter from

an eminent accoucheur in

Edinburgh, who has very extensive practice in

Women and Children, and who has
employed Lactucarium, particularly in puer-

the diseases of
often

peral cases.
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To Dr Duncan

senior.

Edinburgh, Q8th October 1816.

My Dear

Sir,

In consequence of a conversation with

some years ago,

was led

I

to

you

pay particular

at-

tention to the effects of lactucarium in certain
cases.

I

have seldom been disappointed, when

exhibited in a proper doze, to promote
allay

the

I

irritability.

had not

doze

sleep,

my

patients

it

rest,

was
and

have observed that when

been
still

to

sufficient

obtained from

procure
it,

from

com-

paratively easy nights,

being

freed

skin, inclination to toss

about,

and similar un-

hot

easiness.

For these four years
cess

for

I

have used

it

with suc-

such patients as disagree with opium.

In no case have I observed consequent nausea,
costiveness, or irritation of the skin

produced by

it.

It

is

gratifying

thankfulness

it

as are excluded

is

observe with

how much

taken by such valetudinarians

from the use of opium from

distressing effects

my

to

upon them.

Two

its

Ladies of

acquaintance, the one subject to spasms in

the stomach, and the other to frequent attacks

ON LACTUCARIUM.
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of irregular gout, have for these three years rear-

ed lettuce plants, and made a tincture for them-

which they have employed in their own
relief: And from what I have
seen, I have no doubt, that when lactucarium becomes more an object of attention with medical
selves,

cases,

with great

practitioners,

it

will

be generally used where opium

cannot be administered.

I

am, &c.

James Anderson.
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XXXII.
On

the Effects of Anointing the Stems

of Fruit-Trees with

Oil,

and on

and Branches
the

Means of

Destroying Insects.

By

Sir

G.

S.

Mackenzie,

Bart.

In a Letter to the Secretary.

(Read 3d December

1 he

trees

my

in

1816. J

garden, having been

fested with insects in the year

much

in-

1815, I became

anxious to devise means to prevent their increase.
recollected to have seen an apple-tree in the

I

Duke

of Buccleuch's garden at Dalkeith, which

had been almost destroyed by what is called the
but which had recovered on the
Scaly insect *
;

*

The

scale has, I understand,

been

lately discovered to

the nidus, in which the eggs of some winged insect are
sited.

Larvae have been observed to issue from

have not yet been found

in the

pupa

state.

it,

be

depo-

but they

ANOINTING OF TREES WITH
application of a mixture of

oil,

OIL.

S21

sulphur, and soot.

It is

well known, that

this

part of the mixture, I attributed the reco-

very of the
to the

tree.

I

oil is fatal to insects,

conceived that

applied

stems and branches of trees, might act in

two ways

;

it

might destroy the eggs and pupae

of insects already deposited, and

it

vent the attack of insects in future.

me

oil,

and to

might preIt

occurred

by softening hard and diseased portions of the bark, might be, in these respects, beneficial to the health and growth of the
tree, and enable the vegetative power to throw oft'
such portions by a natural process, which might
be preferable to the more violent proceeding of
to

also,

that

oil,

scraping, while the bark

With

constricted.

these views, I directed

anoint a considerable
rent kinds.

was

is

my

number of

Not being aware of any

likely to arise

gardener to

trees of diffe-

injury

from allowing the

oil to

which
touch

the buds, he zealously rubbed every recess into

which it was possible for eggs to be deposited ;
and this has been the means of my discovering,
more extensively than I should otherwise have
done, the effects of

oil,

both in regard to benefit

though those of the last kind have put
some little inconvenience.
I shall now

and

injury,

me

to

detail these effects.
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Apple-Trees.

In every case where the buds

were not touched, every beneficial effect has followed the application of oil to the stems and
branches.

and

Fruit-buds, if touched, are destroyed

also, if far

advanced, the leaf-buds.

;

But new

buds of both kinds are afterwards produced in
great numbers ; and I remarked on two young
with long bare stems, that buds burst forth
on the stems, where none had appeared before.
trees

This

is

easily

accounted

for.

The

sap not being

able to find the usual outlet in the expansion of

the buds formed the previous year, acted so as to

produce new buds and branches, in the same

There
as it does when a tree is cut over.
now numerous fruit buds on trees which had

manner
are

but few, and those few were completely destroyed.

Pear-Trees.

These, though the more advanced

fruit-buds suffered, have been less injuriously af-

fected than apple-trees.

Their growth has been

and great numbers of new
buds have been formed, covering branches which
before were naked.
This I remarked particularly
unusually vigorous

on

;

a Jargonelle.

Plum-Trees did not appear
respect,

to suffer in

any

but shot out blossoms and wood vigorous-

ANOINTING OF TREES WITH

One

Peach-Trees.

tree,
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an old one, appeared

But on examinsome buds which ap-

have been totally destroyed.

to

ing

carefully, I observed

it

peared

alive.

buds, which

A

I cut all

have

the branches

down

to these

produced astonishingly

fine

which for a year or two
had made so little progress, and appeared so unhealthy, that it had been condemned, has shot
forth in a surprising manner, and has become a
very handsome tree. I was not, at first, particushoots.

young

tree,

my examination of this

lar in

mer appearance,

I

tree, as, from its forwas not anxious about it. It is

probable, however, that the oil had not reached

the best buds.

Apricot-Trees were so

much

injured, that the

shoots were feeble, and the trees ultimately perished.

I

when
the oil

do not yet

know what

the effect will be

the buds shall be carefully avoided
is

when

applied.

Cherry-Trees were seriously injured.

When

I

speak of injury, I mean, that in those cases where
the buds were not spared,
forth,

tree

new

ones did not push

and the general health and vigour of the

seemed impaired.

Vines, treated in this manner, without sparing

the buds, die

down

to the root,

from which strong
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shoots are afterwards sent up.
are

not touched, they

grow

When

the buds

vigorously.

But,

on the whole, as the annual exfoliation of the
bark admits of its being easily removed, I am
not inclined to advise the application of

oil

to

vines.

Gooseberry and Currant Bushes did not appear
to derive

any

jured by the

benefit,

but seemed to

me

oil.

Those peach-trees which were not
as usual infested

any kind was

rather in-

to

oiled,

were

with aphides, while no insect of

be seen on those which had been

oiled.

The

apple aphis (A. lanigera) has been entire-

ly extirpated from one garden,

applied to every part where

doubt not of
trict

its

it

by means of oil
and I
;

appeared

being soon destroyed in every

of the kingdom which

it

dis-

has reached, if the

same means be used.
While the experiments leading to the results
now detailed were in progress, I was informed,
that a Lady, who is fond of horticulture, had
cured several trees of canker, by first removing
the diseased parts, and then covering the

wound

with a piece of rag, spread with hog's lard.

may
I

infer, that oil will

have the same

We

effect.

noticed very early in the progress of

my

ex-
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periments, that on the stems and branches which

had been

oiled, parts diseased,

and where branches

had been removed, became of
from the rest of the bark ; an
peared to

was seen

commence

to

;

different

a

exfoliation

hue
ap-

and in autumn, new bark

have been produced, and to have

dis-

placed that which was dead and diseased, so that

could be easily removed.

it

From what
many

that in
fit

has been related,

I

cases, trees will derive

from the application of

oil,

am satisfied
much bene-

care being taken

not to touch the buds, especially if they have be-

gun

to swell.

Besides the enemies to fruit which lurk in the
bark,

we have

yet to contend with those which

deposit their eggs on

the

leaves

and blossoms.

From

wall and espalier trees, the larvae may be
removed with little trouble ; but when an attempt is made to clear standards, the trouble and

time required, cannot be expected to be repaid.

Gardeners are in the habit of suspending on wall-

and
which attack ripening fruit.
If they will hang up the bottles early
in spring, both on wall-trees and standards, and
continue to use them during the whole season,

trees,

w ater,
T

bottles with a little

sugar, or honey,

to destroy the insects

they will be surprised at the destruction of insect
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enemies which will ensue.

some

Thousands of

insects,

and most of them pregmoving about for the purpose of de-

in search of food,

nant, and some

positing their eggs, will be tempted to their destruction

and few, comparatively,

;

mischief in the autumn.

The

will

be

bottles I

left to

have used

^

for this purpose, are of the shape delineated

the margin.
gets in,

A

though

winged
it

insect,

should

do

which

not touch

on

the liquid, cannot return on account

of the neck of the bottle being narrow, and depressed a

little

under the

shoulders.

There

is

an enemy, however, which does more

mischief than perhaps

all

that cannot be destroyed

enemy commits
night,
trees

it

and

is

its

by

As

these means.

not probably generally known.

vines,

many

seem

to

be most

enemy

;

Pear-

liable to the at-

but

it

has been de-

other kinds of trees.

struction so often observed on grafts,

is

The

is,

I believe, the Curculio vastator, a weevil

during the day amongst

from which, owing
tinguishable, as

When

mischief

and the enemy

it
is
is

little

to its colour,

de-

the result

of this creature being permitted to multiply.

retires

this

depredations only during the

tacks of this lurking
tected on

the others put together,

It

which

clods of earth,

it is

scarcely dis-

never moves when touched.
observed to have been done,
not

perceived,

by looking

ANOINTING OF TREES WITH
amongst the earth

at the foot of the tree, these

weevils will be found.

They can

ed by searching for them, and
dual

when

only be destroy-

killing each indivi-

The method which

discovered.

found the simplest and most effectual,
the earth round the stem after
place bits of slates,
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tiles,

is

I

have

to tread

dark, and to

it is

or small stones round

it.

In the morning the weevils retreat under them,

and may be picked up.

Cracks in the bark, the

separations of branches, holes in the wall,

and

every cranny into which

the

it

possible

is

weevils to enter, should be examined.

wrapping round the stem, a

little

some adhesive composition, such

for

Perhaps

tow soaked with
as the basilicon

may have the effect of
when they attempt to as-

ointment of apothecaries,
arresting these insects,

scend the stems of the

The
vine.

Curculio abietis was detected once on a

This

is

a considerably larger

the vastator, and
snout.

trees.

is

w eevil than
7

one of those with a lengthened

If gardeners will take the trouble, occa-

sionally, to look over their trees

and bushes in the

many nocturnal depredators, and their
may be discovered, which are at present
It would be of importance, when
little suspected.
any new enemy is discovered, that it should be
night-time,

haunts,

sent to
in

you,

which

it

with an account
inflicts

injury,

part of the plant which

it

of

of the manner
the

attacks,

particular

and of such
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other circumstances as

may be known

concerning

it.

A

this Society, Mr John Linning,
me,
that he has found a little oil put
has informed
on the stems of Carnations, very effectual in protecting them from the attacks of earwigs.

member of

As
be

this

easily

defence

made

use

is

of,

always

at

hand, and

horticulturists

and

may

florists

repeat and extend the experiments
which have been made.
The oil which I used was common fish-oil.
will, I hope,

Whale-oil of the coarsest kind will answer equally

and indeed any greasy substance. No more
should be put on than will just produce a shining

well

;

surface.

DISCOURSES
BEAD AT THE

ANNUAL ELECTION MEETINGS
OF THE

CALEDONIAN HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY,
~JN

THE HALL OP THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS,
EDINBURGH,

December

4>.

1815

j $•

December

H. 1816.

BY

ANDREW DUNCAN, sen. M. D. & P.

Vol.

ii.

DISCOURSE, &c
Delivered on the

4-th

December 1815*

Gentlemen,

By
now

order of the Council of this Society,
to inform you, that they

have

I

have awarded your

annual Gold Medal for the most interesting com-

munication transmitted to them since the

last

Election Meeting, to a very meritorious fellow

member,

Sir

sence, I

now

George Mackenzie.
deliver

transmitted to him.
ford to

all

In his ab-

to our Secretary,

it

It will, I

am

to be

persuaded, af-

of you, no small degree of satisfaction,

that this honorary testimony of the Society's approbation, has, for the present year,

judged

to one, to

whom

our Institution

the greatest obligations.

To

been adlies

under

you, Gentlemen,

who

are well acquainted with his character, I
need not observe, that he has been, for several

years, a zealous patron of almost every respectable
literary or philosophical institution
this City;

—a

which adorns

City whose highest pride

proficiency in science.

Y2

is

her
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Among

others,

1815.

Society has had no in-

this

He

considerable share of his attention.

only supported and

even from
advice,

its

cherished

by

cradle,

this

has not

institution

countenance and

his

but he has also been a most active pro-

moter of the improvement of Caledonian Horticulture, in the line too in which it can be
most effectually improved, by judicious, attentive,
and candid experiment. Of this fact, his paper,
to

which our Prize Medal

for the present year

has been awarded, giving a description of an

Economical Hot-House,

affords,

It has

incontestible evidence.

of Scotland, that by the
gardeners, aided by the

be derived from

which

glass

coal,

may

skill

in

my

opinion,

long been the boast
of her professional

artificial

heat which

may

and the proper protection

afford, she

can rival the most

genial climes on the face of the globe, in the pro-

duction of some of the finest fruits which the
Author of our Nature has bestowed as a blessing
on the human race. This is particularly the case
with respect to the Grape. And, to many of you,
well acquainted with the foreign grapes, which
are almost the spontaneous product of more favoured spots in Europe, an ample proof of this was afforded at our last Annual Festival. There we

were presented with some of the best varieties of
Grapes, the Frontiniac, the Muscat, and the Lombardy, in the greatest perfection, and all of them
the growth of vineries within a few miles of

Edinburgh.

dti

That, by the
coal

and

skill

glass,

of our Gardeners, aided

of the

earth,

abled to assert, on

merly mentioned

my

lot

to

visit

I

by-

can produce

Grapes

fertile countries

on the

Scotland

not inferior to the most
face
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am

in some degree en-

my own

recollection.

in this Society, that

it

1 for-

had been

different quarters of the world.

And, among other

was once at the farm
of Constantia, near the Cape of Good Hope, at
the season when their grapes were in the greatest
perfection.
I had not only an opportunity of
tasting genuine Constantia wine, from the tun^
places, I

but also of partaking liberally of the

finest grapes

from which a fresh supply of wine was soon to
be obtained.

Excellent as these grapes were,

they did not, to the best of

my

recollection, excel

those Constantia Grapes which are the growth of

the environs of Edinburgh *.

But, notwithstand-

ing the progress already made

in

much

Though, by the

yet remains to be done.

horticulture,

aid of artificial heat, and proper protection, the

coldness and the variable nature of our climate,

•

At

a quarterly meeting of the Society on the 10th of

1817, a bunch of the Black

which was produced
shire,

in the

June

Hamburgh Grape was exhibited,
garden of General Wemyss, Fife-

very high flavoured, and weighing above four pounds,

the berries being, at the same time, peculiarly beautiful and
large.

In June, such grapes could not be obtained at any price

either in France, Spain, or Italy.
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be effectually overcome,

this cannot be done
but at a considerable expence. It is, therefore,
an object of great importance to invent a house,

by means of which, the industrious
gardener,

may

professional

be able to supply the market with

the finest fruits at a moderate rate.

With

a view to the accomplishment of this de-

George Mackenzie has in-r
own Garden, an

sirable object, Sir

vented and constructed in his

Economical Hot-House; and he has enriched
your Memoirs with a description of it, illustrated

by engravings.

sented to you,

is

untried

plausible

What he

has here pre-

not to be considered as a mere
Before communi-

invention.

cating his plan to the public, he has patiently

waited the

test

of experiment.

In his

own

gar-

den, a Hot- house constructed upon the plan de-

most sannow good rea-

scribed, has been found to answer the

guine expectations.

And

there

is

son to hope, that our Market Gardeners
able to supply
delicious,

and

may

be

Edinburgh with some of the most
same time, the most innocent

at .the

luxuries of the table, at a very moderate expence.
It

indeed true, that Sir George's plan does

is

not combat expence from every quarter. The
high duty which the Legislature have thought it

drawback on our
remains to be overcome;

advisable to put upon glass,
vineries,

and

till

taxed

which

still

is

a

a proper substitute for that too highly

article

be invented, grapes will never per-

haps be raised with advantage in Britain to supply

tm Duncan's discourse,
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Grape-Wine from our own gardens.

All

the attempts, however, hitherto made, to find a

cheap substitute

for glass,

have proved

ineffectual.

There have, indeed, been several competitors for
our premium offered on that subject; and, it is
with pleasure I observe, that some of the articles
proposed, are not without considerable merit.

I

may particularly mention, an improved species of
package paper, into the composition of which,
there enters an animal substance, the refuse of
hides,

which formerly was

entirely consigned

By

the curriers to the dunghil.
this,

by

a mixture of

with the coarsest rags, or similar vegetable

matter, a package paper
a respectable

Member

is

now manufactured by

of our Society, which pos-

sesses peculiar advantages, in resisting both fire

But, in the state in which

and water.
from him,
fair trials,

it

comes

has been determined, by different

that

it is

incapable of resisting

vicissitudes of our climate;

tute for glass

it

still

all

th&

and a cheap substi-

remains to be discovered.

It is

however, satisfactory to think, that some progress
has been made; and I am not without hopes,
that by the discovery of -some proper varnish applied to the Leather Paper, as
it

may

it

has been called,

afford a very useful substitute for glass, to

those with

whom economy is absolutely necessary,

that their industry

may

receive a due remunera-

tion.

-.In ibis way, therefore, I hope our Society shall

soon do more good.

But whether

a

cheap sub-
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stitute for glass shall ever
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be discovered or not, I

have no doubt, that our premiums
ficial

to horticulture in

gives

me no

many

will

respects.

be bene-

And

it

small satisfaction to be able to con-

you on the prosperity of this Institution*
Of that, you have sufficient evidence, from the
number of respectable names which have been
added to our list during the course of the present
All the Ordinary Members^ by adding to
year*.
our annual funds, encrease our capability of doing good^
And from some of our Honorary
Members, from whom no pecuniary aid is expected, we have derived very great advantages^
I may particularly mention Sir Alexander*
Crichton, Plrystcian at the Court of Petersburg]!.
To him, we are indebted for the seed of a new
Turnip, from the wilds of Siberia, which, in the
gratulate

coldest parts of the Russian Empire,
a

most useful

article for

is

found to be

domestic purposes^

While, however, the year 1815, has in

many

respects been a prosperous one for our Society,

we have

also great calamities to deplore.

have been deprived, by the hand of death, of

We
se-

most respectable Members. Two of
them were my particular and much esteemed
friends, and you will, I hope, forgive me, when I

veral of our

bestow upon- their memory, a few sentences of
culogium.

Forty-five Ordinary Members,

br duncan's discourse,
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James, Lord Torphichen, a Patriot

the

in

proper sense of the word, and a zealous Amateur

of Horticulture, was one of the

At

this Society.

formed the

name

Patrons of

who

first

he cheerfully accepted of

institution,

the rank of an Honorary
years, his

earliest

the request of those

Member; and

for

some

stood upon our Honorary

list.

But, that he might be more useful to us, and that

he might be regularly called upon
to our funds, his

name

was, at his

to contribute

own

request, transferred to the Ordinary

particular

The aid,

list.

however, he afforded us by his annual contribution,

was

a small portion of the services for

which our

Society and Horticulture in Scotland are indebted

He

to him.

not only accepted the

office

of being

one of our Vice-Presidents, but discharged the
duties of that office, with fidelity and zeal.
his

own

eye,

he has

which,
est

garden, formed entirely under his

I

left

In

own

behind him, an experiment, for

have no doubt, he

thanks of posterity

:

will receive the

And

while the

warm-

Wooden

Walls of Britain, enable our sea-girt Island to bid
defiance to the world, and, to use the words of the

eloquent Lord
ly visible

Mansfield, render

a spot hard-

upon the face of the Globe, the chief
Empire and of Science, the Wooden

—

seat both of

Walls of a Scottish Garden,

may

afford to the

example worthy of imitation.
The Father of the late Lord Torphichen, and
rising generation, an

the then

Duke

of Athole, were two of the

first

DR DUNCAN
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introduced extensively into Scotland, the

From

Culture of the Larch-Tree.

these Larches

growing in his own plantations, the walls of Lord
Torphichen's garden were almost entirely formed.

Hitherto, from

this

every prospect of success

;

to the extent, which, there
it

experiment, there

and
is

is

if it shall

succeed

good reason

to hope,

will point out,, to the rising generation, a cheap,

and an expeditious mode of enclosing, and still
more of subdividing gardens, not only for defence,
but also for training

most valuable

many different

species of our

fruit-trees.

The other esteemed friend, whose death I have
also many reasons to deplore, and which has deprived our Society of one of

its

most useful Honorary

Members, was Dr John Cockley Lettsom of
Without entering into farther particu-

London.
lars,

permit

tain

is

me

only to observe, that to him, Bri-

principally indebted for transferring the

Crambe maritima,
shores,

to

or Sea-Kale, from our barren

our best cultivated gardens, and for

transforming

it,

by means of culture, from a

scarcely eatable, to one of the

getables with

time

which our

plant,

most delicate ve-

tables are enriched, at

when Asparagus cannot be

obtained.

Curtis of London, indeed, was the

first

who

a-

Mr
pu-

blished to the world an account of the proper culture of Sea- Kale

;

but his knowledge of that cul-

ture was derived from

Camberwell.

To

Dr Lettsom's garden at
Dr Lettsom, Britain;

the late

dr Duncan's discourse,
is
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introduction,

both into our gardens and

fields, of the Beta
Mangold-Wurzell of the Germans,
the Root of Scarcity, as it has been often styled,
a name founded on the error of a French

Cicla,

the

—

Translator, not sufficiently acquainted with the

German language; who, mistaking

the

word

Mangold, beet, for Mangel, scarcity, translated Mangold-Wurzell, Racine de Disette.
In
he has been followed by many
this
error,
of the British, who have termed this Beet- Root
of the Germans, the Root of Scarcity. But by
whatever name

may

this

peculiar

species

be denominated, there can

now

of Beet

be no doubt,

that both its root and leaves afford a most
abundant produce, and a highly useful food both
for

man and

beast.

This has been abundantly

demonstrated by communications published in our

Memoirs, from different

parts,

but especially from

the Island of St Helena, where the culture of

it

was extensively introduced by Governor Beatson

;

and where

it

may

afford,

Tyrant, in his state-prison,

to the

Corsican

demonstrative evi-

who prehuman race, lives a much happier, and
dies a much greater man, than the untameable
Beast of Prey *, who reaches even an imperial dia-

dence, that the benevolent individual
serves the

• Vide Stewart's Preliminary Dissertation to the Supplement of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, p. ()4. 4to, Eclin. 181.5.
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dem, through oceans of human blood.
should I contrast characters so opposi te,

•

But whythe most

—

most detestable! Of Dr Lettsom, I shall only observe, that while it was his lot
to remain in this world, he enjoyed no luxury so
much, as the luxury of doing good And I have
no doubt, that now he reaps the fruits of his virtues on earth, in another and a better world.
The loss which our Society has sustained by the
death of such men, as the late Duke of Buccleuch,
Mr Hunter of Blackness, Mr Nicol, our first
Secretary, Lord, Torphichen, Dr Lettsom, and
But
several others, will not soon be supplied.
aimiable, with the

:

even

this day,

ly respectable

And

has added to our

names both

at

list,

several high-

home and abroad *

although the state of our finances, does not

yet admit of purchasing an Experimental Garden,.

am happy

I

languish.

now

to tell you, that

Our

who

is

enabled to retire from the laborious part of

his profession,

—

at his ease f , his
is

experiment does not

industrious Experimenter,

engaged

like another Cincinnatus,

own

potatoes for his

in very interesting

own

digging
table,

experiments

in se-

* Earl of Kellie, Earl of Hopetoun, Lord Dundas*
C. W. W. Wynne, Esq, M. P., Dr Mathew Baillie, Dr A.
F.

Schweigger of Konigsberg, &c. &c.
t Otium cum Dignitate, translated by an elegant Classical

Scholar,

Ease and Diggi?ig Tatoes.
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I

have peculiar

pleasure in informing you, that one of the most re-

most opulent of the Scot-

spectable, as well as the

who makes a proper use of a princely
and who possesses an excellent garden in
the centre, I may say, of the New Town of Edintish Peers,

fortune,

me

burgh, has invited

to

ments the Council of this
and

per, in his garden,
trust,

we

shall avail

make whatever experiSociety may think proexpence; and

at his

I

ourselves of his patronage,

with that attention and prudence, which such an
offer is well entitled to expect.

But even

this

liberal

our power to conduct

your Council have

in contemplation,

of which cannot be

seed

But before

at a bearing state,

tree,

with every

many

the lapse of

till

New

fertile

by impregnating

with the pollen from ano-

mule can

this vegetable

many

years must elapse.

dious, however, as the process

duction of hybrid

which

these, the result

centuries.

certainly be produced,

the pistillum of one
ther.

known

nay even perhaps of

may

the experiments

There are some of

advantage.

years,

does not put in

offer,

all

fruits,

may

may

arrive

Te-

be, the pro-

afford to posterity,

both aliment and luxury, with which the world
has hitherto been unacquainted.

of

this kind,

tage,

in a

Experiments

can only be performed with advan-

garden which

will

descend from one

generation of our Society to another.

A

garden,

3&2
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own

property,

is

an

object to which the views of the Society should

be constantly directed

and from which, the

;

funds intended for that purpose, should not be
diverted.

From
ledge, at

this circumstance, I was, I
first

must acknow-

disposed to receive rather unfavour-

made by one of the most respecMembers of our Society although I am convinced it may tend materially and immediately, to

ably, a proposal

table

;

the improvement of Scottish Horticulture.

I

need

not remind you, that at alate public meeting of this
Society, Sir

John Sinclair, whose

truly patriotic

improvement q£
British Agriculture, are too well known, to require
any encomium, mentioned, that he had made, during the course of last summer, an agricultural survey of Holland and Flanders. From what he
there saw, he was convinced, that our Professional
Gardeners might adopt with advantage, some of
He
the practices employed in these countries.
and successful exertions,

for the

therefore proposed to us, that a Horticultural Sur-

vey of the Netherlands should be instituted, under
the direction of

this

Society.

one objection only occurred,
sary funds.

To

that survey,

—the want of neces-

But it has oeen suggested, that many

of our number would cheerfully contribute to so

important an undertaking.
is

now numerous,

it

And

as our Society

has been calculated, that by

a voluntary contribution of one additional Guinea,
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from those who approve of this measure, a sufficient sum might be obtained, for carrying it into
effect. Your Council, therefore, have directed the
Treasurer to collect, with the contributions for the

year 1816, from those

who approve of this

measure,

an additional guinea, asa voluntary subscription for
the Horticultural survey of Holland and Flanders.

From

these countries,

it is

well

known, that our

great improvements in the cultivation of our

first

gardens were derived; and from them, not a

may

still

be learned.

little

If sufficient funds can thus

be obtained, a deputation of two or three of our

Members, aided perhaps by our Secremay, by being the eye-witnesses of the
of gardening in the Low Countries, import

Practical
taries,

state

useful practices into this country.
I shall

not

now

flatter

you, by stating

my own

sanguine expectations, from the proper execution

of

this plan.

ing

my

I shall only conclude, with express-

confident hope, that the result of such a

meknow-

survey, published to the world, through the

dium of our Memoirs, may convey useful
ledge to every Gardener in Scotland.
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Gentlemen^

By

direction- of'

your "Council,

form a duty, which,
I

am

to intimate,

to

me,

is

I

am nowto

per-

5

a very pleasing one.

that they have awarded hono-

rary marks of the Society's approbation, to

two of

our members, who, in their opinion, have deserv-

ed well of

Edinburgh, and to
Rait, in the county
I

need not

tell

—

Mr John Hay

of

Mr Archibald Gorrie

of

this Institution,

to

of Perth.

you, that the great object which

the founders of our Society had in view, was the

improvement of Horticulture by Experiment;
nor need

I

mention, that our Memoirs, already

published to the world, contain the details of manysuccessful experiments, performed in

best gardens in Scotland.

some of the

The gardens of our

dr Duncan's discourse, J816.
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late truly patriotic President, the

cleugh, particularly those
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of Buc-

Dalkeith Park, have

in

materially contributed to the attainment of this
object, as

is

abundantly demonstrated by the nu-

merous premiums adjudged to his excellent gardener Mr Macdonald.
His scientific skill in his
profession, and the new modes of culture which
he has employed, have produced specimens of the
finest fruits, in

our

own

and even

climate,

in the

worst of seasons,

But

to his Grace's

gardens

we

are

still

more

indebted for successful experiments, tendingtothe

improved culture of some of the most useful products of our garden as

As examples of

of food.
tion

articles,

not of luxury, but

need only men-

this, I

Mr Macdonald's new mode

of cultivating

Onions, by transplanting them from the seed-

bed

at a proper time,

and

his

no

less

and

in a

proper manner;

interesting improvement, in the

culture of Currants, for supplying, particularly to

the lower classes of the community, one of the
best and safest cordials, Domestic Wine.

new mode
fruit

is

bringing

fully
it

By

his

of pruning the currant bush, after the
formed, and

when

it

requires for

to the greatest maturity, all the sun-

shine which our climate can supply, the qualities

of the currant for wine-making are very

much

improved.
In the way of experiment,

we have

particularly indebted, to our present

vol. n.

Z

also

been

worthy Pre-
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Earl of Wemyss, who,

know, with that

liberal spirit,

as you all
which does honour

to nobility, has invited us to perform at his ex-

pence, in his excellent garden situated nearly in

the centre of the

New Town

of Edinburgh, anv

experiments which we think can be there proper-

But although the zeal of these
Noblemen, and of other opulent and public spily accomplished.

rited

Amateurs,

is,

we may

say,

conducting hor-

ticultural experiments, in every quarter of Scot-

land, from the banks of the

Tweed

to the Pent-

Frith, for even in the counties of Ross
and of Caithness, the exertions of Sir George
Mackenzie and Sir John Sinclair, have been

land

very great; yet

much more remains

to be

done

than can be accomplished, by any assistance of
that kind, or during the precarious
dividual.

Many

life

of any in-

of the most interesting objects,

which the Council of

this Society

have

plation, can only be accomplished

in

contem-

by a garden ap-

propriated to ourselves, and which will descend

from one generation of the Society to another.
With the view of giving a beginning to such a
*
garden on a proper plan, your Council circulated

*

" Sir,

CIRCULAR.
Edinburgh,

1st

February 1816.

" The Council of the Caledonian Horticultural Society, having resolved to give a premium for the best plan of an Experi-

among the Pronow informed, that

mental Garden ; and to confine the competition
fesskmal

Members

of the Society; you are

dr.

intimation
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among their professional members,

that

at this meeting,

two honorary medals would be

awarded

who

to those

presented them, with the

And in
consequence of the decision of the judges to whom
these plans were referred, (Sir George Mackenzie, Mr Neill, and myself,) I now intimate to
best designs for an Experimental Garden.

you, that they have awarded the Society's gold

Z2
the Gold Medal will be given for the best plan, and the Silver

Medal for the second best.
" You will observe that the extent is to be two acres ; and
that the plan must be drawn to a scale, by which the contents
of every part, the dimensions of walls,

known.

espalier-rails, &c.

The plan must be accompanied by

may be

a description, and

a clear statement of the allotment of each division, and of such

changes of crops, &c. as
in

may be

considered expedient

;

keeping

view those objects for the improvement of which the Society

was
"

instituted.
It is also desired that

room be

allotted for stock-plants of

new and approved variety of apple and pear as standards
and it may be considered whether it will be more advisable to
every

have them together or dispersed through the garden.

" Your opinion
mentioned

;

and

it

in regard to aspect,

may be

soil,

and

subsoil,

tuations in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, as

ed most

may be

useful to allude generally to such

si-

may be deem-

eligible.

" Dr Duncan
kenzie,, Bart,

senior,

and

Mr

Vice-President, Sir

George Mac-

Neill, have been appointed judges.

The plans must be sent to me, on or before the 1st day of November next ; and the report of the judges will be made to the
Quarterly Meeting in December.
I am, &c
(Signed)

" Pat. Neill. Sm/.''
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which

for plans,

I

hold in

my

hand, and which have been judged the best; and
I

am

to inform

you

also, that

they have awarded

Mr Gor-

the second prize, your silver medal, to
rie, for a plan,

As soon

as

which

is

upon your

also

table.

circumstances shall enable us to car-

ry this important

design into execution, both

memoirs with which they are

plans, as well as the

accompanied,

will, I

am

convinced, afford infor-

mation highly conducive to the public good.

Into

the detail of these plans, however, I cannot at pre-

Permit

sent enter.

me

only to observe, that parti-

cular attention has been paid to our request

Hay.

His

dens,

is

taste

well

and judgment

known

in

by

Mr

planning gar-

every amateur at Edin-

to

burgh, by the admirable specimens which he has
afforded them

;

in the

garden which he designed

worthy Lord Torphichen at Calder
the beautiful garden, and splendid suite

for the late

House

;

in

of hot-houses, which he planned and constructed

John Callender at Prestonhall, now the
member Mr Higgins; and

for Sir

property of our fellow
in the

still

more extensive garden, and noble range

of forcing-houses, of which he

is

at present su-

perintending the execution, for the Earl of Rose-

bery

at Barnbongle.

completed,

will, I

The

last

of these,

have no doubt, from the

of heating, watering, and

many

other particulars,

excite the admiration of every gardener

view

it

with a discerning eye.

when
mode

who

Mr Hay

shall

has fur-
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of them

be placed in any situation in the neighbour-

hood of Edinburgh, which may be thought most

The

commodious.

other

intended for a parti-

is

cular spot, in the vicinity of the Palace of

This spot,

roodhouse.
will, in

my

it

can

be obtained,

opinion, be attended with

because

culiar advantages,
ly

if

contiguous to what

is

it

Holy-

will be

many

pe-

immediate-

intended for the

New

Royal Botanical Garden.
I

need not

tell

you, Gentlemen, that the Royal

Botanical Garden, at this place, situated between

Edinburgh and

now, from the forand from the increase of

its sea- port, is

mation of new roads,

trade and manufactures, no longer fitted for the

important purposes for which

it

was established:

and by Royal authority, the Barons of
jesty's

his

Ma-

Exchequer, have lately purchased a more

commodious field of about ten acres, to which
Garden is soon to be transferred. Im-

the Royal

mediately adjoining to that

field, is

Mr Hay,

sent for sale; and

Society might be able to

make

acres of that ground, has

another at pre-

presuming that our
a purchase of

drawn

two

a plan particu-

larly suited to that spot.

These

plans,

your Council

will,

without delay,

take under most serious consideration.
dividual
I

am

member of

that Council,

I

As an in-

must confess

very partial to the last-mentioned plan.

at the

same

time,

I

cannot help considering

But,
it

as

br duncan's discourse,
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public good

the

re-

quires.

The whole of the
sent for

sale, is

field, to

which

I allude, at pre-

Many advantages
and many serious incon-

about ten acres.

would be obtained,
veniences would be avoided, by purchasing the
whole.
And the whole is by no means too large
for those important objects which the Caledonian

Horticultural Society ought to have in view, for

an experimental Garden.

Mr Hay

has pointed out five different objects,

which should claim attention, for the improvement of horticulture, a Herbarium, a Culinarium, a Pomarium, a Sylva, and a Flora.
The

—

first

of these,

indeed the peculiar province of

is

the Botanical

Garden

purchase already

have no doubt,

strictly

made by Royal

so

authority, will, I

fully answer that purpose.

the intelligent men, to

whom

The

called.

From

the formation of

will necessarily be committed, I trust,

it

will

it

soon

be able to boast of containing a specimen of every
plant, which can be reared in Britain, either under

all

the inclemencies of our climate, or with

the aid of

can

all

devise.

which human genius
The Royal Botanical Garden at

that protection

Edinburgh, long celebrated for the rich variety
of plants which

it

contains, has been the

first

to

introduce into Britain, several vegetables highly
useful in medicine.

As examples,

I

may mention

dr duncan's discourse,
two,

— the Rheum
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palmatum, and the Ferula

safoetida; for both which,

we

as-

are indebted to the

indefatigable industry of the then worthy Professor of Botany, the late
can, I think, be

little

perior advantages

Edinburgh

Dr John Hope.

There

doubt, that, with the su-

which the Royal Garden

at

will hereafter enjoy, it will claim the

admiration of every part of the world, where a

knowledge of arts and sciences has made an} progress.

But the four other objects pointed out

no

less

good.

to us, are

immediately connected with the public
In the Culinarium, the culture of every

kitchen-vegetable, daily employed in food, by almost every inhabitant of Britain, might unquestionably be much improved.
The Pomarium, it
in

process of time,

varieties

of almost every

cannot be doubted, might,
furnish us with
fruit,

new

common fruit, the apple,
any hitherto known in Britain.

even of our most

much superior to
The Sylva, by the

production of genuine and fermight clothe both our hills and our
heaths, with forest-trees, more valuable for the
purposes both of civil and naval architecture,
tile

seed,

than even our hardy oak, the pride of Britons.

And,

finally,

our Flora, though

less

immediately

calculated to supply the wants, or add to the con-

veniences of

human

life,

might furnish an inex-

haustible source for providing the British Fair,

dr duncan's discourse,
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with every flower, either sweet to smell, or pleasing to the eye.
It

see

is

we can never expect to
Garden, on so great or so useful
purchased from the scanty funds of our

indeed true, that

ground

a scale,

own

for a

Society, the greatest part of which, fur

than twenty years to come,

is

already,

I

more

may

say,

appropriated and pledged to the public, for pre-

miums

leading to horticultural improvement.

thank God, we

live

But

undera liberal and enlightened

Government, under the reign of a King, who for
more than fifty years has been the Father of his
People, and at a time when the power of the Crown
is vested in a Son, whose chief ambition it seems
to be, to follow the footsteps of the best of Kings,

and who,

like his

beloved Father, will consider

the encouragement of Agriculture and of Horti-

comand happiness of his people, and well deservI am,
ing the attention of a Patriot Sovereign.
therefore, by no means without hopes, that the

culture, as objects highly conducive to the
fort

.

purchase for a Royal Garden, near the ancient
Palace of our Scottish Monarchs,

ed from ten to twenty acres;
one-half of

vit is

and

may

be extend-

that, while the

dedicated to a Botanical Garden,

a Herbarium, under the direction of the Regius
the other half, under a
Professor of Botany,
King's Gardener, or Regius Professor of Horti-

—

culture,

may

be appropriated to a Culinarium, a

dr Duncan's discourse,
Pomarium, a Sylva, and a
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and put under

Flora,

the direction of this Society for useful experiment.
I am indeed aware, Gentlemen, though we are
now, by the blessing of Providence upon the

efforts

of those heroes

who have

led to battle our

intrepid fleets and armies> delivered from a bloody

and expensive war, that the present
ful period.

The

cry of

is

economy from

a distress-

the

mouths

even of the most turbulent spendthrifts,
stantly deafening the ears of

con-

Government to every

proposal for improvement.
satisfied, that

is

I

am, however, fully

the patriotic Representatives of the

people in the British Parliament, are

men

of sen-

timents too enlarged and enlightened ever to sup-

pose that penury
that

it is

is

They

economy.

his exertions,

than to encourage

idleness even in times of distress,
to

know,

better to fatten the industrious labourer

by the reward of

mium

well

begging.

by giving a pre-

Every sixpence, bestowed on

a Royal Garden, would go immediately into the

pocket of the ingenious mechanic, or of the

dili-

gent gardener, and thus add to the inestimable
blessings

which Britons have been accustomed

to

enjoy during seasons of peace and plenty.

Even, therefore, during the present times,

we

need not despair of obtaining the aid and the
countenance of Government.

But although an

event, so desirable for the public good, should not

immediatelytake place,

yet, in

men, even with the present

myopinion, Gentlestate of our

own

fi-
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commencement of our Experimental
Garden should be no longer delayed. The period
has now arrived, when we may give such a benances, the

ginning to

Mr Hay's

excellent plan, as will afford

demonstrative evidence, of the national import-

ance of executing the whole; and
before

we again meet

in this

I trust

room, for the pur-

pose of another annual election, the Council

you have now appointed

will

that

whom

have made some

progress in this interesting undertaking.
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no part of the history of our coun-

more pleasing and

instructive than that

traces the progress of the useful arts.
for instance,

which

In viewing,

the efforts of our ancestors in the

practice of agriculture, gradually conquering the

physical obstacles of soil and climate,

we

are

inspired with that confidence necessary to success
in every enterprise

;

while, an unprejudiced ac-

count of their errors and consequent
less strongly

warns us

to avoid

them.

failures,

no
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It

is

therefore impossible to contrast the present

advanced state of culture, either of our

fields

or gardens, with the ancient imperfect state of
both, without being stimulated to farther exer-

and eventually,

tion,

ment

For one step

:

invariably
ful fact

leads

improve-

incalculable

to

in the progress

towards

of discovery

another;

no

as

use-

can become insulated, but sooner or later

tends to the developement of others.

Our Highland

districts,

now abounding with

the most improved breed of Sheep and Cattle,

were, in the time of Julius Csesar, with few exceptions, so

many

extensive forests, the resort of the

Stag and the Roebuck, and these,
prey of Wolves and Foxes

of our

less

whilst a great part

elevated lands, at present producing a-

bundance of

grain,

the

cultivated

potato, the

even during winter, the most succu-

grasses, and,

lent

;

the

chiefly,

and nutritious

roots, were, at that

period,

and the
marshes
but
husbandry,
wretched
scanty portion under a
overspread

ill

with

extensive

;

repaid the labour bestowed

crease of the
tion,

however,

cultivation.

upon

it.

An

in-

means of subsistence and of populais

not the only result of improved

The removal of

forests

and the

draining of marshes, have rendered our climate not

only more healthy, but milder.
fever, formerlysogeneral in the

entirely disappeared;
to plants,

The

intermitting

Lowlands, has

now

and although, with respect

the effects of an amelioration of tern-

NATURALIZATION QF PLANTS.
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perature, from the defect of accurate observations,

be

obvious, they are equally certain

less

;

for

it is

not the moisture and impervious subsoil only,

which render marshes
perpetual

totally

unproductive

:

The

evaporation from their surface chills

the efforts of vegetation, and the cold thus produced is not merely local, but extends through
the atmosphere to the adjoining country, and the
blight becomes general.
Whilst, therefore, our climate has been necessarily

rendered more temperate by the clearing of

the ancient forests,

it

must have become

so by the general draining of the
last sixty years,

improvements

soil,

still

more

within the

during which, by the admirable
in agriculture, gradually introdu-

ced, the quality of the crops raised has not only

been improved, but the produce itself more than
doubled in quantity.
That general horticulture and planting should
have advanced
expected.

in

an equal degree, could not be

Many

exotic plants adapted to these

on their first introduction,
more tender than those of the field, long naturadepartments

lized
is

are,

under our variable climate; and besides,

evident, that the

demand

for the necessaries

it

of

must be more urgent, than what is only
more remotely useful. That these arts, however,

life

may
ture,

and

as closely as possible
is

to

keep pace with agricul-

one of the chief objects of our association
contribute in some degree towards this

end, has been the sincere wish of your Committee,
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although the
will

difficulties

apologise

for the

encountered at every step
limited

One great

been able to make.

progress

it

including indeed every other, arises from

want of funds

has

obstacle to success,

the

for the establishment of a Public

Experimental Garden,

dedicated chiefly to the

culture and naturalization of useful and elegant

plants; but

when

the obvious utility of such an

institution shall be

more generally

there can

felt,

scarcely be a doubt of the necessary expense being

an increase in the means of suband the embellishment of the soil of our

speedily provided
sistence,

;

country, including, doubtless, the most important

The truth of this will be
readilyadmittedby every onewho reflects on the inparts of public

economy.

calculable advantages already derived to the public

from

this source.

The grain and leguminous

plants

of different species, nowgrowinginevery cultivated
field,

Our

came

originally,

through Egypt, from India

finest fruit-trees, increased

:

by the numerous

Peach and
and the
Apricot, from Persia and Asia Minor
equally numerous Plums, for instance, the gage
varieties of the Apple, the Pear, the

;

(Cadiz) plum, was originally introduced into the

south of Europe by the Arabians, to

whom we

are

indebted for some of the most valuable of the
arts.

Previously to enumerating such plants as have

been naturalized to the climate of North Britain

under our

own immediate

inspection,

we

shall

LA IIC H FAMILY.

and notice the economical uses of

briefly describe

such forest and other

trees, as,

introduced, are

tially
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still

although long par-

but imperfectly distin-

guished from each other by the generality of practical planters

and land proprietors,

the more to be regretted, as the

such

error,

— circumstances

evil, arising

from

generally discovered too late to be

is

corrected.

Larch Family.

1.

The

utility

of an accurate distinction of cha-

may

racter in such cases,

what has

in this

country actually occurred with

respect to the Larch
species,

be illustrated by noting

;

which require

two

if

not three distinct

different situations, as to

climate, having been occasionally confounded in

our plantations.
1.

The common

dalis, Salisb. *),

or white Larch, (Larix pyrami-

was

first

introduced into North

Britain by that distinguished patriot and philoso-

pher Henry Home, Esq. (Lord Karnes), in 1734*;

and soon afterwards the grandfather of the present

Duke of Athol
the

number of these trees in
lawn of Dunkeld, which, in somewhat more

than

fifty

* Lin.

planted a

years,

Trans,

f Lamb. Pin.

viii.
t.

85,

attained nearly the height of

360
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one hundred feet; and at five feet from the
ground, a circumference of eight feet; a rapidity of growth which has been already proved
by no means to diminish the density and dura-

now found equally adapted
purposes of naval and domestic architecIn this species the cones (strobili) are oval,

of the timber,

bility

to the
ture.

and

at least an inch long

open, and even bent

;

the scales notched and

somewhat backwards

margin; circumstances carefully
in purchasing or gathering them

common

in the

be observed

to

The

for use.

Larch, then, although a native of Swit-

zerland and the south of Europe, attains

its full

perfection in the valleys of the Highlands.
the great value of the timber,

sides

known

;

and,

we may

Be-

is

Venice turpentine

that, abroad, the

tained from this larch

it

is

add,

well

obthat

the bark has lately been found to be well adapted
to the purpose of tanning of leather

Black Larch (L. pendula,

2.

more
its

tolerant of cold

in

feet.

Black

and

far

in fact

is

for miles, attainingthe height

dred

Salisb. f) is
last,

northward of the River St
America, where it occupies forests

native country

Lawrence

than the

*.

In

of eighty or a hun-

this country, then, in planting the

larch, it

ought

to

be associated with our

native pine (Pinus syhestris) in the more elevated

*

Thomson's Annals of Philosophy

t Lamb. Pin.

t.

36.

for July 1817-
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more nearly approach-

parts of the Highlands, as

ing
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high geographical situation. In Forfarshire,

its

however, we are informed that there are thriving
specimens of the height of sixty or seventy

Even

feet.

America these trees are scarcely to he
found farthersouth than themostshaded and coldest
quartersof the Jerseys, Pennysl vania, and themounin

The

tainous parts of Virginia.
cies, it

must he noted,

common

than those of the

and

cones of this spe-

are not only

much

smaller

larch, hut are oblong,

and not

their scales incurved in the margin,

open

the

like

The

last.

leaves of this larch are

likewise scarcely half the length of those of the

common

larch.

The timber

is

more highly prized

America than that of any other of the coniferous
and serves both for naval and domestic purposes. Such as possess the necessary curvature, are
in

trees,

in great request for

knees in ship-building.

respect to the black larch, a practice
in this country, of

express our disapprobation

cumstance which has
layers,

prevalent

which we cannot too strongly
:

the lower pendulous

branches had been observed to strike

them from

is

With

led to the

root,

—

a cir-

attempt of raising

and thus dwarfs are necessarily

produced instead of

trees of the natural size, raised

from the seeds, by importing the cones from North
America.
8.

The Red

crocarpa,

figured in

Larch, ( L. tenuifolia, Sahsb. L. mi-

H. Kew. described by Bartram, and
t.

37. of Lambert's work), has the cones

nearly of a spherical form, and only half an inch

vol. n.

A

a
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in length.

This larch we have not as yet closely

examined, but
species

There

:

generally accounted a distinct

it is

an imperfect specimen of it, how-

is

ever, in the Botanic

Garden, Leith Walk. Michaux

the elder, considered this as only a variety of the

most northern parts of
Canada, and is of course sufficiently hardy, and it is
said was long since cultivated by the Duke of ArIt

last.

4.

is

a native of the

The Cedar Larch (Phius

Diet. L.patula, Salisb.

3.

Cedrus, Miller's

Lin. Trans.) differs from

the two last-mentioned species in possessing biennial or evergreen leaves,
it

—a property that renders

peculiarly ornamental,

ever,

it

in

With us,

lawn, in winter.

the borders of the

in the Lothians,

how-

attains only the height of a middle-sized

—

on the top, a circumstance probably
arising from the leading shoots being killed by
Taller and more handsome trees,
early frosts.
might be obtained by sowing a few seeds in pots,
tree,

flat

or in baskets,

(manaquins), sufficiently deep, a

number of which might be provided on purpose,
and,

selecting

where they are

the
to

best

plants,

placing

them

remain without transplantation,

or with the ball of earth attached to

them; thus

preserving the perpendicular descending root, a

circumstance of the

first

importance in planting

every kind of forest-trees, and especially the Coniferas.

The cones of

the Cedar Larch are

much

larger than those of the rest of this family, being

three inches long, with a proportionate circum-

FIR

Oil

SPRUCE FAMILY.
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the scales of the cone are erect and trun-

ierence

;

cated.

These ought to be obtained,

from the Levant

if practicable,

as fresh as possible.

should be associated with the

The Cedar

common Larch

in

the valleys of the Highlands, or other inland districts.

The Fir or Spruce Family,

II.

although possessing alternate leaves like the larch,
differs

widely from

the form of the buds,

in

it

The

structure of the flower, and general aspect.

spruces are

fir,

all

well

known

to be hardy.

The speNorway

afFordingtimbermost in demand, is the

cies

(Abies excelsa, Sal.

;

P.

abies,

H. K.) and the

Black Spruce, (A. nigra, Mich. Arb. For.
gra,

H. K.

#

Among

)

series,

the white

Mich.)

is

;

P.

those cultivated in our nur-

spruce-,

(P.

alba,

H. K. A.

alba,

occasionally planted in lawns, chiefly

account of

its

ni-

on

beauty during winter, the perennial

leaves being of a pale bluish green, although the

timber

is

of small value; and the tree

itself,

even

abroad, growing only to the height of 45 feet.
It

would be

well,

however, that the Norway or

even the Black spruce were more generally planted in the valleys of the Highlands, the timber of

manner of insidestronger and more durable

both, especially for deals and

work, being infinitely

A
* Vic!.

Lamb.

Pin.

t.

25.

and

a 2

27.

all
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than that of any'other of this tribe whatever. In

America, the black spruce

is

used for knees in ship-

building, where neither oak nor black larch can

be easily obtained

these knees are not prepared
from two diverging branches, as in the oak but
from a portion of the base of the trunk connected
:

;

with one of the largest diverging

Accord-

roots.

ing to Michaux, the red spruce, (P. rubra, H. K.

and Lamb.

P.

t.

28.)

is

not a distinct species, as ge-

nerally supposed, but only a variety of the black
spruce, arising from soil and situation, and farther,

the red variety

is

in fact

sail

far the

The timber of

able of the two*.
sally preferred

by

most valu-

this

is

univer-

throughout the United States for

yards, and indeed imported for this purpose

into Liverpool from

used

Nova

Scotia,

where

it is

also

for constructing casksforsalted fish. Itisfrom

the decoction in water of young shootsof the black,

and not from those of the white spruce,

as sup-

posed by Lambert, that the celebrated beer

is

pre-

pared by fermentation, with a due proportion of

The

sugar cr molasses.
dealers,

is

essence of spruce of the

prepared by evaporating this decoction

to the consistence of honey.

ing this family,

two natural genera

* " C'est dans celle

In closely examin-

appears that traces of at least

it

are included under

it.

1.

The

noramee Sapine rouge (Red Spruce) que

se trouve reunies au plus haut degre toutes les qualites qui font

rechercher cette espece, viz. la force,
drives For. torn.

ii.

p. 128.

l'elasticite, et la legerete

,"

FIR

Oli

proper Spruces,

A.
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of the north of Europe,

and A. nigra and A. alba of North America.
These three species, and others might be added,
agree in certain well defined characters.

In

all

of

them, the single quadrangular alternate leaves sur-

round the shoots from whence they germinate.

Of the fir genus,
and

its

the silver

fir

of Europe, (A. picea,)

near relative A. balsamea and A. canadensis

of North America, afford evident instances.
these, the flat

and generally emarginate,

and nearly pinnate
them.

2.

An

leaves,

at

In

lateral,

once distinguish

attention to accuracy of character, even

becomes daily more urgent, in
The pine genus
of Linnceus, then, even as characterised by Willdenow, not to mention the additional species lately
described by Michaux the younger, in fact inin a popular view,

order to avoid utter confusion.

cludes several kindred tribes.
object

is

to point out the

shall only observe,

1.

As, however, our

most useful

species,

we

That the hemlock spruce,

(A. canadensis, Mich.) although a tall tree, affords a brittle timber, of no greater value than
that of the white spruce, (A. alba)

timber of the American
is

equally soft;

the

tree

silver-fir,
itself,

;

2.

That the

(A. balsamea),

even in America,

scarcely attaining a greater height than the white
spruce.

from

The vaunted Balsam of Gilead obtained

it, is

merely a variety of turpentine, possess-

ing no medicinal property superior to that substance.

In short, these three spruces, the white,

the hemlock, and

balsam of Gilead, scarcely

cle-

366
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serve attention.

S.

picea), in the valleys

The

silver-fir of Europe, (A.
of Switzerland, attains, how-

ever, a magnificent height, rising

and

above 100

affords a timber greatly superior to its

feet,

Ame-

This tree requires a fresh and

rican congeners.

deep, at least a pervious

soil, as it fails

on a thin

clay or poor sand.

III.

The

Pine Family.

aspect of the proper pines, at once dis-

tinguishes them from the Spruces or Firs, with
which they arc closely related. A natural distinction, is however pointed out, not only by the

structureof the fruit, especially the truncated scales

of the cones, but by the leaves of the pines, at least

two together being included

at the base in a cir-

cular sheath.

U Our

native pine, (Pinus syivesiris) of which

there are

two

very different

or

more

varieties, if

in value, is so

well

not species*,

known

to afford

timber possessed of all the requisitesof strength and
durability,
in the

and attains such a degree of perfection
it might be

Highlands of Scotland, that

thought superfluous

*

to

This circumstance was

attempt the cultivation of

first

remarked by the

late Earl

of

Haddington, in his small but valuable work on Forest Trees,
and is also noticed by Mr Don in the first volume of these Memoirs,

PINE FAMILY.
any other; but

this pine has

been found to be

adapted to the deeper and more
although

valleys,

it
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thrives well

fertile soil

ill

of our

on mere sand,

if

dry at the bottom.
2.

Arb.

The Red Pine of Canada, (P.
t.

1.

rubra, Mich.

and P. resbwsa, H. K.) receives

from the colour of the bark.
graphical range of this pine,

From

its

name

the high geo-

well adapted to

it is

P. syhestris. Mackenzie found
beyond Lake Superior in Canada. Aiton first
gave the name P. resinosa to this species,
associate with the

it

—

term
is

less apposite

in fact less

though

than

grained and durable.
ship, the St

the French

name

resinous, than

timber

the

its

is

it

the P. australis, al-

being close-

excellent,

The main-mast of a 50 gun-

Lawrence, was made of

when

Canada, as

in

this

timber by

in possession of Canada.

At-

taining the height of 80 feet, planks of 40 feet

long are imported into different parts of Great
Britain; a quantity of this timber

imported into Leith.
knots,

it is

is

occasionally

Being generally

free

from

used for the decks of ships, and conse-

quently well adapted to flooring and similar purposes.

It has also

this pine

been imported in the form of

As the natural range of
30' in Pennsylvania to
41°
extends from

masts into

this country.

48° north, and as

it

thrives in a dry sandy

soil,

no doubt of its succeeding in this
country.
Like the P. syhestris, it affords an inferior timber on a damp and unsuitable soil.

there can be
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3. The P. pinaster, Lamb. t. 4, 5., is now
more generally planted especially near the sea,
where, as in Ayrshire, it grows luxuriantly on the

sea-coast, a circumstance of itself of great

tance, especially as the timber
4.

The Swamp

is

import

valuable.

or Georgia Pitch, or Long- leaved

Pine, (P. australis, Mich.

t. 6.,

P.

K.) notwithstanding the warmth of

palustris,

H.

native

cli-

its

mate, will probably be found to succeed in our sheltered valleys, and on the borders of inland lakes.

Indeed, this pine already grows freely and promises well near Bourdeaux, in the west of France,
in situations scarcely

more favourable.

The value

of the timber, on account of strength and durability, is

North

well appreciated in every part of

America, and

it

has been occasionally importetl

into this country, especially at Liverpool,

time since, for the use of the

from

Wet Docks,

fifteen to thirty feet in length,

some

in planks,

by twelve or

twenty inches diameter. These planks are rated
20 per cent, higher thau any other American timIt is,
ber, if we except that of the Black Larch.
indeed, on account of its strength and durability,
in request for all the purposes of carpentry, and is
only equalled in value by the timber of the

mon

Larch, Scottish Pine, and

It affords

Norway

Com-

Spruce.

turpentine in greater abundance than

any other American species; and the volatile oil,
rosin, and tar, so much in demand in the various
arts, are

occasionally imported into this country,

PINE FAMILY.
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barrels of this

tar,

were

in

1807 imported into Liverpool.

The P.

5.

strobus or

long introduced.

Weymouth

It is

pine, has

been

of quick growth, elegant

in

appearance, and attains to great height, and

is

occasionally planted in Scotland; but the tim-

ber

is

not durable under exposure, although ve-

ry valuable,

and

when completely dried, for finishing,
The blue-green of the pencilled

inside work.

leaves, of

which

included in each sheath,

five are

greatly adds to the picturesque appearance of this

pine on the lawn in winter.

been observed

It has

to withstand the rigour of the sea blasts in

Nova

Scotia better than any other tree,—*-a property that

would seem

to point

sular situation.

lightness of
tains,

ever,
cies,

mit.

its

P.

out as valuable in our in-

The Weymouth

pine,

from the

timber, and the majestic size

has been used
it is

it

for masts, for which,

it at-

how-

certainly very inferior to our native spe-

sylvestris, as it is

apt to rot at the sum-

In the fresh, deep and black sand on banks

of rivers in America,
tain the height of

it

180

has been observed to atfeet,

with a proportionate

diameter; but this lofty inhabitant of the forest
is

daily

becoming more

scarce,

centuries disappears for ever.

and the growth of
It

that the preservation of this pine

is

remarkable,

was enjoined on

the colonies by several acts of the British Parliament.
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IV. Cypress Family.

The European,

as well as

American species of

Cypress, are closely related to the other conifer-

ous

tribes,

although they

remarkably in the

differ

imbricated position of their opposite leaves, which
are generally closely pressed to the branches.

Of this,

1

one of the species of the South of Eu-

rope, (C. sempervirens), or

common

cypress, has

been long celebrated by Pliny, on account of the
incorruptibility of its timber*, which is red-coloured, close grained,

of

this species

Two

and odorous.

varieties

have been long introduced ; but

the sombre green of both, formerly consecrated to
funerals, probably led to their being neglected.

Cupressus thyoides, (Mich. Arb.

2.

t.

2.) or

White

Cedar of the middle States of North America,
one of the most valuable of the cypresses.

though the growth
height of the

is

first class

slow,

it

is

Al-

attains to the full

of trees in the swamps of

the middle States towards the ocean, scarcely ex-

tending farther inland than
coast.

It is

tree in

ber

*

is

A

very improperly

fifty

miles from the

named

the Juniper

North Carolina and Virginia. The timand works well, and being

finely grained,

statue of Jupiter,

the Citadel of Rome,

is

formed of

this

wood, and placed in

said to have lasted for centuries.

-
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of a rose colour, odorous and light,
sive use for utensils;

and when of

is

particularly necessary.

first

of exten-

applied to every purpose where durabi-

meter,
lity

is

is

sufficient dia-

This species was

introduced into England by the public-spi-

rited Collinson in 1730.
2. C. disticha,

Mich. Arb.

F.

t.

1.

(which, by the

bye, seems to belong to a genus distinct from Cup?^essus*),

although deciduous,

is

deserving of be-

ing more frequently cultivated, especially as

its

geographical range in America, extends beyond

50° N., under a temperature occasionally far more
severe than occurs in the vallevs of the Hiq;h-

lands of Scotland; and southwards, to the deep

and rich soil of Florida and Mexico, where it
grows to upwards of 100 feet. The timber is
much esteemed abroad, on account of its strength
and durability. In our Lowlands, the tops of
the

young

plants are generally injured by frost

Humboldt

lately observed some
growing in the ancient gardens of the Emperors of Mexico, planted before
the invasion by the Spaniards. Those planted
by Duhamel, forty years since in France, are at
present (1817), forty feet high, by about twelve

during winter.
of these trees

still

inches diameter.

In a nursery lately established

in the south-west of France, seeds of this

tree,

obtained from south Carolina, were sown in 1803

Since this

summary was put

to the press,

forms us, that Richard of Paris, whose accuracy
has distinguished this tree

by the generic name

Humboldt
is

:

in-

well known,

TaxoditiiH.
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fifty

of these

merits

This beautiful

feet.

much more

been paid

had attained a height

trees, in 1813,

of from 20 to 30

tree, then,

attention than has hitherto

to it in Scotland.

The cones can be

from Charleston.

easily obtained

V. Thuia Family.

The Thuia
(Mich. Arb.

occidentalis or
t.

American arbor

vita?,

has been long planted in this

3.)

country, especially in lawns and shrubberies. Spe-

cimens from 17 to 20 feet high occur in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, planted by the late Dr Hope.

Although the

foliage

is

of a deep green colour,

an agreeable object in winter.
orient alis, that of a cone, differs

of the coniferous

stem being

T.

from most others

series, scarcely

visible, the

it is

The form of the

any part of the

dense horizontal branches

Notwithstanding the
deep green of the ramuli, every where imbricated
with oval opposite leaves, both this species, and
covering

it

to the

base.

the T. occidentalis are far

grow

taller,

more ornamental, and

particularly in moist situations, as at

the sides of lakes or rivers, than others of the kin-

dred family of Juniperus hitherto introduced

but as they are of slow growth, in the Lowlands
at least, the timber of the

American

species, al-

though highly valued in the northern States, on
account of

its

incorruptibility, can scarcely

us be an inducement
pressoides,

to its culture.

The

with

T. cu-

another species of arbor vita, was late-

ly introduced by

(rood Hope.

In

Dr Roxburgh from
this,

the

the branches and

Cape of
foliage

JUNIPER FAMILY.
are not flat as in the

young

shoots.

house.
lobrata,

There

It
is

Kwai of

is

two

as
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but surround the

first,

yet confined to the green-

a fourth species of Thuia, T. do-

Kasmpfer, which grows to a mag-

nificent size in Japan.

This beautiful tree has

not as yet been introduced into Britain.

now

There

is

scarce any hope of obtaining the seeds of this

and other

oriental trees, since the

Dutch have ob-

tained possession of Java, unless perhaps from

Prince of Wales Island, hitherto unexplored by
naturalists.

VI. Juniper Family.

This family, although the external appearance
of the fruit

is

remarkably

different,

per,

(Juniperus communis),

neglected shrub, generally

is

forms a link

Our

native juni-

a well

known but

in the great coniferous series.

left

to be cropped

by

Under proper management, however, it
The Swedish
variety, is more erect, and is less branched.
The
Virginian juniper, (J. Virgimana) or Red Cedar,
even when raised from the seed with us, scarcely
attains the size of a tree, yet the wood is close-

sheep.

attains the height of twelve feet.

grained,

durable,

and, being odorous,

is

esteemed for several purposes; but the
;niserable specimens of this

of J. oxycedrus,

much
many

and the various species

lycia, phcetiicea,

&c. to be seen in

our shrubberies, acquire their stinted and bushy

appearance from being raised from layers instead

of seeds sown where they are to remain, or

in

deep
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pots or baskets, to be afterwards placed in their

Two

proper situation.

have within these

species

few years been introduced, that deserve immediate attention,

— the J.

by the East Inby the celebrated

Chinensis,

dia

Company, and

Sir

Joseph Banks, in 1806, from

which we

J. excelsa,

with

Siberia,

are as yet very imperfectly acquainted.

VII. Walnut Family.

To

the

common

walnut, (Juglans regia), which

in favourable seasons ripens

its fruit in

our inland

Walnut of North Ameought to be added.
hardy, and grows more fre-

sheltered valleys, the Black
rica, (J, nigra,

This tree
ly

and

is

sufficiently

taller,

common

Mich. Arb.
than

is

generally the case with the

The

walnut.

t. 1.),

appreciated in America.

value of the timber

The heart-wood

is

is

well

at first

of a violet colour, but speedily becomes almost
black,
it

and hence

its

When

name.

strongly resists putrefaction, and

properly dried,
is

occasionally

used at Philadelphia for knees in ship-building;
but the great demand for it

work, on account of the
indisposition to

every other

deed
to

warp

wood

is

in ebenistry, or inlaid

fine polish it

or crack.

It

assumes, and

is

preferred to

for stocks of muskets,

applicable, like that of the

and

common

is

in-

walnut,

most of the purposes of the cabinet-maker.

In

order to obtain the good properties of both species, it is

proposed to graft the common, on the

stock of the American walnut.
nut, (J. olivarformis),

is

The pacane wal-

cultivated in the vicinity

CHESTNUT FAMILY.
of Paris for
as

but as

;

and might

sufficiently hardy,

it is

cate

its fruit,

it is
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also be tried here,

and the

fruit

very deli-

of very slow growth,

posed by Michaux

it is

Black Walnut.

The Walnut

by Linnasus

be peculiar to America.

however,

to

pro-

to graft this on the stock of the

difficult to

family are supposed

conceive

Walnut should have

how

the

so early found

It

is,

Common
way

its

into

Persia from the great western continent.

On

the principles of the Natural Arrangement,

this family

admits of subdivision

buds are naked,
as

like those of the

have their buds covered with

:

1.

Those whose

walnut

:

2.

Such

scales, as in the

This affords a more certain distinction

hickery.

than the simple or compound form of the spikes.
VIII. Chestnut Family.

To

the

Common

which ripens

Chestnut-tree, (Castanea vesca),

its fruit in

our sheltered valleys, and

the value of whose timber, for various purposes

of the house-carpenter,

now

to

add a distinct

from North America.

European
cent

is

well

known, we ought

species, (C.

species, occasionally attains a magnifi-

Michaux measured several of them
mountains of North Carolina, of the cir-

size.

in the

cumference of

fifteen

portionate height.

and sixteen

feet,

and when the

resists

not too

old, possesses great strength

wood of

putrefaction,

this, like

with a pro-

Like that of our own, the

timber
old

microcarpa?)

This chestnut, like our

that of the

;

tree is

yet the too

last, is

occasion-
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ally

found

brittle;

and the chief demand for it, is
and when young, it is

in the construction of casks,

much used

for hoops, &c.

The nuts, although excel-

than those of Europe, especially

lent, are smaller

such as are cultivated in the neighbourhood of
Lyons.

These are

American

now grafted

species, at Philadelphia

Mr Neill,

with great advantage.

summary of
where

this tree

fruit, grafts are

largest

and

and

New York,

in the excellent

Horticulture, published in the Edin-

burgh Encyclopaedia, informs
shire,

on the stock of the

is

Devon-

cultivated on account of the

taken from branches bearing the

The

finest nuts.

raised from the

us, that in

American

practised with advantage.
nerally preferred.

introduction of stocks

fruit

might therefore be

Grafting enfente

The dwarf American

is

ge-

species^

(C.pumila), seems to deserve no attention from

us.

IX. Oak Family.
It

might seem unnecessary

to

add any other

to

our excellent native species of oak, Queixus ro~

bur and pedunculata, the latter being of
the most valuable.

This

is

all

others

distinguished from

Q. robur, by the marked circumstance of the acorns

being placed on long
the rebur are nearly
utility

fruit-stalks, whilst those

sessile.

of

Besides the superior

and hardness of the timber, the peduncu-

most magnificent of the
two British species. There is a fine specimen of
Q. muscosa, or Mossy Cup Oak, in the Botanic Garden, planted by the late worthy Professor

lated

oak

is

in fact the

OAK FAMILY.
of Botany,

Dr Hope.

poorest sandy
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It thrives here

even in the

The mossy cup oak

soil.

is

found

chiefly on the banks of the river Hudson, above
the city of Albany, in that part of the State of

New York named Genessee. The

acorns,

which

are of an elongated oval shape, are nearly envel-

oped by the cup, which,
cies, is

covered with

as in several other spe-

whose points

scales,

are ge-

nerally bent backwards, terminating at the bor-

This tree has a

der of the cup in filaments.

fine

appearance, although, from the scarcity of speci-

mens,

we

are as yet unacquainted

The numerous

ture of the timber.

seventy,

now

with the naoaks, above

described, afford a great choice for

different situations in our island.
varieties of the Q. ilex,

The

several

having succeeded so well

in various parts of Scotland, certainly encourages

us in the introduction of other evergreen species.

The Cork oak (Q.
ance to the

ilex,

suber)

is

far inferior in appear-

although, as well as the Kermes

oak, (Q. cocci/era),

the evergreen leaves render

The Kermes oak was introduced upwards of a century ago into the Edinit

interesting to us.

burgh Garden by Sutherland, the eminent superintendant, with

many

other plants then

in the collections of Britain.

unknown

This oak

is

nearly

related to ilex, but seldom attains a height of above

twenty feet; whereas the

ilex,

under favourable

circumstances, grows to a tree of the second class.

There are some
vol.

ii.

fine

specimens of the

B

b

ilex,

at
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Mount-Stewart,

in the island of Bute, planted

by

the late Earl, with several other foreign trees;

and some large specimens of the evergreen oak
occur also at Castle-Kennedy, the seat of Lord
Cassilis.
But the first of these trees of which we
have any account as planted in Scotland, were
introduced by the late patriotic Earl of Haddington, into plantations on the estate of Tyningham

To these evergreen species, the
Q. virens ovhace Oak (Mich. Arb. 1. 1.) ought to be

in East Lothian.

1

added

North America,

chiefly in the southern States of
it

abounding

in our collections; for although

was, so long ago as 1739, cultivated by Miller.

What

renders the probability of this oak succeed-

ing with

us,

is,

that the sea-breeze

if not indispensable, to its full

is

favourable,

growth.

There

is

another species belonging to this great family,

whose

culture,

recommend

your Committee would strongly

in the valleys of the Highlands, asso-

ciated with the white or

common

larch, namely,

the Dyer's oak,- or Quercitron, (Quercus tinctoria,

Mich. Arb.

t.

ascertained to

of Paris,

22,)

This oak has been already

grow

freely in the

in a situation scarcely

either as to soil or climate than

found

in this country.

neighbourhood

more favourable

may

be easily

In the national collection

of France, 20,000 young plants are at this mo-

ment (1816) growing vigorously from acorns, by
the patriotic exertions of F. Andr6 Michaux the
younger. The timber of this, like that of most

OAK FAMILT.
other American oaks,
is

is

indeed of small value, nor

the foliage evergreen, as in those

mentioned
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we have just

but the great value of the bark in

;

dyeing of yellow, renders it of great interest in an
economical point of view. According to the experiments of Bancroft,
bark, affords as

much

one part of quercitron

yellow colouring matter, as

eight or ten parts of woad.

Tile external cracked

portions of the old bark, being of course of less
strength, are not taken into account.

coction

is

The

of a brownish-yellow colour, and

deis

deepened by the alkalies, and rendered brighter
by acids. The solution of tin, added to this decoction, affords a precipitate of a bright yellow.

In dyeing wool, an equal weight of alum
to the

is

added

bark in the boiling; and the stuff being

added, the colour

is

deepened or brightened at

pleasure, according to the nature of the bath.
is

It

scarcely necessary to add, that this, and other

tender species of oak, ought to be raised from the
acorns in deep baskets, and placedif possible where

they are to remain, after due protection during the
first

two

years.

X. Birch Family.

The

utility

of our native White Birch (Betula

and the elegant pendulous variety, are well
known and to this, our enterprising planters

alba),

;

have, some time since, added certain American

Bb2
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species,

( B.

but particularly,

(Mich. Arb.

tenia,

the

1.

p.

Mahogany

Birch,

MounCanada). The

147 and H. K.)

Mahogany, Cherry Birch of
bark of this tree is of a brown colour, spotted
with white. It is well known, that our native
birch grows to much greater size in the swamps
of Sweden and Norway than with us; and in
fact, rather degenerates in the richer soil and
more temperate climate of Britain. The Cherry
Birch, on the contrary, abounds most in the middle States of Pennsylvania, New York, and the
Jerseys, where it attains a height of seventy feet,
tain

but disappears altogether

in the

of the northern states, and
in

Nova

is

moist and deeper

when

The

soils

of our Highland valleys^

closely associated with other trees.

probability of

this, is

heightened by various

The value of

facts already ascertained.

ber

is

well

have seen
furniture

known
tables,

bed

mahogany, which

the tim-

to our cabinet-makers;

made of it,

exposed to the

much more likely
own birch, in the

It is therefore

Scotia.

to succeed with us than our

especially

higher latitudes

scarcely to be found

it

posts,

and other

and we

articles

resembles,

when some time

newly wrought boards
Although of an exceed-

light, the

being of a rose colour.

ing quick growth, the grain being naturally
it

to

takes a tine polish in cabinet-work.
this,

spring,

of

equalling in beauty those of

that the leaves,

which appear

close,

We

add

early in

are said to possess a peculiar fragrance,

BIRCH FAMILY.

which they

when

retain

S81

dried by

means of a
an

stove, affording on infusion of boiling water,

agreeable diluent superior to some of the
teas of
2.
is

common

commerce.

The Yellow Birch (B.

lutea,

Mich. Arb. For.)

an inhabitant of the Northern States and of

Nova

The bark

Scotia.

from which

it

derives

its

is

of a shining yellow,

name.

It has

ed B. evcelsa, (H. K.), which, like
tive

terms,

ling

it

The Black
and

is

improper; the

in height,

compara-

last species

and excelling

it

equal-

in strength.

Birch, therefore, affords a better timber;

necessary to

it is

been term-

all

mark

the distinction, as that

of the Yellow Birch possesses a similar colour and
good grain, and in fact is imported from Canada
under the name of Black Birch, and used instead
of it by our cabinet-makers. The seeds included
in the ripened catkins, can be easily obtained from

America.
3.

Arb.

The Black
t.

2.

f.

6.)

Birch,

( B. nigra, H. K. Mich.

has been for some time

in our plantations.

It

is

common

of very quick growth.

In the twelfth volume of the Transactions of the
Society of Arts, an instance

is

stated of this tree

attaining in nineteen years the height of fortyfive feet.

XI. Maple Family.
Fourteen species of Maple have
scribed

by

botanists, seven of

now been

which belong

deto

382
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Europe, and the rest to the Continent of America,

The Sycamore, (Jeer pseudoplatanus,) which,
well as the A. campestris,

is

as

generally reckoned a

native of our island, has been long valued, on ac-

count of the uses of the timber, by the turner,

and besides
shelter,

it

from

its

trees less tolerant

Maple (A.
is

valuable as speedily affording

is

quick growth, to other youngof the sea-blast.

The Norway

platanoides, Schmidt, Arb.

t.

1,2,

3, 4,)

another hardy species valuable for similar pur-

poses.

To

these,

we can now add

the Sugar Maple,

A. saccharinus, (Mich. Arb. For. 2. t. 15.) equally
hardy with either. This species is first perceived
to the northward of Lake St John in Canada, under the most rigorous cold, in latitude 48° during winter, nearly corresponding in temperature
The
with latitude 67° in the north of Europe.

Sugar Maple, however, exists

in greatest

vigour,

and abounds most between latitude 43° and 46°,
comprehending Canada, Nova
mont. This Maple, according

and VerMichaux, dis-

Scotia,
to

appears totally in the southern states; gradually

diminishing in frequency from Genessee, to the
higher parts of Maryland.

On

the .whole, this

maple abounds more in America than any other
of

its

kindred- but even abroad,

the tallest class of trees.
tribe, the

wood of

siderable strength,

this,
is

As

it

does not equal

in the rest of the

although possessing con-

not durable under alterna-

MAPLE FAMILY.
and drought

tions of moisture

roughly dried and unexposed,
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but when tho-

;

very durable,

it is

takes a fine polish, becoming of a fine rose colour

on exposure
tifully

to light;

waved

and the wood being beau-

in its texture,

and

in the older trees

occasionally irregularly spotted,

fect of these

is

In order to shew the

like

that

termed
full ef-

must be worked
wood of the

the pieces

spots,

the annual circles

Sugar Maple,

highly valued

This spotted wood

by cabinet-makers.
Bird's-eye Maple.

parallel to

is

the

:

of our native species,

(Acer pseudo-plat a?ius), gives out

burning a

in

greater proportion of heat than that of most other
trees

;

and the charcoal

is

America

preferred in

for the forge to every other kind,

and

is

said to

possess a specific gravity one-fifth greater than

any other known charcoal.

It

is

well

known

that

the maple family abound with a saccharine juice,

when tapped on

first

rising of the sap in spring,

before the buds begin to evolve; but

name

implies, affords

other

known

species.

it

this, as

the

much sweeter than any
The Prince of Auersberg,

however, has introduced the culture of one of the

European species?

for the express

purpose of the

manufacture of sugar, having within the

last ten

years planted more than a million of these trees

on his lands in Bohemia. The Sugar Maple, like
most of the rest, requires a deep and fresh soil, to
attain full perfection, at which period, the saccharine juice is most abundant. In some experi-
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ments,

we made with a view

to obtain sugar

from

the juice of the Sycamore, success was apparently prevented
is

by the rapid vinous fermentation

it

disposed to assume, and the speedy formation

of acetous acid during the boiling.
sap of this tree

is

would seem, however, that the
Sugar Mapleabroad

is

less

It

richer sap of the

liable to decomposition, as

admits of being kept

it

Indeed, the

but slightly saccharine.

in casks for

some

days, in order to collect a sufficient quantity before

commencing the

no lime
in

is

evaporation, during which,

directed to be added to the liquor, as

preparing sugar from the sugar-cane in the

West Indies. Exposed to the sun, in the usual
manner practised by vinegar manufacturers, the
juice

is

speedily converted into strong vinegar.

XII. Beech Family.

We are as yet

acquainted only with three other

species of Beech,

(Fagus
equals

in

addition to our native

sylvatica), which, in utility
all

the

rest.

tree,

and beauty,

Indeed, the timber of the

White (wooded) Beech, (F. sylvestris, Mich.) of
Canada and the middle states of America, although a

tall

and magnificent

tree, is inferior to

our own, both in strength and durability.
the

Red-wooded

species of the northern states,

(F.ferruginca, Mich.

p.

174.) equals our native

species in every respect, and
heart- wood, of

But

the colour of the

which the proportion

in this

tree.

BEECH FAMILY.

3S5

generally as thirteen to three, renders

is

cul-

its

tivation desirable for the various articles of ca-

which our own

binet-work, bed-posts,

&c,

at present employed.

Indeed, the timber of both

species

in

incapable of resisting exposure to

is

is

aly

ternations of drought and moisture, although it
is

known

well

There
this

is

to be very durable

under water.

a peculiarity in the practice of cutting

and other species of beech, when in full sap,
is generally believed to add to the durabi-

which
lity

of the timber.

may be observed, that the
now common in our planof the common beech, total-

It

Purple-leaved Beech,
tations,

a variety

is

ly distinct

species.

American or Red wooded
may mention as an additional illus-

from

We

this

tration of the importance of this tribe in an eco-

nomical point of view, that the seeds of our native species, (F. sylvatica), freed
afford,

from the husk,

by pressure, one-sixth part of a fixed

of excellent quality, and

when

the process

oil

pro-

is

perly regulated, nearly equal to that of olives.

In Germany, and the North of France, this

oil is

prepared by pressure from the fresh seeds obtain-

ed from the Forests of Crecy and Compeigne in
great abundance, as a substitute for that of olives.

The beech-mast must be

dried slowly in a grana-

ry,

and the capsules removed by means of a (bar-

ley

?)

mill, properly adjusted for the purpose.

The

seeds then must be ground, and about a fifth part

of water added during the grinding, to moisten
the paste, which

is

now

to be

submitted to the
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The

press, in strong canvas bags.

great error in

the expression of this and other fixed
sists in

oils,

con-

heating the substances too much, and

thus rendering the

oil

empyreumatic, and useless

The seeds
The bark of

by

for the purposes of diet*.

are ripe

the end of September.

the beech,

although inferior no doubt to that of oak,

is

em-

ployed in America in the tanning of leather,

which

is

light-coloured, but of

this country, the

good

quality.

beech (F. sylvatica) grows

In
free-

soils, and in hedges formed by
and training the young plants, affords admirable fences in the most bleak situa-

ly on the poorest
close planting

tions, as the

withered leaves remain during win--

ter.

XIII. Diospyrus or Date~plum Family.

The D.

1.

lotus

of the South of Europe, and D.

virginiana, the only
sufficiently hardy,

known American

and grow
twenty

tions to the height of

of the

first is

in

species, are

in sheltered situafeet.

A

the Botanic Garden

thrives under peculiar disadvantages of

specimen
here,

and

soil.

2. The fruit of the persimon- tree, (D. virginiana) is abroad occasionally bruised and formed
t

which are dried in the oven, and warm
water being added to them, the liquor is fermented and used as beer. This fruit, however, even
into cakes,

Journal

tie

Physique, Janvier 1781.

TUPELO FAMILY.

m
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Virginia arid the Western States, requires frost

to render

mellow, and

it

certainly of little va-

is

but as the foliage possesses considerable

lue;

beauty, and the shade of this tree rather seems to
protect, than to destroy the herbage

under

it,

it

deserves a place in our sheltered valleys, and on

the lawn.

Pursh considers the pubescent varie-

Michaux to be a
was some time

ty of

since introduced into our

Dr Roxburgh, and

stove collections by

at

Even

Joseph Banks.

Sir

cies

Z). cordi-

and D. obovata, have been since introduced

folia

by

The D.

distinct species.

ebenus,

the

more hardy spe-

must be raised from seeds in pots, protected
and afterwards transferred to their final

first,

situation.

XIV. Nyssa
Although the four

Kew

list,

are hardy,

or Tupelo Family*

enumerated in the
none of them have been

species

hitherto raised with us.

The N.

uniflora,

N.

syl-

Mich., or Black Gum-tree, would most

vatica>

likely grow freely in our deeper soils, protected
by more hardy associates, especially as they thrive

to the

northward of Philadelphia, even

more elevated

The

situations.

them,
its

is

soft

in the

of them

marshy places

fect the moist or rather

southern states.

rest

in

In general, the wood in

and of

domestic purposes.

the

of

value, although, from

little

indisposition to split,

all

af-

it

There

is

is

applied to several

a peculiarity in the
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structure of the stem in this as well as certain

The

other tribes.

ligneous

fibres, are, as it

in bundles, not parallel to each other, as

ton
ries,

observed in the

first

wood

were,

Dauben-

of the palm se-

but crossing each other, and warped to-

gether.

It

is

owing

plicable to certain

to split

wood

to this, that the

is

ap-

purposes, where a disposition

would be injurious; and

it is

used in Vir-

ginia for the naves of wheels of the lighter carriages, such as coaches,

&c.,

chariots,

and by ship-carpenters

upper masts.

for

and

cabriolets,

the cap of the

It is obvious, therefore, that if

we

could obtain trees of sufficient diameter, this property of resisting cracking or splitting, would

render this soft timber applicable to numerous

purposes in the mechanical arts; although, where
greater strength and hardness are necessary, that

of our native elm (Ulmus campestris)

is

preferable

to every other.

XV. Plane

We know as

Family.

yet only three species of the plane

hitherto described as natives of Asia.
1.

One

of these, the oriental plane, (Platanus

Du

Hamel, grows freely
under the requisite circumstances of soil and shelA fine specimen
ter in the valleys of Scotland.

orientalis),

figured

of the P. orient alls
Garden, about

by

is

in the

fifty feet in

portionate circumference.

Edinburgh Botanic

height, and of a pro-

PLANE FAMILY.
2.
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P. cuneata, or Waved-leaved Plane, grows

much less

and

freely,

in

exposed situations scarce-

ly attains the size of a tree.
3.

The Maple-leaved

or Spanish

grows equally

acerifolia),

(P.

Plane,

freely with

the

first,

and attains a greater height.
4>.

The American

Occident alls,

count of

its

Plane, or Button-wood, (P.

Catesb. Carol,

t.

50.) which, on ac-

superior hardness,

chiefly deserves

notice in this country, like the

banks of
ral

rivers, or

soil,

The

inland lakes.

Washington measured

Ohio, which, at

first

deep and moist

species, requires a

mentioned
as

on the

late

Gene-

a tree in an islet of the

from the ground, mea-

five feet

sured forty feet in circumference, giving a dia-

meter of about thirteen
dre) measured one of

in full growth, affording

Michaux

feet.

still

(T.

An-

and
mag-

larger dimensions,

an appearance

in

nificence approaching to that of the oriental species,

recorded by Pliny to have accommodated

the Consul Licinius and eighteen of his suite with

lodging during the night.

when

dried,

It takes a fine

polish,

American
lour.

plane,

warp, the use of

it

is

from their rapid growth and
ornamental in parks where the

but being apt to

These

trees are,

fine aspect,
soil is

highly

not too thin

In utility, however, the timber

ferior to that of the

the

of a dull red co-

confined to bed-posts, and

similar articles of furniture.

and dry.

The wood of
is

sugar maple.

is

in-
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XVI. Elm
In

no

utility,

tree

mon Elm, (Ulmus
numerous

Family.

can surpass our native Com-

Eng. Bot. 1886),

campestris,

which have probably orisoil and general
rather unfortunate, that this, and

varieties of

ginated from the nature of the
culture.

It

is

the broad-leaved species (U. montana), are easily

propagated from
is

layers^

as a strong temptation

thereby afforded, to obtain plants speedily of a

promising

size at first,

indeed; but, as in similar

instances, with respect to forest-trees in general,

a miserable disappointment

is

experienced, a

stinted race of dwarfs only being produced, in-

stead of the

magnificent progeny of nature.

tall

is most accurateJames Edward Smith in the
The flowers are crowded, and
Flora Britannica.

This species (U. campestris)

by

ly defined

nearly

sessile,

Sir

whereas our other native species,

the Broad-leaved Elm, (U. montana, Eng. Bot.
1887), has

flowers

the

They may be

lax and

distinguished at

first

pedunculated.
sight,

by the

difference in the size of the leaves, those of the

much

U. montana being

we may

remark,

Scotland,

and

is

is

the largest.

the species most

last,

common

in

sometimes called Scots Elm.

Both are tough, and valuable
but the U. campestris excels
ty,

This

hardness and durability.

all

as timber trees;

the rest in tenaci-

We have

mentioned

ELM FAMILY.
the timber of tupelo as excelling
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other

all

rican timber in the indisposition to

tupelo affords only a soft

split,

wood; but

Ame-

yet the

to this in-

valuable property, the broad-leaved elm adds great
strength.

For the naves of wheels,

it is

therefore

unequalled, as well as in various departments of

Willdenow describes only

naval architecture.
seven species of elm.

It

is,

however, scarcely to

be conceived but others will yet be detected by
the activity of botanists.
in his admirable

scribes

The

late

Dr Roxburgh,

work on Coromandel

one Asiatic species, the U.

Plants, deintegrifolia.

Willdenow describes only one American

species,

under the very improper designation of U. americana

;

but Michaux, to

whom we

are so

much

indebted, after a most extensive examination on

the spot, has described three American species,

two of which had been formerly confounded unProbably Humboldt may have observed
others towards the southern parts of that immense
In the mean time, the white elm of
continent.
America.
(U. americana, Mich.) from the
North
der one.

surprising magnificence of its appearance, deserves

the attention of every one interested in the orna-

mental branch of planting.

Michaux the

elder

traced the most northern limits of this species un-

der 48° 20' N.

lat.

on the banks of the Mistassin,

eighteen miles above
St Jean; so that

it

its

entrance into the lake

would grow luxuriantly

deep and fresh but sheltered valleys

in the

in our

High-
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lands,

and South of Scotland, where the tempera-

ture during winter
lar,

is

much

higher.

It

however, in the natural history of

that

Michaux

the younger found

singu-

is

this elm,

it still

thriving

to the southward, towards the extremity of Georgia, a

range of 400 leagues from north-east to

plants,

—

an important fact in the economy of
and affording the greatest encouragement

south-east,

towards the naturalization of foreign trees in this
island.
Between 42° and 46° N. lat. this elm attains the height of

from 80 and 100

diameter of from 4 to 5
ever,

it

feet.

feet

with a

Although, how-

partakes in a certain degree of the strength

and tenacity of our common elm, yet
tainly

inferior to

ties.

There

is

it

in

an elegant variety of

with pendulous flowers.

now known,

it

is

cer-

these invaluable properthis

But of the nine

the U. alata of

Michaux the

elm

species
elder

is

the most singular, although otherwise of no great
value, the bark of the branches being furnished

with

lateral

suberous productions.

XVII. Lime Family.

Of European

lime trees, two are natives of Bri-

Eng. Bot. 610. and T. parvifotwo or more varieties,
of which the red-twigged is the most remarkable
Both species, when raised from the
for beauty.
seed, will grow to the height of eighty feet on a
tain, Tilia europaa,
lia.

Of the

first,

there are
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deep fresh soil. The more diminutive
commonly observed in this country,
their being transplanted at

from being reared from

The

T. alba of

size

of those

from

arises

an advanced age, or

layers, or

even cuttings.

Willdenow was discovered by

The

Kitaibel in great abundance in Hungary.

white lime-tree (T. alba) of the Middle States
of North America,
tinct

then probably a species dis-

is

from that of Hungary, which Michaux the

younger

Ven-

asserts to be the T. heterophylla of

who

tenat,

has accurately

described several of

these trees in the fourth volume of the

Memoirs of

The American

the Institute of France.

species

hitherto described are furnished with scales at the

base of the petals, which in those of Europe are

All of them are highly ornamental.

naked.

The

Lime, (Vent.
tains

alba

t.

2.,) in a

or Broad- leaved

deep and fresh

soil, at-

the height of eighty feet, whereas the T.

and

T. pubescens,

the size of our
is

Bun wood,

T. americana,

own

(Vent.

t.

3.)

do not attain

native species.

This, then,

the only American species as yet

known, that

appears to merit attention in this country.
sides, the larger size

of the leaves, and elegant

pendulous flowers, would render
tal

on the lawn

;

and there

sufficiently hardy, as

it

Be-

it

very ornamen-

no doubt of

its

being

exists in the greatest

abun-

is

dance in the neighbourhood of Lakes Ontario

and Erie, and rather diminishes
wards the south.
Vol. ii.
Cc

in

frequency to-
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XVIII. Ash Family.

Of

the fourteen species of the

Ash enumerated

and described by Willdenow, eight are included
and one of these (Fraxiin the Kew Catalogue
;

nus excelsior)
plicifolia,

is

a native of Britain.

The F.

or various-leaved ash, differs very

known

iu habit from all the other

sim-

much

species, in pos-

sessing leaves, which, instead of being pinnated
like the rest, are simple,

the

young

and merely opposite. In

plant, these leaves are trilobate,

very minute lateral

leaflets,

with

which disappear in the

adult plant, in which they become ovate and
pointed, and deeply and unequally serrated.

Al-

though admitted as a species into the Kew Catalogue, on the authority of Willdenow, there are
strong reasons to consider

it

as a variety only.

Mr

Macnab, Superintendant of the Botanic Garden of
Edinburgh, informs us, that he sowed the seeds
of the various-leaved ash some years ago, but that
the plants produced possessed the pinnated leaves

of the
tree

common

British species, F. excelsior.

producing these seeds,

den,

is

in the

The

Edinburgh Gar-

a fine specimen of the simple leaved ash,

measuring upwards of

fifty feet

in

height,

al-

The

though the soil is little
tall and magnificent appearance of the common
ash, the hardness, toughness, and great durabilk
better than sand.

ty of

its

timber, are sufficiently appreciated; but

this like others

of our native forest-trees, has not

ASH FAMILY.

39->

escaped the mischief arising from the practice of
raising a stinted progeny from

it

by layers, and

even cuttings, although daily experience shews
with what ease the seeds germinate, on dropping

from the

The
but

it

tree,

without even a covering of earth.

ash family
is

as yet but imperfectly

is

known

;

already sufficiently evident, from the

structure of the parts of fructification, that the

present genus includes several kindred groups.

The European
rica

species differ from those of

Ame-

and these again are distinguishable from each

;

The

some have a calyx others
Michaux the younger,
whose admirable work we have had occasion so
other.

flowers in

;

have the flower naked.

frequently to mention, supposes, that to the east-

ward of the Mississipi, including Canada and the
United States, thirty species of ash at least exist
double the number enumerated in the late work
of Willdenow. But that we may not unnecessarily extend the present summary, the white asb
and some other pre-eminently useful species, only

—

?

shall be noticed.
1.

This

fine

and Willd.) which
magnificence of

(F. a?nericana, Mich. Arb.

tree,

its

is

no

less interesting

of eighty

foliage, attaining the height

limits

river

with

is

found from the
to the southern

of Jersey and Pennsylvania.

the severest cold of

feet,

Hudson

about three feet in diameter,

northward of the

from the

growth than the beauty of its

Nova

Cc2

It

endures

Scotia and Canada.
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without any diminution of

White Ash,
bark.

size.

It thrives

particularly on the deep and

on the banks of

fresh soil

The name of

originates from the whiteness of the

rivers or lakes, asso-

ciated with the yellow birch, the elm, and black
It occasionally rises perfectly straight,

spruce.

and without branching,

The

to the height of forty feet.

designation, F. discolor, given to this species

by Muhlemberg,

sufficiently appropriate, the

is

leaves being white below, and of a fine bright

The white ash

green on the surface.

the good properties of our

common ash,

unites

all

strength,

toughness, and durability, and
for similar purposes

wright, and for

is used in America
by the coach-maker and cart-

many

other purposes in the me-

chanical arts.

Such of these

been planted

in this country,

deep fresh

soils

trees as

grow

have already
freely in the

of our inland valleys.

The Red Ash (F. tomentosa, Mich. Arb.)
acquired its name from the dark brown colour of
2..

This species, although attaining a far

the bark.
less

height than the white, affords a timber of fine

quality,

former.

and applicable to

The young

all

shoots possess the peculiarity

of being covered with

fine hairs,

The

the botanical designation.
this species

the

extends

the purposes of the

less

from which arose
natural range of

towards the north than

last.

we

mention is
the Blue Ash, (F. quadrangularis), which belongs
3.

The only

other species

shall

ASH FAMILY.
group whose flower

to that

is
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without a calyx.

It

Kentucky and Genessee, under a
climate of a most genial nature, the soil beingmoist and deep, and retaining that moisture which
is

found only

in

seems indispensable to the ash family

The term

F. quadrangular is,

is

in general.

derived from

lin-

gular productions formed on the bark of the

young

fourth year.
feet,

which disappear

shoots,

and

the third or

This ash attains the height of sixty

good

affords a timber possessing the

A

qualities of the rest.

blue dye

be obtained from the bark of

it,

which

is

reported to

we

probably analogous with

is

that used in the preparation of indigo.

may

desired that this subject

XIX. Hornbeam

but

this species,

the process employed in

are unacquainted with

obtaining

in

It

is

to be

be soon investigated.

or Iromvood Family.

This family includes the two kindred genera
Carpinus and Ostrya.

The only

beam, native of Britain,

1.

B.

t.

species of

Horn-

is,

The Common Hornbeam, (C.

betulus,

2032), of which there are two varieties.

though Evelyn
beam,

is

yet, raised

E.

Al-

perhaps too partial to this Horn-

from seed,

it

forms a tree of the

Common

Beech

magni-

first rate,

equalling the

ficence

but unfortunately the Hornbeam, like

;

several of our best forest- trees,

in

may with

ease,
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almost at any period of the year, be propagated

from

layers,

and the usual consequences of

practice, follow,

This

geny.

—a

tree,

this

stinted, bushy, dwarf-like pro-

however, retaining the decayed

leaves during winter, like the

Common

Beech,

forms most valuable shelter planted in hedges.
2. The American Hornbeam, (C. amerkana,
Mich. Arb. F. p. 57.) is named Ironwood, from
the close, compact, and unusual specific weight of

Indeed the number of the concentric
perceptible on a horizontal section of the

the timber.
circles

trunk, or even branches, of a very small diameter, clearly

beam

;

shews the slow growth of

and the utmost height

it

this

Horn-

attains, scarcely

extends to forty feet under the most favourable
circumstances.

The

great strength of the timber,

however, strongly induces us to recommend

it

be planted in North Britain, especially as

geo-

graphical range includes lower
Scotia,

its

to

Canada and Nova

although extending southwards to the

Middle States. The name Bois a levkr, indicates
the acknowledged strength of the timber, being
used for levers in removing the trunks of other
Those planted by Duhamel on his estate
trees.
are at this moment thriving, some of
them twenty feet high and as they ripen their
seeds, these might be easily obtained.
3. The only other species of Hornbeam, as yet
known, is the C. orientalis, which of course grows
much less freely than the last. This species was
long ago introduced by Miller.
in France,

;

HAZEL FAMILY.

Of
are

the Ostrya or

mentioned
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Hop hornbeam, two

in the

Kew

list,

species

Ostrya vulgaris

of the South of Europe, with pendulous flower-

and O. virginica, a species abounding in
the Middle States of North America, having the
It is to be observed, that Pursh
spikes erect.
spikes,

Michaux's plate (Arb. For.) represents

asserts that

the

Common

and not the O.

virginica,

and that

the spikes in the American species are invariably
erect.

XX. Hazel

Family.
*

Although our native species of Hazel, (Corylus
by some esteemed one of the most

avella?ia), is

valuable of our forest trees, very

has been paid to the rearing of

little
it

in

attention

Scotland.

Of four varieties, almost the only one planted with
us, is, 1. The common one, with small pale-coloured

fruit,

or

White

Filbert tree.

Noisettier a fruit rouge

bert,

;

The Red Filand, 3. The Cob
2.

nut, with lacge round fruit, are scarcely

here

;

known

the greater part of our fruit being obtained

from the

common

variety,

which abounds

woods, particularly in the Highlands.
raised from the

seeds,

height of twenty-five,
thirty feet.

this

species

in

our

When

attains

the

and occasionally above

Marshall, however, reckons twenty

feet as the average height of the

but this estimate

is

Common

Hazel;

taken from those raised from
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,

from old stems cut over and neglected
in training.
To have the excellent timber of our
layers, or

Hazel

must be

in perfection, it

raised

and the best plants only allowed
For

out transplantation.

and

seeds,

to remain, with-

stakes,

cultural purposes, however,

from

and other agri-

for hoops,

nothing

can equal the shoots obtained on cutting the stem

The

near the ground.

layers,

and

preferred

;

varieties

producing the

from

are of course best cultivated

finest fruit,

for this purpose,

and

Mr

dwarfs are generally

Neill informs us, that in Kent,

made

way

for the supply

of the London market with nuts.

These plants

plantations are

in this

are twelve feet asunder,

above six or seven feet

in

and not allowed to grow
height and the branch;

es trained in a concave form, as practised with

the gooseberry
2.

*.

Lambert's nut

sufficiently hardy,
3.

is

tree,

(C. tubulosa), although

scarcely

known

in Scotland.

There are only two American species

ascertained

;

and of

as yet

these, the C. americana,

even

abroad, forms only a shrub of eight feet in height

but as the
it

fruit,

according to Pursh,

is

excellent,

should be introduced into our shrubberies.

The

C. roslrata, the only other American species as

yet described,
fruit is

is

a

still

smaller shrub,

and the

not worth notice.

Vid. Article Horticulture, in the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia.

yESCULUS FAMILY.
4.

The Byzantine Hazel, (C.

in its
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colurna),

even

is,

native country, but a tree of the fourth class,

and, according to Marshall, only attaining the

height of

we owe

South of England; but

five feet in the

to the late

worthy Dr Hope, a specimen

of this Hazel twenty-five feet high, in the Edin-

burgh Botanic Garden, Leith Walk.
however, bears

but

fruit;

it

It seldom,

affords an instance of

the success with which trees of a far more genial
climate,

may under

favourable circumstances be

naturalised with us; the soil in

which

it

grows,

being a poor sand, and the situation originally

much
in

exposed.

This species

differs

from the

rest,

having a double calyx.

XXI.

JEsculua Family.

The Common Horse
castanum, Schm. Arb.
the lawn

in

t.

chesnut-tree,
38.) has long

(M.

hippo-

ornamented

Scotland; and although originally

from the North of Asia, grows occasionally to a
tree of the

second

venty or eighty

class, rising to

feet.

The

the height of se-

elegant palmate form

of the leaves, seven together, and the numerous

and large spikes of white flowers streaked with
yellow and rose colour, appearing early
are highly ornamental.

One

succeeding so well with

us, arises

in

June,

cause of this tree

from the buds

luxuriantly shooting early in the season, and

com-
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wood during

pletely ripening the

The

which ripen

capsules,

the summer.
autumn, ought to

in

be dried as completely as possible, and the seeds

sown

the same year.

The

beauty, and not the

value of the timber of this
renders
2.

it

an object of

The Msculus

ly,

which

is

soft,

ohioemis, (JE. glabra ? Pursh,)

of Nortli America,
species; but as

tree,

interest.

is

nearly allied to the

first

a tree of the fourth class on-

it is

and the value of the timber not superior

that of the

last, it

The genus

deserves

Pavia, Buck's

rica, possesses

little

to

attention.

Eye of North Ame-

a close affinity with jEscuIus ; but

the smooth capsule externally, not to mention

other differences, both inhabit and other parts of
the fructification, would seem to justify the distinction of this genus from JEsculus.

The

tetra-

petalous flowers arranged in spikes, and the five

palmated
of

leaves, are

this family in
1.

The P.

Willd.)

is

however common

to the

whole

America.

lutea,

(Mich.

p.

238.; JEsc. Jlava,

a fine tree of the second class, seldom

attaining a height of

more than seventy

although the timber

is soft,

feet,

and

like that of the rest,

deserves to be introduced into our lawns; the

yellow colour of the spikes being very ornamenIf we might judge from its occasional astal.

same parallel (L.
would succeed in the deeper

sociates under the

39- n.) this

species

soils

of our

LAUREL FAMILY.
sheltered inland valleys.
(JEsc. pavia,

H. K.)

is
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The P.

his valuable Flora, has described
this

rubra, Mich.

a shrub only.

Pursh,

two

family in addition to those of the

in

species of

Kew

list.

XXII. Laurel Family.
in the whole of this famithem singularly pleasing; in many
of them the leaves are evergreen, and in all, the
stem, the leaves, the flowers and fruit, abound

There

ly,

is

something

that renders

with certain

volatile oils,

peculiarly modified in

each, but invariably fragrant.

of this

oil

It

is

on account

that they have long attracted the at-

tention of mankind, and especially of physicians.

The Cinnamon, and Cassia, and Camphor trees,
so much valued in the East, are found within the
and exist only in our stoves but the harAmerican and European Laurels, are well

tropics,

dier

;

known in our shrubberies.
1. The Common Bay, L. nobilis, grows freely
with us, especially when protected by more hardy
associates,

and

in fresh

and deep

height of twenty- five or thirty
evergreen,

feet,

and

the

being-

forms one of our most ornamental

In order, however, to attain this appear-

trees.

ance,

soils, rises to

it

young

must be

raised from

the seeds, and the

plants protected from the spring frosts dur-

ing the two

first

years in the usual manner.

In

HORTICULTURAL MEMOIRS.

4>04s

a deep and moist

we have known

soil,

the young-

themselves eighteen or twenty

extend

shoots

The wood ripens beThe fruit, which

inches during the season.

fore the approach of winter.

contains only a single seed, ought to be allowed
to remain on the trees

be sowed

baskets sunk into the ground.

in pots or

The Carolina

2.

Carol,

t.

6.

Laurel, or

Red Bay, Catesb.

(L. borbonia, H. K. Carolinensis> Mich,

and Pursh.)

This laurel

possesses great beauty in
if

December, and then

till

is

its

also evergreen,

we may judge from some of

the

swamps of

is

associates in

will withstand our winters

it

and sheltered valleys; abroad
from sixty

attains the height of

The timber

its

the Middle and Southern States

of North America,
in the deeper

and

native country; and,

it

to seventy feet.

takes a fine polish,

close-grained,

and becomes of a rose colour. The leaves are
alternate, and the flowers axillary, and although
small, are succeeded by oval fruit of a blue colour,

The Benzoin

3

L. benzoes,

is

Laurel,

found

in

North America, and even
tions
in

it

1683

in

England

;

in Scotland,

flower

so far as

in

is

small,

but

we know.

97.)

Ray menby Bishop Compton

it

has been

little

at-

although sufficiently hardy.

and the

and treatment similar

t.

Canada.

as being cultivated

tended to

The

(Commel. Hort.

the Southern States of

fruit

has not ripened

This species requires a
to the last.

The

soil

leaves are

ALMOND OR PEACH FAMILY.
deciduous, but the scarlet fruit

is
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very ornamental,

and the whole plant partakes of that fragrance

common

to the family,

and therefore certainly de-

serves to be planted in our shrubberies.

The

4.

Sassafras Laurel, (Trew. Ehret.

sassafras), like
its

the

last,

is

t.

69. L.

sufficiently hardy, as

geographical range extends from Florida to

Canada.

In the southern regions, according to

Pursh,

it is

in size

towards the north, gradually becoming a

but of course diminishes

a tall tree,

mere straggling shrub.
cies are

lobed

;

also

The

leaves of this spe-

deciduous, partly entire and partly

but the whole plant partakes of that fra-

grance peculiar to the respective species, and

af-

fords,

by means of boiling water, an infusion

which

is

used

among

the people here instead of

tea,

when sweetened by

It

is

the ligneous part of the root, however, that

is

preferred by the College of Edinburgh.

XXIII. The Almond

The members of
and Plum

families,

dred series of
utility, several

value,

and

all

ly ornamental,

this,

the addition of sugar.

or

Peach Family.

with those of the Cherry

form so many groups of a kin-

trees,

possessing great beauty and

of them affording timber of great
of them bearing flowers, singular-

and frequently odorous, succeed-

ed bv the most wholesome and delicious

fruit.

406
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The Common Almond tree, ( Amygdalus comwe possess several varieties, is

munis), of which

supposed to have been originally introduced from

and long afterwards into

Africa,

mond
when

was unknown

tree

in

Italy.

The Al-

the time of Cato,

the fruit was termed " nuces Greece"

Almond,

like the

Walnut and Chesnut

The

trees, re-

quires only to be planted in a proper soil and

sheltered situation, in order to ripen

hitherto in Scotland,
tion paid to
flowers,

it,

it

has had very

although the

which appear

its fruit;

little

but

atten-

rose-coloured

fine

early in spring, alone highly

to our regard as

an ornament of the lawn.

entitle

it

When

planted against a north wall, so as to face

no doubt sooner perfected,
but the flowers are occasionally forced to expand
too early in the season, and being thus blasted by
the south, the fruit

is

the chilling spring winds, the chance of fruit on

the whole,

is

The

diminished.

varieties of the

Tender Shelled, Sweet Jordan, and Bitter Almond, are propagated by budding on stocks raised
from the seed of the Almond
are raised from
tree,

according to the

Almond

tree

or on such as

Plum or Peach
nature of the soil. The

tree raised from

becomes a

itself,

the seeds of the

the seed, occasionally

of the fourth

class,

seldom attain-

ing a height of twenty or twenty-five

feet.

2. The Dwarf Almond, (A. pumila), was longago introduced into the Edinburgh Garden by
Sutherland from Russia. This is a low shrub.

ALMOND

Ott
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flowering in April, and

of course sufficiently

is

in ibis country.

hardy for the shrubbery
3. The Peach-tree (A. persica)

known

only on account of the well

Of the numerous

cultivated

is

excellent fruit.

varieties of this species, several

ripen their fruit on the open wall in our most

northern

districts, as in Inverness-shire

;

White

the

towards the end of

and Red Magdalen
August. The Acton and Spring Grove Peaches,
are likewise hardy varieties, which we owe to the
varieties,

ingenuity aud judgment

peach

of.

tree has not hitherto

sheltered lawn

Mr

The

Wright.

been planted

in the

but the reason already stated

;

with respect to the Almond

tree,

would seem

to

warrant atrial of the hardier varieties in the sheltered orchard or lawn, with the requisite attention to soil.

At any

rate,

the exquisite beauty

of the flowers, especially of the double variety,
strongly recommend this practice, were
for ornament.

The

fruit

it

only

of the Nectarine, which

appears in some respects so distinct from that of
the peach-tree,

is

an accidental variety only ; both

occasionally occurring on the same tree.

great object with respect to both, then,
tain such as shoot freely,
fruit ripen early.

on

this

is

The
to ob-

and whose shoots and

The Elruge and Early

Violet,

account, highly merit our attention in

Scotland.
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XXIV. Plum

Family.

now

Botanists, under Prunus,

reckon upwards

of thirty species, of which, there are several kin-

dred groups more or

less

closely allied, for in-

stance, the Apricot, the Plum, and the Cherry.

The

Apricot, P. armeniaca,

is

the most remark-

able; and the delicate and highly flavoured fruit

of several of them,

Of

rivals that

of the Peach-tree.

Moorpark and Breda

these, the

apricots, are

generally esteemed, and ripen and produce abun-

even so early as August, on the wall
of the cottage or farm-house in various parts of

dant

fruit,

our sheltered valleys.

In fact,

artificial

tree,

when

raised from the seed,

heat ren-

The

apricot-

grows

like the

ders the fruit mealy and insipid.

peach-tree to a moderate height, being a tree of the
fourth class only.

When

planted for

are generally rendered dwarfish

When

culture.

raised

by

fruit,

their

they

mode of

from the seed, therefore,

they are best adapted for ornamenting the lawn,
to

which the beauty of

their early flowers great-

ly contributes.
2.

Of the

proper plum-tree, (the P. domestka,

Wild Plum, Eng.
Bullace

Plum

}

Bot. 1783.) and P.

(841.,)

and the

Sloe,

insit it ia

P.

or

spinosa,

(842.) are the only species indigenous to Britain.

The

fruit

of the two

first,

are agreeably cooling

PLUM FAMILY.
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and laxative; but the domestic Wild Plum

is

sup-

posed to have produced gradually b} culture those
r

innumerable high flavoured and

known

fine

well

fruits,

temperate countries of Europe.

in all the

This species, with training,

rises to the

height of

a forest- tree of the third class; and the timber

being closely grained and durable,

With

to the cabinet-maker.
it

must be

raised

is

however,

from the seed only, and the

insititia,

scarcely under any

management,

the size of the last species, and

ed to produce
cially

in

which

is

tic use.

ty shrub,
Sloe,

(P.

offsets

;

but

is

it is

off-

The P.

from the root carefully removed.

sets

known

well

this view,

attains

equally dispos-

cultivated, espe-

Clydesdale, on account of the

fruit,

preserved by means of sugar for domes-

The P.

padus, or Bird-Cherry,

growing
spinosa),

XXV.

is

a pret-

to the size of the last; but the
is

altogether unmanageable.

The Cherry Family.

The Cherry, although nearly related to the
Plum family, is still sufficiently distinct in several
respects. As forest-trees, various species of cherry
are

more valuable, although the

fruit

is

less

ex-

tensively useful, the taste being less easily preserv-

ed than that of the plum.
cies,

are very valuable

ber, especially the

cerasus), so

vol.

it.

much

The two

on account of

native spetheir tim-

Black Cherry or Guigne, (P.
priced on account of the fine

D

d

MO
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The Guigne,

fruit.

lands,
tal

is

in the valleys of the

High-

a tree of the second class, very ornamen-

from the beauty of the flowers

the fruit,

which

is

in spring

;

but

sweet and well flavoured,

generally devoured by birds.

is

This tree affords

timber of great value, the grain being

fine,

and

equal to mahogany, for the various purposes of

The

the cabinet-maker.

other species, or

Cherry (P. avium), also grows to the
timber

but

tree,

land than the

is less

of a

frequently planted in Scot-

The

last.

size

Red

fruit is likewise useful,

although not so good as that of the Guigne.

Of

foreign species,

The Perfumed Cherry

1.

(P. mahaleb) is highly deserving of attention as
an ornament of the park the flower being agreeably odorous. There is a fine specimen of the
;

Mahaleb

Botanic Garden of Edinburgh,

in the

twenty-five feet in height.
2.

ly

The Portugal

named,

is

Laurel, as

it is

very improper-

the P. lusitanka, which forms one

of our best evergreen

trees,

although liable to be

blighted in exposed situations.
3.

The Laurel Cherry, another

evergreen, (P.

laurO'Cerasus), although originally from the Le-

vant, ripens

when

its

seed

when of

raised from seed,

sufficient

age; and

and not stinted by pro-

pagation from cuttings, this species attains the

height of a fourth rate tree by careful training.

The

leaves, bark,

and indeed

all

parts of the plant,

MULBERRY FAMILY.
known

are well
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to be poisonous, although the

This

leaves are injudiciously used in cooking.

poison

a volatile

is

almond

bitter

:

oil,

analogous to that of the

in fact, the seeds

of the whole of

this extensive series, contain this oil

The P. caroliniana, or
named the Wild Orange-tree,
4.

as
is

it

States of

try

it

North America,

it is

In the Middle

lets,

fruit

highly ornamental,,

to forty feet in height; but in this

has hitherto appeared only as a shrub.

in the last species, the flower

black; but the pulp

is

The Black Mulberry
situations,

third

it

grows

object,

it is

( Morus nigra) has long

to the size
to

When

planted on the lawn.

The

Family.

in this country.

and ought

class,

As

green and insipid.

XXVI. The Mulberry

been cultivated

coun-

forms erect spike-

shooting from the axils of the leaves.
is

less.

improperly

another evergreen

species deserving our attention.

growing

more or

is

In favourable

of a tree of the

be more
the fruit

commonly
is

the sole

most readily obtained by grafting the
a scion from a tree in a full

young stock with
bearing state.

This

is

generally practised, but

method by approach, is recommended by the
best authority.
The leaves of this species are

the

the
c

2.

common

food of silk worms.

The White Mulberry (M.

ally appears

in

alba) occasion-

our shrubberies; and from the

Dd2
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delicate smoothness of the leaves,

it

would seem

better adapted for the food of the silk

the

worm

than

last.

The Red Mulberry (M. rubra) of

3.

dle Slates of

North America, ought

Mid-

this country, as several of its associates

tried in

in the forest

have been successfully cultivated

Like those of the black species, the leaves

here.

being covered with
the rearing the silk

hairs, are scarcely

worm

useful as a forest-tree.

&c

it

;

but,

what

adapted to

is

of greater

Red Mulberry would be more

importance, the

nia,

the

at least to be

grows

In Virginia, Pennsylva-

to the height of seventy feet,

with a proportional diameter; and the timber,

which

is

finely grained,

very durable,

is

of ship-building.
is

of a red colour.

tained from

of a yellow colour, and

used for knees and in other parts

New

The fruit, as the name implies,
The seeds might be easily obYork or Philadelphia.

XXVII. The Laburnum
This

fine tree (Cytisus

Family.

laburnum)

is

uow so

well

known, as to require no description. It is one of
the most useful as well as ornamental, of the numerous face to which it belongs but it is necessary
;

to preserve

it

from the treatment

it

generally re-

ceives both in Scotland and in the south.

who

None

observe the miserably crooked and dwarfed

state of

most of these

trees

with

us,

would suppose

LABURNUM FAMILY.
them

to merit

much

413

attention; but were

we

to

observe those originally reared from the seeds under proper treatment,

we should

be convinced of

the importance of rearing the Laburnum, particularly the broad-leaved variety, as a forest-tree
in Scotland.

The timber

is

indeed

and

much

very valuable for the purposes of the tur-

is

ner and cabinet-maker.

even on the

It thrives

numerous seeds

poorest

soil,

tumn.

For the ornament of the lawn

ripening

unrivalled, to

it is

prized

and durability,

for its hardness, beauty of grain,

its

which the large

in au-

in spring,

trifoliate full

green leaves, and elegant pendulous yellow spikes,
occasionally ten or twelve inches in length, equal-

Neither the Black

ly contribute.

any other of

this family, so far as

value equal to the
part of

Laburnum

trees
is

known,

nor

are in

in size, the greater

them being mere shrubs.

XXVIII. The

We

Cytistis,

shall close

Robinia Family.

the present

summary of

with the Robinia pseud-acacia.

forest

This tree

scarcely inferior in beauty, and in the value of

the timber
late

is

superior, to the

Mr Cockburn

Laburnum.

of Ormiston,

first

species as a forest-tree in the park of

Hall in Haddingtonshire, where
tion were rather unfavourable.
in height

and diameter, most of

soil

The

planted this

Ormiston

and

situa-

These now equal
their native as-
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The timber

is close-grained, hard, and
America more valued by the
cabinet-maker than an}' other native timber what-

sociates.

finely veined,

and

in

Pursh, in his late valuable Flora, asserts,

ever.

that being nearly incorruptible,
for posts

it is

equally useful

We are informed by a friend,

and gates.

that gate-posts of this timber, on the property of

Mr

Howard, near Baltimore, have remained

The

for nearly a century.

finely pinnated leaves,

and pendulous white odorous

add greatly

flowers,

to the beauty of this species; the value of

scarcely

is

known

fresh

in this country.

The

which

flowers,

however, are very seldom produced.

%
its

The R. glutinosa

is still

tendency to send forth

objection to planting
3.

The R.

hispida

less

known

off-sets,

here

;

and

forms a great

it.

is

a shrub only, but of great

beauty, and sufficiently hardy.

coloured flowers, render

it

The

large rose-

well adapted to the

shrubbery.

We

shall

conclude

this

part of our Report,

with recapitulating generally what we conceive
to be the principles that ought invariably to guide
tis in

the

Rearing of Forest Trees.
It is

observed by Lord Bacon, that " there

is

no

**

part of society, nor order of persons, which have

ik

notsome point of contrariety towards

•

true

know-

PLANTING OF FOREST TREES.
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—

" ledge;
generally taking small light from na" tural philosoplry, they do but spin out their
" own little threads; because," he adds, " men
" strive against themselves to save the credit of
" ignorance*."
The truth of these observations
is

well illustrated by daily experience.

Since the time of Cook, one of the

on the subject of

forest-trees,

first

writers

and the celebrated

and truly respectable Evelyn, of whose work, an
edition, with the practical directions of Hanbury,
and botanical descriptions of Miller, was lately
published by Hunter of York; and since the publication of the excellent Dictionary of Miller, so

much improved by

Professor Marty n

;

there

is,

in

the opinion of many, nothing further to be desired

on

this

important part of rural economy;

especially with the late useful works of Marshall,
on Timber, Hedge- rows, Woodlands, &c. But
this last writer,

as

has copied

all

the errors as well

excellencies of his predecessors.

rors,

indeed, are

now

by prescription, that
tempt

to eradicate

perseded nature

perhaps hopeless to at-

Art has completely su-

them.

common methods

We

ing and cultivating forest-trees.
withstanding,

*

venture

er-

so thoroughly established

it is

in the

These

to

state

a

Interpret. Nat. xxvi. et Forraul. Inquis.

of rear-

shall,

not-

few obvious
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truths; in the hope of their being useful
whose good opinion we chiefly value.

1.

1,

Preservation of the Leading Root.
Forest- trees, in order to attain their full per-

fection, should

be raised from the seeds, and not

The

from suckers, cuttings, or layers.
all

to those

plants,

seeds of

and more especially Dicotyledonous

moment

trees, at the

of germinating, emit a lead-

ing root generally perpendicularly downwards,

with

lateral

diverging radicles;

leading root, the future plant
nourished,

is

and from

this

at first chiefly

the lateral diverging radicles being

only subsidiary to this important purpose.

moment, however, that

this

cut off or injured, an effort

The

main leading root
is

made

is

to supply its

place by the lateral radicles enlarging and multiplying in a singular

manner; nature exerting

herself to supply the loss; and, under occasional

fortunate circumstances, seeming partially to repair it; but in the forest, the unfortunate sufferer
is

inevitably stinted, overtopped, and choked, ei-

ther by other plants, or by

its

more fortunate

as-

sociates.
2.

One

great object, then, in the rearing of

forest- trees,

is

to prevent as far as

possible this

fatal accident; for experience shews, that
this

important part

is

once destroyed,

it is

when
never

PLANTING OF FOREST TREES.
renewed, and

its

perfectly supplied

office, in

by

lateral shoots*.

edly transplanting
ed the nursery,

is

general, but very im-

common

3. Therefore, the

417

'

practice of

repeat-

seedlings intowhat

is

term-

necessarily injurious; the slen-

der leading perpendicular root, being in ninety-

nine cases of a hundred, partially or entirely bro-

ken off. The judicious practice of the late Earl
of Haddington, keeping the whole of the root
moist and entire, by immersing it in a tub, containing a mixture of earth and water, of the consistence of pap, cannot be too strongly inculcated

on

But

planters.

this

cannot possibly be done,

without transplanting immediately from the bed,
into the situation where the trees are to remain

the leading root being otherwise necessarily injured, either

by instantly withering, or by every

subsequent removal
4>.

What

is

f.

termed a tap

fined to the oak,

root, then, is

not con-

the hollies, and pines, or any

* Repeated experiments, in order to ascertain this important

have been made with the germinating seeds of plants, be-

fact,

longing to tribes widely distinct from each other
sult

was invariably

;

and the

re-

as here stated.

+ The Earl of Haddington's small but excellent summary, is
now scarcely to be met with in the shops; although, being founded on upwards of thirty years observation, it is extremely valu" Every removal of a tree," says his Lordship, " checks

able.
ee
11

its

I could raise them all without
would be a great advantage."

growth ; and if

tion, it

transplanta-
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other particular

some
ing

less

tribe,

but

prominently) to

is

common

in fact

all tall

(in

plants; and see-

destruction manifestly tends to the stint-

its

ing and injuring their growth,
preserve

it,

let

us carefully

as closely as possible following na-

ture; and, after due preparation of the intended
soil, sowing the seeds of the various forest-trees,
where they are intended to grow, either in the
common method, or, where it can be executed
by a drilling machine, at the requisite distance,

young

for the

plantation will, in this way, admit

of being easily cleared of weeds, and occasionally thinned, as the plants
to

advance

in size, in

admit the necessary circulation of

air,

order

as well

freedom to their respective roots*.
by the number of young trees thus sacrificed, is not by any means equal to what is sustained in the method commonly practised, by repeated failure in transplantation, &c. &c. and afas to allow

The

ter

loss

all,

producing a race of inferior

trees.

It is a

well ascertained fact, that seedlings allowed to

remain in their original station,
sons, far over-top the

veral years older.

common

The

will, in a

few

sea-

nursed plants se-

partial destruction of the

larger seeds, of the Oak, Chesnut, and Walnut,

*

Under

may be

certain circumstances, various crops, as turnips, &c.

raised in the intervals

between the rows.
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no satisfactory objection to
the practice here recommended.
6. These principles, however, are of course apby

field-mice, affords

Where

plicable strictly to forest timber- trees.

speedily wanted,

where

shelter or

ornament

uncommon

species or varieties are to be preserved,

is

and where seeds cannot be obtained, transplanting of grown

trees,

laying, budding, inarching,

and other means, must consequently be

substi-

tuted.

II.

Distance between the Young Plants.

6.

It

is

evidently impossible to lay

terminate rules
necessarily so

in

many varying

down de-

which there are

a matter in

circumstances to be

taken into account, that the practice must vary

with them.

The end

in view,

is

to

admit

suffi-

room for growth and circulation of air.
But as various trees naturally differ in form, some
extending their roots, as well as branches, farther
in a horizontal direction than others, which point

cient

more perpendicularly upwards, there
rily a

rent individuals.
as

is

necessa-

by diffeAll that can be done then is,

difference in the space required

much

as possible to regulate the distance be-

tween them generally, according to the natuform of the respective trees The Pines, Firs,

ral

and Larches,

:

for instance, requiring less distance
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Oaks and Ashes. We
recommended sowing the seeds,

betwe'en them than the

have already

where the

(4.)

intended to grow, in prefe-

trees are

rence to transplanting, especially in forming ex-

The same

tensive plantations.

principles would
seem to point out the propriety of sowing thick.
Nature scatters the germs of organized beings

with invariable
the end

Millions perish; but

In general, even the coast of this

covered.
land,

liberality.

obtained,-^-the surface of the earth

is

now

so bare

and bleak, there

is

is

is-

reason to

conclude, formerly abounded with trees; but these

were sown by nature herself, and they protected
each other from the fury of the tempest. It is
in vain, therefore, to expect success, but in fol-

lowing her

steps,

by experience.
sufficiently

and

The

at the

same time profiting

great object then,

thick, and

to

remove the

is

to

sow

least valua-

ble plants gradually, as circumstances point out,

always allowing them to grow closer together in
the most exposed situations.

III.

An

Unnecessary Pruning.

attention to the last objects (3. and 4.)

would not by any means supersede the

useful

and necessary part of the business of professional
seed merchants and planters, but would certainly
lead

them

to

adopt plans more useful to the pub-

PRUNING.
lie,

and eventually more

The expences
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beneficial to .themselves.

incurred by a strict adherence to

these principles, would not surpass the

what

is

amount of

now squandered on

" Pruning the seedlings, &c.
" Putting them in.

" Pruning the nursery plants # ," &c. &c.
" In pruning (says Marshall) seedlings, &c. the
roots should not be left too long

and sprawling;

in this case, they should be trimmed off pretty
close,

so as

to

form a globular

means," he adds, "

new

fibres will

root.

By

this

be formed im-

mediately, and of course be easily removed with
it,

without disturbing the earth interwoven among
This handsome " globular trimmed root,"

them."
is

no doubt "

easier

removed," and requires only

a nice small globular hole to

fit it,

on planting;

but the consequences are manifest.

Having thus trimmed the root, Mr Marshall
proceeds; and, on the same erroneous principle,
orders to be taken off the " awkward and defect(
tive tops, which should in most cases be trim"

med

" a

quite close up to the leader, or be cut off

little

above the

the planter,

is

root."

in ,fact

Now, convenience

to

the only reason assumed

Marshall on Planting and Rural Economy, vol.

i.

p. 25.
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for

"trimming the

but

this close

root into a globular form;"

trimming of the top

is

founded

false notion; "by reducing the tops," says
Marshall, " the roots,"
the trimmed roots, " are
" rendered better able to send up a supply of sus-

on a

—

" tenance to the part

left

standing."

never once imagined by these

artists,

It

was

that al-

though the root sends upwards the recent sap,
this sap was assimilated by the leaves and would
;

have been returned, and deposited

in the

young wood,

around that of

in concentric circles

form of

the foregoing year, by the vessels of the numerous important branches which they had ordered
to be cut off, in order to form a " handsome top,"

expence of the future growth of the whole
tree; and thus, in fact, all these prunings and
at the

trimmings, and transplantings, are worse than
useless.

We

shall

now

proceed to the fourth part of our

Report, and give a brief notice of

IV.

Plants recently acclimated in Scotland.
Edwardsia.

On

perusing,

some time

since, the valuable re-

marks of R. A. Salisbury, Esq. of the Royal Society, on the necessity of reforming the Sophora? of Linnaeus, we could scarcely have imagined that two of the species would, in the course
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of a few years, add to the beauty of our Scottish

shrubbery; yet both have withstood for years the
severest of our winters.

E. microphylla.

1.

with

many

covered

it

This elegant plant,

others, to Sir

height of eight

summer

the

New

in the island of

garden near Edinburgh,
the

Joseph Banks,

shoots,

it

feet,

we owe,
who dis-

Zealand.

In one

has already attained

thoroughly ripening

and flowering early

in

May,

retaining, during our severest winters, nearly in

verdure

full

truly elegant pinnated

its

leaves,

being planted against an open wall facing the
west, by our late worthy colleague and Secretary,

Mr Thomas

2.
tis's

Dickson

*.

The E. grandiflora, (Sophora tetraptera, CurMag. 167.) is equally hardy, and has been

exposed by Messrs Dicksons and Shankly of
Leith Walk, to the utmost violence of the northern blast, at the expence of losing

its

In

magnificent

however,

this state,

yellow flowers.

*

Mr

it

bore

its

These enterprising

Dickson died

in the

verdure.

planters,

have

month of May of the present

year,

(1817), of a painful illness, which he bore with great fortitude.

He was

not merely eminent as a Botanist, but excelled in the

knowledge of the

Testacese,

select collection of shells.

and he possessed a small but very

HORTICULTURAL MEMOIRS.
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several other tender exotic shrubs under trial in

the open air #

.

The E. chrysophylla, the only other
described, we have not as yet obtained.
3.

species

Sophora.

John Welsh,

a

Mr

This plant, according to

4. S. japonica.

most industrious and

skilful gar-

dener, has withstood the utmost severity of several

of our winters

;

but could scarcely be expected

more

to flower until the roots have

fully extend-

The slender pinnated leaves

ed themselves.

semble those of Rob'mia caras,anna in

re-

size.

Medicago.
5. 31.

arborea.

ciently rooted,

This

shrub,

fine

thrives better in

when

suffi-

the shrubbery

than in the green-house; and the same

maybe

observed of Coronilla ghuca, and C. emerus. and
other kindred genera of the great leguminous
race, to the successful cultivation

exposure to the

M.

air

is

of which a free

absolutely necessary.

The

arborea has stood several severe winters in a

garden in the heart of Edinburgh.

*

Melaleuca hypericifolia

sideros lanceolata

europsea

;

;

Banksia

;

Melaleuca diosmaefolia ; Metro-

ericifolia

;

Clethra arborea ; Olea

Leptospermura lanigerum ; Anthyllis barba Jovis

Protea levisanus.

;
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Pyrus.
This beautiful shrub grows

P. japonica.

6.

freely in protected situations,

and when trained

against a wall with a good aspect, flowers in April

Nothing can excel the

and May.

fine effect

of

the numerous scarlet flowers contrasted with the

shining green of the foliage.
Pittosporum.
7.

P.

This

tobira.

another native of Japan

is

;

which, in protected situations, has withstood several winters.

The

bark,

however,

is

apt to split

and decay near to the ground. The flowers are
said by Kaempfer to be agreeably odorous, and

much

valued in

its

native country.

Aucuba.
8.

The Aucuba

japonica, or Golden plant of Ja-

pan, has withstood for five or six years the severest

of our winters.
shoots,

It

grows

freely,

making strong

and ripening them before the winter. The

bright glossy green of the leaves, curiously spotted

with yellow, has a

fine effect in winter.

This

is

become one of the most magnificent of
our evergreen shrubs.
The flowers, however,
likely to

seldom appear; at any rate they are small, and
produce
vol.

little effect.

11.

Ee
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Camellia.

This fine plant has already

9* C. japonica.

been exposed by

Mr

Macnab,

in the front of the

stove of the Botanic Garden,

a situation per-

haps more trying than in the sheltered lawn.

This plant, with

the

Thea, with which

it

is

closely connected, are, however, as yet only under

The high

trial.

price

demanded

for the plants,

has prevented us from obtaining a sufficient num-

The

ber for exposure.
fine

Camellia

preserves

during the winter.

shining leaves

the flower of this plant which

is

its

It

is

so frequently

figured on the paper imported from China

;

and

the numerous varieties in our green-houses, are

the result of culture.

The

but finely varied and large.
are multiplied

flowers are inodorous,

The

finer varieties

by inarching on the stock of the

single flowered plant.

Liriodendron.
10.

The L.

has long

tulipifera, or Tulip-tree,

been introduced into the park in various parts of
Scotland, where

cent flowers.

it

annually produces

It has in

its

magnifi-

some instances already

attained the height of a tree of the third class,

even when propagated from cuttings, but that
finer plants might be obtained from the seeds, is
perfectly evident.

and spongy

;

The

timber, however,

but the bark, which

is

is

soft

agreeably
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bitter

and aromatic, has been used

rica in the cure

in
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North Ame-

of intermittent fevers, and well

deserves the attention of physicians, as a substi-

The planting of

tute for that of Cinchona.

the

tulip tree, ought, therefore, to be extended.

Magnolia.
11.

M.

chaux, "

The

grandiflora.

En Europe,

le

point

observation of Mile

plus avance vers

lenord, oule Magnolia grandiflora passe bien l'hiver

a plein terre, est pres de Nantz," (L. 47°

would have almost deterred
in

13'.)

us from planting

the neighbourhood of Edinburgh.

It

it

has,

however, proved sufficiently hardy, retaining

its

large glossy pointed leaves, during our severest

winters,

and ripening the annual shoot under

The object,
most unfavourable circumstances.
then, is to obtain seeds, and by sowing them, to
acquire handsome and better-rooted plants. To
the five deciduous species of Magnolia,

has lately added the
tree.

M.

The Magnolias

more common
whole require

Michaux

macrophylla, or Umbrella

will soon

become more and

in

our shrubberies and lawns.

a

deep fresh

soil,

in

The

order to suc-

ceed.

Kalmia.
12.

The RhodoracecE have long

afforded us the

most elegant of our evergreen shrubs,
several species of Rhododendron,

Ee2

especially

such as R. pon-
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ticum,
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The Kalmias, although

and R. maximum.

scarcely inferior in the beauty of their flowers and
leaves,

have been long neglected in

The Kalmia was

this

country.

cultivated in Scotland by the

first

Reverend Dr Stuart of Luss. But we owe by far
themost promising plants of this interesting family
to

Mr Macnab of the

Botanic Garden,

who

raised

them from the seeds. They make slow but strong
and vigorous shoots, and attain a taller and more
erect appearance than

the bushy stinted plants

raised from cuttings.

The

flowers in the

those of the

K.

K.

latifolia

are terminal

angustifolia, are lateral

;

both are

equally beautiful.

These plants require a fresh
strike their roots

deep.

With

have not hitherto attained

soil,

us,

but do not

the Kalmias

a greater height than

three or four feet.

Verbena.

The stem of this plant has,
hitherto died down to the soil; but

13. V. triphylla.

during winter,

the root, remaining, sends forth vigorous shoots
in spring, growing,

in

some

the height of three or four

sheltered borders, to

feet,

and flowering

in

August and September. This shrub, in every
part abounds with an odorous volatile oil like
that of lemon-peel in flavour, which the leaves
communicate, by a boiling heat, to milk, and
other matters of diet.
This oil is obtained, by
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distillation

with water, from the leaves and young

same manner

shoots, in the

The

&c.
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flowers

as that of peppermint,

and not showy.

small

are

This plant, and the following, are natives of

diffe-

America this species was introduced into France by Thouin, to whom Eu-

rent parts of South

rope

is

much

:

indebted for the introduction of

fo-

reign ornamental plants.
Fuchsia.

The stem of

F. coccinea.

14f.

shrub,

like

in winter,

that of the

but shoots vigorously

son, and, in

warm

situations,

of July and in August.

Some

this truly elegant

dies to the

last,

in the

ground

ensuing sea-

flowers in the end

old bark

is

generally

spread round the stem of these two last shrubs.

Both have hitherto grown more
open

air

than in the green-house.

a deep fresh loam.

the open

more

air,

we

From

shall

freely

They

in

the

require

the seeds ripened in

probably soon have plants

likely to ripen their

wood and

preserve their

stem, as well as the root, during our winters.
Coixhorus.
15.

C. japonicus, affords another instance of

plants natives of Japan,

growing

neighbourhood of Edinburgh.
first

freely in

the

This shrub was

introduced from the conservatory into the

shrubbery by

medal

for his

Mr

Macnab, who lately obtained a
merit in this and other respects.
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from

This

this Society.

ornamental

ers appearing

The

May.

fine

shrub

is

peculiarly

the numerous double yellow flow-

;

in

April,

and continuing during

shoots of the season, several feet long,

ripen their wood, and flower the following year.

In one part of the Botanic Garden, the plant

is

more than twelve feet high.
It is disposed to
send forth numerous offsets from the root, which
afford abundance of plants.

To

the present

casion,

list,

we

have the honour

mental plants new

to

shall,

on a future oc-

announce other orna-

to the soil of Scotland,

pro-

vided the Society should deem the further prosecution of experiments of this kind deserving of
their attention.
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XXXIV.
An

easy

and sure Method of raising Mushrooms,

either with

Dung

or without

it.

By Mr William Wales, Gardener

to Colonel

Duff

at

Fetteresso Castle.

(Read

1

r or

this

.

How

to

purpose,

fittest time,

11th

March 1817 )

procure the Spawn.

the

month of March

the cattle not being then

upon

is

the

grass,

but chiefly upon dry food of one sort or other.

Take two barrow-loads of cow-dung, one load of
sheep and one of horse-dung
dry them well ;
small,
then break them quite
so as they may go
;

easily

through a coarse garden

mixed together,

lay

sieve.

them up

finishing at top in a point.

It

is

in a
to

When

well

round heap,

be understood;

482
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that the operation

is

to

be conducted in a dry shed.

Observe to tread the heap
will greatly save

it

as it is put up, which
from heating too much. If a

stick were thrust into

when taken

out,

the heap as a proof, and

if it

feels

very slightly

warm

hand, the heat is doing well; for in the
whole mode of raising mushrooms, it should be
in the

particularly observed to take great care of the
heat,

too

the

as

much

mushrooms

heat or cold

most productive
55

to

heat, I

are impatient of either
:

the best adapted and

have ever found, was from

60 degrees of Fahrenheit, and the nearer the

beds are kept to this heat, the greater will be the

The heap

success.
litter,

in

to be covered

is

a state of fermentation,

ness of four inches

all

with horse-

to the thick-

If the shed be

over.

warm when the heap is put up, I would recommend old bass- mats rather than dung, as the least
over-heat would spoil the heap.
it lie

for

In this

one month; then throw the

state, let

litter

a

little

hand into the heart of the heap,
and take out a handful. If the spawn has begun
to run, you will observe numerous small white
If not begun
fibres or threads through the dung.

aside, thrust the

to run, let another covering be put

on above the

same thickness as the first; and afwill undoubtedly find the
abound with spawn. I have had it running

old one, of the
ter a

month more, you

heap to

in three

weeks, and sometimes

it

has required ten

ON RAISING MUSHROOMS.
weeks,

much depending on

The spawn

thus procured,

exceeding what

lity, far

hot-beds.

—

borrowed

I
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the state of the dung.
is

is

of the very best qua-

got in

fields or in

old

write from experience, and have not

mode of procuring spawn from any

this

one.

The spawn

in

ing long; and

I

this

state,

shall

is

form spawn -bricks, when

to

made

at

fit

keep-

for

as

how

many can be

one time as will serve for the season, or

even for a number of years
the

not

next give directions

spawn be kept

2.

if required,

provided

dry.

Making of Spawn

Bricks.

Take of horse-dung without litter, three barrow-loads two barrow-loads of the mould of rotten tree-leaves
two barrow-loads of cow-dung
one barrow-load of old tan-bark, such as is thrown
;

;

out of the pine-pit; with one barrow-load of
sheeps dung;

mix

all

these well together,

till

the

mixture seem to be one compost, and to be as
fine

and

soft as

in grafting, as

common mortar,
otherwise

out of the mould.
as

it

Then

or as the clay used

would not come

easily

take a small frame, such

brick-makers use for moulding their bricks,

the size six inches long,
deep.

A

four broad, and three

portion of the mixture should then be
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forced into the

mould

the mould being a

and the

or frame,

little

sides of

wetted beforehand, the

spawn-brick will easily come out without breakAfter the bricks have stood two hours or

ing.
so,

take a blunt or rounded dibble, and

make

three holes in the middle of each brick, an inch

from each other,
brick
find

;

and

half through the

about;

these holes are for receiving the spawn.

it is

the best way, to lay the bricks as they are

made upon

boards, that they

may
The

of doors in a good day to dry.

be carried out
bricks should

be rendered perfectly dry, as the least
spoil the

They

spawn.

will often

outside, while they continue

best

I

way to prove them, is
how dry it is in the

observe

served, that great care

wet
to

damp would

seem dry on the

in the inside.

The

break a brick, and

inside.

It

must be taken

is

to be ob-

in the turn-

ing them upon the boards, for fear of breaking,
they being very apt to go to pieces,
receiving spawn.

if

:

this

as

happens

to.

which has been

when

fit

for

in the course

of

the weather be dry and the bricks

be rightly attended
litter,

nearly

When fit, they are firm, and quite

dry on the outside
three weeks,

till

for hot-beds

laid
;

Now,

take fresh horse-

in a heap to sweeten
bottom course of this

up

lay a

whereon to lay the bricks.
The horse-litter which is to be prepared for covering the spawn-bricks, ought to be rank, because
the drier and sweeter the heat, the spawn will
six

inches

thick,
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work the

freer

and, as I

;

weather be warm, the
also, if there
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stated before, if the

less

covering will serve

be any heat in the old covering at

the expiration of three weeks, add no more

new

covering, as the old will perfectly serve the end.

Every hole in the bricks must next be filled quite
up with the spawn and as the bricks are
laid one upon another, the upper side of the brick,
when laid, must also be covered with spawn at
the same time, observing, as the bricks are laid, to
keep them as open between one another as posclose

;

:

sible, so as to let

go through

parts of the heap.

all

The heap

are thus laid,

to

place round the sides and top,

six inches of the hot dung,

a fine moderate heat

must be done

is

When

be terminated at top by a single brick.
all

dung

the heat and steam of the

;

which

will

observing,

soon raise

that

all

this

where rain cannot enter to cool the dung.
After two weeks, add three
inches thick of additional fresh dung upon the
old this will renew the heat, and make it work
in a shed, or

;

two weeks more, when
may be taken off, and cleared all out

forcibly for the space of

the

litter

from the spawn-bricks. Before the cover
off, it will

be proper to lay a

little

of

it

is

taken

aside,

and

take out a few of the bricks, to see whether
the spawn

not

;

cover,

has run

if not,

and

all

through each brick or

replace the bricks again,

let

them remain

for ten

and the

days longer,
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when they

will

be found to be, every one as it
were a solid mass of spawn.
They may be allowed to stand and dry for a few days in the
heap they are then to be laid up in some dry
place, till wanted for use, where they will keep
:

good

for

many

3.

years.

Rearing of Mushrooms.

Having given an account how to procure the
spawn, which is the principal point, I shall next
proceed to state how mushrooms are to be raised
I raise the mushfrom the spawn with dung.
rooms

in boxes,

hampers, or in short in any thing

which will hold the dung and the
These boxes or vessels, are placed
sheds of the hot-houses, or
ever,

where no damp nor

in

frost

soil

together.

in

the back

any house whatcan enter.

There

should be several boxes, a part only being
at a time,

so as to keep a rotation of them,

have mushrooms
I

shall

time.

suppose three boxes to be

rilled

at one

three feet. long, one and

a half broad, and seven inches in depth.
filled

better,

and

dried for three or four days before

dung

is

Let

with horse-dung from the

stables, (the fresher the

boxes): the

and

at all times ready for the table.

Each box may be

each box be half

filled

to

it

be well beat

if

wet, to be

be put in the

down

in the
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boxes *. After the second or third day,
has risen amongst the dung,
to

any heat

if

fit

time

spawn break each spawn-brick into three

parts

it

is

then a

:

as equal as possible

the box

:

:

then lay the pieces,

about

upon the surface of the dung

four inches apart,

here they are to

lie

in

when it
spawn
the dung

for six days,

will probably be found, that the side of the

next

dung, has begun to run in

to the

below; then add one and a half inch of more
fresh dung upon the top of the spawn in the box,

and beat

it

down

a fortnight, the

In the course of

as formerly.

box

mould on the top

will be ready to receive the

mould must be two and
down with the back
of a spade, and the surface made quite even. But
before the box be earthed over, it will be proper
:

this

a half inches deep, well beat

to take

up a

little

of the dung, as far

near the bottom of the box, to see

"

add

Since this paper was read,

I

if

have found

it

down

the

as

spawn

very useful to

to every three barrow-loads of horse-dung, one of per-

fectly

dry cow-dung, beat down to powder as

mixed among the horse-dung,

after the

der cover for four or five days to dry.

it

were, and well

horse-dung has lain un-

The

reason

I tried

the

cow-dung dry, was, that T still found the horse-dung to have a
strong damp, after having lain in the boxes for some time
but the cow- dung, when beat
dry up

this

damp, and

box more compactly
finer the

spawn

will

;

down to powder, has the effect to
make the horse-dung lie in the

also to

and the more

run amongst

it.

it

is

pressed down, the
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has run through the dung

;

if not, let

stand unearthed for some days longer
to be earthed before the

it

;

the box

were

for,

spawn had run through

the dung, there would be but a poor crop.

In

mushrooms will
then the mould seems dry,

the space of five or six weeks, the

begin to come up

;

if

give a gentle watering, the water being slightly
heated in any

warm

place before being applied.

This watering will make the mushrooms
ly,

and of a large

size.

start free-

I cut three myself,

which

from a box treated as above.
The boxes will continue to produce for six weeks,

weighed 18^

oz.

and I have had them productive sometimes for
two months, if duly attended to by giving a little
water when dry, for they need neither light nor
free air.
I have had thirty- two pretty well-sized
If cut as buttonmushrooms in one cluster.
mushrooms, each box will yield from 6 to 12
Scots pints, according to the season and other circumstances.

The

plan

now

described,

I

prefer for yielding

numbers of mushrooms, and where a great many-

when reared without dung, they
flavoured.
They are not then to be dis-

are required

are best

;

but

tinguished from those which grow naturally in
the

fields,

produced.

but comparatively few are

in this

way
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How

4>.

Take

a

to raise

little

439

Mushrooms without Dung.
and lay

straw,

it

carefully in the

bottom of the mushroom-box, about an inch thick,
or rather more.
Then take some of the spawnand break them down, each brick into

bricks,

about ten pieces, and lay the fragments upon the
straw, as close to each other as they will

lie.

Co-

ver them up with mould, three and a half inches

When

deep, and well pressed down.

appears dry, give a
for the last

way

little

the surface

tepid water, as directed

of raising them

;

but this method

needs about double the quantity of water that the
former does, owing to having no moisture in the
bottom, while the other has the dung.

rooms

will begin to start in a

month

sometimes sooner, sometimes

later,

The mush-

or five weeks,

according to

the heat of the place where the boxes are
tuated.
size,

They do not

rise so

si-

thick nor of so large

nor do they continue to be produced so long,

as in the other plan

5.

now

with dung.

Mould

or Compost.

mould or combox way.
Take a quantity of horse-dung from the stableyard fresh, and for every layer of dung, six inches
I shall

describe the kind of

post most proper for

mushrooms

in the
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in depth, lay three inches of fine earth from

light soil
till

;

these alternate layers

there be as

much

as will

for the course of a year.
lain

about six months or

ficiently rotten

:

it

may be

probably be wanted

After this mixture has
so,

the

dung

will

be suf-

should then be well broken

with a spade, and passed through a garden

Two

any

repeated^

sieve.

inches of this compost laid upon the top of

the box, and well pressed

down with

a spade, will be found to answer.

It

the back of
is

to

be un-

same compost made of the dung
and earth, is used for going on the top of the
beds formed with dung, as well as on those without it, observing to have it sifted fine and well
dried, for if it be damp, the spawn would not
run freely amongst it.
derstood, that the

With

respect to

mushrooms,

I

Mr

Oldacre's

mode of

never saw nor heard of

it,

rearing
till

que-

stioned on the margin of the proof-sheet by the
Secretary.

W. W.
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